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FOREWORD

Nationwide law related education (LRE) is coming into its own. In
many schools it is becoming an integral part of the curriculum. A number
of states currently have LRE coordinators. Commercial publishers are
row beginning to make more and. more materials available to schools.

This revised edition of Law in the Classroom will continue to meet
a very important need--providing practical assistance to resource persons
who will be making presentations about law and the justice system in
school and organizational settings. Also, school practitioners will
find the resources in this volume very valuable for supplementing their
already existing program.

It is our belief that involving community persons in LRE programs
will provide enriching and rewarding learning experiences for all par-
ticipants in the learning process: students and other citizens are
enriched by the obportunity to interact with people who work every day
in the justice system, and resource persons are rewarded by the knDwl-
edge that they have helped expand the horizons and perceptions of
learners of all ages.

Initial funding for the earlier edition of this handbook was pro-
vided by the Colorado Bar Association, the Colorado Department of Educa-
ti'in, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Funding for
this revision has been provided by the U.S. Department of Education
National Institute of Education through the Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center (ERIC). Numerous teachers, school administrators, social
studies consultants, and lawyers provided valuable input on possible
changes that could be made in the early edition.

Dr. Mary Jane Turner, formerly Staff Associate with the Social
Science Education Consortium, now with the Law in a Free Society Project
in Calabasas, California, was the initial author of this handbook. Lynn
Parisi, Staff Associate with the SSEC, assumed responsibility for its
revision in collaboration with Dr. Turner.

We hope teachers, program leaders, and LRE resource persons will
find this revised handbook to be a useful and valuable tool for helping
students and adult citizens understand the nature and value of the legal
system.

Dr. James E. Davis
Associate Director, Social Science

Education Consortium

Associate Director ERIC Clearing-
house for Social Studies/Social
Science Education
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FOREWORD TO THE FIRST EDITION

This handbook was developed in an effort to provide practical
assistance to resource persons who will be making presentations about
law and the justice system in school and organizational settings. Our
decision to sponsor this publication reflects our belief that involving
community resource persons in legal education programs can provide en-
riching and rewarding learning experiences for all participants: stu-
dents and other citizens are enriched by the opportunity to interact
with people who work every day in the justice system, and resource per-
sons are rewarded by the knowledge that they ha'Ve helped expand the
horizons and perceptions of learners of all ages.

This Published edition of the handbook is based on earlier versions
of a-scurcebook originally developed by the Colorado Legal Education
Program (CLEP), which was established in 1974 by the Colorado Bar
Association and the Social Science Education Consortium with financial
support from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the
Colorado Department of Education. During the four years of its exist-
ence, CLEP helped more than 40 school districts in Colorado design and
conduct community-based legal education programs. In 1978 the project
acquired a broader geographical scope and a new title: Civic/Legal
Education Program. The author of this handbook, Dr. Mary Jane Turner,
has been codirector of CLEP since its inception.

We hope that teachers, program leaders, and law education resource
persons will find this handbook to be a useful and valuable tool for
helping students and adult citizens understand the nature and value of
the legal system.

Dr James E. Davis
Associate Director, Social Science

Education Consortium

Associate Director ERIC Clearing-
house for Social Studies /Social
Science Education
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HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK

Law-related education is a program of instruction designed to pro-
vide students with conceptual as well as practical understanding of the
law and legal processes and to equip them with knowledge of both their
rights and responsibilities. Through teaching strategies which emphasize
active student participation, LRE programs provide a foundation for
improved citizenship skills, ability to work within the legal system to
settle civil grievances and deal with criminal problems, and favorable
attitudes towards law enforcement and the justice system. Law and jus-
tice professionals play a vital (and valuable) role in making such pro-
grams effective. The first-hand experience and knowledge that lawyers,
judges, law enforcement officers, and other professionals bring to an
LRE presentation not only validate but enrich and enliven student learn-
ing about the law.

In the years since the publication of the first edition of Law in
the Classroom, instruction in law-related education has expanded dramat-
ically. As an increasing number of schools and communities adopt LRE
programs, more and more law professionals are finding themselves involved
in school and community law programs. This handbook is designed to pro-
vide these professionals with a variety of teaching ideas, practical
activities, and resources that have proven effective in involving student
and adult audiences with the law.

Law professionals new to LRE will find that these materials stress
the resource person's role as activity leader rather than lecturer.
This is not to say that legal professionals should not offer information
on thc: law or their own role in it. Indeed, most students and other
groups expect to hear about personal experiences from an outside resource
person and would be disappointed if such anecdotes were not forthcoming.
However, such information has greater significance when it complements
well-planned classroom activities such as games, role plays, dilemmas,
or simulated trials. People of all ages are likely to learn more, and
have a better time doing so, when they are participating in learning
experiences that require their active emotional, mental, and even
physical involvement.

This handbook contains scores of teaching ideas that can be easily
and immediately used by law education resource persons. Legal profes-
sionals will find descriptions and examples of 17 different learning
strategies, as well as information about their effectiveness with groups
of various ages and levels of sophistication. In addition, we have sug-
gested strategies that are particularly appropriate for dealing with
various kinds of content. Over 90 activities, accompanied by step-by-
step procedures for presentation, are outlined. In most cases, all
necessary materials for any given activity are provided. Student hand-
outs are supplied wherever appropriate and need only be duplicated by
the resource person or teacher.

Law in the Classroom is divided into four parts. This initial part
of the handbook contains introductory and background materiil for both
the teacher and the resource person. We recommend that this section be
read before any of the activities are used.
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Part 2 of handbook contains descriptions of and guidelines for
a variety of learning strategies relevant to LRE. Examples of

each, i :cluding at least one activity suitable for use with elementary
students, are provided. (Throughout the Table of Contents, elementary
activities are identified by the letter "E" in parentheses. More spe-
cific information on the levels of elementary and secondary activities
is provided in the introduction to each section.)

Part 3 consists of activities that are effective for use with dif-
ferent types of law content. Four major content categories have been
identified: introduction to law, individual rights, criminal law, and
civil law. The sections on individual rights and civil law have been
further subdivided into such topics as freedom of speech, freedom of
religion, search and seizure, family law, and consumer law. Several
categories, including introduction to law, police activities, and indi-
vidual rights have been expanded since the first edition of this publi-
cation. In addition, we have made an effort to identify more elementary
activities for all content areas. A new feature in this second edition
is a section on civil and small claims courts, and lawyer services.

The last part of this handbook consists of an expanded listing of
resources for presenting programs about the law to school and community
groups. A significant feature of this revised resource section is a
list of major LRE projects by state.

As the many permission credits in the footnotes attest, very few of
these activities and resources were developed originally for this hand-
book. Most are reprinted (in many cases with adaptations) from other
publications. Other activities were developed especially for the first
or second edition by experienced curriculum writers. A great many excel-
lent print and nonprint materials have been developed by commercial pub-
lishers and law-related education projects in the past few years. Our
intent in compiling this resource book is to assemble some of the best
existing materials in a useful and useable format for law education
resource persons. The complete addresses of all publishers of "borrowed"
materials are provided in Part 4.

While this sourcebook is designed for law professionals, we expect
and hope that classroom teachers will also find it a valuable resource.
However, teachers should keep in mind that many of the activities in
this handbook can be presented most effectively by a judge, sheriff's
deputy, or some other person who is involved on a daily basis with the
legal system. It is our hope that a teacher will make an effort to
arrange for such a resource person to visit the classroom at least once
during each semester. An increasing number of local bar associations
and police community relations departments already have an outreach pro-
gram in place. For other suggestions about locating human resources,
see the section entitled "The Community as a Teaching Resource." The
teacher's knowledge about the ability and maturity of students, the con-
tent and objectives of the curriculum unit, and the effectiveness of
various kinds of learning strategies with a particular class will be
indispensable in helping a resource person identify appropriate activi-
ties, content, and strategies.



The procedures and activities provided here are intended as sugges-
jns and guidelines rather than hard and fast lesson plans. Our goal
to contribute toward making community-based law education an enriching

and enjoyable experience for the student, the teacher, and the resf.)urce
person.
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BACKGROUND FOR THE TEACHER

This section contains a general rationale for using resource people
to enrich classroom or community law education programs, along with some
suggestions for making the experience pleasant for both the resource
person and the audience.

It is important to remember that such a venture will be successful
only to tht extent that the resource person is considered to be an inte-
gral part of the learning program and is made aware of the objectives
being sought, the backgrounds and ages of the audience, and their general
level of experience.

It is not unusual for attorneys and law enforcement officers who
agree to work with classroom or community groups to be asked simply to
"come in and talk about the law." However, we believe that it makes
more sense to structure a presentation than to go in and "open it up for
questions." Although the latter approach may be fun for students, it
seldom produces real insights into the nature or function of law. It
can also be tedious for resource people because they are invariably
asked to deal with such items as (1) "My brother was stopped for speed-
ing the other night and the cops frisked him. Is that legal?" and
(2) "The coach made my buddy run four laps around the football field.
Does he have the right to do that?'"

Teachers and program chairmen who want to use \visits from resource
persons to complement their own law-related education efforts should
plan to spend some advance time planning and discussing these special
presentations. The teacher or leader can be particularly helpful in
suggesting appropriate strategies and activities. A resource person may
be very knowledgeable about law-related content but unfamiliar with
options for presenting that content in a way that is lively and inter-
esting for both the audience and the presenter.

The activities in this sourcebook provide models and procedures for
teaching about law-related content by means of inquiry, discussion, case
studies, simulations, games, debates, role playing, dilemmas, value
clarification, and other strategies consistent with good social studies
methodology. With some guidance from the teacher or leader, a resource
person should be able to find in these pages suggestions for presenting
almost any type of content about law and the justice system to an audi-
ence of any age.

7



THE COMMUNITY AS A TEACHING RESOURCE

Community-based education is an important part of the school cur-
ricula, one that affects all children. Children from low-income families
need to see their immediate environment as part of the educational
process. Children from more affluent homes also need to learn to toler-
ate a learning environment that differs from their home environment.
All children, in fact, can benefit from a glimpse of life beyond the
schoolyard. If children are going to perceive the school and the com-
munity as rich sources of learning, a systematic effort in community-
based education is necessary.

Community-based education is already part of social studies cur-
ricula. Special attention, however, needs to be devoted to the use of
law-focused education as part of community-based education, because it
has special potential to enhance such a program.

Community-based education can be used as one component of law-
focused curricula or as an important basis of instruction in itself.
There are advantages to using community-based education in either way.
First, there is little cost attached to community-based education.
Second, community-based education has an immediacy that textbook materi-
als lack. Finally, and perhaps most important, is the fact that
community-based materials and resources have a special reality for stu-
dents. The word community, broadly construed, can include municipal
government, county government, state government, and federal government.

Community-based educational materials and resources for classroom
use are many and varied. Among them are field trips, resource persons,
materials from special interest agencies and groups, newspapers, and
materials from libraries. In the study of law in the schools, emphasis
is uswllv placed on the study of government and its legal relationship
with individuals. Thus, constitutional law and the criminal justice
system are the two subjects covered most frequently in materials produced
for law-focused education. There remains, however, a significant gap in
the area of personal or private law. Laws and legal processes related
to consumers, housing, family, negligence, and insurance are areas in
which much information is still needed. Possibly the most appropriate
materials for teaching about important topics are community-based materi-
als.

METHODS

As illustrated by Chart 1, the social studies have cognitive and
affective contents.

The cognitive content is a group of facts drawn from everyday life
that can be used to support the concepts drawn from the social sciences.

Reprinted with permission from "Community-Based Education," by Roger M.
Berg, in The Methods Book: Strategies for Law-Focused Education, by
Arlene F. Gallagher (Chicago: Law in American Society Foundation, 1978),
pp. 99-115.
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CHART 1: SOCIAL STUDIES METHODS

STRATEGY

SOCIAL STUDIES LESSON

CONTENT

INQUIRY

CO

DIS USSION
CASE STUDY

SIMULATION /GAMES

DEBATE

ROLE PLAYING

DRAMATIC PLAY

/VALUE CLARIFICATION

GENERALIZATIONS

MODELS OR IDEAS

COGNITIVE

1IF ANALYSIS

DIALOGUE

CONTENT

10

BELIEFS

FATTI'TUDES

VALUES

1 EXPERI ENCES

19

AFFECTIVE



Factual data and concepts are joined to make generalizations about human
behavior. In turn, these facts, concepts, and generalizations are tied
together by models or ideas that may include a number of concepts and
generalizations. For example, the Cold War as a model contains concepts
and generalizations from psychology, economics, political science,
history, and geography.

Along with cognitive content from the social sciences, there are
preferences or emotional responses. These are the affective content.

The methodology of community-based education uses numerous strate-
gies from social studies. In the social studies, learning may be accom-
plished through the use of one or more of the following: inquiry, case
studies, simulations and games, discussions, debates, role-playing,
dramatic play, values clarification, and values analysis. These are
Socratic dialogue, a special form of discussion used in graduate legal
education; the case study method, a particularly effective way to use
real and hypothetical legal cases to arrive at certain conclusions; the
mock trial, an alaborate role-playing simulation; and moot court, a
debate process used in legal education.

Law-focused social studies methods and social studies methods have
many common elements. The cognitive content of law-focused social
studies is drawn from the social sciences, especially from jurisprudence.
Cognitive content includes facts, concepts, generalizations, and ideas
or models. The criminal justice system is an example of an idea or model
that draws its concepts and generalizations from jurisprudence, as well
as from the other social sciences.

The affective domain of law-focused education, based largely on the
experiences a person brings to a subject, also includes a set of beliefs,
attitudes, and values about cognitive content.

RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION

Law-focused, social studies curricula persons should look at the
work of Jean Piaget, a Swiss psychologist; Lawrence Kohlberg, a Harvard
University psychologist; and the body of research known as political
socialization. Fifty years ago, Piaget began his pioneering work in the
development of children's thinking and how the child sees his world.
Much of today's research is cased on his original ideas. Based.partly
on Piaget's work on moral development, Lawrence Kohlberg began his
research in the area of development of moral judgment. Kohlberg's ideas
about stages of moral development are thought to be particularly impor-
tant in teaching children about law.

Political socialization isan area being investigated by child
psychologists and political scientists. It is a catchall phrase used to
describe the process by which children pie socialized, that is, by which
they learn about the political culture in which they live. This culture
includes government, authority, voting, and international relations,
among other things. How children's thinking has developed, how they
develop a sense of right and wrong, and how they learn about government
and laws should all be considered in planning law-focused social studies
curricula and the use of community resources within such curricula.
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In his research with young children, Jean Piaget discovered that,
in thinking about objects, events, themselves, and others, children
tended to see themselves as the center of it own universe. In fact,
at a certain age of development, infants believe that things exist only
insofar as they can see them. Out-of-sight objects are literally out-
of-mind and do not exist for infants. Slowly, children begin to develop
a sense of reality. They realize that moving branches do not make the
wind blow. They learn that they cannot grasp the moon, that they are
not the center of the universe. Thin is a slow process. Piaget did not
believe that children actually developed a capacity for logical deductive
thought until they reached senior high school age. At that point, the
deductive reasoning stage is completed.

Lawrence Kohlberg and his associates at Harvard University, as well
as a number of researchers in social studies education, have done work
to establish the validity of the hypothesis that there are six stages of
moral development. These stages can be described as follows:

Stage 1 is the "caught/don't get caught" stage. The consequences
of an act tell a child if the act is right or wrong. If someone has the
capability of punishing, he or she should be feared for his or her power.
The avoidance of punishment or seeking of pleasure are most important.

Stage 2 is the "fair for me" stage. Here, a child always makes
sure he gets what belongs to him, and he only helps someone if that per-
son can help him. Good deeds are done with the hope of reward.

Stage 3 is the "good boy" and "good girl" stage, wherein the child
tries to please those he or she sees in face-to-face situations. The

child wants everyone to think that he means well. Conforming to the
behavioral norms of a particular group is typical at this stage.

Stage 4 has been called the "law and order" stage. A child follows
the rules because they are the rules. Here one is concerned with the
opilion of unseen others. Typically, the question this person asks is,
"What will they think of me?"

Stage 5 is the social contract stage. Here, one balances indL;idual
rights against those of society. The operating notion is that the law

changes to accommodate varying social conditions. This is the operating
stage of the government, the Constitution, and the Supreme Court.

Stage 6 is the universal principles stage. Principles are self-
chosen and include the Golden Rule and the categorical imperative. The

civil disobedience of Martin Luther King, Jr. is an example of stage 6
behE vior.

In sum, Kohlberg has developed a system by which a teacher may begin
to understand differences in students' thinking. This system can be
used to understand how they think about law and government.

During the primary grades, one finds large percentages of stage 1
behavior, some stage 2 behavior, and a small amount of stage 3 behavior.
At age ten, in the intermediate :::ades, one finds mainly stages 1 and 2,
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with a little more stage 3 and some stage 4 behavior. During the junior-
high age, one can observe a reduction of stages 1 and 2 behavior, and
during the senior high age, one sees a dramatic increase in stage 5
behavior, which is largely moral development. This brief analysis has
implications for content, methods, and the use of community-based educa-
tional resources.

Thousands of children have been questioned about their perceptions
of government, the presidency, the Supreme Court, and Congress. It is
important to note that most of a child's political ideas seem to be fixed
by the end of the eighth grade. This is not to say that some change
does not occur; however, the ideas and concepts held in later life are
already learned. Young children also tend to personalize government.
The president, a police officer, and a teacher are all personal images
of authority. It is only later when children begin to mature cognitively
that they understand the notion of institutions of government.

The foregoing personalization process is no surprise to experienced
elementary school teachers, yet provisions for this insight need to be
made in teaching law-focused social studies. A second insight gained
from political socialization has to do with the idea of identification.
This notion is based on the tendency of children to identify with atti-
tudes and values of significant persons. These persons include teacher,,
parents, and others worthy of respect in the eyes of a child. Identifi-
cation, as well as personalization, can be taken into account when plan-
ning the use of community resources for law-focused education.

Political socialization data also emphasize that the growing crisis
of confidence in government begins in the elementary school. During the
intermediate grades, respect for government, police, and legitimate
authority in general begins to decline in students' eyes- There is some
evidence, however, that an honest and thoughtful attempt at law-focused
social studies can redirect a child's growing sense of alienation from
political institutions.

CHART 2
CONTENT OF LAW-FOCUSED SOCIAL STUDIES

Grades K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12

--7
Local X X X X

County X X X

State X X X

Federal X X

CHOOSING CONTENT BASED ON GRADE LEVEL

Chart 2 indicates those levels at which content might best be
utilized for law-focuied education. Community-based education can also
be introduced at the same levels.

13
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CHART 3
COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION IN A LAW-FOCUSED

SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

Grades K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12

Resource persons X X X X

Class field trips X X X X

Organizations X X

Individual field trips X

Materials-government X X X

Materials-organizations X X X

Chart 3 shows some ways to incorporate communitl -oased education
into law-focused social studies curricula. The chart affirms that
resource persons and field trips are profitable at any age. Some thought
is needed in the use of other community-based resources and materials.
A number of organizations for community-based resources will be suggested
later in this chapter. These organizations would be useful for focusing
on legal or value conflicts in the society; however, it is suggested
that senior organizations be used with mature junior or senior high
school students. Because many community organizations do not attempt to
provide balanced points of view, they must be used judiciously. For the
same reason, materials provided by trade associations or special interest
and other advocate groups should be, used only in the junior and senior
high schools. Materials from the government can probably be used with
intermediate grade students and junior and senior high school students.
The only consideration in their use is readability. One advantage of
the use of community-based education in the senior high school is that
tenth to twelfth graders should be able individually to visit organiza-
tions, resource persons, or places and report back to the rest of the
class.
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CHART 4
COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION IN THE PRIMARY GRADES

K-3

Resource persons X

Class field trips X

Organizations

Individual field trips

Materials-government

Materials-organizations

Primary Grades: K-3

Community-based education in the primary grades is important, since
there are few printed materials available. The selection of resource
persons and field trips should be determined by ideas gained from Piaget,
Kohlberg, and others in political socialization research. In general,
children at this age tend to personalize government and its agencies.
They also tend to be at stage 1 and stage 2 of development, and hence,
they have external norms for right and wrong. Thus, they should be pre-
sented with resource persons who are authority figures. Discussing how
other people feel or the rules of society is not always effective with
children at this age. As Piaget's ideas suggest, a child must begin to
decenter cognitively. Other Piagetian research indicates that learning
a- this level must begin with familiar persons and local places.

Thus, the simplest kind of field trip might be a neighborhood walk
during which traffic signs, safety signs, street signs, sidewalks, fire
hydrants, and other familiar objects are observeL. Later, they become
the basis of stories showing how rules for the safety and welfare of
citizens are made by local government and carried out by local agencies.
A visit to a local fire station and a meeting with fire fighters might
also be beneficial. The notion of fire safety is an important one. A
visit to the police station may be particularly impressive. Since police
are seen by children of this age croup as the main source of enforcing
laws and applying sanctions, they are usually held in high esteem.

The K-3 level of law-focused education might well be summarjzed as
follows: We live in a world of rules to protect us. That world of rules
is managed by adults, and the rules are made by them.
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CHART 5
COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION IN THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES

4-6

Resource persons X

Class field trips X

Organizations

Individual field trips

Materials-government X

Materials-organizations X:

Intermediate Grades

At the 4-6 grade level, one notices a marked change from the pre-
vious age group. This age group has begun to assume attitudes from peers
as well as from parents. Respect for the police remains high, and
respect for government in general is extremely high. When someone in
government does something wrong or a national leader dies, children in
this age group become upset and display anxiety about the general support
and Permanence of the political system. Piaget tells us that, at this

age, students can understand part-to-whole relationships. Although most
primary children would not be able to conceptualize neighborhood, city,
county, state, and federal relationships, at this age, students can apply
part-to-whole relationships to government. Moral development research
shows that, at this age, more students start to think about the feelings
of others, i.e., they use stage 3 reasoning. Nevertheless, stage 1
(caught/don't get caught) and stage 2 (what is fair for me or the law of
retaliation) behavior is still extant. A small number of students will
be reasoning at stage 4. The intermediate grades are a transitional
stage in which children are beginning to internalize previously external
attitudes and rules. They are beginning to gain a picture, however
fu-2y, of the complex regularities and irregularities of government and
human behavior.

Children at the intermediate level assume the following focus:
People around me make the rules and carry them out. These rules regulate
my immediate environment. I should take part in maintaining the system.
I should know how to become part of the rule-making process. I have to

think about the other person.

Primary grade experiences with resource persons or field trios can
easily be repeated at this level. One focus should be on authoritative
adults who enforce rules. However, other foci could be cc-isideraticn
for the feelings of :s and the idea that, since we all have a hand
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in making the rules, we all have to obey them. Key persons visited on
field trips, as well as resource persons, should be b:_aefea to understand
the psychology of the children so their talks r :n be offered on this
level. Career awareness is an important consideration to be included.
At this level, children can begin thinking about the world of work and
the many different occupations that are open to them. Resource persons
could talk about how they trained for their positions, the schooling
that wa: involved, the relationship of their education to th,2ir work,
and related occupations in the same field.

The following is a list of possible resource persons who might be
asked to address a class or, at the intermediate grade level, two or
three classes at once. With older intermediate children, some considera-
tion should be given to having resource -ersons make a short, ten- to
fifteen-minute explanation of their occipation and what it means in the
local world of rules and laws. This presentation could be put together
on audio cassettes or videotapes for use by other classes or in later
years. Such a resource library would be particularly useful for planning
units of study. A list of suitable resource persons follows:

Police officer
Fire fighter
Principal
Safety patrol captain
4 -H cl .b leader

Sheriff
Mail carrier

Librarian
Physical er,ucation instructor
Scout leader
Security guard at local shopping

center
County human relations office

representative
Neighbors of the school building

A police officer could emphasize bicycle safety, giving students
greater responsibility for enforcing bicycle safety with their friends.
Similarly, a fire fighter might talk about the student's rola in making
sure homes are safe and in protecting younger children from fires,

Since after-school activities are important at this stage, Scout,
4-H, or Campfire Girl leaders, as well as professionals in community
agencies, are significant adults in a child's life. These persons could
explain that in their orT-uizations, young people make and enforce -.Iles
for themselves. The influ-nce of such organizations in building a :::se

of voluntary compliance in children is particularly important. Unfor-
tunately, these youth organizations often provide more opportunites for
student participation in decision-making and rule-making -than do schools.

Neighbors who could visit include security personnel or local store
owners. At this age, students sometimes become involved in shopliftino
and other minor crimes. If store personnel would talk about punishment
as well as the feelings of others, it might have some impact upon chil-
dren. Having a face-td-face relationship with a store owner could also
deter students from petty theft.

Personal relationships with Persons who live in the iaLmediate
ity of the school can also help to avoid complaints about student 7is-
behavior. These rersons shcild have a chance to be knows: personalL.y.
They can talk about the'fact that they understan0 that children like to
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1,11( a that it would be much better if children played around
wu home: They could stress their own feelings and appeal to the

CL property.

',)unty 0,:ticials should also be included at this grade level. A
,vnt,Ativc cf the sheriff's office or a representative from the
human flations commissioh might be effective resource persons.

might: be able to demonstrate vividly the layers of govern-
1,nt; I.e., that in addition to local police, there are also county law

1: C nt officials. Such a person could talk about how the state,
:.1t-hei than the city, prosecutes most criminals.

CHART 6
COMMUNITY-BASLD EDUCATION IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

7-9

Resource persons X

Class field trips X

Organizations

Individual field trips

Materiais-government X

Materials-organization:- X

unioI Eiqh School

The junior high school student begins to reason differently about
and the world. Piaget's investigations with children demonstrate

-, at this age, students begin the process of hypothetical-deductive
Kohlberg's research shows that half the children are begin-

-o think in terms of right ana wrong, as well as in terms of what
others think of them. Some are even beginning to use principles of
ludgment. Nevertheless, a third of these students are still rather
authoritarian in their orientation to right and wrong, and this must be
.J.ken into account in the use of community resources. Political-
socialization research shows that, by this time, many basic orientations

lam and government have solidified. At this stage, students bene-
t.Lt from learning that inquiry is open-ended, that answers are never
ulte complete. If efforts are made to continue to show students that
scclal issues are complex and require solutions based upon reflective
tidgment, then community-based education will be well employed. If

community-ipased education can be seen as a source for citizen decision
making, rather than as authoritatie learning' to be accepted without
question, then a tre spirit of law-focused social studies inquiry can

fostPred.
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At the junior high level, community-based education includes field
trips, resource persons from organizations, materials from government
agencies, and mE.:erials from organizations. All of these must be used
with an eye to appropriate content, strategies, and psychology.

Resource persons for the junior high level should provide a7i=opri-
ate role models for students. Since the identification process is par-
ticularly important at this level, persons should be chosen who will be
attractive to students at this age level. Young adults can be especially
helpful to this identification process. Resource persons should be
models from whom students might adopt attitudes toward the institutions
of our society. They could also be persons who can talk about their
careers and other careers in their field, permitting students to .ire

some notion of the education required, entry skills needed, skills needed
to progress, and opportunities for promotion. The following is a short
list of suggestions:

Traffic officer
Principal

sec=i_ty person
Consumer protection agency

representative
State patrol trooper
State legislator

Juvenile officer
School neighbors
Court reporter
State inspector
Driver's license examiner
State department of labor
representate

This list is not meant to be all-inclusive. Some federal representatives
could also be added, depending upon the interests of the class and the
direction of the content. Resource persons from the federal level are
listed in the discussion of community resources in the senior high school
section.

Class field trips at this level should emphasize state or federal
governments. The state legislature and the governor's office would be
important places to visit. At the local level, a visit to a driver's
license examination center would, no doubt, be popular. Visits to the
state patrol, department of Labor and workmen's compensation offices are
also appropriate.

Because of the impressionable nature of the junior high school stu-
dent, the use of special interest organizations can be particularly dif-
ficult. It is suggested that they be used judiciously or not at all for
students at this level. A list of organizations from which a teacher
might choose is found in the discussion of community resources on the
senior high level.

Printed community-based educational materials at the junior high
level can be anything the teacher selects. Materials from the state and
federal governments- -from virtually any organization the teacher
choos--can be used. Materials can be discussed and analyzed objec-
tively at this age level as long as the teacher uses thoughtful criteria
for their utilization. Students should begin analysis of materials by
examining the conflicting points of view. Careful examination and analy-
sis nurture the development of stage 5 reasoning. Materials from state
and federal agencies are particularly us:;ful supplements to the materials
used in teaching about the U.S. Constitution.
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CHART 7
COMPIUNITY-BASED EDUCATION IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

10-12

Resource persons X

Class field trips X

Organizations X

individual field trips X

Materials-government X

Materials-organizations X

Senior High School

A thoughtful use of community-based education at the senior high
level demands a look at the accumulated research. The senior high school
student must also be viewed as a potential voter, elia: le to case a
ballot in either the next local or congressional race, and surely in a
not-too-distant presidential race.

An important consideration discussed by Piaget and his associates
is the fact that, although students at this level are capable of
hypothetical-deductive reasoning, they frequently engage in single-value

logic. For example, they see disparities between the rich and poor as
the root cause of most problems, or they label race as the cause of most
problems in American society. Endless and ingenious elaborations of a
single model or idea are developed by students at this age; most essay
answers reflect this single-value logic. More mature students will apply
hypothetical-deductive reasoning and use a hierarchy of values rather

than a single value.

Political socialization research shows that, at this age, some stu-
dents are even looking beyond the federal level to the international
level. It is hoped, of course, that teachers will encourage such a cos-
mopolitan view. Community resources can help.

At this level, more students reason from principles than make moral
judgments along authoritarian lines. Most students operate at stage 5

reasoning. Stage 6 reasoning is not fully developed until the mid-
twenties. Consequently, stage 5 reasoning is an important focus in
law-rclated social studies at the senior high level.

Political socialization data indicate that students are learning
from a variety of sources and, although the school may provide a much-

needed conceptual language, it is not the most important agent of
political socialization at this stage. The peer group and the world

outside school loom larger than does the school for many students.
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Despite the fact that the school is no longer the ?rincipal agent
of socialization, there are some positive steps that can be taken.
Significant persons, including parents, may still be used to provide
positive identification with society's institutions. -ttitudes are
still plastic, and care should be taken not to encourace o_ increase
cynicism. Students should be introduced to the idea that problems
require more col=lex solutions than they once thought. In a democratic
society, most solutions are trade-offs that involve a definite social
cost. If one regulates industrial pollution, for example, certain indus-
tides are placed at a competitive disadvantage. The balancing of free-
dom, equality, and justice requires the reflective vigilance and partici-
pation of all citizens.

The following list is not meant to be all-inclusive but merely to
serve as a guide to appropriate resource persons.

Welfare case worker
FBI agent
Police officer
Legal aid lawyer
Public defender
Probation officer
Parole officer
Building inspector
Banker

Real estate agent
Lawyer in private practice
Military lawyer
Ex-offnder
Weights and measures inspector
Apartment lessor
Law student
Univer .ity social scientist

In addition to the above, representatives of various federal agen-
cies might also be appropriate. Representatives from the following are
suitable:

Federal Trade Commission
Federal Communications Commission
Civil Aeronautics Board
Department of Agriculture
Internal Revenue Service
Consumer Products Safety Commission
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Department of Labor
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Drug Enforcement Agency
Interstate Commerce Commission
Atomic Energy Commission
Food and Drug Administration
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
Postal Service
Small Business Administration
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Commerce

All of these agencies play an important role in the area of administra-
tive justice. They often issue regulations that, until tested in the
courts, have the force of law. They often seek to regulate various
aspects of business, public utilities, and even personal behavior.
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Values that shape their policies are worthy of discussibn. Almost all
of these agencies have regional offices, and they will often send or
recommend speakers. If they do not'have a speaker available, they will
often send information.

At the senior high level, the ideal field trip might be the tradi-
tional visit to Washington, DC. A tour of a federal court building or
federal office building can also make students aware of the panoply of
federal powers that exist in virtually every state. Certainly, all
courts in which senior high students are allowed are possible sites of
class visits.

Organizations that provide materials or resource persons can be
utilized so that a juxtaposition of opposing poi:-,ts of view results.
The following list offers some suggestions:

Young Republicans v. Young Democrats
Right to Life v. Planned Parenthood
National Rifle Association v. Gun Control Group
Sierra Club v. local power company
Organic foods store v. major supermarket chain
School prayer advocate v. ACLU representative
Anti-busing representative v. Legal Aid representative
Union representative v. Right to Work representative
School board member v. teacher's union member

If such experiences are tied to a moot court or mock trial activity,
students can gain deeper understanding of a particular topic in a law-
focused social studies unit.

Materials available from federal agencies or other official sources,
as well as special interest groups, can be a particularly useful supple-
ment to text materials for students at this age level. These materials
can be analyzed so that students gain practice in making decisions, stat-
ing the reasons for their decisions, and seeing the implications of their
decisions. As students prepare to exercise their franchise, more and
more of the materials used in class should be those that actual citizens
use rather than text material. It is here that community resources can
have their greatest impact.

US7; A RESOURCE PERSON

First, be sure to follow the guidelines of your school system for
use of resource persons and community resources in general. Teachers
found that resource persons are more effective if they are given

sc e background about children's interests. A resource person may have
wonderful presentation, but if it does not meet the children's

J.Iterests, it will fail. A resource person should also have some idea
of the class's knowledge of the particular topic. Tell the resource
Lrson what your objectives e--:e and the objectives of the unit you are

oeachino. The resource 17.,,:!rson also needs to know the attention span of
:he children. A good pattern to suggest is a short pl-_sentation to be
followed by an informal question-and-answer period.
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There are some steps a teacher can take before having a resource
person visit a class. First, provide some background s,Idy on the
resource person's topic. Help children select some appropriate questions
to ask this person. With younger children, it might be effective to
assign questions to individual students. Whil preparing the class, do
not stifle spontaneity. If you expect your re__Airce person to be
natural, you should allow the children to be natural.

Do not expect resource persons to be teachers. They do not have
your training or background, and you may occasionally have to step in to
handle a situation. In general, though, children are excellent audi-
ences; they love to have visitors and are flattered and seldom misbehave
when visitors are present.

It is a good idea to have students or a committee of students write
a thank-you note. This might .include a summary cf what the resource
person told the class, which also functions as an evaluative technique.

USING FIELD TRIPS

As in the case of resource persons, be sure to follow local school
policy in the use of field trips. A teacher gains a better sense of the
way to proceed by visiting in advance the places that a class will visit.
Older students may go on extended, all-day, or even week-long field
trips. Younger students may become tired after an hour or two, no matter
how exciting the subject matter. Thus, in the case of younger students,
arrange a series of short visits if one will not cover the topic. Also,
whenever possible, request speakers who are elected officials. They are
often more verbal and have a better sense of audience than other govern-
ment officials.

When visiting a court building, ask a lawyer which courtrooms are
best to visit on that particular day. Try to visit in advance the clerk
cf the court or a court building administrrIt.or; either can be helpful in
organizing the trip. If you intend to visit a particular courtroom,
again try to schedule an advance visit to speak with the judge's own
clerk or bailiff. It is also a good idea to write the judge, so he knows
that a class will be visiting. Even if you have planned a visit to a
courthouse and have two or three people available to help, make sure the
students have a good experience. Be ready for surprises. It may be
that the judge you had expected to be on the bench is sick that day or
has had an emergency calendar change. If so, be open to a change in
plans. Do not be surprised if a judge stops a case to explain it to
your class or takes extra time outside the courtroom to meet your stu-
dents. In general, judges are concerned that students understand and
respect the law and are willing to do anything they can to help teachers
in this kind of effort.

Field trips are an important community-based activity. A visit to
a central police station, central post office, or a central fire depart-
ment is particularly appropriate as a follow-up to the local classroom
visit made during the primary grades. Students should also have an
opportunity to see the differences between city and county offices. A
county zoning board, a county health office, or the county sheriff's
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office are especially good places to visit at this level. Having a
chance to see city and county elected officials at work and to gain some
ideas of the differences in their functions is most appropriate.

Community-based printed materials can be used in conjunction with
field trips. Local government organizations often have pamphlets, and
other groups will have suitable information for schools. Through such
material, students begin to see sources other than textbooks, as worthy
of study. However, a word of warning is in order in regard to materials
from outside organizations. Groups that represent only one point of
view, and this includes trade associations as well as obvious special
interest groups, must be dealt with circumspectly. Schools often have
an opportunity to receive free printed materials, filmstrips, and films
from special interest groups. Such materials must be used carefully
with young children because they are so impressionable. They tend to
accept such materials as fact because they are presented in the school
environment. A balanced point of view should be given at all times, so
teachers must be very careful about using special interest materials.

USING INDIVIDUAL FIELD TRIPS

Individual field trips are recommended only for senior high stu-
dents. These field trips can take place during the school day in schools
with an open-campus policy, or they can occur after school. The purpose
of individual field trips is to gather materials from specific organiza-
tions and interview members of those organizations. Such field trips
give committees of students first-hand experience at evaluating other
people's views. The students could use a tape recorder, and the tape
could be shared with the entire class.

When using individual field trips to special interest organizations,
a teacher must be prepared to handle two situations. The first and
simplest problem is that students sometimes return as converts who pros-
leytize for a specific organization's point of view. The second
most difficult situation occurs when students return from such a isit
and scoff at an organization and its viewpoint. One way to handle the
second problem is to arrange individual field trips as pre-Jaration for
moot court arguments. (A second benefit of this arrangem_At is that
committees in moot court exercises develop arguments with the help of
special interest organizations that they might not have developed on
their own.) Students should also try to do more than just gather infor-
mation about an organization's point of view if they are expected to
marshal that information into effective and winning arguments.

USING COMMUNITY-BASED MATERIALS

Printed materials from government organizations can be used in the
intermediate grades and in junior and senior high school. Materials
from special-interest organizations should be limited to the junior and
senior high school. In general, teachers should encourage students to
draw their own conclusions about the reliability of :hese materials and
to recognize their limitations. Students at the junior and senior high
levels should learn to evaluate and compare materials from a variety of
sources. An important skill for any citizen is the ability to synthesize
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information from several sources. Secondary school students need prac-
tice and guidance in detecting evidence of bias and propaganda.
Certainly, high school students should be given practice in determining
the underlying values in the presentation of facts and opinions and in
the materials that different organizations provide the schools.

Printed materials are often sources for case studies. A second use
is to develop the material as background information for debates.

SUMMARY

A number of observations have been made about the use of community-
based education in law-focused social studies curricula. Community-based
resources are more important in law-fi:used curricula than in general
social studies curricula. Research by Piaget, Kohlberg, and political-
socialization scholars can contribute to the use of community-based edu-
cation in law-focused social studies curricula. Community resources
include field trips, resource persons, special interest organizations,
governmental organizations, and individual field trips. Finally,
community-based education can be tailored to the maturity and needs of
the students.
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CHECKLIST FOR A 2LASSROOM VISIT

Here is a checklist of suggested procedures that should help ensure
a successful classroom visit by a resource person. The key to success
is to share information and ideas with your guest as far in advance as
possible and to plan ahead for whatever special materials and equipment
will be needed. This checklist can be adapted to fit a field trip situa-
tion.

A. Briefing the resource perion

1. Characteristics of the class or group (age, grade level,
size, socioeconomic background, legal and political
sophistication)

2. Context of presentation (topics currently or pre-
viously studied, where this presentation fits in,
goals and objectives of presentations)

3. Restrictions and special considerations (amount
of time available, size and setup of room, avail-
ability of special equipment, presence in the
group of students with physical or other impair-
ments)

4. Appropriate or preferred instructional strategies
(lecture, lecture/discussion, panel discussion,
debate, role play, mock trial, case study, games,
other)

B. Arranging for materials and equipment

5. Print materials (titles and quantities needed,
whether duplication will be required, arrangements
for necessary duplication)

6. Nonprint materials (slides or filmstrips that mic'It
need to be ordered or reserved, any necessary audio-
visual equipment, newsprint pads, marking pens,
etc.)

C. Preparing the class

7. Readings or handouts that might need to be read and
discussed before the visit

8. Questions that need to be prepared in advance by
students or teacher

9. Procedures for special strategies (role play, mock
trial) that require advance explanation or discus-
sion

D. Planning for follow-up activities

10. Consultation with resource person about follow -up or
extension activities and debriefing techniques or
evaluation procedures

Adapted with permission from Involvement: A Practical Handbook for
Teachers (Carroll County Public Schools and Maryland Bar Association,
1976).
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CLASSROOM TEACHING TIPS FOR THE RESOURCE PERSON

Resource personsPeople knowledgeable about the process and struc-
tures of law and government- -can greatly enrich classroom programs by
bringing their experience and credibili,iy into the school. Many attor-
neys have been participating in law-day programs and speaking to com-
munity groups about the justice system for several years. Many police
and sheriff's officers have visited schools and youth groups to talk
about their work and about the necessity for citi::ens to cooperate with
and support law enforcement agencies.

Until recently, such presentations were often confined to giving a
formal or informal speech to a group. While there is certainly value in
listening to attorneys and police officers talk about their work, stu-
dents often learn more when they can actively participate in a structured
learning experience. Such a strategy might be a debate, a mock trial, a
game, or a role-playing activity. The major portion of this handbook
consists of suggestions and procedures for using these and other learning
strategies to present various kinds of law-related content. The intro-
ductory subsection entitled "How to Use This Handbook" explains the
organization of the book and the location of materials related to par-
ticular strategies and content areas.

Whatever the strategy or content selected, resource persons can
greatly enhance the effectiveness of their visit by keeping the following
general teaching tips in mind.

Consider Your Audience

If you have agreed to make a classroom presentation, take time to
clarify who your audience will be (age, interests, abilities, and back-
ground in the subject area) and what you are expected to cover in your
talk. Some information about different age groups may help you in your
presentation. For example, elementary students generally have a limited
attention span and vocabulary and tend to perceive things in a ccncrete
manner. With this in mind, try to link your subject to situations or
experiences the students have had whenever possible. Because junior
high students need to see how content relates to them personally, talk
about the law in "people" terms. Relate their classroom study to current
topics or events. Because high school and adult audiences are willing
to listen to procedural information, discuss the interrelation between
law and government and individuals and society.

Getting and Keeping Interest

Whatever the composition or age level of an audience, a resource
person should be aware that people are invariably most interested in
events and issues that touch their lives personally. One way to make a
theoretical concept more engaging is to present it in the context of a
controversial local issue or a situation relevant to the world of the
school or classroom.
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Establishing and Maintaining Credibility

Many people have preconceived ideas and possibly negative feelings
about attorneys, law enforcement officeis, probation specialists, and
other pec:le in law-related occupations. In many cases these negative
prejudices .7-_om from the conviction or suspicion that the so-called
justice system is anything but just--a belief that may not be without
grounds, given personal experiences with the system. Resource persons
need to be extremely careful to avoid projecting the impression that the
legal and justice system that prevails in this country is perfect, that
there is no room for improvement either in conception or administration.
The most effective law-related education programs are those that strike
a balance between respect for the law and healthy skepticism about its
application. With this in.mind, a resource person should meet criticims
of the system not by defensive arguments but by the admission that there
are inequities both in the system itself and in its administration.
However, the resource person should emphasize the point that it is the
right and responsibility of all citizens to work toward reforming and
correcting these inequities. One of the major goals of the resource
person's presentation should be to get across the idea that the law is a
dynamic evolutionary force that often responds to public and community
pressures.

Do's and Don'ts for the Resource Person

Do:

--Consider the ages and experience of students or participants.
--Prepare yourself adequately.
--Start off with an "attention grabber."
-Maintain eye contact.
--Actively involve students or audience. Ask questions and give

them time to question. Seek assistance for demonstrations.
--Be yourself; come across as a real human being.

Don't:

-- Lecture to students or read a prepared speech.
--Use jargon or unfamiliar words.
-Come across as being condescending or omnicient.

- -Let yourself get angry at heckling or passive unresponsiveness.
--React defensively to criticism of the legal system.
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PART 2: STRATEGIES
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CASE STUDTES
GUIDELINES FOR USING CASE STUDIES

In using legal case studies with students, atiorneys and other
resource people must be careful to use terms and si-Luations that are
familiar to students. While it is useful for such resource persons to
ha're basic grounding in law, the underlying issues and conflicts inherent
in legal cases may be more important that the i..1rticular decisions or
statutes involved. The following discussion, which was prepared for
teachers, contains suggestions and guidelines for structuring case
studies as well as a rationale for using them in a classroom setting.

* * * * * * * * * * *

From the very beginning, the successful use of the case method
approach to the study of law hi.,s involved three essential ingre4ients:
(1) lively cases, (3) capable instructors, and (3) involved stents.
The selection of appropriate legal cases has been a crucial aspect of
the approach. Not every case involving a legal decision or interpreta-
tion can he considered a "good" case. Cases that are chosen must center
upon significant legal questions that persist and recur in human experi-
ence and the law. The cases must also pose a variety of possible alter-
native solutions and provide dramatic interest for the student.

The instructor, in turn, must be properly prepared and ¶Jell informed
on the subject if the approach is to be utilized success)7ully. The
instructor must ser.,,e as a facilitator rather than an autLorlty figure
in the 1.,:arning process. Through the use of questioning, the instructor
raises doubt in students' minds on a particular legal issue. This pro-
cedure helps to clarify student thinking and reasoning and assists the
students in resolving the conflict. The instructor should judiciously
avoid imposing conclusions or personal biases upon students. Wren a
particular position has not been adequately considered, the instructor
may express a point of view to the class, but it should be identified as
such

Finally, the active involvement of the student in analyzing a legal
case is crucial to the approach. Participating in class dfcuss.ons in
which a particular legal problem is identified and sides are tal-.
points of view are stated, considered and weighed, and decisions ,la.e

formulated and evaluated, remains the primary plans by which studcts
deelop their own critical thinking ability. This is how an under and-
ing of the law evolves from the case method of teaching.

The case study approach to the teaching of legal concepts issues
encourages teacher and students to cingage in one or more of the_
activities: (1) a statement or review of all the facts a particular
case; (2) an investigation or treatment of the issues am .guments of
that case; and (3) an analysis or consideration of the includ-
ing the legal reasoning behind and implications of ruliflq.

Excerpted with permission from Teaching About the Law, by Ronald A.
Gerlach and Lynn W. Lamprecht (Cincinnati: W. H. Anderson Co., 1S-2),
F. 148-161.
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CASE METHOD ACTIVI SEQUENCE
Step 1: Review of the Facts

-What are significant facts in the case?

Step 2: Investigation of Issues/Arguments

--What le 'al issues are involved?
- -What ar uments might b_ presented?

Step 3: Consideration of Decision and Reasoning

- -What would you decide? Why?
- -What was the court's decision?
--Why did the coLrt come to that conclusion rather than another

one

As a discussion leader, an instructor utilizing the case method
approach must provide the class with the necessary background information
and materials they need. He or she should pose questions that encourage
students to: (1) rationally examine a case--facts, issues, ,:fjuments,
decision; (2) express and explore, as well as be able to explain and
support, alternative points of view; (3) focus upon points of major
importance and reflect upon the consequences of each; and, perhaps most
important, (4) clarify their own thinking and values. Questions should
Promote the interchange of' ideas among students and call for student
thought rather than simple "yes/no" responses or the repetition of facto,
The classroom questions should point out assump_ions or weaknesses in
reasoning, have a logical sequence or rat.._ hal order, be clear and
direct, and be within the answering capabilities of the students.
addition, questions should build on the class' preceding responses and
ideas as well as its initial interests.

In addition to performing the roles of diagnostician dicussicn
leader, the teacher must act as a "climate-maker." That is, the teache:
must develop and maintain a friendly, and nonthreatening classroom
environment in. which students are encouraged to think logically, to cor:-
sider alternatives freely, and to express themselves honestly while
studying a case. In order to devglop a favorable classroom atmosphere
in which to use the case study approach, the teacher i.ast refrain from
dominating class discussion by repeating, commenting on, cr asking ques-
tions of the sare respondent following each remark. Rather, questions
and comments should be redirected to other members of the-group or class.
Also, biases of the instructor regarding a case should be contained and
when they are expressed, they should be clearly open to class review and
analysis.

by capably serving as diagnostician, discussion leader, and
"climate-maker" in the case study approach, the teacher plays a key rci-z.
in the instructional process. In performing these functions, the teacher
is the primary guide to productive learning about the law.

The procedures described below provide several Examples of how lec-al
cases might be used to promote discussion in the classroom. lore spe-
cifically, these procedures are designed to (1) illustrate how tIne
approach lends itself to a variety of teaching. styles and uses;
(2) demonstrate how this approach encourages student thinking at the
higher cccmitive levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation; anc'.

(3) suggest several legal cases and concepts that might be examined b
social studies classes.
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One way in which an instructor can promote the study of a legal
case is to provide the class with a handout describing the facts, issues,
arguments, court reasoning, and decision. After asking several questions
designed to test general comprehension of the information contained in
the handout, the teacher should center the discussion on student evalua-
tion of the decision. These procedures are outlined in Diagram 1 which
follows:

DIAGRAM 1
Students Given Entire Case

Student Case Handout includes:
1. Facts
2. Issues
3. Arguments
4. Reasoning
5. Decision

Class discussion centers on:
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts, issues, argu-

ments, decision included in handout.
2. Student evaluation of court decision and reasoning.

A second way a teacher might use a legal case in the classroom is
to give the students a handout describing only the facts, the issues,
and the arguments. In contrast to the first set of procedures, the
teacher asks the students to reach their own decision on the case in
light of the arguments and facts presented to them LI the handout.
Finally, the actual court's decision and reasoning in the case is intro-
duced and compared with the students' position. These procedures are
-,!tlined below in Diagram 2:

DIAGRAM 2
Studen.c.E., Given Only Case Facts, Issues, Arguments

Student Case Handout includes:
1. Facts
2. Issues
3. Prguments

Class discussion centers on:
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of facts, arguments (in-

cluded in the handout).
2. Student formulation and evaluation of court decision and

reasoning.

An alternative stmategy for encouraging class discussion of the
court's decision and reasoning is to provide the students with a handout
describing the facts, issues, and arguments of a case along with unmarked
quotes taken from the majority decision and dissenting opinions. After
posmg several questions designed to test student understanding of the
material contained in the handout, the teacher asks the students to
select the opinion witr which they most agree and to give reasons for
their choice. These procedures are outlined in Diagram 3:
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DIAGRAM 3
Students Given Unmarked Opinions

Student Case Handout includes:
1. Facts, issues, arguments
2. Unmarked judicial opinions

Class discussion centers on:
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts, issues,

opinions.
2. Student selection/justification/evaluat_on of court opinion,

Perhaps the most challenging way in which a teacher can present a
legal case to a class is to give the students only the facts of the case.
Following some initial comprehension questions, the instructor asks the
students to identify the issoe(s) involved in the case, to develop argu-
ments for both sides, and to decide the case on the basis of the argu-
ments. This procedure is outlined below in Diagram 4:

DIAGRAM 4
Students Given Only the Facts

Student Case Handout includes:
1. Facts

Class discussion centers on:
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts (found in hand-

out).
2. Promoting student identification of the issues, preparations

of arguments, development of a decision, and evaluation of
decision.

An alternative strategy to having the entire class develop arguments
for both sides would be to .ivide the class into committees or "law
firms" and have the firms prepare arguments for the plaintiff and defend-
ant. Their arguments can then be presented to the class for considera-
tion and discussion.

Although the case study approach has a number of distinct advantages
for classroom use, it is not without its limitations as an instructional
method. For example, the case approach assumes that the students possess
certain background information and thy- they will be able to comprehend

the facts of the case under consideraLion. If these two conditions are
not fulfilled, a lesson based upon a case study would be unproductive
and frustrating to both teacher and students.

In addition, the case method approach requires that students make
independent judgments regarding a particular legal case, problem, or

issue. Studen::.6 must also permit their judgments to be scrutinized and

challenged. As a result, they may exhibit an initial hesitancy and/or
inability to study a legal case or to critique each other's views. If

student inhibitions do arise, and temporarily impede the educational
process, a teacher's patience and guidance is needed to override the
problem.



STRATEGIES FOR HELPING STUDENTS DEAL WITH FACTS, ISSUES, DECISIONS
AND 02INIONS

This resource expands the basic case-study anproach by suggesting
adaitional ways to help students differentiate between facts and opin-
ions. A case-study sheet and a form for briefing a legal case (Handouts
2-1 and 2-2) are also provided.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Facts

Students should be asked to list the facts in a case. They should
be made aware of the importance of this exercise, since everything else
in the case hinges on an accurate accounting of the facts involved. The
teacher can ask his students to enumerate them according to the following
categories:

a. Uncontroverted facts--those not subject to challenge or dispute
(students should point to specific citations in the case).

b. Implied or inferred facts--those which logically follow the
uncontroverted facts (students should justify the inferences or implica-
tions they have made; they may not be richL, but at least they should be
reasonable assumptions).

c. Missing facts--other things, which one needs to know before
reading a decision, that were not stated in the case.

d. Important facts--as opposed to irrelevant or inconsequential
facts.

A number of strategies can be used in presenting the facts. Some-
times the teacher may want to provide the students initially with only
the facts, even though a case has been adjudicated, so that students are
free to form their own opinions. The court decisions can be handed out
later and a discussion held as to why student recisions differ from
court's verdict, if in fact they do.

Before class, the teacher could prepare a tc_pe recording stating
the facts of the case, and play it more than once in class to illustrate
what uncontroverted facts really are. Did students perhaps hear the
tape differently? A variation on this approach would be to use a few
students to create a videotape or role play depicting the facts. This
simulates a real-life situation because student witnesses to the facts
must try to report them accurately, with possible conflicting testimony.

Issues

It is essential to zero in on the issues involved in a case, so
that far-ranging bull sessions, which take up precious class discussion
time, can be avoided. Issues can be phrased in terms of "whether or
not" statements. The resource person may have to exercise patience in
stressing the need to adhere to the stated facts in the case and to the
principal issue or issues. Students not only are being led toward a
substantive conclusion but are also moving toward a wider awareness of
the scope and limits of free expression.

Excerpted with permissicn from Juvenile Justice: A High School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),
pp. 4-6.
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A u ful approach to a case study is to examine the question of
interested parties. Law is a compromise of competing interests. 1:

who the competing parties are in the outcome of a case. What is each
person's or group's interest? (E.g., students, parent_, school board,
administration, civil liberties groups, community.) How would each one
like the case resolved? Why? How can a decision be reached (if, in
fact, that is possible) which takes into account all of these interests?
To depict the balance of conflicting issues in the case, the teacher can
also draw a set of scales on the blackboard or an overhead transparency
and then visually weigh the arguments for the plaintiff and for the
defendant as the students define them.

Decision and Opinion(s)

The decision in a case is a simple "yes" or "no" response to the
central issue. Decision making is an everyday happening in law. It Ls
a challenging lesson to students that a decision must be made to resolve
the problem--someone will win and someone will lose. The decision not
only affects the individual(s) involved, it also sets a precedent for
future similar cases. The opinion must include both the reasoning or
Justification for the decision and an explanation of why the opinion
disagrees with or can refute other points of view. This reasoning pro-
vides the student with an appreciation of precedent and an understanding
of various legal con'....epts. Alert students to the possibilities for vary-
ing interpretations of the law by judges. As court opinions are read
and discussed, distinctions should be noted between real statements of
law and judges' expressions of "obiter dicta" (incidental or collateral
opinions which are not necessary to support the decision and not bind-
ing). Also, there may be value in examining minority dissenting opinions
(if the decision was not unanimous) or concurring opinions. Justices
often write concurring opinions when they agree with the majority deci-
sion but for different reasons and wish to indicate that they might
decide differently under other circumstances.
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Handout 2-1 1 of 1

Case name
Court
Decision date

Facts:

Legal issues:

CASE STUDY SHEET

Student's Name
Course
Date

Decision:

Court's Reasoning:

Student'- Comment:

Reprinted with per ssion from The Role of Law in Society and the Rights
and Responsibilities of Cit_zenship: A Curriculum Guide for Kindergarten
Through Grade 12 (Jefferson City, Mo.: Missouri Bar Association Advisory
Committee on Citizenship. Education and Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 1976).
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Handout 2-2 1 of 1

BRIEFING A LEGAL CASE

In briefing a legal case answer the questions below:

Case name

Who originated the suit?

Court giving ruling opinion

Decision Date

Facts--Who did what to whom, where, when, what circumstances?

Legal issues or principles in initial trial

What are legal arguments of each side?

Action asked by plaintiff (or state)

Verdict of lower court

Appal on what grounds?

Majority decision of court hearing final appeal

Reasoning on main issue or legal principle

Dissenting opinion and reasoning

Major sighificance of case

What legal standard on the issue was established/settled/developed?

Were precedents cited con,,inued/changed/overturned?

What was significance of decision for the particular person or persons
in the case?

Reprinted with permission from The Role of Law in Society and the Rights
and Responsibilities of Citizenship: A Curriculum Guide for Kindergarten
Through Grade 12 (Jefferson City, Mo.: Missouri Bar Association Advisory
Committee on Citizenship Education and Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 1976).
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STRATEGIES FOR DISCUSSING LEGAL CASES

Cases, either real or hypothetical, can hf,, i_.iscussed rather than
analyzed using the case method. It should be noted that facts, issues,
and opinions will emerge as students examine the cases.

* * * * * * * * * *

Suppose. you give a case like the following to your class:

Paul stole a valuable camera from William, following which Paul
sold the camera to John. Paul then disappeared. William, upon seeing
John with his camera, claimed the camera was his, whereas John claimed
the camera was his since he had paid for it.

- -What was the nature of the dispute between William and John?

- -Did either William or John engage in antisocial or dishonest
behavior?

- -How should this dispute be resolved?

- -What elements are essential to the resolution of the dispute?

How would you have the class discuss the case? Several ways are
possible, a few of which follow:

1. Students could first think independently about the problem by
writing their answers to the third question before any discussion
Then, in a class discussion, the teacher could draw from the class
variety of answers listing key features of different solutions on tnE.
board.

2. The teacher could divide the class into small groups, half of
.

which would marshal reasons to support William's side and half of which
would marshal reasons to support John's side. After ten minutes, the
teacher would have groups take the opposite positions. The purpose of
such a discussion is to help students understand that each sf_de can
marshal good reasons to support it. Following this method c discussi-r
the teacher could lead the entire class in a discussion of 'low such a
dispute could be resolved and also prevented.

3. The teacher could use a "fishbowl strategy." First
teacher breaks the class into four groups as shown below:

0, ,o®
000 0

04,

4300
400

Reprinted with permission from The Role of Law in Society and tt,e RIghts
and Responsibilities of Citizenship: A Curriculum Guide for Kindargarteo
Through Grade 12 (Jefferson City, Mo.: Missouri Bar Association Advisory
Committee on Citizenship Education and Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education, 1976).
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Each group would spend ten or xiore minutes discussing the above ques-
tions. Next, the teacher would have one representative from each group
sit in the middle in the following manner:

0 0 0
a

o 0
0 0

0
v w 0 00

0
o ref Its enivil.14

o ge"P
p }-1 sea+

The students in the fishbowl would then discuss the questions in front
of all other students. Anyone who wished to participate in the discus-
sion could temporarily enter the vacant seat and join in the conversa-
tion.
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USING THE CASE STUDY APPROACH WITH ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

Most students in the elementary grades are not able to deal with
the vocabulary in factual statements written for older students. More-
over, elementary students are likely to possess only rudimentary skills
in analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, and they are often incapable of
reasoning on a high abstract level. Thus, resource people who work in
these grades will need either to present the background to them orally
or give them greatly simplified factual situations.

The case of John and Mary Beth Tinker (see next page) is one that
can be used effectively with elementary students. The outline below
contains suggestions for presenting it and for helping students analyze
it via the case-study approach.

Case Study Approach--Elementary Process*

1. Background (facts) Teacher presents the background of
the case to students.

2. Review of facts Students identify and review the
facts, clarifying the circumstances,
terms, and characters in each case.
For example, who was John Tinker?
Where did the situation take place?
What did John Tinker do? What did
the principal do?

3. Investigation of issues Students determine the issues that
are raised in the case. For
example, what are the interests of
the school administration? What
are the interests of the Tinkers?
Does the First Amendment apply to
wearing armbands? What interests
are more important?

4. Consideration of decision Students examine the facts and
and reasoning issues and decide the case. For

example, what do you decide? Why?

*Developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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THE CASE OF JOHN AND MARY BETH TINKER

John and Mary Beth Tinker decided to wear black arm-

bands to school, The school allowed students to wear sym-

bols like political buttons, but the principal told the

Tinkers they would not be allowed in school wearing arm-

bands. They decided to go to school wearing the armbands

anyway. Their armbands symbolized their protest of the

Vietnam War. Some students just outside of the school got

angry at John and Mary Beth for wearing armbands. The

principal sent them home and refused to let them come back

to school if they wore their armbands.

Should the Tinkers be alluved to wear armbands to

school if they wish?

The Tinkers did not say any words of protest. Does the

First Amendment apply to wearing armbands? Do you think it

should? Why? Why not? Whose rights are in conflict here?

Reprinted with permission from Law in Action: Lawmaking, by Linda Riekes
and Sally Mahe (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1975), p. 56.
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NOTE TO TEACHER:

ISSUE:
t right should the law hold more important--the right of the

Tinkers to express freely their ideas; or the right of the school to
protect good order?

INFORMATION:
In Tinker v. Des Moines School District (1969) 383 U.S. 503 the

Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Tinkers, since it was an orderly and
symbolic expression of free speech.

Justice Fortas said: "It can hardly be argued that either students
or teachers sized their rights to freedom of speech or expression at the
schoolhouse gate."

He stated also, "that any conduct by students which materially dis-
rupts or causes a substantial disorder or invasion of the rights of
others, is, of course, not protected by the Constitutional guarantees of
freedom of expression."
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CASE STUDY USING COLLAGES

The most "far out" way to deal with case studies is one which in-
vo_ -es the use of collages. This strategy works well with slow learners
and students who are reluctant to participate in free-wheeling discussion
sessions. A resource person who plans to spend several days in the
classroom might want to use both a traditional and a nonverbal strategy.

It would probably be wise to check with the teacher to determine
whether he or she believes students would respond well to thi:: approar.n.
Note that this ac- -ity requires some preplanning to obtain the necessary
magazines, marks._ , glue, and so on.

1. Divide the class into three groups: a fact group, an issue
group, and an opinion group.

2. Give each group a sheet of butcher paper or posterboarc?. a
stack of magazines, glue and scissors, and t2.-le brief of a case.

3. Explain that each group will make a collage. Tell the students
that a collage consists of words, pictures, or cartoons paste6 on a large
piece of paper in such a way as to give the feeling of being one large
picture, and that the collage ic supposed to portray feelings and/or a
point of view.

4. Give the following instructions to each group:

a. Fact group:
words, am cartoons."

b. Issue group:
words, and cartoons."

"Show the facts of the case with pictures,

"Show the issue of the case with pictures,

c. Opinion group: "Show the majority opinion of the court
or show how you would decide the case with pictures, wards, and
cartoons."

The class should be able to tell the facts, issue, and opinion of
the case by looking at the collages.

5. Allow sufficient time for the students to read the case, talk
to each other, decide what they should show on the collages, and make
the collages.

6. Present the collages and discuss the case.

a. Pass each collage around the room.

b. Sit on the floor or close together so that everyone can
see the collages easily.

c. Ask the students to explain the collages, report what
they see in the collages, and describe the feelings they get from
the collages.

Adapted from an idea developed :sy Stuart.
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d. Make a list of the things students mention about the col-
lages.

e. One thing you might do i. let the two groups who didn't
work on each collage talk about it first. Then ask the group that
made the collage to explain it.
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MOCK TRIALS

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING MOCK TRIALS

A mock trial is an enactment of a modified court trial in which
students play the roles of persons in a court hearing. Through an adver-
sa.y procedure, the judge and jury are called upon to d.eoide the facts
of a case and to match laws to the issues raised during the trial. A
mock trial can be an effective exercise in critic._ thinking and decision
making as well as a means of giving students experience with the func-
tions of courts in the United States. Handouts 23 through 2-6 will
assist students in preparing for a mock trial.

How to Proceed

1. Select a case (actual or hypothetical), or assist students in
selecting a case, that raises issues or questions relevant to the objec-
tives of the concept being studied.

2. Select and brief participating attorneys and judges.

3. Acquaint students with courtroom procedures and the roles of
personn involved in the proceedings in advance of the actual mock urial,
if possible.

4. Select students to role play the various people involved in
the trial... For example:

a. plaintiff (civil case) or victim (criminal case)
b. plaintiff's counsel or prosecutor
c. defendant
d. defense counsel
e. witnesses

jury (juries)
g. judge
h. court officer or bailiff
i. court reporter

These roles may be played by students or by volunteer judges and
attorneys. In the latter_ case, students may serve as jurors, with the
class divided into as many juries as are required to involve everyone.
Each jury reaches its verdict after the case has been presented, and the
verdicts are compared and discussed.

5. Provde students with a statement of the 2a.-ts and relevant
information about the case.

6. Provide time for preparation of testimony by witnesses and
opening statements and examination questions by attorneys.

7. Conduct the mock trial according to the following procedures,
which have been simplified for use with teak:he:Ls and students.

Reuriht,:d with permission from Leader's Handbook (Santa Y.2::.ica, Calif.:
Law in a Free Society, 1977), pp. a4-a6. Copyright 1977, i?- Law ln
a Free Society.
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D1>-:,ning of th, court by the court ofZicer or bailiff.

Selection of a (juries) as outlined in item 4 above.

Opening insLr]letions by -he judge.

d. Opening statements to the jury (juries) by the attorneys:
ile Hy Inc prosecutor or counsel for the plaintiff, then by the
ouns,.! ter the defense. Opening remarks should state what each

:.;dt hopes to prove. A time limit may be set on these statements.

Direct examinatin and cross-examination of the victim(s)
(,.riminal case) or plaintiff(s) (civil case) and supporting wit-
nesses: In a criminal case the victim is questioned first by the
osecutor Jnd then by the counsel for the accused (defense). In a

clil cast. Jie plaintiff is questioned first by his own counsel,
by the ,ounsel for the defense. Each witness is sworn i:-. y

he court office or bailiff as (s)he takes the stand.

f. Direct examination and cross-examination of the defendant
and nis/her witnesses: The defendant is examined first by his/her
own counsel and then by the prosecutor or counsel for the plaintiff.
Each witness is sworn in by the court officer as (s)he takes the
sLand.

g. Closing statements by attorneys: After the period of
examination and cross-examination of witnesses, the prosecutor or
counsel for the plaintiff and then the counsel for the defendant
give closing arguments, during which both sides summarize their
cases and attemp.: to convince the jury (juries) to make a decision
in favor of their clients or positions.

h. Instructj.ons to the jury: The judge instructs the jury
on the relevant laws and directs them to retire and decide upon a
verdict.

i. Jury (juries) deliberate: If possible, a lawyer or law
student should be assigned to the jury (juries) as deliberations
take place. His or her role is to function as a resource person
and to raise pertinent questions to help participants focus on the
objectives of the session.

j. The jury (juries) report(s) the verdict.

k. The judge receives the verdict of the jury (juries).

Principal Responsibilities of the Resource Person

1. Make certain that the case selected for the mock trial raises
issues relevant to the objectives of the concepts being studied.

2. Assist with the coordination and support activities necessary
implement a mock trial, specifically:

a. If desired, procure a sufficient number of attorneys and
law students and a judge to serve as trial participants and/or
resource persons.

b. Make arrangements to use aetual courtrooms if desired.

c. Invite non-class members to attend, if desired.
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d. Assi2n rn.es of those lnvolvea in tl-e trial and determine
how to make -;ury assignments.

3. Make certain that students are familiar 7-ith mock-trial pro-
cedures and their roles.

4. A5sist students in developing their roles Dr testimony when
help is L.eeded.

0-ersee -`_,Zr conduct of the trial itself.

5. Condue-c. the d=doriafing :assion.

The resource pe_sun may wish to _rrenge the classroom in a fas.-.ion
which suggests d courtroom.

5
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR MOCK TRIAL PARTICIPANTS

Prior to conducting a mock trial in the classroom, the resource
person may wish to reproduce the following "helpful hints" for students.
The sheet may be handed out at she same time as the roles, facts, and
documentation for the case being tried.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Opening Statement to the Jury: Prosecutio,1 or Plaintiff

1. Purpose:

2o inform the jury of the nature and facts of the case. Argu-
ment, discussion of law, or objections by defense attorney cr
defendant are not permitted.

2. Include:

a. Name of the case.
b. Your name.
c. Client's name.
d. Opponent's name and counsel.
e. The facts and circumstances that led to the case.
f. Conclusion.

3. Avoid:

a. Too much detail. It may tire and confuse the jury.
b. Exaggeration and overstatement. Don't use such phrases

as "prove it to a mathematical certainty" or "prove it absolutely
beyond question."

c. Argument. It violates the function of the opening (which
is to provide the facts of the case from your client's viewpoint),
and you risk rebuke from the bench.

d. Anticipating what the defense attorney will say. It might
result in a mistrial.

e. Walking or pacing. It distracts juries and irritates
judges.

Opening Statement to the Jury: Defense

1. Purpose:

To deny that the prosecution or plaintif2 has a valid case
and, in a general way, to outline the facts from th=e standpoint of
the defendant. Interruptions by prosecution or plL,intiff are not
permitted.

2. Give:

a. Your name and your client's name.
b. General theory of defense.
c. Facts that tend to weaken the plaintiff's case.
d. Conclusion.

Excerpted with permission From Mock Trial Manual (Albany: New York State
Bar Association, 1975), p. 18.
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3. Avoid:

a. Repetition of f 's that are not in dispute.
b. A rundown of what each defense witness will testify to.
c. Exaggeration and argument.
d. Strong points of the plaintiff's case.
e. Walking or pacing. It distracts juries and irritates

judges.

Direct Examination of Witnesses

1. Purpose:

a. To present the kind of evidence to warrant a verdict
favorable to your client.

b. To present she facts with clarity and understanding; to
convince the jury of the soundness of your client's case.

c. To present your witnesses to the greatest advantage; to
establish their credibility.

2. Refreshing memory:

In the event that your witness's memoiv fails, you may refresh
his or her memory by the use of the transcript.

3. General suggestions:

a. Avoid complex or long-w'nded questions; cua.stions should
be clear and simple.

b. Be a "friendly guide" for the witnesses as they tell their
stories.

c. Be prepared to gather information via questions and
answers. Narratives, though ver effective, may be open to objec-
tions.

Cross-Examination

Purpose:

a. To secure admissions from witnesses that will tend to
prove your case.

b. To negate your opponent's case by discrediting his/her
witnesses.

2. Scope:

a. Witnesses may be cross-examined regarding their direct
testimony. Cross-examination is used to explain, modify, or die-
credit what a witness has previously stated.

3. Approach:

a. Use narrow, leading questions.
b. Expose lack of sincerity.
c. Never ask "Why?" It gives a well-prepared witness a

chance to kill you.
d. Generally don't ask questions unless you know what kind

of an answer you are going to obtain. Fishing trips may be expen-
sive.

e. Be fair, courteous; avoid the "isn't it a fact,...?" type
of questioring.

f. It may be useful not to insist on an answer.
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SAMPLE OATHS

Clerk to People in Court

Qualifying oath of jurors for the case at issue (before prospective
jurors are examined by lawyers):

You and each of you do solemnly swear that you will well and
truly answer such questions as may be asked of you as to your
qualifications to serve as a trial juror in the case now at
issue; so help you God.

Oath of jury to try case (after 12- person jury is selected and court
has convened):

Yoa and each of you do solemnly swear that you will well and
truly try the case now at issue and a true verdict render
according to the evidence; so help you God.

Oath of witnesses (before each first takes the stand):

You do solemnly swear that your testimony in the case now at
issue will the the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God.

Oath of bailiff (when leaving to deliberate):

You do solemnly swear that you will keep this jury together in
some private and convenient place and permit no one to communi-
cate with them nor do so yourself unless instructed to do so
by the court. Nor will you ask them if they have agreed upon
a verdict, but return them into court when they have so agreed
and ordered to do so by the court, so help you God.

Judge to Jury

Verdict (civil cases):

Is this verdict as filed and read to you, the verdict of at
least eight or two-thirds of your number?

Verdict (criminal cases):

Is this verdict as filed and read to you, your verdict so say
all twelve of your number?
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JUDGE'S INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY (CRI::INAL CASE)

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury:

It is the duty of the judge to instruct the jury on the law appli-
cable in this case, and it is your duty as juro.: to follow the law as I
shall state it to you.

The function of the jury is to try the issues of fact that are pre-
sented by the allegations in the information filed in this Court, and
the defendant's plea of "not guilty." This duty you shall perform un-
influenced by passion or prejudice. Yc. i must not suffer yourselves to
be biased against a defendant because of the fact that he or she has
been arrested for this offense, or because any information has been filed
against him or her, or because he or she has been brought before tbk2
Court to stand trial. None of these facts is evidence of his or he:
guilt, and you are not permitted to infer or to speculate from any or
all of them that he or she is more likely to be guilty than innocent.

By no remark made by the Court during the trial, nor by these
instructions, does the Court express any opinion as to the facts in this
case or what verdict you should return.

You should take the law in this case from the Court's instructions
alone. You should not give any weight to statements of counsel or of
anyone else as to what the law is, nor should you allow yourselves to
decide this case contrary to these instructions, even though you might
believe that the law ought to be otherwise. Counsel, however, are
privileged to comment and argue to the jury upon the law as given in
these instructions. If, in these instructions, any rule, discretion, or
idea be stated in varying ways, no emphasis thereon is intended by me,
and none must be inferred by you, neither are you to single out any cer-
tain sentence, or any individual point or instruction, and ignore the
others, but you are to consider all of the instructions as a whole, and
are to regard each in the light of all the others. The order in which
the instructions are given has no significance.

Duties of Jury in Considering Evidence

You are the sole judges of the credibility of all the witnesses who
have testifieL in this case, and of the weight to be given their testi-
mony. A witness is presumed to speak the truth, but this presumption
may be repelled by the manner in which he or she testifies; by the nature
of his or her testimony; or by the evidence affecting his or her
character for truth, honesty, or integrity or motives; or by contradic-
tory evidence. In determining the weight to be given to the testimony
of any witness, you have a right to consider the appearance of each wit-
ness on the stand, his or her manner of testifying, his or her apparent
candor or lack of candor, his or her apparent fairness or lack of fair-

Reprinted with permission from Kids, Cops, Courts, and the Law (Miles
City, Mont.: Project Legal Alertness and Awareness, n.d.), pp. 218-223.
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ness, his or her apparent intelligence or lack of intelligence, his or
her knowledge and means of knowledge on the subject upon which he or she
testifies, together with all the other circumstances appearing in evi-
dence on the trial.

The direct evidence of one witness who is entitled to full credit
is sufficient for proof of any fact in this case.

A witness false in one part of his or her testimony is to be dis-
trusted in others.

The burden of proof exists upon the plaintiff throughout the trial
to establish the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt, and a
conviction is not warranted unless this burden is sustained.

A reasonable doubt is not such doubt as a man may start by question-
ing for the sake of a doubt, nor a doubt suggested or surmised without
foundation in the facts or testimony. It is such a doubt only as in a
fair and reasonable effort to reach a conclusion upon the evidence, using
the mind in the same manner as in other matters of the highest and
gravest importance, prevents the jury from coming to a conclusion in
which their minds rest satisfied.

In so using the mind and considering all of t:!e evidence producer.,
it leads to a conclusion which satisfies the judgment and leaves upon.
the mind a settled conviction of the truth of the fact by their verdict.

It is possible always to question any conclusion derived from the
testimony, but such questioning is not what is termed a reasonable doubt.
A reasonable doubt exists only in that state of the case which after t:T.e
entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence leaves the rciinds
of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abicling
conviction to a moral certainty of the truth of the charge,

You are instructed that all instructions given you in this case
should be read and considered together, as a whole, each in the light of
the other. The jury should not pick out some particular instruction and
attempt to determine the law of the case from it alone, but must consider
it in connection with other instructions given, if any, on the same point
or question.

You are instructed that the burden of proof is upon the prosecution
to establish every material allegation of the case to your satisfaction
beyond a reasonable doubt. The defendant is presumed innocent until the
contrary is proved, and in case of a reasonable doubt as to whether the
defendant's guilt is satisfactorily shown, he oi she is entitled to an
acquittal.

The Court instructs the jury that a defendant in a criminal action
cannot be compelledto be a witness against himself or herself, but he
or she may be sworn and may testify in his or her own behalf, and the
jury in judging of his or her credibility and the weight to be given his
or her testimony may take into consideration the fact that he or she is
the defendant and the nature and the enormity of the crime of which he
or she is accused.
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Handout 2-6
1 of 3

JUDGE'S INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY (CIVIL CASE)

It become: my duty as judge to instruct you in the law that applies
to this case, and it is your duty as jurors to follow the law as I shall
state it to you. On the other hand, it is your exclusive province to
determine the facts in the case, and to consider and weigh the evidence
for that purpose.

You must take the law from these instructions alone, and you should
not give any weight to statements of counsel as to what the law is,
except that counsel may argue and comment upon the law of the case as
given to you in these instructions.

Statements of counsel are not to be regarded by you as evidence,
and you will disregard any such statements which are not supported by
the evidence received upon this trial.

Your power of judging of the effect of evidence is not arbitrary,
but is to be exercised with legal discretion and in subordination to the
rules of evidence.

You must weigh and consider this case without regard to sypathvr
prejudice, or passion for or against either party to the action.

You instructed that no act or remark or any __ '7rogation or
ruling by this Court is to be construed by you as being any indication
whatever of any opinion of this Court as to what the facts are
case, for that is solely a matter for the consideration of you, the jury.

If in these instructions any rule, discretion or idea has been
stated in varying ways, no emphasis thereon is intended by me, and none
must be inferred by you, and for that reason, you are not to single out
any certain sentence or any individual point or' instruction, and ignore
the others, but you are to consider all the instructions as a whole, and
co regard each in the light cf all the others. The order in which the
instructions arse given has no sigificance as to their relative impor-
tance.

Evidence el oral admissions of a party is to be viewed with caution.

You are instructed that evidence is to be considered not only by
it own intzins: .,,,e_ght, but also according to the evidence which is
within the powet of one side to produce, and of the other to contradict;
and therefore, teat if weaker and less satisfactory evidence is offered,
when it appears that stronger and more satisfactory could have been pro-
duce;;, the evidence offered should be viewed with distrust.

Reprinted 74itb permisston from-Kids, Cops, Courts, and the Law (Miles
City, Monv. P :oject Legal Alertness and Awareness, n.d.), pp. 154-58.
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Handout 2-6 2 of 3

In your deliberations you will consider only the testimony of the
witnesses upon the witness stand and such exhibits as have been admitted
in evidence. No juror shall allow himself or herself to be influenced
by anything which he or she may have seen or read outside of the evidence
and exhibits received by the Court during the course of this trial.

In weighing the testimony of any witness, you .s:uld take into
account his or her interest or want of interest in the result of the
case, his or her appearance upon the witness L.tand, his or her manner of
testifyinc., his or her apparent candor or want of candor, and whether 1-,
or she j.s supported or contradicted by the facts and circumstances as
shown by the evidence. You have a right to believe all the testimony of
a witness or believe it in part and disbelieve it in part, or you may
reject it altogether as you may find the evidence to be. You are to
believe as jurors under the instructions of this Court and the evidence
what you would believe as men and women, and there is no rule of law
which requires you to believe as jurors what you would not believe as
men or women.

Every witness is presumed to speak the truth. This presumption,
however, may be repelled by the manner in which he or s're testifies, by
the character of his or her testimony, by evidence affecting his or her
reputation for truth, honesty, and integrity, by his or her motives or
by contradictory evidence.

As a matter of law, where two witnesses testify directly opposite
to each other on a material point and are the only ones that testify on
t;:at same point, you are not bound to consider the evidence evenly bal-
anced or the point not proved; you may regard all the surrounding facts
and circumstances proved on the trial and give credence to one witness
over the other if you think the facts and circumstances warrant it.

If you believe that any witness who testifies in this case knowingly
and willfully testifies falsely concerning any matter or fact material
to this case, his or her testimony should be distrusted by you as to all
other matters and facts as to which he or she testifies. HJwever, this
rule does not apply tc the testimony of a witness who, while testifying,
unintentionally commits an error in his or her testimony or is uninten-
tionally mistaken as to some matters or facts therein, nor does it apply
to a witness who, while testifying, gives evidence concerning matters
not material in the case without any intention to deceive the Court or
jury.

You are not bound to decide in conformity with the declarations of
any number of witnesses not producing conviction in your minds, against
a less number or against a presumption or other evidence satisfying your
minds. The direct evidence of one witness who is entitled to full credit
is sufficient for the proof of any fact in this case.

You are the sole judges of the weight of the testimony and the
credibility of the witnesses, and it is solely and exclusively for you
to determine what the facts are, and this you must do from the evidence
produced here in this trial, and then apply the law as stated to you in
these instructions.
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Handout 2-6 3 of 3

In a civil action such as the one we are now trying, the party who
asserts the affirmativ= of an issue must carry the burden of proving it.
In other words, the "burden of proof" as to that issue is on that party.
This means that if no evidence were given on either side of such issue,
your finding as to it would have to be against that party. When the
evidence is contradictory, the decision must be made according to the
prepondercnce of evidence, by which is meant such evidence as, when
weighed with that opposed to it, has more convincing force, and from
which it results that the greater Probability of truth lies therein.
Should the conflicting evidence be evenly balanced on either side of the
issue preponderates, then your finding must be against the party carry-
ing the burden of proof, namely, the one who asserts the affirmative of
the issue.

It is your duty as jurors to consult with one another and to delib-
erate with a view to reaching an agreement, if you can do so without
violence to your individual judgment. Each of you must decide the case
for yourself, but should do so only after a consideration of the case
with your fellow jurors, and you should not hesitate to change an opinion
when convinced that it is erroneous. However, you should not be influ-
enced to vote in any way on any question submitted to you by the single
.act that a majority of the jurors, or any of them, favors such a deci-
sion. In other words, you should not surrnder Your honest convictions
concerning the effect or weight of evidence for the mere purpose of
returning a verdict or solely because of the opinion of the other jurors.

When you return to your jury room you will choose one of your number
foreman, who will sign your verdict.

Eight, or more, of your number concurring may return a vercl,c

GIVEN:

DISTRICT JUDGE
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QUESTIONS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION FOLLOWING MOCK TRIALS

Process and Experiences

Who is the most important person in the courtroom? Why?

Describe the role played by each of the participants in the

3. It has been said that the "name of ..he game" is justice.
you tnink that justice was achiever; in this case?

4. Is there a better way of achieving justice?

5. If you were tried for a criminal (civil) offense, wouL. you
prefer a bench trial or a jury trial? Why or why not?

6. It has been said that trial by jury in a criminal c_se is in-
efficient, expensive, and time consnming. What do you think of this

Do

argument?

Crimil:al Case

1. With what crime was the defendant charged?

2. What legal questions or issues were raised by ',the case?

3. State the argument(s) of the defense.

4. State the argument(s) of the prosecution.

5. How did the prosecution try to prove its case'?

6. Describe the strategy of the defense.

7. If you were an attorney for the prosecution or the defense,
what facts or arguments would you have presented?

8. What was the decision? Do you agree or disagree with the deci-
sion? Why?

9. Do you have grounds for appeal?

10. In your judgment, did the defendant get a fair trial? If not,
why not?

Civil Case

1. What relief did the plaintiff seek? Could the parties have
reached a mutual settlement out of court? Could any other branch of
local, state, or federal government' have settled this dispute?

2. What legal questions or issues were raised by the case?

3. State the argument(s) of the defendant.

4. How did the plaintiff prove his or her case? What was the
plaintiff's strategy?

Excerpted with permission from Mock Trial Manual (Albany: New York State
Bar Association, 1975), pp. 9-10.
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5. :f you were an attorney for the plaintiff cr defendant, what
facts arcuments would you have presented?

6. What was the decision? Do you agree or disagre =e with the deci-
sLon? Wny?

7. In your judgment, did the plaintiff get a fair trial? If not,
not:
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MOCK TRIAL 1: GRIST. v. AIKAN

Because the following simulation was written for use by ::achers,
attorneys serving as resource persons m.:iy find the language oversimpli-
fied and the background information unnecessary. However, attorneys
preparing for a classroom presentation of this activity may wish to
reoroduce the section about voir dire in order tc familiarize students
with that procedure. Handouts 2-7 through 2-10 can be used with this
activity.

* * * * * * * * *

COUNTY OF GRISBY v. AIKAN--A LOOK AT JURY SELECTION
Mark M. Staysky

Objectives

After carrying out the County of Grisbv 7. Aikan simulation, stu-
dents should be able to

1. Define voir dire and venireman.
2. Describe the following aspects of the American legal system:

the role that the ordinary citizen plays as venireman and
juror;

b. the means by which each side to a lega:. dispute looks
after its own interest in the process of jury selection.

3. Explain, using oxamples, how a prospective jurol_ background
and ideas may tend to influence his verdict in a jury trial.

4. Cite two or three ways in which a potentially biased venireman
is discovered; describe how the judge is apprised of the potential bias;
state the possible responsive actions of the judge.

Introduction

One of the first and most important proceedings in a jury trial is
the voir dire--the examination of prospective jurors. These prospective
jurors--called veniremen--are questioned, often extensively, regarding
their prejudices. Based upon the venireman's responses, he is either
excused from jury duty or accepted. Attorneys believe that the outcome
of this proceeding often determines the outcome of the trial. Clearly,
the voir dire is a significant part of the American judicial system.

Background on Voir Dire for the Teacher
While the voir dire is similar throughout the United States, not

all jurisdictions use identical techniques. In some jurisdictions, the
judge commences the proceeding with a preliminary examination of the
veniremen. He generally asks them, either individually or as a group,
routine questions to determine if they satisfy the raasic statutory
requirements for sitting on a jury. One common requirement is that the
prospective joror understand the English language. The judge will also
determine whether the prospective juror might undergo hardship if he or
she is required to sit on the jury; women with young children are often
excused for this reason.

Reprinted with permission from Law in American Society Journal 4, no. 4,
pp. 31-37.
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While the judge is sometimes given discretion to conduct the entire
examination, most jurisdictions permit the prosecutor and defense couns,a
to participate in the questioning of prospective jurors. Veniremen are
sometimes submitted for approval in groups of four at a time, called a
jury panel. In those cases, the prosecutor is permitted to cuesticn the
panel members after the judge concludes initial _ntervaew. Routine
questions--e.g.. requesting the veniremen's ages, occupations,
addresses--can be directed toward the entire cane7. .ao avoid ',:ii-escme

repetition and save valuable time. Other cuestici., relatinc ta the
panel members' personal experiences, are asked indidually.

During the questioning, the prosecutor initially determines whether
any of the panel members might prove to be "bad" jurors, i.e., inclined
to vote to acquit the defendant. To prevent these individuals from
sitting on the jury, the prosecutor can choose one of two procedures --a
challenge for cause or a peremptory challenge. A challenge for cause is
made whenever the prosecutor can demonstrate a factual basis for believ-
ing that the venireman will not render his verdict impartially. Once
that challenge is made, the judge must decide whether the venireman seems
able to reach an impartial verdict. If he finds the individual
to be prejudiced, the judge sustains the challenge, and excuses the cane:
member. Otherwise, he overrules the challenge.

If the prosecutor's challenge for cause is overruled, however, he
is not entirely precluded from eliminating the venireman. He can still
exercise one of his peremptory challengesa limited number of chailces
granted each side, givingthem the power to dismiss a prospective ;Iror
without the approval of the judge. Since the number of peremptorY :hal-
lenges is limited--in Illinois, it is twenty per side in a capital case-
the prosecutor and defense attorney must exercise them sparingly.

Peremptory challenges are also very useful when the prosecutor wants
a prospective juror removed from the panel, but (1) does not want to
articulate the reasons,and/or (2) is convinced .that the judge would 7:7.
sustc,Ln a challenge for cause of this prospective juror. For example
the prosecutor uses the peremptory challenge when he warts to remove
members of a particular minority grcuT) or age bracket because he is co.:-
vinced tese persons would be more reluctant than others to convict the
defendant.

If and when a prospective juro.L is excused, a member of the vanire
replaces him on the uanel. AE before, the judge begins the questicnI
and, if satisfied, t.s the prosesco- continue.

Once the pre:7;ecutor approves care entire panel, he tenders it to the
defense attorney lor further que.stionirg.. The same rules that applI. c.

the prosecutor during the voir dire also. apply to the defense attorney.
However, he views the panel members from an entirely different persec-
tive; his objective is to discover and.rem-ve anyone who is likely
find the defendant guilty. If the defenses, ,,corney. uncovers such a
venireman during the questioning, and the individual is subsequently
removed by a challenge foz cause or a peremptory challenge, another
venireman takes his place on the.panel. However,"aft-r the judge con-
cludes the customary interview, the defense attorneynot the
prosecutor--contihues to ask the questions.
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Once the defense attorney is satisfied with all four panel members,
he tenders them back to the prosecutor, who can then question and chal-
lenge any new members of the panel. If the prosecutor removes any of
these new members, the defense attorney must lat be given the oppor-
tunity to question the replacement veniremen. This process continues
until either the defense attorney or the prosecutor tends to the other
side the same panel which was tendered to him. The pane] of four is
then seated on the jury.

If the laws of the jurisdiction require a twelve- person jury--and
most 4,urisdictions do--three panels of four must be selected from the
venire before the entire jury is seated.

Planning and Executing the Lesson
As with other simulations printed in this guide, your class will

alt out assigned roles, without the use of scripts, in order tJ learn
more about a specific legal process--in this rase, the voir dire. How-
ever, more latitude than usual is granted in this simulation so that the
lesson can be tailored to teachers' specific needs. The following steps
are suggested:

1. Tell your class that they are going to simulate an actual
courtroom situation. Describe to them the voir dire procedure as out-
lined in the preceding section of this article. Be sure to stress the
importance of the voir dire, and carefully explain the difference between
a peremptory challenge and a challenge for cause.

"), Read th Pretrial Narrative to the class. Briefly discuss the
brohlems involved in attempting to find a fair jury in Grisby County.

Sele'i. three groups of three students each to play the major
roles in the trial of Shorty Aikan--i.e., three prosecutors, three
defense attorneys, and three judges. Give the members of each group
her respective instructions: the judges get a copy of Section 13 of
the "Benchhook," the defense attorneys receive the Interoffice Merry; and
the prosecting attorneys keceive the District Attorney's letter. Send
: 11 three 2roups out of the room. Remind them to take pencil and paper

write the questions they expect to ask of the veniremen.

4. The rest of the class becomes the venire. Distribute to each
eMr,.z. of the venire a Venireman Personality Profile Card (VPPC) which

ha-:e oiared scmetme prior to the day of the simulation. Choose
serve as court clerk, and present that person with a complete

names of the veniremen.

After students have had a chance to study their VPPCs, the
defense attorneys, and prosecutors are asked to return. ReviE

agaih the purpose of the voir dire procedure. When you are sati-7-
,.- the students (particularly the judges and attorneys) urrier-

i:.d, le :he judges begin the proceeding. (Note: You may want c- use
.je to conduct the proceeding, but if you use three simul-
.loy will be able to briefly consult one another before ruling
n e. At any rate, one judge should be appointed Chief Judge.)

::ebriefind the imulation. After the simulation is concluded
.- one panel of four has been seated on the jury--discuss
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with the class the process they have just observed. Al,k the attorneys
on both sides for the .tionale behind their questions. Are there any
other questions that could have been asked in an actual trial? Question
the judges regarding their rulinqs and find out if the other student,
in the class agree or disagree with those rulings. Trl to establish a
dialogue about the difficulty confronting judges tho must maze split-
second judgmens about complicated issues. Is a judge apt .Lo hive

prejuk.'-ices?

Finally, ask fc. general observations from the class. They
be able to state the basic premise of the voir dire--thEt an indivi,:ual's
background may influence the way he votes on a jury. If this idna does
not come out in tin discussion, lead ',the students to this conclusion
Once this premise becomes apparent, elicit opinions on whether juries
are a fair means to arrive at the truth of an issue.

Special Instructions for Writing tLe VPPCs
In constructing individual profiles, use fictitious names (e.g.,

Barbra Q. Soss, M. T. Hedd, etc.) and 1..eep in mi-d the following:

A. While a prospective juror should have a believable (consis-
tent?) personality, he or she shou'd not be stereotyped. Fc- example, a
young Trentonian need not necessarily be in favor of youth gangs. By

varying the characterist'cs, you accomplish the following:

1. Your Venireman Profiles are realistic;

2. The judges and ttorneys are challenge' to decide issues
which are more complex, not clear -cut.

B. The venire should be a reasonable cross-section of the ty-es
of citizens living within the unty. It should represent all ages and
classes of voters, possessed with a wide range of opinions ?rid idea-,
To reflect Grisby County's ethnic heritage, ssume the pc)ulation is 5%

Freedonian, 25% Rentoovian, 20s Kryptonian, 15% Trentonian, and 5"
others. Some of the characteristics and opin'bns that you mPv want to
describe on the VPPCs are listed in Table I.

Pretrial Narrative (To Be Read to Class)
Old Man Swenson, an immigrant from the in c-antiy of Freedonia,

ran a candy store on the corner of Lake and Elm in the city of New
Freedonia. He opened his store forty-two years ago- -soon after he came
to the United States--and never missed a day of work until that fatefui
January day. His acts of kindness were legendary; "Swens" never let a
child leave his store empty-handedregardless of whether the ,hild had
money or not. "Pay me later," he would say. As often as not, he'd never
see the money. But old Swens never let that bother him. His belief in
the goodness of humanity remained strong.

The Freedonian neighborhood, which Swens had grown to love, was
changing. More and mo:..-e Trentonian faces were seen in his store as immi-
arants from Trentonia began to settle there. Meanwhile, the
Freedonians--afraid of the change--migrated to the suburbs because the
Trentonians were poorer and less educated and the crime rate in the old
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neighborhood had been going up. Gang warfare had erupted between young
Freedonians and Trentonians. A great deal of tension, in fact, had been
building in that part of the city.

"Move out, Swens," his Freedonian friends would plead with him.
"These people are not like us. They're no good." But Swens refused.
"People are people," he responded simply.

On Januar-s' 8, 1975, a young man entered the empty store at about
8:50 p.m., a few minutes before Swens usually locked up.

"Do you have a phone I could use? It's an emergency!"

"Sure, son. Follow me to the back of the store where the phone
is."

The youth apparently knew where the only phone in the store was
located. He followed Swens until he was certain that he could no longer
be seen from the street. Then he pulled a knife, stabbed Swens several
times in the back, and ran to empty the cash register.

Swens described his assailant as he was being carried out on a
stretcher. He stated the boy was Trentonian-looking (meaning very light-
colored, almost blond), about 5' 8" tall, between 19 and 21 years old,
wearing dark blue pants and a white dress shirt.

At 11:00 p.m. than night, the police arrested Shorty Aiken, leader
of a Trentonian youth gang, in front of his home just two blocks from
the candy store. Shorty, 17 years old and 5' 6" tall, wore black pants
and a white tennis -thirt. As the police were taking him to the hospital
for Swens to identify. the report came over their car radio. Old Man
Swenson waj dead.
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Handout 2-7

BENCHBOOK FOR GRISBY COUNTY JUDGE

1 of 1

BENCHBOOK FOR CIRCUIT JUDGES

OF GRISBY COUNTY

Section 13. Selection of Jurors

a. Calling the first panel.

(1) The judge commences the voir dire

by instruc_ng the court clerk in

the folic-ing manner: "Call out

the names of the first four mem-

bers of the venire." Then he

speaks to the venire: "When your

name is called, please take one

of the chairs near the bench."

b. Questioning of prospective jurors.

(1) The judge shall be the first to

interview the prospective jurors.

(2) The judge shall excuse any venire-

man from jury duty if and when

he discovers, through questioning

or otherwise, that said individual

(a) is unable to understand the

English language, and/or

(b) is a first cousin or any closer

relative to the judge, the

prosecutor, the defense

attorney, or the defendant,

and/or

(c) has already decided whether or

not the defendant is guilty, and

states that he cannot be

impartial

c. Challenge for cause

(1) After a challenge for cause is made

by either the prosecution or

the defense, it is the duty

of the judge to determine if

the venireman can render an

impartial verdict.

(2) While the judge has exclusive

authority to determine if the

challenged venireman can be

an impartial juror, the

following are some helpful

guidelines. A prospec 've

juror should be excus,_ _f

(a) that juror wants o.

of the dispute to w_

over the other side. For

example, a friend of the

defendant or a friend of

the victim may fall with-

in this category.

(b) in reaching his verdict,

the juror will weigh con-

siderations other than

the evidence presented to

him during the trial.

For example, dismiss a

prospective juror who has

had bad experiences with

members of the defen-

dant's race or nation-

ality, or has read news-

paper accounts relatiug

to the defendant's char-

acter.

d. Peremptory challenges

(3) In a murder case, each side is

entitled to three peremptory

challenges. The judge must

inform both sides prior to the

commencement of the voir dire.

Reprinted with permission from Law in American Society Journal 4, no. 4,
pp. 31-37.
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VENIREMAN PROFILE VARIABLES

Table 1: Venireman Profile Variables

Attitude toward police,
prosecutors

Occupation

Believes innocent until
proven guilty

Believes he/she can be
impartial

Read news reports cy_
heard rumors

Attitude toward youth
gangs

Experience as crime
victim

Relative of judge or
attorneys

Related to "Swens"
or to Shorty

Fluency in English

1 of 1

Residence

Experience with
Freedonians

Experience with
Trentonians

Ethnic heritage

Education

Age

Reprinted with permission from Law in American Society Journal 4, no. 4,
pp. 31-37.
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S LETTER

Office of the District Attorney Olin Fernstock
Grisby County, Ohio District Attorney

Messers. Able, Baker, and Sharley
Assistant District Attorneys
Grisby County Court House
Freedonia, Ohio

My Dear Colleagues:

My decision to assign you three to the Aikan case should come as no
surprise. Each of you has acquired an impressive record of convicticns,
and I anticipate the verdict in this case will be no different. However,
I wish to touch base with you on a few important matters before you get
down to work on this case.

I am concerned about the voir dire. Your purpose during the jury
,-31ection is clearly to select a jury that will convict the defendant.
This we can achieve through a process of elimination. First, we must
elimLnate all those individuals who are likely to let Shorty off the
hook because they simply are prejudiced against people of Swens's back-
ground. Perhaps the venireman has had some bad experiences with elderly
Freedonian shopkeepers. Consequently, you might ask the venireman if he
believes that (1) all Freedonians are mean, or (2) all store owners cheat
customers, or (3) that old people can't be trusted. The individual who
believes these things will have his mind made up to acquit Shorty even
before the trial begins. Determine whether or not any of the prospective
jurors carry such opinions. If it is clear that any are so prejudiced,
challenge them for cause. Then argue your case before the judge. If he
overrules, and you are still convinced of the venireman's inability to
be fair, use one of your peremptory challenges. Also, use the peremptory
challenge when you feel that a juror may be harmful to your case, but
you cannot prove it. Perhaps you sense that he is hostile to you or
your client. However, be very selective in using peremptory challenges,
as you have only three of them.

Second, question prospective jurors to determine if they are dit..a:t
relatives, friends, or even acquaintances of the iefendant. In most
cases, challenge such veniremen for cause. Th llo'De that Shorty will
be found "not guilty" will likely prevent them fr:,m conside:ing t1 evi-
dence fairly.

Reprinted with pernissicn from Law in AmericEra :5ciet,., Journal 4, no. 4,
Pp. 31-37.
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In general, you should adhere to the rule that the fewer the simi-
larities between the venireman and the victim, or the greater the simi-
larities between the veniremen and the defendant, the more likely that
the venireman will acquit the defendant. These people you do not want
on the jury.

So, get out there and do your best. The people of Grisby County
are d:-Tending on you.

Wich .,upreme confidence in you, I remain

Olin Fernstock
District Attorney
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INTEROFFICE MEMO FROM DEFENSE ATTORNEY

INTMOFFICE MEMO

To: Attorneys from Shorty Aikan

From: Martin Martinson, Senior Partner

Re: Selection of the jury in the case People v. Aikan

Before you proceed with the questioning of the veniremen, you should
..asider the following:

First, challenge for cause all those individuals who are likely to
convict Shorty because of his background. These individuals may react
negatively to Shorty's Trentonian heritage, his radical ideology, his
youth, his gang activity, or the poor neighborhood he came from, and use
those facts against him. Be on the lookout for veniremen who believe
that (1) all Trentonians are criminals, or (2) all youth gangs are com-
posed of killers, or (3) all young people cause trouble.

Second, challenge for cause any prospective jurors whom you feel
will convict Shorty because of their relationship to the victim; they
may be distant relatives, friends, or acquaintances of his. In general,
their intense desire to see someone pay for the crime will likely prevent
them from considering the evidence fairly. They hate Shorty merely
because he was accused of the crime.

When making your challenge for cause in either of these situations,
argue to the judge that the particular juror is too prejudiced to hear
the evidence fairly. If ycur challenge or cause is overruled, but you
sense hostility toward your client or yourself., use one of your peremp-
tory challenges. However, be very selective in using peremptory chal-
lenges since you only have three of them.

Third, make certain each juror understands and recognizes an
accused's basic trial rights; i.e., the accused

(1) is innocent until proven guilty;
(2) is not required to testify in court, and the jury cannot infer

an admission of guilt from his silence;
(3) cannot be convicted unless the jury determines he is guilty

beyond all reasonable doubt. A jury cannot convict if it only believes
the defendant is probably guilty.
If any prospective juror fails to comply with these essential rules, the
judge will certainly excuse them on a challenge for cause.

Reprinted with permission from Law in American Society Journal 4, no. 4,
pp. 31-37.
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In general, you should adhere to the following rule: the fewer
similarities between the venireman and the victim, or the greater the
similarities between the venireman and the defendant, the more likely
the venireman will acquit the defendant.

Gocd luck!
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MOCK TRIAL 2: DUNCAN v. WILSON

In this scripted mock trial, high school students are presented
with conflicting versions of the same story--that of a traffic accident--
and must determine which of the two stories they believe. Read the fol-
lowing introduction to the class and distribute copies of the script
(Handout 2-11).

* * * * * * * * * * *

When facts are in dispute, the law usually provides for a trial,
often before a jury. Often at a trial various witnesses will present
conflicting stories. Finding out at trial what "really did happen" when
people are presenting conflicting stories is a big job. The law uses
several techniques to try to make this process as accurate as possible.
There are usually lawyers for each side to present the case. There are
complex rules of evidence regulating the information that can be pre-
sented to the jury. There are rules concerning who wins if the jury is
equally convinced by evidence of each side. There are certain "presump-
tion rules": A person is presumed innocent until proved guilty beyond
any "reasonable doubt"; a person is presumed sane until proved insane.

But even with all these rules and processes for finding the facts,
can judges and jurors always know the truth? Keep this question in mind
as you read about what happened at trial in the following case.

The Case of Duncan v. Wilson

Suppose an automobile accident like the one described below led to
a lawsuit in which you are on the jury. The accident occurred about two
years ago. It involved a VW, driven by Ed Wilson, then a high school
senior, and a Ford station wagon, driven by Mrs. Helen Duncan, a i.louse-
wife. There is no dispute about the damage that resulted from the acci-
dent; it is agreed that Ed suffered a broken wrist and total destruction
of his VW. His doctor bills came to $150; the VW was worth $1500. Mrs.
Duncan received a hairline fracture of a vertebra and had auto repair
bills of $300. Her medical expenses were $4500.

What is being contested at trial is the matter of who caused the
accident. Under the law of the state where the accident occurred, the
party who carelessly caused the accident is responsible to pay for he
damages to the other party. And both parties agree on this rule of law.
M. Duncan has sued Ed Wilson claiming.he should pay l $4800 because
his carelessness caused her injury in that amount. Ed in his own defense
claims the accident was caused by the carelessness of Mrs. Duncan and in
turn asks that the court make her pay $1650 for the cost to him.

From The American Legal System, Unit 5: The Limim:; of Law, by Robert S.
Summers, A. Bruce Campbell, and Gail F. 1-1-2.bbard (Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Co. :Xerox Corp.], 1974), pp. 48-55. Used with permission.
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DUNCAN v. WILSON

(The class should pick six, nine, or twelve students to sit as the jury
who decides this case after other members of the class role-play the
following trial scene.)

JUDGE: Your next witness, please.

ATTORNEY FOR MRS. DUNCAN: I call the plaintiff, Mrs. Helen Duncan, to
the Land.

BAILIFF: State your name.

MRS. DUNCAN: Helen Q. Dune-an.

BAILIFF: Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth?

MRS. DUNCAN: I do.

BAILIFF: Be heated.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

(BY ATTORNEY FOR MRS. DUNCAN)

Q. Mrs. Duncan, what do you do for a living? A. I am the mother of
three young children, and I am a housewife.

Q. Are you licensed to drive in this state? A. I am.

Q. And how long have you been so licensed? A. Well, let's see, I guess
sixteen years.

Q. Is this your first accident?' A. Ye, so far as I can recall it is
my first real accident. I suppose I've bumped the car parking a few
times.

Q. Were you in your car on the morning of October 4 the year before
last? A. I was.

Q. Please explain what happened to you. A. Well, it was a rainy morn-
ing, so I took my children in the car to the school bus stop. I pulled
off Elm Road on the shoulder about ten yards before Elm Road intersects
with Green Street at the school bus stop to wait..

Q. Which direction on Elm Road were you facing? A. I was headed s -h.

Q. What sort of roads are these, four lanes, city streets, or what?
Oh, no. This is a residential section, two-lane roads with a 30-mile
speed limit. Anyway, the bus came and the children got on. I watchr
the bus pull away down the street and then started for home.

From The American Legal System, Unit 5: The Limits of Law, by Robert S.
Summers, A. Bruce Campbell, and Gail F. Hubbard (Lexington, Mass.: Ginn
and Co. [Xerox Corp.], 1974), pp. 48-55. Used with permission.
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Q. Explain just what you did when you say you started for home. A.
Well, the quickest way home was to turn left at the intersection that
was in front of me and proceed home around the block. I looked in my
rear-view mirror and saw that the only car coming was a little Volkswagen
that was quite far back. So I pulled out and started to turn left.

Q. Did you do anything else before you pulled out? A. Oh, yes, I sig-
nalled left. I always use my signal lights.

Q. Then what happened? A. I h:.d rid sooner started my left turn and I
heard an awful screaming of tires. Then crash. As I looked, I thought
that Volkswagen was coming right through my door into the car. The next
thing I remember I was in the hospital.

2. Just one more question, Mrs. Duncan; you said you checked your rear-
view mirror before pulling out. If you saw the Volkswagen coming, why
did you pull out? A. Oh, that is a long, straight stretch of road. I

saw the VW, but it was quite far back. Several hundred yards, perhaps a
quarter mile. He must have been going awfully fast to have caught up.

ATTORNEY FOR MR. WILSON: Objection, your Honor. The witness's reference
to the speed of Mr. Wilson's car is based on nothing more than her opin-
ion that he was a particular distance away.

JUDGE: Objection sustained. The witness will please limit her answers
to the questions posed. The jury will disregard her reference to the
speed of Mr. Wilson's car.

ATTORNEY FOR MRS. DUNCAN: Thank you, Mrs. Duncan; that's all I have.

JUDGE: You may cross-examine.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

(BY ATTORNEY FOR MR. WILSON)
Q. Mrs. Duncan, you said you were pulled off Elm Road about ten yards
from the intersection when you started to turn left through the intersec-
tion on Green Street. How far off the road were you when you started
this pull-out, left-turn maneur. A. I was almost completely off thu
road to start. I think all fou were off the pavement when I
started.

Q. You said you signalled leftlef c.. you pulled away from the side of
the road? A. Yes, with my

Q. How long agc did this ,F-:cident occur? A. Oh, now I guess it has
been almost twenty months.

Q. Is your memory so good that you norrmilly -_emember each turn signal
you make while driving for twenty months? A. I always use my turn
signals, and I remember this one in particular. It's not every day some
fool crashes into you.

Q. Just one more question, Mrs. Duncan. You said you checked your
mirror and saw Mr. Wilson approaching, but you pulled out anyway because
he was several hundred yards or maybe even a quarter of a mile down the
straight stretch behind you? A. That's right.

30
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Q. Several hundred yards or even a quarter mile? How many hundreds of
yards would you say Mrs. Duncan? A. Oh, at least five, six, maybe even
seven.

4. Thank you, Mrs. Duncan. Incidentally,
are only 440 yard:., in most quarter miles.

ATTORNEY FOR MRS. DUNCAN: Objection, your
simply to badger the witness.

JUDGEr Objection overruled. Please step down, Mrs. Duncan.
:;ludes the evidence for Mrs, Duncan's side, does it not?

you know, of course, there
No further questions.

Honor. That comment was made

ATTONEY fOR MRS. DUNCAN: It does, your Honor.

That con-

Counsel, you may proceed with evidence for Mr. Wilson's

ATTORNEY FOR MR.
ness to call. to

BAILIFF r' State

MR. WILSON:

WILSON. Thank you, your
the stand, Mr. Wilson.

your name.

Edwara W. Wilson,

BAILIFF: Do you swear to tell the truth,
1.ut the truth

MR. WILSON: I do.

BAILIFF: Be seated.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

(BY ATTORNEY FOR MR. WILSON)
Q. What do you do for a living, Ed? A. I'm training to be an elec
cian. Right now I'm an apprentice.

Q. And at the time of the accident in question what did ;

wasn't employed. I was a senior in high school.

Q. Will you please explain to the jury what happened to you c:. your -,ay
to school cn the morning of. October 4 the year before last? A. Well,
was driving my VW along the same route I always took to school, oomti,u
from north to south down Elm Road. As I approached the intersection oL
Green Street, I saw a car standing by th side of Elm Road, oif the
right-hand ioulder, a few yards before the intersection. In order t
be sure and avoid it, I noticed that no cars ,,re coming in the op.i';ostc
direction, and I pulled into.the left-hand lane. When was cnly a .=,w
feet from the back of the car that was stand:;.ng, it darted out
road.

Q. If you were in the left lane at this time, how did this car obstru
you? A. The car didn't just pull out. It shot cut sort of :diagor:11
crossing both lanes of Eim Road as, if to make a li:LL turn or:
Street.

Q. Did this car signal before it A.

didn't sea it. And I was looking right at

f
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C. how lot; would it take to get from the intersection of Elm and
_o the high school parking lot if one were doing only thirty miles

ver hour? or to put it another way, do you think perhaps it could orly
be done in five minutes if were traveling a good bit faster than
thirty miles per hour? A. I haven't much thought about it. I suppose
one could drive thirty and simply be late to school.

ATTCRNEY: No Lurther questions.

this point in the case the lawyers for each side would speak to
the jury and summarize their evidence. Then the judge would "instruct"
the jury about the laq that applies to the case and send them to reach a

verdict.

=GE: Ladies and gentlem, cf the jury, it is now my duty to explain
the 1Jw ease to you. ',11 have heard conflicting testimony as
to what are the facts in this c-ae. It is your duty to determine what
are the .acts of phis case and then -o fo2low my instructions cpncerning
the law. I. -ther words, is your duty to find the facts and apply
Me law, as I will now explain it to you.
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This is a negligence case. According to the law of negligence. if one
person's negligence causes injury to another, the first person must pay
to make up for the harm he has done. In this case, each party claims
the other's negligence has causef injury. Mrs. Duncan claims $4.800 in
injury to her; Mr. Wilson claims $1,650.

Now, what is negligence? Negligence is carelessness or the c%ercise
of less care than a reasonable person would have used. In lookinrj at
the evidence, if you find the facts to be that Mr. Wilson's negilcience
caused Mrs. Duncan's injury, you must return a verdict for Mrs. Duncan
for whatever you decide is the amount of her injury. On the otner hand,
if you find Mrs. Duncan's negligence caused Mr. Wilson's in:ju:y, you
must return a verdict for Mr. Wilson for whatever you decief, io the
amount of his injury. Or if you find that the injuries we ,-..aused by

the negligence of both parties, you must determine neither is en-
titled to recover from the other.

You will now retire to the jury room to decide on your
You first will elect a foreman to guide your discussions of the evidence.
Then you will cliscuss the evidence until 9 of the 12 of you can agree on
a verdict.

1. What verdict did your jury reach?

2. What specific findings of fact was this verdict based on? Do you
know if these findings of fact are an accurate statement of what truly
did happen in this case?

3. What limit of law do you see at worm 'Jere:

Sti
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USING A MOCK TR= WITH ELEMENT:.-: STUDENTS

A resource person s:culd bear in mind, when 1reparing for a presen-
tation to elementary-age students, that young children will have a very
limited grasp of legal terminology. Therefore, it may be useful to pre-
pa students for mock-trial activities by readimg aloud the following
explanation. The resource person should also be prepared to answer
questions.

* * * * * * * * *

MOCK TRIAL

A trial is a meeting of a court to hear and decide a

legal cese. A mock trial is a pretend trial. In it, you

and other students present the trial and act as the main

people in the courtroom. The purpose of the mock trial is

to help you learn more about courtroom procedu- and the

people who are a t of it. A mock tri. follows the trial

Procedure of the lowest court.

trial is held because two people or groups cf people

nput solve a conflict. T -re, any story about a con-

cen be used for a rnoc!: trial. You or use one of

stories that you have seen in class. Or you micht ant

use an idea from a newspaper story or a -le-isior pry am.

The trial procedure solve,, a donfli

to an impartial judce and

aye, uch its lawyers arcues as strsncly

The ?7 to al: the

an-a rr,:ks a

the



The aracters

Hidc The judge is the person who is in charce of tno

court. He ;he mates sure that the trial is and

orderly. The judge sees that both sides of case have

fair chance to present their arguments. Then the j.Jdoe

teltells the jury what the principles of la in the case are.

Jury. The people on the jury listen carefully to the

statements of the witnesses. The jurors think about the

farts a wi''ness Lolls to see if they make sen,i, and if they

ecree with what other witnesses say. Each juror also

sens to the opening statemen ts and cl_sincl a-Sums._,_

lawyers. At the end ef- the trial, the jury makes a

vision For the case.

Prosecuting Attoriey. his lay' er brig the bloin-

ff' .Ease before the coup".. He she les silL

ecuch evidence to persua:7- the hf:ir --i

:h or GF the Tieint17-

:nse ;,ttorn.s:v. -hic

rbe 7 cc
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Clerk of the Court. The clerk hperis the trial and

sv;ears in he jury. In a mock tral, he clerik may al-,c

1p the 1-.E.iner mak-- iaopies of the s_ry arid set up the

=a room.

tReperter TL rkporter '.E-Aes notes to record the

main of the trial. 7his -echrd can be used to finb

earlier in the trial. :t can aJsc be

v:hat happened afl.eh the trial ;
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Swearing in the jury. The clerk of the court asks the

jurors to take their 3t=,. He ur she then asks them to

swear that they will ac',: fairi in listening to the case.

Opening Statement by Prosecuting Attorney. This lawyer

begins by telling the jury the important inf-rmation about

the caste. This includ = his or her name, the plaintiff's

name, the defense attorney's name, the defendant's name, and

the facts that led to the lawsuit. The prosecuting attorney

then presents th-. plaintiff's side of the case to the jury.

Opening_ SL atement by Defense Attorney. This lawyer

begins 'itat'g his or her name and the defendant's n7rne.

The jury is told that he or she will .y to prove that the

plaintiff does not have a valid case. The defense attone

then oresert: the defendant's side of the jse to the jury.

Direct Examination oF Witnesses. The prosec r-)g

rney calls the 'Iltnesses for the olaintiff one at a time

the ',:ront of the room. The '::lerk of: the cour . each

to sy .r. to t-..11 .uth. The attorney then asks

the vjitn-e,c, The cluestior_:-. are based on the
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Closing Arguments. Each -.ttorney sums up the main

;nts that help 1-1!.:7. or her client's case. The defense

attorney is the first to present the main points.

Judge's Orders to the Jury. The judge expla;ns to the

jury what the principles of law are in this case. He or she

asks the jury to make a fair decision -a'.Jout the case.

Verdict. The jury talks about and makes a decision for

the case. In a real trial, the jury leaves the courtroom to

reach a verdict. For a mock trial, the jury should talk

about the case and come to a decision in front of the rest

of the class. A majority vote of the jurors will decide the

verdict.

After the Trial

When the jury has reached a verdict, the mock trial is

over. It is important then for the whole class to talk

about the trial and its results. Uzi: questions like the

following s-3 a guide.

Did eacH person play his or her part in the right way?

what law or laws ',Jere broken?

What was the main conflict?

That argument; did the defense present?

What arcumens did the prosecuL pre_ -nt.

What !-(,:ts were not presented?

What was .IL, h:sion? Do you agree disoree with

it

A .re here Gr,Dunds fo- an appeal to D higher
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MOCK TRIAL 3: FRANCINE, KERPLUNK, AND THE GOLDEN NUGGET

The story in Handout 2-12 can be used as -,he basis for a mock trial
for elemental,/ students. Guidelines for conducting the activity are
presented below.

* * * * * * * * * * *

A MOCK TRIAL

A sim,ple mock -LI_ :an he developed on the issue of search and
seizure. You will h_. tc assume that frogs have the same Constitutional
rights that we have. (The 4th Amendment gives us the right to privacy
and protects us aaainst unlawful searches and seizures.)

Procedure:

- -Select four students to play the main characters: Francine,
Kerplunk, Chief Bull Frcg, and Fat Flopper.

- -Select three students to play the judge, the prosecuting attorney,
and the defendant's attorney.

Select four more students to be witnesses: two for the prosecu-
tion, two for the defense.

- -All of the participants in the trial,-except for the judge, should
read the story several days before the presentation. They will need
this time to prepare arguments.

The rest of the class will serve as jurors. It is important that
they do not know the story before the mock trial. All the relevant facts
should be brought out by the attorneys in their examination of the wit-
nesses.

ROLES FOR THE MOCK TRIAL

Judge. The judge will conduct the trial in an orderly fashion. He
or she will se,_, to it that both sides have a fair chance to present their
cases. After both sides have presented their cases, the judge will
instruct the jury as to which principles of law apply. In this case,
theft is a misdemeanor (a less serious crime thri a felony) in frogdom.
The earch is legal if the law enforcement officer has permission.

Jury. It will be their responsibility to listen to the witnesses
and atermine the facts of the case. They should listen carefully to
the arguments presented by the two attorneys.

Prosecuting Attorney. This lawyer will attempt to prove that
r.:rplunk is guilty of stealing the go den nug:;-et and that he should be
punished.

By Arine F. Gallagher. Reprinted with permission.
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Defendant's , Drney. This attorney will attempt to show that the
search was against :he constitutional rights of the accused. His client
pleads not guilty. =he lawyer contends that Ker2)1unk's constitutional
right to privacy has been violated or uses any other argument the lawyer
thinks will be effective.

Witnesses., Each attorney may call two witnesses to support his
side of the case. (Remember, Kerplunk pleads not guilty; so the prosecu-
tion will have to prove that Kerplunk stole the nugget.)

CONDUCTING THE TRIAL

In this trial, procedure should be as uncomplicated as possible.
Only primaiv courtroom roles have been included and the les: important
steps in the process have been eliminated. The following steps'should
be followed, in sequence:

Opening of the Court
Swearing in of the Jury
Opening Statement of Prosecuting Attorney
Opening Statement by Defendant's Attt7ney
Direct Examination of Witnesses
Cross Examination of Witnesses
Closing Argument by Defendant's Attorney
Closing Argent by Prosecuting Attorney
Charge to the Jury
Deliberations by the Jury
Verdict Delivered to the Court

EVALUATION

This is the most important aspect of a mock trial simulation. The
following questions should help to direct discussion toward the major
concepts.

How well did each person play his role?
With what crime was the defendant charged?

law (s) was (were) broken?
What is(aro) the major issue(s)?
What arguments _d the defense present?
What arguments did the prosecution present?
What facts were not Presented?
What was the decision? Do you agree or disagree?
Are there grr is or an appeal?
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Handout 2-12 1 of 6

FRANCINE, KERPLUNK, AND THE GOLDEN NUGGET

Once upon a time there were two teenage frogs

named Francine and Kerplunk. They lived in a pond in

the woods. Francine was a very pretty frog. She h_d

big beautiful eyes. She had long frog-legs. All the

frogs in the pond thought she was pretty. Kerplunk

knew she was the prettiest frog he had ever seen.

Put Kerpluik was bashful. He never knew what to say

to Francine.

The pond they lived in was dotted with lily pads

Many of the teenage frogs liked to play leapfrog from

one pad to another. On Thurs-'ay evenings, they would

gather on the grassy banl' to practice singing. The

Frog-Horn Chorus could e heard for mil around.

Francine and Kerplunk both sang in the chorus.

Kerplunk always tried to sing well so that Francine

would notice him. Bu. Francine never paid any atten-

tion.

Reprinted with permission from Arlene F. GJ.:11agher.
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Handout 2 -12 2 of 6

Francine spent most of her tim(-! collecting peb

hl,,s. It was her hobby. She would swim over to the

sparkly stream and search along the bottom for pretty

stones. She liked smooth pebbles and colored ones.

Mostly she sealched for the bright ones that sparkled

in the sunlight. Those were really rd to find.

Each day she would f )d another lovely stone. He

collection grew and grew,

Kerplunk would watch Francine looking for stones.

He would try to get her attention by showing off.

Kersplish! Kersplash! He would jump from i ly pad

to lily pad. He jumped high and never m'ssed a pad.

But Francine ignored him. When he got up his nerve,

Kerplunk would ask Francine to plLy. Franc: le always

refused. She was more intere, in her pretty

bles.

Finally, one da y, Kerplunk became so angry that

he warned Francine, "If you don't play with me, y:H._2"11

be sorry!" Francine ignored him. She couldn't thin`.

,)ow Kerplu,-4, could make her sorry. -,he continued to

look for pebbles.
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Handout 2-12 4 of 6

Why, he could even pretend he found it for her if she

was too unhappy. He did not want her to feel too

badly. He took the nugget and swam home, lickety-

split.

When Francine returnE 1 from song practice, the

first thing she did was to to her hiding place.

"Oh, no!" she croaked. It wa. gone. She began to

cry. She looked and looked, but the nugget was not

there. Not anywhere. She cried all night long.

The next morning Francine still could not find

the nugget. She knew that she had put it in the

middle of her pile of pebbles. Someone must have

taken it. But who? Who would do such a mean thing?

Everyone knew about the golden nugget. And everyone

knew it was her favorite pebble.

All of the frogs in Frogdom had been singing on

the bank last night when the nugget must have been

taken. That is, all of the frogs except Kerplunk!

And KerplJnk was mad at her because she wouldn't play

his silly games! Besides, he had warned her that she

would be sorry.
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Francine decided that it wouldn't co any good to

ask Kerpiunk herself. She had to go to see Chief

Bu;1 Frog and tell him her stor He would know what

to do.

Francine hopped over to the Police Pad. The

Chief was always ready to listen. Francine explained

what had happened. She told the Cri;ef that she was

sure Kerpiunk had taken the nugget. The Chief said

the best thing to do was to go and ask Kerplunk.

Francine didn't want to go alone. The Chief said he

would go with her.

Chief Bull Frog and Francine went off to Ker-

plunk's lily pad. When they got there the Chief asked

Kerplunk if he had taken the nugget. Kerplunk didn't

answer. He was afraid. Besides, he could not open

his mouth to speak because the golden nugget was hid-

den under his long, fly-catching tongue. The Chief

said if Kerplunk didn't mind, he would just take a

look around the lily pad. Kerplunk gulped. His gulp

looked like a nod to the Chief. The Chief decided he

would need some help. So he called his assistant- -

Fat Flopper.
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Now Fat Flapper was not very good at leap-

frogging. He started over to Kerplunk's house and

missed three lily pads on the way. As he bounced

into Kerplunk's pad, he landed right on top of Ker-

plunk with a terr'ble "whump" You can guess what

happened! Out popped the golden nugget! The Chief

saw it--Francine saw it. Kerplunk looked really

scared now.

What would happen? What would the Chief do?

What would Francine do?
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MOOT COURTS

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING MOOT COURTS

Generally, a moot court is not an appropriate strategy for elemen-

tary students. If resource people decide or are requested to conduct a

moot court with older students, it is important that all participants

understand that a moot court is patterned after an appeals court or a
Supreme Court hearing. Students may expect a mock trial, so attorneys
must be prepared to explain that in a moot court the court, composed of

a panel of judges, is asked to rule on a lower court's decision. No

witnesses are called, nor are the basic facts in a case disputed. Argu-

ments are prepared and presented on the application of a law, the con-

stitutionality of a law, or the fairness of previous court procedures.

In many ways a moot court is like a debate, for each side presents argu-

ments for the judges' consideration. Moot-court hearings often help

participants develop a greater understanding of the appellate level of

our legal system and of the subject being debated.

How to Proceed

1. Select a case (actual or hypothetical) to appeal that raises

questions relevant to a concept being studied. Prepare a statement of

facts which includes a summary of essential evidence from the trial and

the court decision to be appealed.

2. Divide the class into groups of from nine to twelve partici-

pants; divide each group into three- or four-member litigant teams or

"judicial panels." Some teams are designated as "appealing litigant

teams" and will have the responsibility of arguing against the ruling of

a lower court; some teams are designated as the "supporting litigant

teams" and will present arguments in favor of the lower court's decision;

some teams will serve as judicial panels.

Another way to organize the class is to designate nine persons

(eight if the resource person intends to serve as chief justice) as court

members. These participants will be responsible for preparing written

opinions. The rest of the class is divided equally into the two litigant

teams. Yet a third format is to present a more realistic court session

by involving a court officer and court reporter.

No one format is preferable to another in terms of learning out-

comes. Which one is chosen should depend on ease of management and the

amount of time that can be devoted to the activity.

It may be necessary for the resource person to devote two or more

days to the activity in order to spend time with the various teams help -

inc them determine the issues, develop arguments, or serve as judges.

3. Each participant should be given a copy of "Instructions for

Moot-Court Hearings" (Handout 2-13) and the statement of facts.

Reprinted with permission from Leader's Handbook (Calabasas, Calif.:

Law in a Free Society, 1977), pp. a7-a9.
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4. Time should be provided for discussion of the issues and
preparation of oral arguments. Each litigant team should choose at least
two people to present its arguments before the court.

5. The resource person may wish to serve cn one of the judicial
panels to assist students with this phase of the activity. Teachers
might also serve as judges.

Princival Responsibilities of the Resource Person

1. To make certain that the case selected for the moot court is
relevant to the concept being studied.

2. To assi: with the coordination and support activities neces-
sary to implement moot court, specifically:

a. Make arrangements to use actual courtrooms, if desired.
b. Make litigant team and judge assignments.
c. Determine appropriate time limits for each segment of the

moot court.

3. To make certain that participants are familiar with moot-court
procedures and their roles.

4. To assist participants in developing their arguments when help
iF needed.

5. To conduct a moot court.

6. To conduct the discussion session following the hearing.

1 01
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOOT-COURT HEARINGS

1. Participants should consider all of the details presented in
the statement of facts to have been established in a trial court. Teams

may not argue that any of those facts are inaccurate.

2. Arguments do not need to le :onfined to existing legal prece-
dents or recognized legal theories. !=1-..y argument thought to be persua-

sive from a philosophical, theoretical, conceptual, or practical stand-
point can be made. Teams may rely on principles founded on the U.S.
Constitution.

3. Each litigant team should be prepared to present its oral argu-
ments to a panel of judges. At least twc members of each litigant team
should present the team's oral arguments before the court of appeals.
Teams may have as many spokespersons as they wish. The "appealing liti-
gant teams" present their argument first, followed by the "supporting
litigant teams" presentation.

4. Teams should rnticipate active questioning from the judges
during oral presentations. Spokespersons representing each litigant
team are expected to respond to questions and concerns raised by the
judges immediately upon being challenged. Discussions with the judges
in this manner will not extend the team's time unless the court exercises
its discretion to permit an extension of time for the team's scheduled

presentation.

5. Litigant teams' oral arguments are limited to a specific amount

of time. The court has the discretion to grant extra time, but should
not normally exercise this privilege. Any extensions of the time should

be for a stated number of minutes. Teams may reserve a part of their

total argument time for rebuttal argument. Rebuttal time need not be

reserved. If time is reserved, it should be used to counter opponents'
arguments, not to raise new issues. A member of the opposing team should
serve as the presenting team's time adviser during the arguments. The

following intervals showing the number of minutes left may be used by

the time adviser: 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1/2. Time advisers should hold up
cards for the team's attention and for the court to see. If arguments

have not been completed, spokespersons are nevertheless to terminate'
tneir presentations precisely upon expiration of the allotted time,
unless the presiding judge grants an extension of time.

6. After the arguments for both the "appealing litigant" and "sup-
porting litigant" teams have been heard by the court, the pane] of judges
should deliberate and reach a decision. Deliberation of the case may

take place in private or may be conducted before the class. A time limit

for these deliberations will probably be required.

7. After the decisions have been announced, class participants
and attorneys should discuss the different courts' decisions, the issues

raised, and moot-court procedures.

Reprinted with permission from Leader's Handbook (Calabasas, Calif.:
Law in a Free Society, 1977), pp. a7-a9.
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MOOT COURT: IN RE GAULT

In re Gault (1967) is an exciting case for students to use as the

basis for a moot court. The issues have immediate relevance for young
people, and it is an excellent vehicle for introducing a unit on juvenile

law. In some cases, resource persons may be asked to set up the activity

so that it can be used to evaluate the extent of students' understanding

of a juvenile law unit. Either use is appropriate.

Handouts 2-14 through 2-17 contain procedures, guidelines, and back-

ground material for a moot-court activity base on In re Gault. Some

suggested questions for a concluding discussion are provided below.

Suggested Questions for Final Discussion*

1. What do you think are the most important parts of due process
of law that help a person get a fair hearing in a court?

2. Why do you think these protections exist?

3. Do they sometimes make it harder to convict a criminal? Why?

4. Do you think juveniles and adults should be treated alike in

all cases where law is involved? What are the advantages of having dif-

ferent treatment for juveniles as opposed to adults?

5. Why does the Constitution say there should be "due process of

law," and why are the courts given the special responsibility of protect-

inq it?

6. What interests and values are important in this case?

7. What interests and values are in conflict in this ca:;e?

8. What is "due process of law"? what is fairness?

9. Do you think Gerald had a fair hearing or not? Why?

10. What was Gerald's past record? Do you think it affected the

judge's decision? Why?

*Reprinted from Voices for Justice, by Charles N. Quigley and Richar' P.

Longaker (Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Co., (Xerox Corp.], 1976), p. 22.

Used with permission.
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Handout 2-14 1 of 4

IN RE GAULT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROLE PLAYING

This role-playing exercise is based on a simplification of the
actual case of In re Gault. The hearing will take place before the
United States Supreme Court.

WHO ARE INVOLVED?

Court Officer
Court Reporter
Nine Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States (one

appointed by the group to be Chief Justice)
Attorneys for Gerald (one-half of the remainder of the class should'

elect three spokesmen)
Attorneys for the State of Arizona (the other half of the class

should elect three spokesmen)

HOW TO PROCEED: STEP BY STEP

1. Opening of the court by the court officer
2. Instructions by the Chief Justice
3. Argument to the court by Gerald's attorneys (5-10 minute maxi-

mum)

4. Argument to the court by the attorneys for the State of Arizona
(5-10 minute maximum)

5. Deliberation by the justices (10-minute maximum)
6. Statement of opinion by the justies (statement by the majority

and by the dissent if there is one)

WHAT DO YOU DO?

1. Order all to stand until the justices are in the room and
seated; then call the court to order thus: "Oyez, oyez, oyez, all per-
sons having business before the Honorable Supreme Court of the United
States are invited to draw near and give their attention, for the court
is now sitting. God save the United States and this Honorable Court!"

2. You will then continue: "Are all persons connected with this
case prepared for the hearing? Are the attorneys for Gerald Gault
present, Mr. , Mr. , and Mr. ? Are the
attorneys for the State of Arizona present, Mr. , Mr.

, and Mr. ? Let the record show that all parties in
the case of In re vault are present and prepared."

3. After the arguments, you will announce to the court that the
justices will deliberate and make their decision (this deliberation can
be held in front of the class or in another room).

4. When the justices are ready to make their opinions known, you
will ask the court to rise to hear tneir decision.

Reprinted from Vo_ces for Justice, by Charles N. Quigley and Richard P.
Longaker (Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Co., [Xerox Corp.], 1976), p. 22.
Used with permission.
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JUSTICES

1. Your first job is to read the "Statement of Facts" in the case
before the hearing.

2. The Chief Justice should conduct the hearing according to the
following order and time limits:

a. Ask Gerald Gault's attorneys to give their arguments first
(5-10 minute maximum).

h. When Gault's attorneys have finished, ask the attorneys
for the State of Arizona to give their arguments (.7-10
minute maximum).

c. After both sides have made their arguments, you should
conduct a discussion with the Justices in order to cc_ .

to an opinion (10 minute maximum). You can do this before

the class or privately.
3. Justices may question attorneys at any time during the hearing.

After both sides have presented their arguments, Justices may continue
questioning for a maximum of ten minutes.

4. After the Justices have heard the arguments and finished ques-
tioning, you are to make your decision and give the reason to back it up
(a majority vote wins).

a. In this case some of the things you might acide are:

1. Gerald Gault was given a fair hearing because
juvenile courts should not have to use the same
procedures as adult criminal courts. Juvenile courts
should be allowed to use different rules so they can
protect children from publicity and be able to handle
better the special problems of children.

2. Gault was not given a fair hearing. He should be set
free and juvenile courts should follow certain rules
to protect the rights of juveniles-to a fair hearing.

b. In making your decision, you should think about:

1. What parts of the arguments of the different
attorneys do you agree with?

2. What procedures do you think all juvenile courts
should follow?

3. Should juvenile courts follow the same procedures
that adult courts follow?

4. Which parts of constitutional law should juvenile
courts follow?

ATTORNEYS FOR GERALD GAULT

Your job is to present the evidence you think shows that Gerald
Gault did not have a fair hearing. You may argue that the laws that
protect an adult's right to a fair hearing should also be used with

juveniles. Look back at the laws listed at the beginning of the case
such as the right to have a lawyer, the right to compel your accusers to

appear in court, and other rights.
You should ask the Supreme Court to order Grrald Gault to be

released and you may suggest that he be given a fair hearinc, in an

Arizona court during which the same rules that apply to an adult accused

of the same crime would be followed.
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Your role will have, two main parts:
1. A Statement to the Justices. You will make all of the argu-

ments you can in favor of Gerald Gault. Your team may divide
up the points to be made in any way you wish. One person may
speak for the whole group or all may speak. It is important
that you agree upon an order to follow in presenting your argu-
ments.

2. Answering eQuestions. During and after your arguments, the
Justices may interrupt you to ask questions. Make sure that
your answers agree with all of the facts given or that they
help your position.

ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Your job is to defend the actions of the judge of the juveni"e court
and the juvenile law of the State of Arizona. You should argue that
there should be a difference between hearings for juveniles and hearings
for adults accused of committing crimes. Some of the points you might
make are:

1. Juvenile courts are not supposed to be criminal courts. The

people in juvenile courts are responsible for helping children
in trouble. The juvenile court judge is supposed to find out
what a child is like, how he has become that way, and what
should be done to help him. In some cases the judge may decide
to take a child from his parents and place him in a foster
home or in a special home for children where he will receive
help.

2. If a juvenile judge had to follow the rules which protect the
rights of an adult accused of a crime, he might not be able to
find out important information to help decide how to plan best
for the child. For example, he might not:be able to find out
things about the child's past history, his home life, and so

forth. Therefore, it is.important for the judge to have the
power to decide how his court will be run and what evidence he
needs to make a wise decision.

3. If a juvenile were allowed to have a lawyer defend him, the
lawyer would make it difficult for the judge to learn all he
needed to know in order to make an intelligent decision. The

child and his parents should answer any'questions the judge
asks for the same reason.
;Note: You might add.Other points to your argument showing
the disadvantages of allowing the juvenile to have the same
rights as an adult accused of the same crime. Look at the

beginning of this case.)
4. You should ask the Supreme Court to uphold the action of the

juvenile court for the reasons you have mentioned above.

Your role will have two main parts:
1. A Statement to the Justices. You will have ten minutes to

give the facts as you see them and to present your arguments.
You may divide up this time any way you wish among the members
of your team.
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2. Answering Questions. You are responsible for answering all
questions the Justices ask. Be sure your answers agree with
the facts given in the case and that they are arguments which
you feel will help your position.

COURT REPORTER

You are to tape-record everything that is said. If an attorney or

Justice asks to hear any of the arguments over again, you should play
them back.

COURTROOM FLOOR PLAN

NINE JUSTICES OF THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT

COURT OFFICER

ATTORNEYS FOR
GERALD (3)

COURT REPORTER

ATTORNEYS FOR THE
STATE. OF ARIZ. (3),1.Iill

PUBLIC
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IN RE GAULT: STATEMENT OF FACTS

Gerald Gault was 15 years old. He was on probation for having beep
with another boy who had stolen a wallet from a lady's purse. CT1 Xonday,

June 8, 1964, at about 10 a.m., Gerald and a friend, Ronald Lewis, were
arrested by the sheriff of Gila County, Arizona, and taken to the Gila
County Children's Detention Tome. The boy3 were accused of calling a
neighbor, a Mrs. Cook, and of making insulting and obscene remarks to
her on the telephone. Mrs. Cook was shocked by what the boys said to
her, and she called the sheriff, who traced the phone call to Gerald and
Ronald. Soon after the boys were taken to the detention home, a proba-
tion officer, Mr. Flagg, questioned the boys, and they admitted making
the telephone calls. Each boy blamed the other.

Gerald's mother and father were both at work on the morning that
Gerald was arrested. The sheriff did not leave a notice telling them
that Gerald was being held in the Children's Detention Home, nor did
anyone from the sheriff's office call his parents. Wher his mother
arrived home at about 6 p.m., Gerald was not there. She sent his older
brother to look for him at the trailer home of the Lewis family. There
the brother learned that Gerald had been arrested, and he went home and
told his mother. The two of them went to the detention home, where
Probation Officer Flagg, who was also superintendent of the detention
home, told Mrs. Gault why Gerald war there and said that there would be
a hearing in juvenile court the following afternoon.

During questioning, Gerald admitted to Officer Flagg that he had
made other nuisance phone calls in the past which, according to him,
were "silly calls or funny cz:11s, or something like that." There was
also evidence that Gerald might have broken smile laws in the past_ Two

years earlier someone had said Gerald had stolen a. baseball glove from
another boy and lied about it to the police department. However, there
had nct been enough evidence to arrest him or to have a hearing.

The next day Officer Flagg reported to Judge McGee of juvenile court
that Gerald was under 18 years of age and a juvenile delinquent. He

asked the judg= to order that Gerald be taken from his parents and placed
in the Children's Detention Home. According to the law in Arizona, a
juvenile delinquent is a child who:

a. Has broken a law.
b. Is continually disobedient and not controlled by his parents,

guardians, or custodians.
c. Is continually absent from school or home.
d. Continually behaves in such a way that he harms the morals cr

health of himself and/or others.

On the afternoon of the hearing, Gerald, his mother, his older
brother, Officer Flagg, and another probation officer met with the Tuven-
ile judge. Gerald's father was out of the city on business and did

Reprinted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High 32hool Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),

pp. 121-23.
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not attend the hearing. Mrs. Cook, the woman who complained about the

toys' phone call, was.not there either. No one was asked to swear to
tell the truth at this hearing, and no record was made of what was said.
The only way we know what happened at this hearing was from what Judge
McGee, Mrs. Gault, and Officer Flagg said at another hearing two months
later. The four agreed on some things that happened at the first hearing
and disagreed on others. They agreed that at the first hearing the judge

asked Gerald questions about the telephone call. They disagreed about

what Gerald said. His mother recalled that G(: 1d said he had only
dialed Mrs. Cook's number and handed the telephone to his friend Ronald.
Ifficer Flagg remembered that Gerald had admitted making one insulting
remark. They all agreed that Mrs. Gault had asked the judge if he was

to send Gerald to the detention home, and the judge answered that
Ind "think about it."

After the first hearing, Gerald was taken back to the detention
o-1: three days later, Gerald was driven home. No one explained

eipt in he detention home or why he was driven h -me after

,.,r)e days.

the day Gerald wa,J driven home, his mother received a note signed

'Beer Flagg. 7t was on plain paper and not official stationery.

)aid: "Mrs. Gat'.,.-, Judge McGee has set Monday, June 15. 1964, at

:00 for further hearings on Gerald's delinquency."
6

June 15 Gerald and his father and mother, Ronald Lewis and his

,ther and mother, and Officers Flagg and Henderson were in court before

judg, McGee. Again no one was asked to swear to tell the truth and no
made of the hearing. People at the hearing disagreed later

when tn,_i tried to tell what happened. Mr. and Mrs. Gault remembered

hat Gerald again said that he had only dialed the number and that Ronald

nag made the insultinc, remarks. Officer Flagg agreed at this time that

,_raid did not admit making the remarks. But Judge McGee remembered

)nat there had been admission of some of the insulting remarks but no

,elni2ssion of the more-serious remarks.

Again mrs. Cook, the woman oho had complained about the phone calls,

not at the hearing. Mrs. Gault said that Mrs. Cook should have come

1

hearing, but the judge said that she did not have to be there.

;wid had never upoken or communicated with Mrs. Cook at any time.

tt.i(;r. ()fficer Flagg had talked to her once over the telephone on

tij'3 second hearing, the probation officer handed a report to

,,Hrie that was not given to Gerald or his parents. This report said

war guilty of making insulting phone calls. The judge

led that Gerald haca broken a. section of the Arizona criminal law

:.aid that a person who "in the presence of or he, _rig of any woman

,,id . . . uses vulgar, abusive, or obscene language, is guilty of a

H1,,eunur." The judge ordered Gerald to be placed in the State Indus-

aH a juvenile delinquent until he was 21 years old unless

we, dir:harried :;(June by "due process of law."
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If Gerald had been over 18 years of age and tried in a regular
criminal court under Arizona law, the maximum penalty for making "vulgar,
abusive, or obscene" calls would have been a $4 to $50 fine or not more
than two months' imprisonment.

While Gerald was at the Industrial School, his parents filed a peti-
tion for his release, and the case eventually came before the U.S.
Supreme Court. Gault's lawyers argued that Arizona's juvenile code vio-
lated the due-process provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment. Arizona
attorneys argued that the whole idea of informal proceedings under the
juvenile court system would be undermined if the court extended all the
specific Bill of Rights guarantees to young offenders.
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RELEVANT POINTS OF LAW

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

No members of the United States Government can arrest a
person without having a good reason to do so. Whenever pos-
sible, a police officer must give his reasons for wanting to
arrest a person to a judge and have the judge give him permis-
sion to make the arrest. (Article IV, Bill of Rights)

All people accused of a crime have the right to have a
lawyer help defend them. (Article VI, Bill of Rights)

No member of the United States Government can force a
person who is suspected of a crime to give evidence against
himself. (Article V, Bill of Rights)

No member of the United States Government can take away a
person's liberty without giving him a fair hearing. (Article
V, Bill of Rights)

In all criminal trials, the accused person has the right:
1. To a speedy public trial by a fair jury in the state

and district where the crime has been committed.
2. To be told of what he is accused.
3. To have the witnesses who have spoken against him

appear in court.
4. To have the right to compel witnesses in his favor

to appear in court.
5. To have the help of a lawyer for his defense.

(Article VI, Bill cf Rights)

Members of state, county, or city government cannot:
1. Make or enforce any laws which unreasonably limit

the rights of citizens of the United States.
2. Have a person punished or take away his liberty or

property without first giving him a fair hearing in
a court of law.

3. Pass or enforce laws that unfairly discriminate
against citizens living in their community or state.
(Article 14, A-lendments to the Constitution)

ARIZONA LAW

Any person who in the presence or hearing of any woman or
child uses vulgar, abusive, or obscene language, is guilty of

a misdemeanor. An adult convicted of this crime can be fined
from five to fifty dollars, or put in prison for not more than
two months.

Reprinted from Voices for Justice, by Charles N. Quigley and Richard P.
Longakei (Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Co., [Xerox Corp.], 1976),
pp. 18-22. Used with permission.
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COURT DECISION AND OPINIONS

Justice Abe Fortas, who wrote the Supreme Court's majority opinion
for In re Gault (1967), granted most of the demands of the Gaults on the
basis of the following reasoning:

Departures from established principles of due process have
frequently resulted not in enlightened procedure, but in arbi-
trariness.

Due process of law is the primary and indispensable foundation
of individual freedom. It is the basic and essential term in
the social compact which defines the rights of the individual
and delimits the powers which the State may exercise. As Mr.

Justice Frankfurter has said: "The history of American free-
dom is, in no small measure, the history of procedure." . . .

It is thes, instruments of due process which enhance the pos-.
sibility tAdt truth will emerge from the confrontation of
opposing versions and conflicting data: "Procedure is to law.
what scientific method is to science."

The boy is committed to an institution where he may be re-
strained of liberty for years. It is of no constitutional
consequence--and of limited practical meaning--that the insti-
tution to which he is committed is called an "industrial
school." The fact of the matter is that, however euphemistic
the title, a "receiving home" or an "industrial school" for
juveniles is an institution of confinement in which the child
is incarcerated fora greater or lesser time. His world

becomes "a building with whitewashed walls, regimented routine
and institutional hours. . . ." Instead of mother and father
and sisters and brothers and friends and classmates, his world
is peopled by guards, custodians, state employees, and "delin-
quents" confined with him for anything from waywardness to

rape and homicide.

It would be extraordinary if our Constitution did not require
the procedural regularity and the exercise of care implied in
the phrase "due process." Under our Constitution, the condi-
tion of being a boy does not justify a kangaroo court.

Justice Fortas then proceeded to explain what he meant by due
process of law for an accused juvenile delinquent:

Reprinted with permission from -mile Justice: A High School Curriculum

Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute _3r Political/Legal Education, 1974),

pp. 123-26.
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1. Due process of law requires notice of the sort we have
described--that is, notice which would be deemed constitu-
tionally adequate in a civil or criminal proceeding. It does
not allow a hearing to be held in which a youth's freedom and
his parents' right to his custody are at stake without giving
them timely notice, in advance of the hearing, of the specific
issues that they must meet. Nor, in the circumstances of this
case, can it reasonably be said that the requirement of notice
was waived.

2. We conclude that the due-process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment requires that in respect of proceedings to determine
delinquency which may result in commitment to an institution
in which the juvenile's freedom is curtailed, the child and
his parents must be notified of the child's right to be repre-
sented by counsel retained by them, or if they are unable to
afford counsel, that counsel will be appointed to represent

the child.

3. We now hold that, absent a valid confession, a determina-
tion of delinquency and an order of commitment to a state
institution cannot be sustained in the absence of sworn testi-
mony subjected to the opportunity for cross-examination in

accordance with our law and constitutional requirements.

Justice Black's concurring opinion emphasized that the due-process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment incorporated the Fifth and Sixth
amendments of the Bill of Rights:

Where a person, infant or adult, can be seized by the State,
charged, and convicted for violating a state criminal law, and
then ordered by the State to be confined for six years, I think

the Constitution requires that he be tried in accordance with
the guarantees of all the provisions of the Bill of Rights
made applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Undoubtedly, this would be true of an adult defendant, and it
would be a plain denial of equal protection of the laws--an
invidious discrimination--to hold that others subject to
heavier punishments could, because they are children, be denied

these same constitutional safeguards. I consequently agree
with the Court that the Arizona law as applied here denied to
the parents and their son the right of notice, right to
counsel, right against self-incrimination, and right to con-
front the witnesses against young Gault. Appellants are en-

titled to these rights, not because "fairness, impartiality,
and orderliness-in short, the essentials of due process"- -
require them and not because they are "the procedural rules
which have been fashioned from the generality of due process,"
but because they are specifically and unequivocally 'granted by

provisions of the Fifth and Sixth amendments which the Four-
teenth Amendment makes applicable to the states.

11
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Justice White concurred with the majority, although he had reservations
as to whether the privilege against self-incrimination had been violated.
Justice Harlan concurred in part and dissented in part. He agreed with
the Court in its requirement for timely and adequate notice, counsel,
and a written record of the proceeding. He saw no need at that time to
insist on the privilege against self-incrimination or on confrontation
and cross-examination.

Dissenting Justice Stewart protested:

The court today uses an obscure Arizona case as a vehicle to
impose upon thousands of juvenile courts throughout the nation
restrictions that the Constitution made applicable to adversary
criminal trials. I believe the Court's decision is wholly
unsound as a matter of constitutional law, and sadly unwise as
a matter of judicial policy.

Juvenile proceedings are not criminal trials. They are not
civil trials. They are simply not adversary proceedings.
Whether dealing with a delinquent child, a neglected child, a
defective child, or a dependent child, a juvenile proceeding's
whole purpose and mission is the very opposite of the mission
and purpose of a prosecution in a criminal court. The object

of the one is correction of a condition. The object of the
other is conviction and punishment for a criminal act.

The inflexible restrictions that the Constitution so wisely
made applicable to adversary criminal trials have no inevi-
table place in the proceedings of those public social agencies
known as juvenile or family courts. And to impose the Court's
long catalog of requirements upon juvenile proceedings in every
area of the country is to invite a long step backwards into

the nineteenth century. In that era there were no juvenile
oroceedings, and a child was tried in a conventional criminal
trial. So it was that a 12-year-old boy named James Guild was
tried in New Jersey for killing Catherine Beakes. A jury found
him guilty of murder, and he was sentenced to death by hanging.
The sentence was executed. It was all very constitutional.

In summary, the Court majority had ruled that a juvenile charged
with delinquency has the following rights:

1. He and his parents must be given written notice of the spe-
cific charges against him as soon as possible and with enough time before
his hearing to get ready for it.

2_ He and his parents must be told before the hearing that he has
a right to a lawyer, and if they can't afford one that the Court will

appoint a lawyer to represent him.
3. He does not have to make any statement or testify if he doesn't

want to, and the Court must tell him that he has the right to remain
silent.

4. If he doesn't confess, the Court has to have evidence from
sworn witnesses, and the juvenile's lawyer can confront and examine these

witnesses.
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PRO-SE COURTS

GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING PRO-SE COURTS

A resource person who is asked to conduct a moot court or mock trial
for elementary-level students may wish to try a pro-se court procedure.
The following description was written for teachers. Attorneys and other

resource persons can lead the activity as well or better.

The four cases presented in the following pro-se court simulations
concern occurrences and situations that young children are likely to be

both familiar with and interested in. We have also selected three addi-
tonal cases which attorneys might consider trying.

* * * * * * * * * * *

PRO-SE COURT: A SIMULATION

The complexities of courtroom procedure and rules of evidence often
dissuade the classroom teacher from using the mock trial strategy. As a

result most children are never exposed to this highly motivating experi-

ence.
In pro se courts, complicated rules of evidence are reduced to com-

mon sense and procedure is kept at a minimum. A student observing in

this courtroom can focus on the essence of judicial decision-making:
deliberation on the issues of a case.

This pro se court simulation has been designed to provide an oppor-
tunity for students to role-play a case by starting with a minimum of

roles: judge, plaintiff, and defendant. Once each student has played

each of these roles the observer and attorneys' roles are added. In

this way the mock trial is broken down and then rebuilt. The simulation

offers a "stepping stone" to using the mock trial.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER
Part I

1. The simulation can be played with any size class. The diagrams

are based on 30 students.
2. Arbitrarily divide the class into ten groups of three.

3. Have each child in each group decide upon a role--judge, plain-

tiff, or defendant. They will rotate roles for three rounds in the first

part of the simulation.
4. Using the role descriptions, read the brief statements about

each role.
5. Choose one case from those given and distribute only the FACTS

of the case to all of the groups. Do not disclose the ISSUE or the DECI-

SION at this time.
6. Have the children role-play within their individual groups.

The plaintiff speaks first, then the defendant. The judge may ask aues-

tions before he makes his decision and gives his reasons.
7. Have judges explain decisions to the whole class.

By Arlene F. Gallagher. Reprinted with permission.
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8. Read ISSUE and DECISION to the class. These are offered as
samples and are not to be taken as absolute.

°. Rotate roles and Lspeat the process twice with a new case each
time.

10. The following questions are suggested for debriefing the simu-
lation:

a. Which is the most difficult role to play? Why?
b. How well (realistically) did the participants play their

roles?
c. What were the issues in this case?
d. Were the judge's decisions "fair"?

Part II

This simulation may be role-played the following day!
1. Divide the class into groups of six (see diagram).
2. Explain that three new roles will be added to the three played

in the prior simulation:
Attorney for Plaintiff
Attorney for Defendant
Observer

Read the descriptions of each.
3. Assign these six roles to each group:

Judge
Plaintiff
Defendant
Attorney for Plaintiff
Attorney for Defendant
Observer

4. One case can be role-played.
5. Distribute the case to the plaintiff and his attorney, and the

defendant and his attorney. They should have five minutes to prepare
their case apart from the judge and observer. During this five minutes
you should meet with the judge and observer to go over their roles.

6. Role-play the pro se court according to the following steps:
A. Attorney for plaintiff presents his case.
B. Attorney for defense presents his case.
C. Judge may ask questions.
D. Decision and reasoning by judge.
E. Observer reports.

ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

Judge. The judge must see that both sides have a fair chance to
present their cases. The judge should not interrupt or dominate the
proceedings. In Part II, when the parties are represented by attorneys,
he must insist that the attorneys stick to fair rules. The judge must

decide whether a law has been broken. If so, he must uphold the law.

Plaintiff. This person has accused the defendant of doing or not
doing something which he thinks is unfair. He is the one who has asked

the court to hear the case. In a pro se court the plaintiff is asking
the judge to make the defendant pay him an amount of money (under
S300.00). He speaks to the judge first.
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L.,,,:kGRAM FOR CLASSROOM

(Based on 30 students)

10 Groups: 3 students in each group

Second Round

5 Groups: 6 students in each group

KEY:

J = Judge
D = Defendan
P = Plaintiff
A = Attorney
0 = Observer

Defendant. This person has been accused by the plaintiff. He has
been summoned into court and is probably appearing against his will. He

listens to the accusation and then either tries to prove it untrue or
gives reasons to justify his actions.

Plaintiff's Attorney. He tries to prove that the accusation is
true. In a pro se court this attorney may ask questions of fact of the
defendant and the plaintiff. He may not ask for their opinions. He

speaks first.
Defendant's Attorney. He listens to the plaintiff's attorney and

then tries to show that either the defendant did not do what he was
accused of doing or that he had good reasons for doing it.

Observer. Your task is to listen carefully to the testimony of the
plaintiff and the defendant and try to answer the _allowing questions:

1. What is the complaint? In other words, what is the plaintiff
accusing the defendant of doing, or not doing?

2. What did the defendant say in response? Did he admit to the
accusation? Were there reasons to justify his action?

3. Did the judge ask any questions? If so, what were they?
4. What was the judge's decision? Did he give any reasons for

his decision?
5. Woul,q you have made the same decision? Why or why not?

FIRST CASE
Facts

1. Plaintiff is the assistant to a newspaper delivery boy.
2. Defendant is newspaper delivery boy.
3. Defendant became sick and asked his helper, the Plaintiff, to

deliver fifty papers. Plaintiff agreed to deliver the papers for $2.
Plaintiff deliver_ld papers but did not place them in mail boxes or inside
halls. Twenty-five newspapers were ruined in the rain and Defendant
refused to pay the $2 to the Plaintiff. Plaintiff sues.
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4. What is the issue?
5. How would you decide? Why?

Role-play before distributing the following:

Issue

Did the assistant fail to live up to his agreement? If so, what

would be the appropriate remedy?

Decision

It appears from the facts that the Plaintiff did what he had agreed

to. He agreed to deliver the papers, and did just that. The agreement

did not specify that he had to put papers in the mailboxes or inside
halls. On the other hand, it is important to remember that the Plaintiff
was an assistant to the Defendant. Since he was an assistant, he knew
from experience that delivering the papers included putting them in the
mailboxes and in the halls. Therefore, it is clear that the Plaintiff
should have done what he knew from his experience. It can be concluded,
therefore, that the Plaintiff did not fully live up to the agreement.
What is appropriate as a remedy? Only twenty-five papers did get

delivered successfully. Judgment for Plaintiff for $1. One dollar is
appropriate since the agreement was for fifty papers and twenty-five
people got their papers in good condition.

SECOND CASE
Facts

1. Plaintiff is a babysitter.
2. Defendant is a parent.
3. The Plaintiff agreed to babysit for the Defendant's two chil-

dren for fifty cents per hour. When the babysitter arrived there was a

third child, a cousin, present. Plaintiff said nothing about an
increased rate but demanded 75 cents per hour when Defendant returned
home two hours later, claiming the rate to be 25 cents per hour per

child. The Defendant refuses to pay the additional 25 cents per hour.

Plaintiff sues.
4. What is the issue?
5. How would you decide? Why?

Role-play before distributing the following:

Issue

Is the Plaintiff entitled to the additional 25 cents per hour?

Decision

From the facts, it appears the Plaintiff had agreed to babysit for

50 cents per hour. When the Plaintiff arrived on the job, and saw an
additional child, he did not say he wanted more money. The Plaintiff

had never told the Defendant that he expected 25 cents per child when

they made the agreement. It was, therefore, unfair for the Plaintiff to

demand this amount after the fact. The Defendant understood that the

charge was 50 cents per hour and not 25 cents per child. To give the 25

cents additional fee per hour would be unfair to the Defendant. Judgment

for the Defendant.
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THIRD CASE
Facts

1. Plaintiff is a comic book collector.
G. Defendant is a classmate.
3. Plaintiff loans ten comic books to Defendant for one week.

The books are in very good condition and Plaintiff warns Defendant to be
careful with them. The Plaintiff had paid 25 cents a copy for the books
or a total of $2.50. Defendant returns five comic books in good condi-
tion but five are torn and ripped. Plaintiff demands $2.50 of the
Defendant to cover costs. Defendant refuses. Plaintiff sues.

4. What is the issue?
5. How would you decide? Why?

Role-play before distributing the following:

Issue

Is the Plaintiff entitled to damages if Defendant returns loaned
comic books in a condition different from condition the books were in
when they were received?

Decision

When one loans an item to someone he is entitled to get it back in
a condition reasonably similar to the condition it was in when he loaned
it. In this case, five of the books were returned in a torn and ripped

state. It is obvious that the Defendant did not exercise reasonable
care while he read the books, and it is, therefore, unfair to return
them in poor condition. What would be the measure of damages? If it

can be shown that the Plaintiff could get the same comic books for 25
cents each, the Plaintiff would be entitled to $1.25 and t'-e Defendant
could keep the torn books. If the books were irreplaceabl..,, the Plain-
tiff would be entitled to the $2.50 he sought. Judgment for Plaintiff.

FOURTH CASE
Facts

1. Plaintiff was the owner of a three speed bicycle.

2. Defendant was the owner of a bicycle repair shop.
3. Plaintiff brought bicycle into shop when the gears didn't shift

properly. Plaintiff told Defendant-owner to fix the gears as well as
possible but not to do anything that cost more than S25. When Plaintiff
came to pick up bicycle the next week, he found that the shop had
installed brand new gears and had sold his broken gear shift to a bicycle

used parts company. The Defendant told Plaintiff that he owed $50. The

Plaintiff told Defendant that he would pay $25 since that was the amount
he had said was as high as he could go. The Defendant said he would not

get the bicycle back until $50 was paid. Plaintiff sues.

4. What is the issue?
5. How would you decide? Why?

Role-play before distributing the following:

Issue

Can the Defendant do more than he was authorized to do by the Plain-
tiff without Exst making an additional agreement with Plaintiff?
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Decision

No. The bicycle repair shop ca,Inot take unfair advantage of a cus-
tomer. The Plaintiff-customer had placed limitations on what the shop
could do. The shop cannot do more without consulting the customer.
Since it is too late to return the bicycle to the plaintiff in its
original condition, the shop must cgj.ve the bicycle with the new gear to
the Plaintiff for $25. Judgment for Plaintiff.

ADDITIONAL CASES FOR PRO-SE COURTS*

Case 1

Plaintiff: Lynda Fisher, junior in high school
Defendant: Steve Sampson, owner of Pan-National Student Tours

Lynda Fisher wanted to go to Japan for her summer vacation but had
saved only $500. She read a full-page ad in a magazine: "Student group
flights from Philadelphia to the Orient--only $450 round trip. To he

eligible you must join our student group. Just send a deposit of $100
toward the purchase of a round-trip ticket and you'll become a member."

Lynda filled out the coupon for more information and received a
brochure repeating the information in the ad and indicating that the
chartered flights would be booked on a scheduled airline. She filled in

the coupon, signed an agreement to join the student group plan, and en-
closed $100 deposit.

A short time later, a membership card in Pan-National Student Tours
arrived with a notation that Lynda's flight would be scheduled for June
28, that final payment for the trip was requested by May 15, and that
tickets would soon follow. The remainder of the fare was mailed, and
Lynda heard no further word.

On June 1, Lynda telephoned student tours office and was told,
"The trip is being processed and tickets will be sent as soon as plans

are complete."

By June 20, Lynda had still not heard from the tours office. The

agent, Mr. Strazzi, reported that the trip to the Orient had been under-

subscribed and would lose money for the company. Therefore, the complete

tour was cancelled. But for the same fare the company would fly Lynda
to London and try to make other arrangements for transportation to the

Orient. Cf course the cost of the additional arrangements would be
charged to the student members. Lynda demanded her money back, including

the $100 deposit. Pan-National refused to pay. Lynda sued.

*Developed by Harriet Bicklemar. Joseph.
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Case 2

Plaintiff: Bess Kay, lessee in a luxury apartment building
Defendant: Mr. Wolf, owner/developer of the luxury apartment

building

Bess Kay is called at work to come home to open her apartment door
because a water pipe has burst in the ceiling above her closet. All her
clothes and shoes have been water damaged, her rugs are soaked, and th
bottoms of all of her furniture have been damaged by the water.

She is told by the apartment manager, Mrs. Tye, to contact the
building's insurance agent. The insurance agent urges Bess to do what-
ever is necessary to protect her property and to save all the bills.

Bess sends her rugs and pads cut to be dried and cleaned and takes
all her clothing to the dry cleaners. She keeps copies of all receipts.
The total amount of damage is $250. She also asks an inspector from
licensing and inspection to come out to view the damage. He confirms
her belief that the damage has 'oeen caused by water leaking from a broken
water pipe.

Two weeks after the incident, the manager, Mrs. Tye, calls Bess to
explain that the burst water pipe was an "act of God" and not negligence
on the part of the developer; therefore, the building's insurance company
will ,,ot pay for any damage incurred by the incident. Bess sues.

Case 3

Plaintiff: Shirley Wax, owner of Super Value Furniture Co.
Defendant: Oliver Whitney, purchaser of a used stove

Oliver Whitney bought a stove for $175 after checking over a number
of them. He asked, "Is this stove guaranteed?" The store manager, Mr.
Blum, answered, "We guarantee that the stove will work when it is
delivered or we'll refund your money."

Whitney put $75 down and agreed to pay the remainder over the r-xt
two months. The stove worked well for the first month, but then he
noticed, the day before the second installment was due, that the burners
failed to heat. Whitney called the store and Mr. Blum said "We'll try
to repair the stove, but you'll have to pay for parts and labor."
Whitney argued that the store had guaranteed that the stove would work.
slum retorted that the guarantee did not specify a period of time, and
that Whitney should bring in the $100 due before the stove would be
repaired.

Whitney called the Better Business Bureau for assistance and was
informed that a file existed on other consumer complaints about the Super
Value Furniture Co. The BBB representative encouraged him to sue the
store in small claims court for failure to live up to guarantees and for
sale of faulty merchandise. Meanwhile, Whitney was sued for the balance
of the money due on the stove.
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BRAINSTORMING

GUIDELINES FOR BRAINS'j RMING

The brainstorm is a very useful classroom strategy because all

dents, regardless of level of academic achievement, can participate

equally. It is nonthreatening because no evaluation is allowed, and it

does not require prior preparation. In addition, a significant amount

of information can be gathered quickly.

A critical concern, of course, has to do with what one chooses to

have a class brainstorm about. One good topic for secondary-level stu-

dents is "How many ways have you been in contact with the law since you

got up this morning?"

Procedures

1. Post the "Rules of Brainstorming." These should be explained

briefly.

Rules of Brainstorming

1. Say anything that comes to mind.

2. Piggybacking on the ideas of others is good.

3. Don't evaluate or criticize what others say.

4. When you can't think of anything else, wait a
minute and try again.

2. Tell students to call out their ideas (no hands). Post these

as.they are called out.

3. Participate in the brainstorm if it is obvious that students

have not gotten the "idea." For example: (a) "1 listened to the radio,"

(b) "I brushed my teeth," (c) "I walked the dog," (d) "I looked LI: :Tyy

watch," (e) "I spent some money."

4. Keep going until it is obvious that nothing new will be sales,

but be willing to allow enough time for everyone to get into the swing

of things.

5. Match all of the "ideas" to particular laws or raforcenlent

agencies. For example: (a) F.C.C., (b) Pure Food and L_ug Act,

(c) leash law, standard time, (e) banking. Some cf the "ideas" ::.ay

be family rules, some may be natural laws, and some may be religious

tenets. If the list contains many examples from various sources, stu-

dents might categorize them by source.

6. One alternative would be to focus on civil and criminal la.

and classify the "ideas" into these two categories. Students are cften

surprised that generally they are more often in contact with tho

aspects than with the punitive aspects of law.

7. Another alternative might be to lead a distossoon th

effects of breaking some of the laws they mention. This can

discussion of felonies and misdemeanors.
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h1:: brainsto7.7minq activity is useful in grades 4-12 to develop in
c in :iwarenes of how often they come in contact with the law in

,ohrse their activities. Students are asked to tell about
tla: activities in which they believe the law is involved; a general

follows in which specific laws are matched to actions. For
.untie, one ,-- the activities which many students will mention is "I

'ulnek'. on tn, ,dio (or TV) to find out what the news was about today."
this ca_,, wo areas of law are involved: law governing radio and TV

! v,doastin. and the whole general area of freedom of the press.

After brainstorming this particular question, secondary students
be asked to complete Handout 2-18 as a follow-up activity. A

,lcivity that would be useful with intermediate and junior-high
Ident., "When Is the Law Involved?," is provided with the activities
"Introduction to Law" in the "Content" section.
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Handout 2-18

HOW DOES THE LAW AFFECT PEOPLE'S LIVES?

1 of 2

Directions: Next to every daily activity, place an "X" in either the
"Yes" or "No" space depending on whether you feel that the law (as you
understand that term) does or does not affect that particular activity.
If your response is yes, use the last column to briefly explain how the
law affects that activity.

Activity

1. Wake up turn on light.

2. ".Ts.h your face.

3. Get dressed.

An Legal Im act?
Yes No How?

4. Eat breakfast: cereal,

bacon, eggs.

5. Read the paper and see
an ad for furniture
sale (you're thinking
of buying a sofa).

6. Get in your car.

7. Drive to school.

8. Buy lunch in cafeteria.

9. Stop in at furniture
store and purchase a
sofa on credit.

10. Pick up your paycheck,
go to bank, and deposit
part of the check.

11. Stop at supermarket and
buy a roast, canned fruit,
vegetables, and milk.

12. Pick up prescription at
pharmacy.

13. Stop at department store
and charge a sweater.

Developed by Harriet Bickleman Joseph.



Handout 2-18 2 of 2

Activity

Any Legal Impact?
Yes No How?

14. Go home and discover you
have no heat. Call your
landlord.

15. Turn on the TV while you
make dinner.

16. Eat dinner.

17. After dinner, a sales-
man appears at your
door selling encyclo-
pedias. You don't
buy them.

18. Your landlord drops by
to explain that the pipes
in the basement have
burst but that water and
heat should be restored
within the hour.

19. While the landlord is
present, you pay him
your rent.

20. Watch more TV.

21. Take a bath, wash your
hair.

22. Turn out the lights and
go to bed.

-4
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DILEMMAS

GUIDELINES FOR. USING DILEMMAS

Activities that require students to take positions on or make deci-
sions about moral and ethical issues can be very effective in developing
"gut-level" understanding of subject matter and concepts. Such activi-
ties often call upon students to infer reasons or information, challenge
unsupported statements, and explore their own personal value positions.

In using dilemmas with students and other groups, it is important
to remember that there is usually no one "right" answer to any given
question, and that it is not usefui to attempt to reach a consensus of
opinion. Rather, the objective is to encourage each participant to
develop a position BASED ON SOUND REASONING AND RELEVANT INFORMATION.

The Social Studies Curriculum Center at Carnegie-Mellon University
has identified four basic steps for using dilemmas with students:

1. Confronting the dilemma. During this phase, the resource per-
son helps students understand the dilemma and clarifies the -cation or

the terminology used to describe it, if necessary.

2. Deciding on a position. ThLt resource person can hc-__Lp students

do this by giving them time to think about the issue and the various
alternatives, by asking them to write down their reasons for taking those
positions, and by helping students brainstorm reasons for various courses
of action. (See "Guidelines for Brainstorming," page 133.) At some
point in this stage it is useful for the resource person to ask students
to indicate their positions by a show of hands; if more than 70 percent
of the students are in agreement, the resource person should introduce
some new alternatives in order to stimulate interest and promote a better

discussion.

3. Testing reasons for positions. This should be done first in
small groups and finally with the whole class. The task of the resource
person during this phase is to encourage students to challenge one
another's reasoning and ask questions that help clarify students' think-
ing processes. This step usually requires the most time.

4. Reflecting on the discussion. During this "summing-up" phase,
the resource person should help students sum_n---;.ze the various alterna-
tives presented and the strongest reasons for each one. The resource
person may also want to introduce some new reasons that students have

not thought of. No attempt should be made to ach:_ve consensus or
closure; rather, the discussion should end on an open or incomplete note.

Of the dilemma activities presented in this section, "When Should
You Call the Police?" is suitable for secondary students and adults;
"Holly's Friends" is appropriate for upper-elementary and intermediate
students, and "The Open Window" can be used with very young children.
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USING A CONTINUUM: HOW SERIOUS AN ACT OF VANDALISM?

This activity was designed to provide students with the opportunity
to make judgments about the relative seriousness of various acts of
vandalism. Students are to circle the appropriate number indicating
their feelings about each act, using a scale or continuum ranging from
1 = not very serious to 7 = very serious.

Procedures:

1. Provide each student with a copy of the instrument (Handout
2-19). Ask that each complete it at his or her desk.

2. After students have marked their sheets, solicit responses for
each of the items. Explore reasons for the various responses.

3. Upon completion, rank order on the basis of class totals.
Discuss such questions as: How important was the act itself? How sig-

nificant was the reason for the act? Should all vandals be treated

alike?

Adapted with permission from Focus on Law 2, no. - ,a publication of the

Center for Law-Related Education), p. 6. This activity was based on a

lesson developed by Michael V. Minton.
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Handout 2-19 1 of 1

HOW SERIOUS AN ACT OF VANDALISM?

Directions: Read the defini_ _on of vandalism below, then read the
descriotions of the seven acts of vandalism. Below each description is
a series of numbers from 1 through 7. Circle the number that represents
your feelings about the seriousness of each act of vandalism. The num-
bers stand for a continuum ranging from 1 = not very serious to 7 = very
serious.

Vandalism: The willful and malicious destruction, injury,
disfigurement, or defacement of property without consent of
the owner or person having custody or control.

1. Six boys spray an animal laboratory with a fire extinyuisher.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. A street sign reading 30 mph is altered to read 80 mph.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 7

3. Graffiti covers the restrocm walls of a local high school.
1 2 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7

4. While celebrating a World Series victory, baseball fans throw rocks
am. cans through many windows of downtown businesses.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. A teenage girl puts a 1.ip6tick heart and initials on an ancient
Indian rock carving.
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 5 6 7

6. Several youths set fire to an open field and then call the fire
department to see how long it takes for fire trucks to arrive.

1 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7

7. On Halloween, two boys splatter several homes with eggs.
1 2 - 3 4 - 5 - 6 7

Adapted with permission from Focus on Law 2, no. 2 (a publication of the

Center for Law-Related Education), p. 6. This activity was based on a

lesson developed by Michael V. Minton.
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MAKING DECISIONS: WHEN SHOULD YOU CALL THE POLICE?

This activity calls for students to imagine that. they are citizens
who have witnessed the violation of laws or who have been confronted
with potentially illegal situations. In each case, students are pre-
sented with three or four alternatives (see Handout 2-20) from which to
choose the best response.

After distributing copies of the handout, the resource person might
want to point out that not all the suggested responses are active--some
of them are passive ("do nothing") responses. Yet even the passive

responses have probable consequences. After marking their worksheets,
the students should discuss the probable consequences of each alterna,:_ve
response. Some students might want to change their responses after such
a discussion.

During the wrap-up discussion, the resource person should encourage
students to suggest additional responses. Perhaps none of the alterna-
tives presented is the best possible action to take under the circum-
stances. If a student comes up with a better plan for dealing with any
of the situations, be sure to explore the reasons why the student thinks
his or her suggestion is better.

Finally, it is important to bring out the fact that perceived risk
is an important element in deciding whether to react actively, passively,
or at some intermediate level of involvement. What might happen to a
citizen who chose to actively oppose the perpetrator(s) in some of these
situations? In making such a decision, a citizen must always (though
perhaps not consciously) balance the real or potential personal risks
against the benefits to society and others that might result from active

involvement. Because that kind of assessment is necessarily subjective,
there may be no "right" answers to some of these multiple-response ques-
tions.
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Handout 2-20 1 of 2

WHEN SHOULD YOU CALL THE POLICE?

Directions: Circle the letter that indicates how vou would respond
to each of the following situations.

1. As you walk past a parked car, you see several kids fooling arour.d
with the door handles. One of them is trying to force open a
window. What would you do?

a. Mind your own business
b. Say nothing to the kids, but call the police
c. Help the kids ge:.: the car open

-hile in a department store, you see an adult put several small
articles in his pocket. What would you do?

a. Tell the manager or a clerk
b. Watch and follow the person and then call the police
c. Mind your own business

3. It is early evening and almost dark. Three teenagers you know are

still on the school grounds. They are throwing rocks and kicking
balls at the windows of the school. What would you do?

a. Get out of there and stay out of trouble
b. Watch and hope that nothing happens
c. Call the police

4. You see Tom, a friend of yours, grab a woman's purse and run with
it into his house. What would you do?

a. Call the police
b. Tell Tom that you saw him do it
c. Tell the woman that you saw what happened

5. You are on your way to a movie when you see a small child playing
along the side of an untended swimming pool. What would you do?

a. Yell at the child and tell him to get on home

b. Go over and pull the child away from the pool
c. Start looking for the child's mother
d. Look for a police officer

6. You are at home alone when you hear strange noises outdoors. What

would you do?

a. Open the window and yell out to whoever is there to go away

b. Grab a weapon and run outside
c. Call a neighbor
d. Call the police

Questions 1-4 were adapted with permission from Focus on Law 1, no. 2 (a

publication of the Center for Law-Related Education), p. 10.
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Handout 2-20 2 of 2

7. You have heard the child in the next apartment crying almost con-
tinuously for the past month or so. You also know the child is
often covered with cuts and bruises. What woul.'_ you do?

a. Go next door and accuse the parents of child abuse
b. Do nothing, because it is really none of your business
c. Talk to several neighbors to consider talking to the parents

in a group
d. Call the police

You see a person who has obviously had too much to drink get into a
car and try to start it What would you do?

a. Try to convince the person that he or she is in no condition
to drive

b. Mind your own business
c. Offer to drive the person to wherever he or she is going
d. Call the police
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USING DILEMMAS WITH ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

Dilemma strategies can be very effective in helping younger children
understand law-related conce:Dts if the dilemma stories are based on
familiar, everyday situations. In using dilemmas with elementary stu-
dents, however, a resource person must remember that young children often
place a higher value on personal friendships and loyalties than on con-
ventional morality or legal technicalities, and that they often have at
best a vague idea of what the law actually says in any given case. It

is important for the resource person to carefully point out that there
are times when the law demands that personal friendship must come second
to what is "fair" or "right" for the larger society.

Handouts 2-21 and 2-22 are simple stories presenting dilemmas that
are easily understandable to even the youngest students. Each one can
either be duplicated for students to read or read aloud by the teacher
or resource person. In either case, before conducting the follow-up
discussion, the adult leader should make sure that the children under-
stand what happened in the story and that they can identify each of the
characters.

During the follow-up discussion, be sure to give as many students
as possible a chance to respond to the initiating questions so that you

can determine whether they have different viewpoints about the story.

Encourage students to respond to other students' comments. For example,

you might say, "David, do you agree with what Lisa said? Do you have

some idea about it?" Direct questions to individual students rather
than to the class as a whole; a loud chorus of "No!" responses will
certainly intimidate a student who would like to respond "Yes." The
objective is to encourage the formation of individual decisions, not to
reach a consensus.

Suggested warm-up questions (to be asked before reading the story)
and follow-up questions for both stories are provided below.

"The Open Window"

Warm -up Questions

1. How many of you have ever played kickball or softball or some
kind of game on the school playground after the school was closed?

2. Have you ever looked in the window of the school after it was

closed?

3. Have you ever been playing with a group of your friends when
someone said, "Let's go do something," and you were not sure whether you

really wanted to do it or not, but you wanted to go along with your

friends?

Questions for "The Open Window" were developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
Both story and questions for "Holly's Friends" were developed by Ronald
E. Galbraith.
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Follow-up Questions

1. Can someone tell us what happened to Cindy and her friends?
2. Do you think Cindy should be upset by what the principal and

the teacher have said?

3. Do you think she should talk to the principal or the teacher
sometime during the day?

4. Should she talk to her parents about what happened at the
school?

5. If she tells the principal or the teacher about what happened
the night before, should she mention the fact that she was also inside
the school for a few minutes?

6. Is it right to go into a school building if you find a window
open?

7. If Cindy tells the principal about what happened the night
before, should her friends be angry with her because she told?

8. Should Cindy say anything to any other students about who was
involved in the open-window incident the night before?

9. What was the worst thing that the students did in the school:
write silly things on the chalkboard, turn all the desks around, or take
down the second graders' art display?

10. If Cindy's friends are discovered and taken to the principal's
office, should the principal punish them in any way for what they did?

11. Did Cindy commit an act of vandalism?

"Holly's Friends"

Warm-up Question:.

1. How many of you have ever bought something that fell apart
right away or turned out to be no good? Would you feel that you had

been cheated if the store refused to take it back?

2. Have you ever wondered whether you should. "tattle" on someone?
What might happen if you did?

3. When you go to the store alone, do the sales clerks sometimes
treat you differently than they would treat you if you were with one of
your parents?

Follow-up Questions

I. Should a person protect someone who has been dishonest?

2. That might happen to Pam and Carlene if the store manager gets

the..: name:,?

3. If Holly doesn't give the store manager the girls' names, is
respon:,LL,1L for the stolen bracelet?

4. If Holly keeps her friends' names a secret and gets into
trouble with her parents, what should Pam and Carlene do?

13 J
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5. Which is more important, staying out of trouble yourself or
protecting a friend?

6. Should Holly still be friends with Pam and Carlene?

7. If Pam got caught and was taken to juvenile court for shop-
lifting, what facts would the judge want to know before deciding her
case?

8. Given the facts in this story, what should happen to Pam as a
result of her shoplifting? What should happen to Holly and Carlene?
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Handout_ 2-21 1 of 2

THE OPEN WINDOW

Each evening right after dinner time, the big play-
H next to the school was always filled with kids. Kids

from the neighborhood were always starting softball, kick -
bail, or sometimes even volleybal. names which lasted until
it was almost dark. On this particular evening, Cindy,
Jason, and Paul, along with a lot of other kids, had been
playing kickball. It was alm,st dark and the game was about
to break up when one of the girls shouted, "Hey, look what I

found!" Eight or nine of the kids ran over to the side of
the building to find out why the girl was shouting. One of
the windows in the school was open. Jason had an idea:
"Hey, let's boost each other up and go inside the school.
That will be fun! No one will be in the school building
except us, and le,e can have fun." The kids all agreed and
one by one were boosted up through the wir A/4 and intc the
classroom. Cindy was one of the last ones to come in
through the window and the other kids had already gone out
of the classroom and started running down the halls of the
empty school. Cindy was afraid. She wasn't sure she wanted
to be part of this. She knew she wasn't supposed to be
inside the school after it was closed. She thought for a
minute and decided that she better go horns. It was almost
dark, anyway. She crawled back out of ti-le window, stretched
as far as she could, Jumped a short distance to the ground,
and ran home.

The next day when Cindy arrived at school, she noticed
that there was a lot of confusion. The teachers were talk-
ing out in the hall, and a lot of kids were tasking and
laughing in the classroom. Cindy soon found out what all
the confusion was about. The principal viiited each class-
room and told the students what had happened the night
before. Somebody had broken into the school the evening
before and had been running around in the empty building.
Whoever it was had turned all the chair_, around so that th'y
were backwards in several of the classrooms. They had taken
the blanket from the nurse': office and had 'I,7:en sliding up
and down the floors in the hall. The wrote a lot of silly
things all over the chalkboards in several r :he rooms, and
they took the second graders' art display off the wall
near the gymnasium. The principal exp17,n hat this was
more than just a prank. Students we not ,upposed to be in
the school building after the school - s, closed. The teacher
explained, "We are all proud of our .,c) and we all have

From Moral Reasoning: A Teaching Handbook for Adaptir 'L:chlberg to the

Classroom, by R6nald E. Galbraith and Thomas M. Jones Paul: Gree!!

haven Press, 1S76), pp. 165-66. Reprinted with permin.
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Handout 2-21 2

to take responsibility for protecting the school and Lhr:;

building. If anyone in le class knows about what happenecl
in the school building last night or who was invt;ved,
or she should go to the principal some time during the
and tell the principal what he or she knows."

Should Cindy talk to the teacher or to the principal and
explain what had 1- ppened the night before?
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HOLLY'S FRIENDS

Holly, Pam, and Carlene had been friends since fourth grade. They

spent a lot of time together after school and on weekends. On one of
the first really warm spring days, the three girls decided to walk into
a shopping plaza near their neighborhood. Pam was telling the other
girls about a necklace which she had bought at Gilbert's Gadget and
Garment Shop. Pam said that her necklace had lasted only'two weeks
before it had been broken. She had taken the necklace back to the store,
but they wouldn't do anything about it. Carlene said that she didn't
think that was fair, especially since Gilbert's charged such high prices
for all the junk in the store. Holly said that she didn't like the store
because many of the sales clerks are mean to you when you are looking at
things.

The three girls entered Gilbert's Gadget and Garment Shop and began
looking at jewelry, hats, and sunglasses. Pam was trying to find a neck-
lace like the one she had bought at Gilbert's earlier so that she could
show Carlene how it had broken. Carlene said that she wanted to go look
at sunglasses because she really needed some even though she didn't have
the money. Holly left her two friends F_nd went across the aisle to look

at some big summer hats. As she was leiving, she heard Carlene whisper
to Pam that she could probably steal a pair of sunglasses if she really

wanted to.

Pam and Carlene started talking to one another about how it was
possihle to sneak things into your sleeve or into your purse while no

one waL Joking. Carlene dared Pam to get a pair of sunglasses without

the clerk seeing her. Holly was still across the aisle trying on big,
floppy hats when a salesprson stopped her and told her that the girl:

should not be strolling around the store unless they were planning to

buy something.

Cailene continued to tease Pam about being too scared to walk out

cf the store with something. Holly suddenly noticed Pam slip a silver

bracelet into her sleeve and walk slowly out the door. Carlene moved

away, tried on several pairs of sunglasses, placed them back on the rack,

and followed Pam out of the door and down the sidewalk.

Holly stood by the hats, surprised that Pam had actually gone

through with the "dare." A sales clerk walked up to Holly and took her

by the arm saying, "You and the other two girls have been shoplifting.

We are going to the manager!" The manager and the store security officer

questiond Holly. They insisted that Holly and the two girls were work-
ing togetner, but they told Holly that they would not call her parents

if she gave them the names of the other girls. Holly stood silently.

Thr: !-;tore manager repeated his statement: "Give us your friends' nam,is

(Jr you will be in big trouble!"4

What do you think Holly should do?

Holly's Friends, by Ronald E. Galbraith (San Antonio: American Institute

for Character Educ tion, 1977) , is used with the permission of Ronald E.

Galbraith.
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SURVEYS

GUIDELINES FOR USING SURVEYS

The purpose of conducting a survey of students' values or attitudes
is to stimulate thinking on a variety of issues, many of them controver-
sial. Such a survey can serve as a motivational device for later study
by creating interest in the area of juvenile law and justice. The fol-
lowing format is suggested for using such a survey:

1. Have each student complete the survey independently in class,
to ensure that the students do not discuss each other's responses before
completing their own work.

2. Have students pair off and discuss their responses on a one-
on-one basis. This will allow each person a chance to express his or
her opinion without letting a few of the more-verbal students dominate
the class.

3. Use a tally sheet to tabulate the responses for the entire
class. To expedite this procedure, two or three smaller groups may be
formed, with a student from each one designated to record the responses.
The final tally should then be compiled and presented to the class.
Students are often surprised to discover the range of opinion among their
peers, since they may assume that eve::yone feels the same way on most

issues.

4. Conduct a discussion based on the results of the survey. If

the opinions of the class are virtually unanimous, it is not necessary
to discuss a question at length. However, free and open dialogue should
be encouraged when there is divergent opinion in the responses to a par-
ticular statement. The adult leader's role should be simply to facili-
tate input by encouraging students to express their opinions and support
them. No attempt should be made to challenge student opinions or to
reach a consensus at this time.

Two attitudinal surveys are provided in this section. "What Do You

Think?" (Handout 2-23) measures students opinion8 on a variety of law-
related issues that affect them personally, such as school dress codes,
school records, parental authority, delinquency, and drug use. The

"Value Survey: Tally Sheet" (Handou'.1 2-24) allows the class to tabulate

and compare responses. The tally sheet should be kept on file so that
the teacher can refer to these results as particular issues come up later
in the curriculum, comparing attitudes before and after the topics are

studied in depth.

The "Cop-O-Meter" (Handout 2-25) may be used in upper-elementary
classes as well as with secondary students and adults. This opinion

survey makes a good starting point for discussion about police roles and

Adapted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),

pp. 11-15.
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students' feelings about the police. Teachers may want to use the sur-
vey again as a oosttest following the police activities outlined later
in this section. Or have students conduct a schoolwide or community
poll cn attitudes towards the police, comparing their class responses to
those of the larger group. A tally sheet (Handout 2-26) is provided for

tabulating results. (Note the section:3 marked group A and group B on
the tally are optional entries for classes wanting to break responses
down for boys and girls or other subgroups.)
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Directions: After reading each of the statements in this handout,
mark the appropriate letter in the blank space which most accurately
reflects your opinion of the statement. There are no right or wrong
responses; the statements are designed to stimulate your thinking on
many of the issues which will be considered in this curriculum. (SA -

strongly agree; A = agree; U = uncertain; D = disagree; SD = strongly
disagree.)

1. High school students should be permitted to dress in any man-
ner they please as long as standards of health and safety are
maintained.

2. School authorities should be permitted to search student
lockers without notice in order to uncover evidence of drug
traffic on school grounds.

3. Students who are married and/or pregnant tend to detract from
an effective atmosphere for learning in the classroom.

4. State and local police and law officers do not have the right
to be stationed on school property, even if there is a threat
of disruption.

5. If a school provides financial support for the student news-
paper, members of the administration should have the right to
censor articles which they consider in poor taste or as
reflecting negatively on the school community.

6. Each student's complete permanent record file should be open
to his or her examination both during high school and after-
ward.

7. Since a school is a special case (legally speaking), normal
rules of due process--for example, a hearing and witnesses--are
not necessary before a student can be suspended or expelled.

8. A school which allows military recruiters or JROTC on the
campus should also per lit draft counselors or representatives
from peace groups to meet with students in the school.

9. Since they are the ones most directly affected, students should
have a role in determining the hiring and firing of teachers
in a school system.

Adapted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),
pp. 11-15.
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10. There should be legal restraints preventing teenagers from
obtaining birth control information or devices without the
consent of their parents or physicians.

11. The police are criticized too often by young people for just
trying to do their job honestly and fairly.

12. Parents should be held legally responsible for the actions of
their children, both in and out of school.

13. If parents and teachers would be stricter, young people would
grow up respecting law and authority.

14. One way to solve the drug problem would be to sentence pushers
to 25 years in prison.

15. Television and newspaper reports of crime and movies like The
Godfather tend to encourage violence among youths.

16. A reduction in the legal age for driving would reduce the num-
ber of auto thefts by young people.

17. If a young person runs away from home, resulting in an exten-
sive police search, he or she should be charged by the courts
as a runaway to discourage others from doing this sort of

thing.

18. Except in rare circumstances, children should obey their
parents.

19. The "X" and "R" ratings for motion pictures, which limit
attendance by young people, serve as useful guidelines for
parents in deciding on suitable entertainment for their chil-

dren.

20. Drug addiction and alcoholism should be treated under the law

as medical problems, not as criminal offenses.

21. In our justice procedures, the distinction between juveniles

ar.d adults works to the advantage of young people by shielding
them from the brutal aspects of the system.

22. D:..inquent behavior is mainly a lower-class, urban, slum prob-

i.m.

23. 'ost young people who get caught up in delinquency really want

o Le discovered and helped.

24. The existence of juvenile detention centers, reform schools,

and prisons discourages or deters young people from committing

crimes.
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25. There should be a set penalty for each youthful offense, with
little or no discretion left to the juvenile judge as to what
the sentence should be.

26. Some element of punishment should be a part of any good prison
rehabilitation program.

27. Shoplifting is not really "ripping off the establishment" but
rather larceny or theft; therefore, shoplifters should be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

28. The personality and behavior of a child is determined by the
atmosphere within the family home and the roles his or her
parents play in setting standards of conduct.

29. A juvenile should be given a trial by jury for any offense for
which an adult criminal would be tried.

30. When you get right down to it, chances of receiving justice
are determined almost entirely by age, sex, color, and wealth.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

2/,
13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

VALUE SURVI-::: TALLY SHEET

SA A U D SD
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COP -0 -METER

1. The police should have the right to use whatever means are necessary
to capture and punish criminals.

Definitely agree Undecided; probably agree

Undecided; probably disagree Definitely disagree

2. Law officers, like state or local police, have no right to be on

school property even if there should be disturbances.
Definitely agree Undecided; probably agree

Undecided; probably disagree Definitely disagree

3. Do you think policemen are pretty nice guys?
Yes No Not sure

4. Do you think the police are mean?
Yes No Not sure

5. Do you think that being a policeman is a job for an intelligent

guy?
Yes No Not sure

6. Would you like to be a policeman/woman?
Yes No Not sure

7. Do you think people would be better off without police?

Yes No Not sure

8. Do you think the city would be better off with more policemen?

Yes No Not sure

9. Do you think v7'lice get criticized too often?
No

10. if ynu neeCd help vou go to a policeman?

Yes No

Not sure

Not sure

you thiJ:1; even give you a chance to explain?

Yes No Not sure

12. Do 1,3L1 think ,..nk they are "big shots" because they wear a

badge?
Yes No Not sure

13. Do you think the police treat people alike?
Yes No Not sure

Reprinted with permission from Three Perspectives in Law-Focused Educa-

tion (Minneapolis: Minneapolis Public Schools, 1974), p. 331.
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14. Do you think that the police have it in for, or pick on young
people?

Yes No Not sure

15. Do you think the police treat blacks and whites alike?
Yes Nc Not sure

16. Do you feel that the police are always picking on blacks?
Yes No Not sure

17. Would you call the police if you saw someone breaking into a store?
Yes No Not sure

18. Do you think criminals usually get caught?
Yes No

1.62
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Handout 2-26

RESULTS OF THE COP-O-METER: TALLY SHEET

1 of 2

Statement Def. Agree Prob. Agree Prob. Disagree Def. Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Respondents Yes No Not Sure
All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Grro A
GrL.-o B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Group B

All students
Group A
Gro= B

Adapted with permission from Three Perspectives in Law-Focused Education
(Minneapolis: Minneapolis Public Schools, 1974), p. 331
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Statement ),.zs ondents es No Not Sure

13 All students
Group A
Group B

14 All students
Group A
Group B

15 All students
Group A
Group B

16 All students
Group A
Group B

17 All students
Group A
Group 3

18 All students
Group A
Group B
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GAMES

GUIDELINES FOR USING GAMES

Learning games tend to be so di7;erse that no general guidelines can
be supplied for using them, other than to establish a climate in which
everyone can have fun. A game can be a good ice-breaker for introducing
a unit or workshop on the law, or it can serve a'E a self-contained learn-
ing experience.

-cur examples of legal-education games are provided. here: "Mock

Cry. ' "The Crime Game," "Twenty Questions," and "The Buckle Game."
All four can be used with groups ranging from elementary students through
adults, although younger children may find "The Crime Game" rather com-
plicated. Because the directions for staging the "Mock Crime" and play-
ing "The Crime Game" are brief and simple, they have been incorporated
into this introductory section. "Mock Crime" requires that Handout 2-27
be duplicated and distributed to stuuents: "The Crime Game" makes use of
Handout 2-26.

"Mock Crime"

Ask a person who is not very familiar to students to commit a mock
crime. The person may choose to wear a disguise to avoid being recog-
nized. Ask the person, at a prearranged signal, to enter the classroom,
grab the teacher's purse or books or some other valuable item, and rush

the door. (If possible, ask the "criminal" to knock over a chair or
__op a book on the floor in order to ensure that everyone in the class
knows what is going on.)

After the "criminal" has fled, pass out copies of the "Witness
Sheet" (Handout 2-27). While students are completing it, put the items
to be described on the chalkboard. When studew: seem to have finished,
ask them to describe the "criminal," listing on t'ile board the full range

of responses. Ask students if they, as police, cou.id identify a suspect
with this kind of information.

Following the discussion, ask the "criminal" to step back into the
room. The descriptions are rarely accurate.

If desired, the "crime" can be a mock assault, using a track pistol

as the weapon. In many cases, the seriousness of an attack with a gun
upsets people so much that they have great difficulty identifying the
"criminal." This variation should only be used with mature secondary

students or adults.

"The Crime Game" .s il,ed with the permission of the Institute for
Political/Legal Educa,i:..h.

1_46
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"The Crime Game"

"The Crime Game" requires students to communicate with each other
(and as a result it is rather noisy) in order to gather information about
a hypothetical murder.

To conduct the game, cut apart the clues in Handout 2-28 and give
one to each student. (If the class is large, more than one :olpy of each
clue may be needed.) Explain that their task will be to work in teams,
using the various clues provided, to figure out the answers to the fol-
lowing questions:

1. Who was the killer?

2. that was the motive?

What was the weapon?

4. Who was killed?

5. When and where did the murder take place?

Divide the class into teams of five or six students and let them
assemble the necessary clues. After about ten minutes of sheer chaos,
write the questions regarding the crime on the board and ask students to
fill in the answers.

Answer Key for Crime Game

'1. Killer--Mr. Scott, with Mrs. Kelley as an accessory.

2. Motive--Get rid of husband.

3. Weapon--Knife.

a_ Who was killed?--Mr. Kelley.

5. Where and when?--Mr. Scott's apartment, between 12:30 and
1:30 a.m.
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WITNESS SHEET FOR "MOCK CRIME"

Directions: You have just witnessed a serious crime. You have
been asked to provide a detailed description of thP suspect. In the
next five minutes, please use this sheet to give a aescription, includ-
ing the following:

Height:

Weight:

Hair color:

Eye color:

Age:

Sex:

Clothing:

Any other distinguishing features:

Describe the crime:
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CLUES FOR "THE CRIME GAME"

111, olevator men wilt off duty at 12:3J a.m.

It was obvious from the condition of Mr. Kelley's body that it had
..agged a long distance.

Miss Smith saw Mr. Kelley go to Mr. Jones' apartment building at
11:55 p.m.

Mr. Kelley's wife disappeared after the murder.

Police were unable to locate Mr. Scott after the murder.

When police tried to locate Mr. Jones after the murder, they dis-
covered that he had disappeared.

The elevator man said that Miss Smith was in the lobby of the
apartment building when he went off duty.

Miss Smith often followed Mr. Kelley.

The knife found in Miss .smith's yard had Mr. Scott's fingerprints
on H_17_.

Mr. Kelley had destroyed Mr. Jones' business by stealing all his

customers.

Mr. Jones Clad told Mr. Kelley that he was going to kill him.

15i
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MisE Smith said that nobody left the apartwent building between
11:25 a m. and 12:45 a.'.

Mr. Kell,--y.s blood stains were found in :. Scott's car.

Mr. Kelley's blood stains were found on the carpet in the hall out-
s Mr. Jones' apartment.

When he was discovered dead, Mr. Kelley had a bullet hole in his
thign and a knife wound in his back.

Mr: Jones shot at an intruder in his apartment building at 12.00
midnight.

The elevator operator reported to police that he saw Mr. Kelley at

12:15 a.m.

Tha bu'at taken from Mr. Kelley's thigh matched the gun owned by

Mr. Jones.

enll one bullet had been fired from Mr. Jones' gun.

When the 'levator man saw Mr. Kelley, Mr. Kelley was bleeding
slightly, but he did not seem too badly hurt.

A knife with Mr. Kell.:

yard.

blood on it was found in Miss Smith's

The elevator man saw Mr. Kelley's wife go to Mr. Scott's apartment

at 11:30 p.m.
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The elevator operator said that Mr. Kelley's wife frequently left
the building with Mr. Scott.

Mr. Kelley's body was found in the park.

Mr. Kelley's body was found at 1730 a.m.

Mr. Kelley had been dead for one hour when his body was found,
according to a medical expert working with police.

a.m.

The elevator man saw Mr. Kelley go to Mr. Scott's room at 12:25

1/1
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TWENTY QUESTIONS

An interesting followup to "The Crime Game," particularly if stu-
dents have had trouble gathering information and clues in the game, is
this activity which teaches questioning skills. The individual parts
may be used on different days or for a whole day's activity.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Tell the class they must ask only "yes" and "no" questions of the
leader. Then read the description of the "crime" to the class and let
students take turns asking questions. You might want to set a limit of
20 questions at first, and extend the limit if necessary.

Crime 1: "Something of value was stolen today. You must find out
what was stolen, where it was stolen, and who took it."

Answer: A girl's bicycle was stolen from a bike rack at school by
the janitor. (Pont out to the class what kinds of questions help gather
the most information.)

Crime 2: "A bloody foot was found on a dirty bed in a small old
cabin in an isolated woods area. Tracks were found in the snow near the

cabin. You must discover the full plot of this little story."

Answer: The foot was a rabbit's foot. It was left on the bed by

the trapper who used the cabin. The tracks were the tracks of sparrows

locking for seeds. (Point out to the class that not all facts are rele-
vant to a case.)

Crime 3: "A man was found murdered in his suburban home. The yard

was heavily shaded with trees and hedges. There were no human or animal

footprints. There were no tire tracks on the dirt driveway. Bloodhounds

could pick up no trail. You must discover who the man was, how he was
killed, the motive for the murder, and the identity of the murder."

Answer: The victim was a policeman. He was shot in the frc.nt of

the head with a police pistol. The victim had just learned that his

partner was accepting bribes. He planned to report his partner to the

police captain. So, his partner came to the front door, knocked, and
shot the victim when the victim came to the door. The partner came to

the scene and left the scene on a pogo stick. He bounced from is car

on the street to the front door and back. The next morning the body was
"discovered" by the partner who claimed he was aoing to give the victim

a ride to work.

Adapted with permission from Kids, Cops, Courts, and the Law, by Clint
Fretland and Jennifer Maxwell (Miles City, Mont.: Project Legal Alert-

ness and Awareness, n.d.), p. 107.
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Ti BUCKLE GAME

"The Buckle Game" was designed to help students understand the need
for laws. Here are a few suggestions for conducting the game:

1. Answer students' questions vaguely; don't volunteer any infor-
mation.

2. The item to be used in the game must be inherently useless.
In this version a buckle is used; other possibilities are a branch, a
button, a piece of macaroni, a bean, a burnt kitchen match, a twc-inch
length of rope, and so on. Experience with this game has shown that
when presented with a handful of paper clips, for example, students may
attempt to string them together. If this sort of thing happens at the
beginning, the whole point of the game may be lost. (It is also possible
that inventive youngsters may surprise you, but this cannot, obviously,
be predicted beforehand.)

3. In Game 4 you must interrupt the progress of the game with new
rules. These rules may be as unreasonable as you choose; for example,
you have to stand on one foot as you pass the item, you must whistle
while passing the item, etc.

4. The intent of the game is to draw from students the admission
that rules (laws) are necessary to an orderly game and, by extension, to
an orderly society. If it appears that students are losing interest,
feel free to jump ahead to Game 4. It is also possible to compress all
the games into one, without stopping between games to discuss the prob-

lem. These considerations depend on the age level and maturity of the
students involved. The teacher will be able to advise the resource
person about these student characteristics.

5. For the most part, the entire game should require ab-_at 15 to
20 minutes, not including discussion. For younger elementary students,
a much shorter game may be necessary.

Game 1: Pass out the buckles to each of the participants and tell

them to play. Watch them as they try to figure out the purpose of the
game, to develop their own games, or to question what to do. at

this point and ask them, "What's the matter?" Discuss the idea that a
game must have a purpose and certain rules and structure for everyone to

follow.

Game 2: Solicit rules for Game 1 from the group, taking as many as
you can, and list them on the blackboard. Watch the participants as
they see that the rules begin to contradict each other and become 1,ore

difficult to follow. After the rules are written, ask them to play the
game now that they have rules. They will try to follow the rules but

each a frustration point. Then stop and discuss the problems that too
many rules cause and what kind of rules you need to play a game.

Reprinted with permission from Educating for Citizenship: Grade 2 (Rock-

ville, MD: Aspen Systems Corporation, 1982), p. 101. Activity developed

by Bob Portune.
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Game 3: Ask the group to pass all the buckles to one chosen person
.in the class. Then declare that person the winner. Ask, "Does this
bother anyone?" Discuss the arbitrary decision on the part of the
teacher and why arbitrary rules are unfair.

Game 4: Divide the group into equal teams for a relay race. Tell
them that they have been complaining about the rules of the other games,
so now you will give them a purpose and definite rule. Tell them to
pass the buckle back over their shoulders all'_ the way down the line and
that the first team to reach the end wins the game. Start them, but
when they reach the middle of the line stop them and tell them that you
forgot one rule. Make up another rule and start them again. Repeat
this procedure a few more times until they reach a fruT-t::ation point.
Then ask them to discuss what is wrong with these kinds of iles. (You

can get into a discussion of ex-post-facto laws, if you desire

The discussion afterward can also bring out the fit that life must
have clear rules, understood by all beforehand and fair to all involved.
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POLICE ACTIVITIES

GUIDELINES FOR USING POLICE ACTIVITIES .

Understanding and respect for the legal system are based in large
part on positive and realistic attitudes toward people who have been
delegated to enforce laws and statutes. In order to develop such atti-
tudes, it is necessary for students to be in contact with law - enforcement
officers in nonthreatening and nonadversarial settings

Past generations of students may have taken for granted fro:1 their
earliest school days that the police officer was their "friend"--the
familiar and jovial fellow who walked the neighborhood beat, helped
schoolchildren cross busy streets, and was always available to supply
directions or minister to a skinned knee. Today, noevar, all too often
a student's initial contact with a law-enforcement officer comes as a
result of "getting into trouble."

Many police and sheriffs' departments, of course, are concerned
about the implications of changes in the patterns of interaction between
law-enforcement officers and citizens of all ages, and many nave estab-
lished community-relations departments and various kinds of programs
designed to provide opportunities for positive interface.

One option for accomplishing this objective is to arrange for law-
enforcement officers to come into school. classrooms and talk to students

about their work. The activity, "Is That What Police Really Do ?" pre-
pares elementary children for a visit from a police office:: by having

them consider how television Eresents the police.

An even more effective strategy is to present students with oppor-
tunities to role-play police officers who are faced with various hypo-

thetical situations. Although such simulation activities can be led by
the teacher or any resource person, they are most realistic and engaging
when the leader is involved with law enforcement on a day-to-day basis.

Two introductory activities in this section focus on the qualifica-

tions of a police officer. Elementary students examine the police
officer's role through case studies of young people's encounters with
the police, while four role-playing activities involve secondary students
in the situations and decisions faced by police on the beat. Three hand-

outs containing informa'zion about the duties and respcnsibilitis of a

typical officer are also included.
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"IS THAT WHAT POLICE REALLY D3 ?"
INTERVIEWING A POLICE OFFICER

This activity may be used to prepare elementary students for an
interview with a local police officer. Students compare what they have
observed on television about police duties to an actual police officer's
job description. 'Teachers should coordinate their efforts with the law
enforcement resource person so that he or she is aware of the children's
preparations and expectations.

Procedures Prior to Police Officer's Visit

1. On the board, write the names of five or six TV police
officers. Use current TV programs or names that your class will reoo:74
nize readily (e.g., "Barney Miller," "Hill St. Blues," or 'Cagney any
Lacey"). Ask the children what these names have in common (all police
shows).

2. After it has been determined that the list is of television
police officers, have children make a chart on a piece of paper. The

chart should have two columns labeled "Police Show" and. "Jobs the Police
in the Show Do." Ask them to take the sheet home for one week. Every

they watch a show that has a police of r in it, they should write
le name of the show and what the police were wing. You may wish to

send home copies of Handout 2-29 or a similar letter to parents to
explain the assignment. The sheet will be used later in L experience.

3. Following the television assignment, have students discuss
what the TV police do. Record their observations on a wall chart with
the same two headings, "Police Show" and "Jobs the Police in the Show
Do." Ask students (a) if they have any additional ideas about what
police do; (b) which of the tasks recorded takes the most of the police

officer's time; (c) which are the most exciting? frustrating? heart-
warming?

Tell the children that they are going to see whether their
.itch what some real police officers do. Tell the children that a

police officer is going to visit them. Ask them what kinds of things

they micht like to ask him/her. Record the suggestions on chart paper

c that t'lev can refer to them during the interview. Interests will

probaiiy include how he/she got the job, does he/she carry a gun, who
c,Jr1 .1:,coine a police officer, etc.

Por Police Officer's Visit

the chart of "television police" on the chalkboard. Students

will ilt;t,rview the police officer and with his or her help, complete a

':conc', :hart of actual police duties. How do the two charts compare?

to -;he children think television shows what police really do?

.c.L..pta with permission from Educating for Citizenship 3, (Rockville,

aryland: Aspen Systems Corporation, 1982), pp. 123-124.
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Handout 2-29 1 of 1

Dear Parent:

Our class is currently studying the duties of pJ:ice as part of an

investigation of community governance. Because many children's

understanding of police work is based largely on television viewing, I

am asking the children in my class to take notes about police activities

they see on television programs they normally watch. Children need :lot

watch any programs which you would n::t usually allow them to watch.

The information gathered by the children will later be compared to

what real police officers do. We hope that the outcome of this

experience will be that children will get a more accurate view of police

work.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,
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WHAT SHOULD BE THE QUALIFICATIONS OF POLICE?

This introductory activity for secondary students and adults is
based on a table developed by a former chief of police as an instrument
nor objestively assessing the qualifications of people applying to be
police officers (see Handout 2-30). A similar introductory activity for
elementary students, "What Should a Police Officer Be," is found on
p. 209.

* * * * * * * * 1. * *

Distribute copies of Handout 2-30 and let the students (role-playing
applicants) score themselves, following the directions on the handout.
Point out that a minimum score of 240 is needed to qualify.

Then raise the following questions for discussion:

1. Do you think that usin'j this scoring method alone would be a
good way of choosing police officers? Why? (Or why not?)

2. What else would you want to know about someone who had applied
to become a law enforcement officer?

3. What kinds of tests do you think applicants should have to
pass before entering training to become a law enforcement officer? Why?

4. How would using this scoring method affect the chances of women
who wanted to become police officers?

Reprinted with permission from On Authority, Teacher's Resource Book
(CaLbasas, Calif.: Law in u Free Society, 1977), p. 39.
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Handout 2-30 1 of 1

SCORING TABLE FOR POLICE QUALIFICATIONS

Directions: Using the column on the left as a guide, give yourself
percentage scores for age, height, and education. Add the three percent-

age scores. A total of 240 or more is needed to qualify.

Score Age Height Education

100 21 6'1" Master's degree in criminology
98 22 6'0"

95 23 5'11" Master's degree

90 24 5'10" Bachelor's degree
SS 25 3 years of cc:Lege
80 26 5'9" 2 years of coLLege
75 27 5'8 3/4" 1 year of collue
0 28 5'81/2" High schocL graduate

65 29 5'8"

55 5'7 3/4" 3 years of high school

50 30 5'71/2"

45 5'71/4"

40 31 5'7" 2 years of high school

Reprinted with permission from On Authority, Teacher's Resource Book

(Calabasas, Calif.: Law in a Free Society, 1977), p. 39.
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,f WOULD YOU DO?

The activities described here give students the opportunity to
experience some of the situations that a police officer typically en-
counters and to familiarize themselves with an officer's dilemmas and
frustrations. The student materials needed are provided in Handouts
2-31 through 2-.37.

"What Can the Police Officer Do? What Will the Police Officer Do?"
presents six case studies of juveniles caught by police in apparently
illecjal acts (Handout 2-31). It is suitable for use with upper elemen-
tary or junior high school students. Through completion of a Student
Opinion Sheet (Handout 2-32) and class discussion, students are asked to
decide two things: what choices the police officer has and which choice
he/she will probably take. Children are introduced to the idea that
what may happen to them if stopped by an officer depends on many things,
including whether the child has broken the laTe before, if he or she is
cooperative, if he or she tries to run away, and if he or she is in a
high crime area at the time. Questions to introduce this activity might
include, "If a police officer stopped 17,11 because she thought you had
broken a law, what would you de? Would you try to rin away? Would you
answer the questions? Would you be polite?"

"Officer on the Beat" is a multiple-response quiz that students can
complete individually or in teams of two. (If the latter option is used,
explain that both members of each team must agree on every answer.)
Distribute copies of Handout 2-33 to the students. After all the stu-
dents have completed the quiz, focus an all-class discussion on the ques-
tions, encouraging students to support their answers with reasons.

"On the Job" presents four role-playing situations (Handout 2-35),
along with a brief list of instructions (Handout 2-34). Each hypo-
thetical situation describes only the players, the scene, and the.begin-
ning action; students are thus allowed considerable freedom to develop
their scenarios. You may assign roles to students or ask for volunteers.
Cut apart copies of Handout 2-35 and give each student a description of
the situation to whic' or she has been assigned, in addition to a
copy of Handout 2-34. an extension activity, the resource person
might want to ask students to describe actual situations in which they
feel that law enforcement officers did not act properly. These situa-
tions can be used to role play alternative (and presumably better)
courses of'action.

"Investigation 1" and "Investigation 2" require students to deter-
mine the correct sequence of events during hypothetical investigations.
"Investigation 1" provides all the individual events for each case (Hand-
out 2-36). An answer key showing the correct sequence of events in each
of the two cases in "Investigation 1" is provided here. "Investigation
2" (Handout 2-37) requires students to infer the events. The class may
discuss a range of possible solutions. No answer key is provided.
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Correct Sequence of Events, Investigation 1, Case 1
(Answer Key To Handout 2-36)

1. Robert Putnam breaks three glass windows
from his house.

school one block

2. One of Robert Putnam's neighbors sees him break the school
windows and calls the police.

3. The police talk the neighbor, who says she will file a com-
plaint and testify at a juvenile hearing.

4. The police visit Robert Putnam at his home and discs his
whereabouts at the time the neighbor says he broke the window.

5. The police are not satisfied with Putnam's story and arrest
him for vandalism.

6. Robert Putnam is taken to the police station and then trans-
ferred to the juvenile unit operated by the police.

The next day Robert Futnam is taken to see a probation officer.

8. At the intake hearing it is decided that Robert should pay the
coEL of fixing the windows and be released to his parents, because he
did not enter the building and it was his first offense.

Correct Sequence of Events, Investigation 1, Case 2
(Answer Key to Handout 2-36

1. Mr. J. is driving home from a swinging party and he is smashed.
He has had so much to drink that he feels as though he is swimming.

2. Mr. J. swerves on the road and knocks down a streetlight but
does little damage to his truck.

3. Two police officers in their patrol car witness the incident
and pursue the truck.

4. Mr. J. pulls his truck over to the side of the road because a
police car is following him with the red light flashing.

5. Mr. J. is asked for his license by the officers.

6. Mr. J. is asked to step out of the truck and walk to the police

car.

7 Mr. J. is taken to the police station for a blood test.

8. The blood test shows that Mr. J. has alcohol in his blood
beyond a legal limit, and he is arrested for drunken driving.

9. Mr. J. is booked.

10. Mr. J. makes an appearance the next day before a judge. This

is the first time he appears in court.

11. Mr. J. is released on bail and attends a preliminary hearing
three days later.

12. Charges are filed with the court by the prosecutor.w o repre-
sents the government.
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13. Mr. J. is, asked whc,ther ha wants a trial jud, or

by jury.

14. Mr. J. pleads guilty to the charge of drunk-,n

15. Mr. J. is fined $100 by the judge.



Handout 2-31 1 of 3

WHAT CAN THE POLICE OFFICER DO? WHAT WILL THE POLICE OFFICER DO?

Case 1: The Two Bicycles

A woman looked out her kitchen window and saw the two neighbor boys
in their backyard taking two red bicycles apart. She knew they didn't
own bicycles, and she knew the older boy ha( been in trouble for stealing
things, so she called the police. When the officers arrived, they found
twelve-year-old Frank and his nine-year-old brother, Eddie, putting the
pieces of the bicycles under some bushes behind the garage.

One officer took Eddie tc the far end of the yard to talk with him
alone while the other officer talked with Frank by the garage. Frank

said a friend gave him the bikes, but Eddie said they had taken the bikes
from in front of a supermarket five blocks away.

When asked where his parents were, Frank said they were both at
work. Eddie told one officer that his brother Frank had already been
caught taking a bike at school and had been down to the police station
for taking some ballpoint pens at a drug store.

Stude7.

The officers have a choice about what to do with Frank. What

Ices do you think they have?
Which of tse choices do you think the officers will take? And

why do, you think they will make this choice?
Do the officers have the sAme choices for nine-year-old Eddie?

What do you think they will do with Eddie? Why will they do this rather

somethin else?

..:ase 2: The Bizicle Accident

Looking out 7 window, a woman saw a young boy pick up his bicycle

L-rom the lawn of a neighboring house and ride quickly away. Seeing a

of broken bottles and rubbage strewn on the neighbors lawn, the
woman called the police, who were able to stop the by several blocks

.way. When questioned, the boy said his bicycle had hit a rock and
lashed onto the lawn, spilling all the groceries he was brin9ing home

ha,, mother.

:-,J.uder.t Questions:

Wa..1 choices do you think the officers have --)out what to do with

'.ghat do yc,. think they will do? Why?

from .:aces: A Resource Guide for Teaching About

Thcmac and furray. (Glenview, IL: Scott Foresman, 1982),

1e ti
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Case 3: Voices in the Garage

Somebody called the police to report three girls sniffing paint in

a garage. The c,..Ller didn't give her name, but sounded like a young

girl h. :self. When the two police officers found th- earage behind a
small house, they knocked on the closed door, then ht_rd voices inside.
No one opened the door until the officers announced, "This is the police.
We hear you in there."

Nine-year-old Dorothy opened the door. ne officers asked her to
come out, and she stepped out looking frightened and said, "I didn't do

it. I didn't do any of it. Martha and Sall: did it, but I was afraid

to. I didn't do it."
The officers called for the other gir13 to come out and bring the

paint cans. Martha and Sally, both twelve-year-olds, blought out three

cans of .spray paint. They had ':wo pieces of towel sprayed with the
color, and there was some paint on their nands and their noses. The

nine-year-old, Dorotl,y, had no paint un her hands or face.

Student Questions

What choices do the officers nave al.out what to with the -_-1-Iree

girls? What do -hu think they will do with Martha and Sally? W: .t dc

You think they will dc with Dorothy?

Case 4: "ut Too Late

One summer night, juz after dark, a pol!ce patril ca..: was driving

along the street in a part of own that hEd the newest .ouses. The

officers saw a boy running along the sidewalk, so ti,ey stopp-d him.

One of the officers said, -Hey, kid, where are you goin.'so fast?"

.
The boy said, "I'm trying tr -et home."
The officer said, "Well, it's 9:00 and you're not supposed to be

cut after dark. How old are you any-gay?"

The boy said, "Twelve. But c,dn't get my ride. I was supposed

to ride home from the movies with my friend's family, but I guess they

got mixed up. When I went to the toilet in the movie, I guess my

friend's family came. When I got back to the lobby, he was gc . So I

ha-1 to walk home, and I'm trying to hurry because I know my paunts are

going to be mad."
The officer asked, "Where To you live? Whac's your name?"

The boy answered, "I'm Jerry Black and I live at 721 Maple Drive.

Are you going to arrest me?"

Student Questions

What choices do the officers have about what to do with Jerry?

Which choice do you think the o:ficers will take? V'y will they take

that choice?

Case 5: Firecrackers

It was the evening of the 4th of July and the town fireworks display

at the park had just finished. On their way home, a group of boys and

girls about 10-12 years old stopped in the element-ry school playground

166
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to shoot off firecrackers and cherry bombs. One of the girls, Amy,
looked up to see two police officers approaching.

"Oh no, the cops," shouted Amy, "let's get out of here!"
Amy and another boy ran away, but Sally and Mielael were le=t

behind. As one of the officers went after the two children, the second
policeman questioned Sally and Michael.

The officer said, "Kids, I know it's the 4th of July but fireworks
are still against the law. You'd better give those to me."

Michael said, "Why should we? We paid for them and besides, every-
body in town has been setting off fireworks all night."

Sally added, "Anyway, I just have sparklers and they're not illegal.
You can't do anything to me. I was just watching the other kids."

Student Questions

What choices does the police officer have about what to do with
Sally and Michael? What about the children who ran away? What choice
do you think the officers will make? Why will they make that choice?

Case 6: Suspicious Entry

A woman phoned the police to report that she saw a boy 71imbing up
onto the roof of a neighboring house and entering through an upstais
window. She kn-iw the family that lived in the house was away on vaca-
tion, so she thought the boy was breaking into the house to seal some-
thing.

A police car arrived and the officer came around to the rear of the
house just in time to catch a ten-year-old boy coming out the back door.
When the offit.:er asked who the boy waq a-id why he was in the house, the
boy said, "I live across the street, and I was in there feeding Mrs.
Green's cat. I couldn't find the key she said she lei_ under the mat so
I had to go through the window. I knew that cat would e hungry."

Student Questions

What choices do the police officers; have about what to do with the

boy? What choice do you thlnk they will make? Why?
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STUDENT OPINION SHEET

Directions: After you read each case, find it on this opinion sheet.
Then for each question about that case, draw a circle around every answer
you think is correct.

Case 1: The Two Bicycles

First Question: What choices do the officers have about what to do with
the boys?

A. Phone their parents at work.
B. Warn the boys not to do it again, and let them go.
C. Arrest them for bicycle theft.
D. Tell their school principal to punish them.
E. Take them to the police station and make them wait there till their

parents come home.

Second Question: What do you think the officers will do about twelve-
year-old Frank?

A. Warn him and let him go.
B. Arrest him for bicycle theft.
C. Phone his parents at work.
D. Have the school principal punish him.
E. Take him to the police station and make him wait there till his

parents come home.

Third Question: What do you think the officers will do about nine-year-
old Eddie?

A. Warn him and let him go.
B. Arrest him for bicycle theft.
C. Phone his parents at work.
D. Have the school principal punish him.
E. Take him to the police station and make him wait there till his

parents come home.

Case 2: The Bicycle Accident

First Question: What choices do the officers have about what to do with
the boy?

A. Believe him and let him go.
B. Take him back to the accident and have him explain what happened to

the owner of the house.
C. Take him to the accident and make him clean up the mess.
D. Take him to the station and call his parents.
E. Take him to the station and make him stay there until he can pay for

the damage he did.
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Second Question: What do you think the officers will do?

A. Believe him and let him go.
B. Take him back to the accident and have him explain what happened to

the owner of the house.
C. Take him to the accident and make him clean up the mess.

D. Take him to the station and call his parents.

E. Take him to the station and make him stay there until he can pay for
the damage he did.

Case 3: Voices in the Garage

First Question: What choices do t.ae officers have about what to do with

the girls?

A. Let them go with a warning.
B. Call their parents and have their parents punish them.

C. Write an official report for the juvenile hall so that the incident

will be investigated.
D. Turn the girls over to school officials so they will be punished.

Second Question: What do you think they will do with Martha and Sally?

A. Let them go with a warning.
B. Call their parents and have their parents 9unish them.

C. Write an official report for the juvenile hall so that the incident

will be investigated.
D. Turn the girls over to school officials so they will be punished.

Third Question: What do you think they will do with Dorpthy?

A. Let her go -Jith a warning.

B. Call her parents and have her parents punish her.

C. Write an official report for the juvenile hall so that the inLi-.ant

will be investigated.
C. Turn her over to school officials so she will be punished.

Case 4: Out Too Late

Question 1: What choices do the officers have abcut what to do with the

twelve-year-old boy?

A. Take him home.
B. Call his parents to come and get him.

C. Arrest him for breaking the curfew law.

D. Give him a warning and let him go.

E. Teach him a lesson by putting him in the patrol car and taking him

to the station.
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Second Question: What choice do you think the officers will probably
take?

A. Take him home.
B. Call his parents to come and get him.
C. Arrest him for breaking the curfew law.
D. Give him a warning and let him go.
E. Teach him a lesson by puttinc im in the patrol car and taking him

to the station.

Case 5: Firecrackers

First Question: What choices do the police have about what to do with
Sally and Michael?

A. Warn them and let them go.
B. Arrest them for breaking the law.
C. Take them to police headquarters to teach them a lesson for being so

rude.

D. Take their firecrackers away from them and let them go home.

E. Take them home and talk to their parents.

Second Question: What about the children who ran away?

A. Warn them and let them go.
B. Arrest them for breaking the law.
C. Take them to police headquarters to teach them a lesson fo:: being so

rude.
D. Take their firecrackers away from them and let them go home.

E. Take them home and talk to their parents.

Third Question: What do you think the police officers will do?

A. Warn them and let them go.
B. Arrest them for breaking the law.
C. Take them to police headquarters to teach them le5cu for being so

rude.
D. Take their firecrackers away from them and let them go home.

E. Take them home and talk tc 3i.r parents.

Case 6: Suspicious Entry

First Question: What choices do the police off. Lb -it what to

do with the boy?

A. Go home with the boy and ask h:.s mother f the .9' ory is true.

B. Go into the house and see if there really was a mat, then let him
go.

C. Search him to see if he E..to_e anychf..ng.

D. Arrest the boy and then call Mrs. 7-ree:. to se( -f the story is true.

E. Warn him and let him go.
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Second Question: What do you think the police officers will do?

A. Go 'acme with the boy and ask his mother if the story is true.
B. Go into the house and see if there really was a cat, then let him

go.

C. Search him to see if he stole anything.
D. Arrest the boy and then call Mrs. Green to see if the story is true.

Warn him and let him go.

1
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OFFICER ON THE BEAT

Directions: This handout contains descriptions of 11 situations
that a police officer might face. Read each one, decide what you would
do if you were that police officer, and circle the number that represents
your choice.

1. In the heat of summer you are turning off a fire hydrant in a
crowded urban neighborhood. Children are taunting and teasing you,
young girls are joking, and the older people are watching. You
slip and fall in the puddles in the street. The crowd laughs.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Get up and laugh too.
2. Threaten arrests if anyone turns the hydrant on again.
3. Quickly and quietly get away in the squad car.
4. Tease the kids.
5. Other (specify):

2. A teenager steals a car. You are in pursuit. You turn your siren
on. Rather than slowing down, the teenager increases his speed.
When you pull alongside him, he laughs and tries to cut you off.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Curb the car even though it may mean personal injury and
property damage to both the teenager and policeman

2. Fire warning shots and if that doesn't stop the car, aim at
the tires.

3. Take the license number and allow the teenager to get away.
4. Call for additional help from fellow officers and then just

keep close to e speeder.
5. Other (specify):

3. You and another officer respond to a call from a woman who tele-
phoned that three men were burglarizing another apartment in her
apartment house. You -harge up to the door of the apartment that
supposedly is being burglarized, bang on the door, and call out,
"Open up, police!" No one opens the door. WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1 Kick in the door with a drawn gun and prepare to fire the gun.
2. Surround the apartment house and wait for the culprits to come

out

3. Return to the car and ask for police dogs to assist in the
search.

4. Question the apartment resident who called the police to find
out more information.

5. Other (specify):

Reprinted with permission from Three Perspectives in Law-Focused Educa-
tion (Minneapolis: Minneapolis Public Schools, 1974), pp. 191-96.
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4. You are driving up a street in a district other than your own. You

observe a man speaking, singing, and brandishing a butcher knife.

You order the man to drop the knife. The man advances. He con-

tinues to advance. WHAT WOULD YOU CO?

1. Attempt to disarm the man.
2. Get back into the car and call for help.

3. Order the man to throw down his weapon or you will shoot.

4. Request help from police, family, minister, neighbors, etc.,
in the hope that you will persuade the man to throw away his

knife.
5. Other (specify):

5. You approach a university student on your beat who is making a

speech during an election campaign at a busy intersection. He makes

derogatory remarks about the president, the mayor, and the American

Legion. The minute he sees you he turns to the crowd and yells,

"Here comes a dirty fascist pig!" WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Continue on your beat as if you didn't hear what was said.

2. Challenge the youth to back up his name-calling with facts.

3. Arrest the youth for obscenity in public.

4. Call for additional police help because the speaker is attempt-

ing to incite a riot.
5. Other (specify):

6. well-dressed woman approaches you while you are on duty.

"Officer," she says, "I need your help. I just bought this tran-

sistor radio and now it doesn't work. Will you accompany me to the

store and help me get it repaired or get a new one or get my money

back?" WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Accompany the woman to the store in the hope that the con-

sumer's gripe can be corrected.

2. Ignore the woman--she is ev.Aently kooky.

3. Suggest to the woman that she go to the store's complaint

department on the fourth floor.

4. Sympathize with the woman but explain that her complaint is

not a police matter.
5. Other (specify):

It's ten o'clock on a cold winter night. You are walking your beat.

You notice that a car is parked in front of a liquor store. The

lights in the store are o: :.t, but the door seems to be unlocked. At

the moment you try it, the man from the corner newsstand comes up

and says, "Two men with guns went in there. I think the old man

who owns it is still there." WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Cautiously open the door and say, "F.alice, come out with your

hands up."
Quickly call for alp, stay outside the store, and wait for

more police to arrive.
3. Fire warning shots, then call out, "You're under arrest."

4. Question the witness about the proprietor and whether the wit-

ness had actually seen the men enter the store, then call for

help.
Other (specify):5.
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8. You are patrolling a department store. You see a teenage girl pick
up a scarf from a counter. She slips it into her raincoat pocket
and leaves the store. You follow her out, stop her, and ask her to
take the scarf out of her pocket. She says, "Look, I've never done
anything like this before. I've never been in any kind of trouble.
Couldn't we put the scarf back and forget the whole thing?" WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?

1. Hope that the girl is sincere and allow her to return the scarf
without pressing charges.

2. Let the girl go but tell her that you will call her parents.
3. Arrest her because it is the law.
4. Arrest the girl to impress her on the seriousness of her act,

however, after making the record, reprimand her and release
her to her parents.

5. Other (specify):

9. You are in your patrol car. A red car passes you. Th'I car has no
muffler, and it is speeding. You pull up to the car and stop it.
You ask the driver for his license. The driver reaches into his
pocket. He pulls out a $20 bill. "Officer, you'xe a nice guy," ha
says. "Take this and let's forget the whole thing." There is no
one else around. WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Arrest the man for speeding and attempting to bribe a police
officer.

2. Give the man a ticket for speeding and ignore the $20 bill.
3. Take the $20 bill after making a driver's license check and

learning that this man, who has six children, will lose his
license with another offense.

4. Listen to the fellow, do a license check, and after hearing
his tale of woe let him go with a warning and his $20 bill.
Other (specify):

10. You have had a long day. You get off your shift at 6 p.m. You
start walking home. You are very tired. A few blocks from home,
you see a large group of teenagers. They are drinking beer. "Hey,
look at the pig!" one of them yells. "Oink, oink, oink?" they all
start shouting. One of them throws a beer ca :. It bounces right
in front of your feet. "Oink, oink, oink!" :hey are laughing.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. Identify the most obnoxious teenager and arrest him or her for
drinking alcoholic beverages when under age.

2. Continue on your way as if nothing happened.
3. Stop, and warn the teenagers that you are calling for help.
4. Go home and call the local squad car tc investigate the situa-

tion.
5. Other (specify):
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11. You are a foot patrolman. Your younger brother is in a street gang.

You get to know the other members of the gang. They talk with you

and tell you what's happening in the neighborhood. They think

you're okay. For a long time the gang stays out of trouble. Then

one day your brother tells you, "There's going to be a fight."

Another gang has challenged your brother's gang. "Don't try to

brecal_ it up," your brother jays. "If you do, they will know I told

you. They'll beat me up and kick me out of the gang. They'll think

you're a traitor, and they'll never talk to you agcin." WHAT WOULD

YOU DO?

1. Alert the department to the potential problem, regardless of

your brother's welfare or your status with the gang.

2. Try to reach the gang leaders with some alternative activity

at the same time as the planned gang fight.

3. Alert the police to the planned fight and then arrange for a

trip for both you and your brother at the same time.

4. Do nothing, hoping that the planned fight won't take place and

that even if it does your influence will not be jeopardized

for good in the future.
Other (specify):
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"ON THE JOB": INSTRUCTIONS FOR POLICE

1. It is your duty to enforce the law if it is broken.

2 You can sometime: decide whether or not to enforce the law.
This is determined by police department rules, the situation at hand,
and past practice by yourself and other police officers.

3. .-1A,u cannot use unnecessary force, and your firearm can only be
used in self-defense or to protect another's life.

Reprinted with permission from Police (Denver: Center for Tea&I,,
international Relations, n.d.), pp. 17-18.
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"ON THE JOE": ROLE-PLAY SITUATIONS

Situation 1

Roles: Two students walking down street; one police officer in a
patrol car.

Scene: Two teenage students are walking down a residential street
listening to a transistor radio. The police officer notices
the two and also recalls a bulletin that there was a theft in
a home yesterday and that one of the stolen items was a tran-
sistor radio. Begin role play with action of the police

officer.

Roles;

Situation 2

Four students sitting on a curb after school, talking and smok-
ing. One police officer driving by in a patrol car, who stops

to investigate. (Neighbor had phoned complaint of dope-smoking
by students walking home from school.)

Scene: Action begins with police response.

Situation 3

Roles: One boy or girl riding a bike; one police officer co
cycle.

Scene: Police officer spots young person riding a bike witnout a
license. Three bikes have been stolen in that neighborhood
over the last two weeks. The police officer signals the persom
to pull over to the curb. Action starts with police statement.

Situation 4

Roles: One neighbor; four members of a family (mother, father, two
children); two police officers in a patrol car.

Neighbor phones in a complaint to police department about the
screaming and yelling that had gone on next door for two or

three hours. Both officers knock on the door, The father

answers the door. Action: The police speak first.

Reprinted with permission from Police (Denver: Center for Teaching

IntErnational Relations, n.d.), pp. 17-18.
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INVESTIdATION 1

Directions: This handout contains descriptions of various events
that occur during two police cases. Working in groups, decide in whi
order the events in each case occurred, and write numbers reprse..tinc
this sequence next to each event.

Case 1

The police visit Robert Putnam at his home and discuss his where-
abouts at the time the neighbor says he broke the windows.

At the intake hearing it is deciaed that Robert should nay the cost
of fixing the windows and be released to his parents because he had not
enter the building and it was his first offense.

One of Robert Putnam'a neighbors sees him break the school widows
and calls the police.

The next day Robert Putnam is taken CJ see a probation officer.

The police talk to the neighbor, who says she will file a ccr.tiint
and testify at a juvenile hearing.

C.3bert Putnam breaks three glass windows at the school c.n. .ock

away from his house.

The police are not satisfied with Robert's :y.ory and arrest hrm fo

vandalism.

Robert Putnam is take to the police station nd then transf:erred

to the juvenile unit operated by the police.

Case 2

Mr. J. is asked to step ou_ of the truck and walk !_

car.

Charges are filed wi the court by the 7rosec,rtcr,

the government.

Mr. J. is driving home from a swig gin party, anc.1 he

He has had so much to drink that he feels 1±ke he is

L. 3. is fined $100 by the judge.

The blood test shows that Mr. S. h alconol in
legal limit, and he is arrested for drunken

Mr. J. swerves on the road :cks strecTli

little damage to his truck.

Mr. J, pleads guilty to the chargc.

Mr. J. is booked.

Penrinted with nermissin
International Relc..
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INVESTIGATION 2

Directions: This handout describes three situations :hat a law
enforcement officer might encounter. Read about each situation and
decide how you would handle it.

Case 1

You are a city policeman I.atrolling in a squad car. The time is
1:00 E -. on a Friday in January. The temperature is 8° below zero with
a 15-mile-an-hour wind. There are three inches of snow on the ground.
In an upto . alley you discover a parked pickup camper. The license is
partly covered with snow. You get out of your car to check the vehicle
for identifica or.. As you look through the side window of the campa-
you see some movement. You think you hear a child crying You open the
door and see two children, about three and five, huddled together on a
ma:-.tiess on the floor of the camper. The children are very cold. They

have only one blanket. Neither kncs where their parents can be found.
in order, list the next five steps you should take.

Case 2

You are a city policeman patrolling in a squad car. The time is

2:30 a.m. on a Monday morning in March. The temperature is 31°. The

winds are calm. There is a light blanket of snow on the ground. The

dispatcher sends you to a downtown store where a burglar alarm has just
sounded. When you arrive three minutes later, you discover that a window
in the rear of the building has been broken out. One boy, about 14, is

lying still on the ground. What appears to be his jacket is rolled up

under his head. Two older boys lean over him. Wh n you come into sight,
the older boys run, jump into an old blue Chevrolet, and begin to speed
off. You notice that the boy lying on the ground is bleeding very badly.
There is a puddle o_ blood by his left shoulder. In order, list the

next five steps you should take.

Reprinted with permission from Kids, Cops, Courts, and the Law, by Clint
Fretland and Jennifer Maxwell (Miles City, Mont.: Project Legal Alert-

ness and Awareness, n.d.), p. 213.
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Case 3

You are a sheriff's deputy, doing paperwork at your desk. Yo: get

a call from an excited landlord. He says that a man and woman in his
apartment house, about two miles outside the city limits, are fighting
loudly. He says he thinks the woman has a gun, and he thinks both are
drunk. You get another deputy to go along with .y03. You run to your

car and speed to the address given by the landic. He is waiting for
you, and he tells you that the fight is still gcr;(_: on, louder than ever.
In order, list the next five steps you should tae.

1Sj
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WHAT SHOULD A POLICE OFFICER BE?

This is a good introductory activity for elementary students. With
secondary students, the next activity, "What Should Be the Qualifications
of Police?," would be more appropriate.

* * * * * * * * * * *

1. Ask students to (1) draw a picture of a police officer;
(2) under the drawing, write a sentence describing the police officer.

2. After collecting all the pictures, ask each student to tell
the rest of the class about his or her picture and to describe the police
officer. Record the statements (e.g., "tall," "strong," "friendly") on
the chalkboard. Be sure to eliminate duplicate statements.

3. Read through the list aloud, with students following along.
For each entry, ask students to raise their hands if they feel the
described characteristic is "not very important," "importance," or "very
important." From time to time ask individual students why they think
this trait is important or not important. Count responses and tabulate
the information on the board.

4. At this point the person conducting the activity should
describe, in simple terms, the qualifications that mosc police depart-
ments require for their personnel. Then as students to comb are their

qualifications with those of the department. Which do they feel are

better qualifications?

5. The activity may be ended at this point; however, if you want
to extend it, you might then ask students Lo think of what kinds of tasks
the police are asked to perform. If major tasks have been omitted, the
resource person should fill in any gaps (see Handouts 2-38 through 2-40).
Then ask them to match these tasks with the cualifications they've
decided on. Do they need to revive their list of qualifications?

Adapted from an ac._ develop by Mary Naylor which riginally
appeared in Foc:: on Law 2, no. 7, p. 7. Used with permission.
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IT'S ALL IN A DAY'S WORK

In the course of a working shift, a law enforcement officer migi::
do any or all of the jobs described below.

Control traffic

Stop and question people

Issue traffic tickets

Interview victims and witnesses

Give first aid

Search crime scenes

Inspect places

Make arrests

Testify in court

Give directions

Search and question prisoners

Give information

Record and preserve evidence

Guard jail visitors and property

Rescue lost persons

Advise, warn, or arrest youlgsters

Control crowds

Handle drunks and alcoholics

Watch school crossings

Make written reports

Check liquor licenses

Run bar checks

Follow up on or refer citizens'
complaints to the proper places

Deal with public nuisances

Recover lost or stolen property

Provide citizen assistance

Handle mentally disturbed patients Escort ambulances/sick people

Assist motorists Provi'i' educational seri.dces:
to acid becoming a uCLIce

Stop family disputes duties

Adapted with permission from The Criminal Justice System (New York:
Open Lours, 1976), A22-A24.
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Handout 2-39 1 of 1

EMERGENCY CALLS _12CEIVED EY POLICE DEPARTMENT*
.-oulder (Colorado) Police Department, April 1-7, 1954

No. of Calls Percentage of Total
?Jams set °Z.1-: 41 22

Assault 4 2

Pight 5 3

Irbance
arrassment 2 1

Unauthorized person
rufuing co leave
prolmiscs

zen 1:ssistance

2 1

S3neral 1 2

LmbLiance E7cort 25 13.5

Problems 11 6

Fire or Smrke 4 2

Dangerous or Wanted Person 1.6

Intoxic.-4.ted Mrrntally Ill

Person 6 3

Suicide ol Potontial Suicide 2 1

Si ..picious Situation 19 10

Gunfire 4 2

Screams 7

Prowler 5 3

rt 7 4

'cciclr. 'injury 13 7

Tres', .ss 1.6

Vandalism 7

TOTAL 185 99.7

*Emergency call indi,:ates situation where police asked to respond

immediately.
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Handout 240 1 of 2

CITIZEN COMPLAIN:S/NFOF.',7.T. )N RECEIVED EY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Boulder (Colo'.:ar'.D) dice Departmen-=, April 1-7, 1984

No. c Calls Percentage of Tot

Aandched or Unlicensed
nicle

Assault
General (no specific

in:formation from

9 3

callers) 2

hild :base 1

Fight
Rape 1

Total Assault 7

Dead or Rmaway Animal 5 1.4

Disturbance
Violation of noise

ord .ance 26

Earassment 16

Unwanted 2

Total Disturbance 44 13

Citizen
Gel 4

Esc o 3

Chet:',: cn whereal,-)uts

of waltarc recipient 7

Auto lock-out 1

Lost children 2

Total Citizen Assistance

Deac' ody

17

4 1

Family Disturbance 1

Fraud or Forgery 5 1.4

Found Property 4 1

dcide 0 0

Information on Crime Pre-
\iously Reported 8 2.3

Narcotics 1.4

Parking Problems (streets/
exits blocked) 53

Problem Individuals
Dangerous/wanted person 5

Intoxicated or mentally
ill person 8

Runaway or missing person 6

Total Problem Individuals 20 5.6

These statistics do not include internal calls; that is those originat-

ing with another police officer, administrative calls, or emergency

calls. Boulder, Colorado population = 60,000.
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Handout 2-40 2 of 2

No. of Calls Percentage of Total

Sex- related Offense
(non-assault)
Exhibitionism
Obscene phone call
Peering Tom

1

5

Total Sex-Related Offense 8 2.3

Suicide or Potential
Suicide 4 1

Suspicious Person or
Activity
General 15

Gunfire 1

Prowler 6

Child abuse/kidnap 4

Total Suspicious Person

Theft

26

General 22

Burglary 11

Vehicle 7

Shoplifting 4

Gas theft 5

Total Theft 49 14

Traffic Problems 5 1.4

Traffic Accident
General 30

Hit and run 7

Total Traffic Accident 37 10.6

Trespass 17 4.9

Vandalism 20 5.6

350 1C3.4
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FIELD TRIPS

GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIPS

Many teachers have found that field-trip experiences are especially
helpful ieveloping an understanding of legal processes. Visits to
private iaw offices or government agencies can often be arranged by
teachers themselves, with or without the assistance of attorneys familiar
with the courts and courtroom procedures. Many local and state bar
associations conduct courtroom tour programs; a telephone call to the
local bar association office may provide information about such a pro-
cjram.

The American Citizenship Committe of the Colorado Bar Association
offers the following suggestions to individual attorneys who have been
asked to conduct courtroom tour programs.

1. Explain to teachers that court schedules are unpredictable and
subject to last-minute changes. Often, teachers will have to arrange
for transportation and permits weeks in advance of the tour date. It

should be made clear to teachers that 3 courtroom tour does not guarantee
that a class will be able to view an a.: ual court proceeding.

2. At least one week before the :our date, contact the cler:e
the court to arrange for an empty courtroom and to check on upcoming
trials or proceedings. If appropriate, judges, district attorneys, or
public defe-a2rs could be asked to discuss their roles in the legal sys-
tem at some point during the tour.

3. Arrange to meet the class at the empty courtroom. Introduce

students to the courtroom by explaining the design of the courtroom as
well as the roles of attorneys and the various officia_ of the court.
If no trials are avaiLable for observation, you might use a simple
factual situation (e.g., traffic violation, contract, tort) to illustrate
the various roles of persons in the courtroom (e.g., witnesses, jurors,
attorneys). Having students sit in the jury box, witness stanc, and at
counsel's table is especially helpful in generating interest in the tour.

4. If possible, try to have a judge address the students. A( .'s

experience indicates that most judges are happy to meet with stuL .Ls to

discuss Colorado courts.

5. If you are e)rtunatY (21:DU h to have a trial in progress, tr:
to find out about the case beforehd and brief the students before
entering the courtroom. Often the presiding judge i willing to (_:ress

the class and explain the proceedings.

6. In addition to a courtroom visit, the other ser :ices of the
courthouse should also be introduced. The law librar and clerk's offie
arc two examples of such services. County government offi, :ht also

be visited 'firing the tour.

Adapted with permission from .1-1 article } William E. Wali

Asstant Attorney General for State Colorad.
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The prir:.ry purposes of a courtroom tour are to:

--introduc, the participants :he judicial system,

--Demonstrate the imrcrtance of active participation by citizers in
their judicial system.

rants

and demonstrate the roles of attorneys and other partici-
gal system.

--An. liestions about the legal system and the roles of attor-

The following outline may be used as a guide for rilanninc.; a court-
room tour:

Tour Planning Outline

1. Visit an empty courtroom

a. 1-lever possible, first bring the students into an empt

court. (The clerk of the district court can often obtain the court-

room 0 V012.)

b. Exp.iain the design of the courtroom and the roles of the
arious officials of the court and of the attorneys.

c. Ii possible, arrange for one of the district court judges
talk to students about the roles of incaviduals in the legal

stem.

an actual trial

Finri out the case in advah,:e

:no:.- be necessary to v ,]it more than ' : :no courtroom.

the law

a Lrnilons::rate and exn ain the varacus sources of law.

ionst, -a attorney moots Oracle

Lb's fu!. 'ions of

Visi- the clerk the court's ()I:

ere is a

:-:ntact -11-1Lner

Lhe

th o

;_-ricr

system.



3. Checl: court dockets for:

a. Empty courtroom to visit.
b. Trial(s) to observe.

4. Alert various court bailiffs, clerks, etc. about the tour
group.

5. Cuntact a district judge to speak to the group. (Optional)



OTHER STRATEGIES

GUIDELINES FOP. USING OTHER I'RATEGIES

The guidelines in this section offer suggestions for other strate-
gies that a resource person may wish to use in a classroom. For the
most part, these strategies require no pi_or preparation other than
establishing or identifying an issue or topic. Any support materials
that may be required can be accumulated from other sources by students
as a normal research procedure.

The resource person, in preparing for these activities, should plan
to work the teacher to determine the amount of time that will be
required for students to prepare for the activities as well as the tj.me
needed to conduct the classroom session.

Panel Discussions

A panel discussion is designed to provide an opportunity for a group
to hear several people who are knowledgeable about a specific issue or
topic present Information and discuss their personal views. A panel
discussion may help the audience further clarify and evaluat, eir posi-
tions in regard to the specific issues or topics being discussed and
increase their understanding of,the positions of others.

He to Proceed

1. Identify, or help participants identify, an issue or topic
that involves an important conflict in values and/or interests. The

issue or topic may be s forth as a topical question, a hy2othotical
:Icident, a student exper ience, or an actual case.

2. Select panelists who are well informed about and have specific
points of view about the issue ,r topic. A parel discussion. that

includes thr-r. a five panelists is most workable. Select a

leader or me ...rotor.

3. Indicate to panelists what objectives the panel discussion s

designed to promote and allow time for panel members to prepare for the
discussion For some topics ten or fifteen mThutes may be sufficient
time for preparation; while in other situations panel member: may need
to prepare :veral weeks in advance ',Jf the scheduled discussion. The

teacher will be able to advise the resource person about time require-
ments.

4. 1):de on the format that the panel discussion. will fLicw.
Varic,Is formats are appropriate. The following procedures have been
used :ffectiv21y:

a. The leader or moderator introduces the topic, and th
anelists present their views End opinio-is about the issue or topic

for a set ,._11ount of time.

,T'Aapted with permission from Leader's Handbook (CalabasaF *aw

In a Free Society, 1.-=7R) ,



The panelists discuss the issue or topic each other
by askiap questions or reacting to the views and op _.,ions of other
:Dane' mombers. A smecifi amount of time should be establisheca.

c. The leader or moderator closes the discussion and ,rovides
a summary of panel presentations and discussion.

d. The leader or moderator calls for a forum per:_
which me bers of the class may participate by addressing: questions
to various panel members or by voicing their views and opinions.
The forum period should be conducted by the panel leader or
moderator.

Principal Responsibilities of the -urce Person

1. Id, tify, or hell 'articints identify, issues or topics -
which to ban a panel discussion.

L. Ensure that all panelists and th moderator are familiar
the procedures for panel discussion in advance of the discussion itsel_.
so that they will be able to fulfill the responsibilities of their

3. Assist panelists and other part_cipants when necessarY)
preparation for the discussion by directing them -arious source
materials, authorities in the field, etc.

4. Help participants understand the need for fair procedu7
discussing an issue or to- -.c; e.g., the freed to discuss an e, he

obligation to listen to other points of view, the need for orde and
courteous

Debates

A can be an effective instructional method
dents present and evaluate poitions clear' 7cg4cally.

begins with the debaters' developed cr been ass.ic: a

Dri an issue, The intent__ prv.nh debater is to ce tha:L

his or her position is the L.roper one. (in this wa differc, ,'-

o_:,ussicn, which c[ten calls for the cooperative .1kinc

a group in se -;h of a solution or approach to problem or

specific ex-mole of a in which debate miTht be a useful

follow -u; to a policv-making exercise. Participants who -.10 not

with the adop'ied policy might use the debate as an e..ffecti.: 71T

tryinc change public which might in s,.1r!- .2.7,d

to:1=y.

tc Proceed

help student decide,

?anal:L.:Le she sub-]act to

that 2:1p11-:_al punishment should .'bolished

3. certain `=hat tho-2

liar witlh she ,_:rocedurE:c to f: _flowed.

is wL.:!.el used but at:her form:tliz.,i,

mar.. ,lesirab,.e cc

form of

_c1_7.1 c:
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g. Debrif and/or evaluate the debate and the performance of
the debate teams by informally polling the class to determine how
many agree with the team in support of the resolution and how many
agree with the team in opposition to the resolution. Class members
should be asked to explain whether or not their own positions were
strengthened or changed as a result of hearing the debate and to
explain why. Class members should also be asked to make statements
which they feel could have been used as effective arguments by the
debaters.

Principal Resr-,nsibilities of the Resource Person

1. Selec' c,r help participants select, a subject or question for
debate.

2. Ensure that participants are familiar with the procedures for
conducting a debate.

3. Help participants se the dimensions of the problem and develop
clear, logical, and supportabl Arguments for the positions they present
during the debate.

4- Help participants gain a -nderstanding of some of the objec-
tives which can be achieved by debate. These objectives include learning
to make convincing arguments from another frame of reference than one's
own, as might be the case if one is debating a position that does not
correspond with one's true position. This experience may further develop
participants' abilities to understand and respect the rights of individ-
uals to hold opinions and beliefs that are different from theirs.

Policymaking (or Rule-Making) Exercises

Policymaking exercises are designed to help students learn to formu-
late policies or rules to be used for specific purposes. The policy-
making exercises may focus upon the development of policies to deal with
recurring real or hypothetical issues on such topics as environmental
pollution or fair housing.

How to Proceed

1. Identify, or help students identify, an issue which involves
an important conflict of interests or values for which policies need to
be developed. The issue may be set forth as a topical question, a hypo-
thetical incident, a student experience, or an actual case.

2. Guide students to suggest a number of tentative policies to
cover the issue. Policies may be developed individually or in small
groups. Lead a discussion designed to clarify the ideas and alternatives
included in these Proposed policies. Help students refine their tenta-
tive policy statements' on the basis of this discussion. Policy state-
ments should be written so that they can be applicable to situations
similar to the identified issue.
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3. Conduct a discussion which helps participants (a) clarify the
various interests and values involved in the issue, (b) make explicit
their reasons for the policy they have developed, and (c) explain the
advantages and disadvantages of the tentative policies that have been
developed.

4. Have participants adopt by majority vote one or more of the
tentative policies. Indicate that majority vote is merely a practical
way to decide an issue, that minority criticism of majority policies is
not only acceptable but desirable, and that there must be periodic oppor-
tunities to review and modify adoptee policies.

5. Conclude the policymakinu -::nrcise by leading a discussion in
which participants suggest ways 4.n . :h the adopted policies might be
enforced and ways in which confli.cts resulting from the interpretation
and/or the application of the policies might be managed. Advantages and
disadvantages of enforcement and conflict m-nagement procedures should
be an;-1,,zed. Procedures may also be adoptea by majority vote.

(Optional.) Additional resource persons may be called upon to
react to the policies that have been adopteu.. For example, a school
board member could analyze a proposed school-board policy on the 'oasis
of his or her knowledge and understanding of existing policies and his
or her estimate of the feasibility of proposed policies.

Principal Responsibilities of the Resource Person

1. Identify, or help students identify, issues for which a policy
needs to be developed.

2. Help students see the dimensions of an issue by focusing on
the facts, ideas, interests, and values involved.

3. Help students develop and refine policies so that they are
applicable to a number of similar situations.

4. Help students identify the advantages and disadvantages of the
proposed policies and decide on policies they wish to adopt, supporting
their decisions with explicit reasoning.

5. Help students suggest procedures for implementing adopted poli-
cies.

6. Help students better understand the policymaking process and
the procedures which facilitate the process, including the freedom to
discuss the issues, ti-e obligation to listen to other points of view,
and the need for orderly and courteous discussion.

Legislative Hearings

Legislative hearings are held by committees of the U.S. Congress
and cthe- legislative bodies to gather information on which to base
recommendations about subjects regulated by law or for which laws are
being considered. These hearings are a basic function of the legislative
.branch of government. Role-playing a legislative hearing provides stu-
dents with an opportunity to gain an increased understanding of the pur-
poses and procedures of such hearings and the roles and responsibilities
of committee members. Students also gain experience in identifying and
. :larifying the ideas, interests, and values associated with the subject
being discussed by the legislative hearing.
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How to Proceed

1. Identify, or help students identify, a subject to be discussed
in a legislative hearing. The subject should be related to the concept
being studied; e.g., a hearing on government data banks and the right to
privacy.

2. Assign the following roles:

a. Legislators. Six legislators is a practical number for a
committee, but this number may be varied to meet class reauirements.
One legislator should be designated chairperson.

b. Witnesses. The number and nature of the witnesses will
depend upon the subject being discussed. Witnesses should represent
differing points of view and various interests and values. It may
be desirable o include as many class members as possible as wit-
nesses or constituents of witnesses who represent special-interest
groups.

c. Recorder. One person should be selected to keep a record
of proceedings and present a review of recommendations.

3. Explain to students the purpose of the legislative hearing and
the procedures to be followed.

4. Allow time for students to prepare for the legislative hearing
in accordance with their assigned roles.

S. Conduct the legislative hearing, using the following proce-
dures:

a. The committee chairperson calls the legislative hearing
to order, announces the purpose of the hearing, and calls the wit-
nesses to testify.

b. Witnesses are (lied. Each witness is permitted a set
amount of time to present an opening statement, which is followed
by questions from members of the committee. The chairperson is the
first to question the witness, followed by each of the other members
of the committee. A committee member may interrupt to ask a ques-
tion or make a comment at any time during the proceedings. The
following time limits are suggested: from two to five minutes for
a witness's opening statement and from five to ten minutes for a
legislator's questioning.

c. After the witnesses have been heard, members of the com-
mittee review the testimony, discuss the problem, and make recom-
mendations or decide what their next step shall be.

Legislative Debates

Debate is often used productively in the formulation and development
of laws. Role-playing a legislative debate provides students an opportu-
nity to increase their understanding of the purpose and value Lf the
power of legislatures to make laws and to debate matters of public
policy.
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How to Proceed

1. Identify, or help students identify, a debate to ue.

2. Organize the role-play of a legislative debate hr.,
, ag

the entire class as the legislative body, with the instructor Irce
person assuming the role of the presiding officer. Legislators . .en
be assigned to groups representing various positions in regard to
issue.

3. Allow time for each group of legislators to meet indepe e_atly
to elect a chairperson and secretary and to write a proposed bill
designed to alleviate problems raised by the issue. As each grolY lam-
pletes the writing of its proposed bill, the chairperson reports the
presiding officer and asks that the bill be placed on the agenda. mills
should be placed on the agenda in the order in which they are received.
A set amount of time for the preparation of proposed legislation will
need to be established.

4. Conduct the legislative debate, using the following proced-
ures:*

a. The presiding officer calls the legislature to order,
indicates that all votes will be decided by a simple majority,
announces the issue, and opens the debate.

b. The first bill on the agenda is introduced by the group's
chairperson or by an individual who has been delegated this respon-
sibility by the chairperson. 34p group spokesperson stands,
addresses the presiding officer;-'and describes the bill the group
has written.

c. After the chairperson or group spokesperson has completed
presentation of the bill, he or she may remain standing and recog-
nize two other members of the group who may then make additional
comments on the bill.

d. The bill is discussed and debated by the legislature.
Representatives from other groups may ask questions, offer criti-
cisms, or suggest needed modifications. The chairperson or spokes-
person for the group that developed the bill responds to the ques-
tions, criticisms, or suggested modifications.

e. When the discussion and debate are finished, legislators
may move that (1) the bill be voted upon, in which case the motion
is seconded and the legislators vote on the adoption of the bill,
or (2) the session be adjourned to enable the groups to consider
the bill that has been presented.

*Time limits for the various steps in legislative debates should be
established and understood as a part of the procedures.
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If the session is adjourned, each group meets to decide
on a course of action. A group may caucus to decide whether to
support the bill that has been presented, suggest amendments to the
bill, or bargain with the group that wrote the bill, in which case
votes may be swapped for the amendments. The chairperson of each
group may choose two representatives to carry out the bargaining,
if this is the decision of the group.

g. If amendments are proposed, they are individually debated
and voted upon.

h. If the first bill or the amended first bill is not passed
by a majority vote, the second bill on the agenda is presented by
the chairperson or spokesperson for that group. The second bill is
considered following the procedures used to consider the first bill
(itemF- d through f above). If the second bill or an amended version
of th_ .second bill is not passed, the third bill is then presented,
and so forth.

i. After all of the bills have been presented and if none
has been passed, each group meets individually to decide on a course
of action. A group may decide to attempt to gather support for its
bill by (1) convincing individuals from another group to vote in
behalf of its bill, (2) changing position and voting as a bloc or
as individuals for one of the other bills, or (3) developing a com-
promise bill worked out with members of the other groups. During
this period representatives from different groups may meet in an
attempt to work out an agreement.

j. The chairperson of each group presents the amended bills
to the presiding officer, who calls for a general session, and the
debate procedure is repeated. This process is continued until (1) a

bill is passed or (2) the time allotted for the session is up and
the legislature is adjourned.

Town Meetings

A town meeting is designed to provide members of the community with
an opportunity to participate in the decision-making process. This com-
munity forum usually considers local issues. A town meeting can serve
as a local decision-making body performing functions similar to those of
a representative city council or it can be advisory in nature, providing
elected representatives with the views of citizens. Improvement associa-
tions in large metropolitan areas serve a similar purpose in that they
provide information or direction to those who have responsibility for
making decisions affecting the community and its citizens.

How to Proceed

1. Identify, or help students identify, a proposition of impor-
tance to the entire community that the town meeting will discuss, debate,
and vote upon.
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2. Organize the town meeting by assigning individuals the follow-
ing roles:

a. Chairperson

b. Representatives of a group in favor of thP, proposition.

c. Representatives of a group in opposition to the proposi-
tion.

d. Community memtc_k_ at large,

e. Elected officials who represent the entire community in
the town or city council, state legislature, or other legislative
body.

3. Explain to students the purpose of the town meeting and the
procedures to be followed.

4. Allow time for students to prepare for the town meeting in
accordance with their assigned roles.

5. Conduct the town meeting, using the following procedures:

a. The chairperson calls the meeting to order, explains the
purpose of the meeting, and describes the rules to be followed
during the meeting:

--A person may not speak until he or she is recognized by the
chairperson.

- -No one may interrupt when a person is speaking.

- -All remarks must relate to the proposition being discussed.

--If the speaker wanders from the point, abrses other people,
or in any way defeats the purpose of the meeting, the chairperson
declares him or her out of order. If the speaker does not correct
his or her behavior, he or she may be told to stop speaking or, as
a last resort, be removed from the meeting.

b. A representative of the group in favor of the proposition
is asked to stand and describe the group's position. After the
representative has finished speaking, he or she may ask people
brought as witnesses to stand and speak.

c. The chairperson announces that any person in favor of the
proposition may stand and speak. They will bo recognized in the
order in which they stand.

d. A representative of the group opposed to the proposition
is asked to stand and describe the group's position. After the
representative has finished speaking, he or she may ask people
brought as witnesses to stand and speak.

e. The chairperson announces that those people opposed to
the proposition will be recognized in the order in which they stand
and given an opportunity to speak.



f. After all people on both sides of the proposition have
had an opportunity to speak, the chairperson opens the question for
additional discussion or debate. During this time any person may
stand, be recognized, and present his or her point of view or argue
against the point of view of someone else.

g. At the end of this discussion or debate the chairperson
calls for a vote on the proposition. The vote is decided by a
majority.

h. (Optional.) If the town meeting does not have decision-
making powers, the elected official who represents the community
may react to the discussion and decision of the town meeting.

Mediation Sessions

In a mediation session, an impartial perscn or agency helps settle
controversies between opposing interests--for example, labor and manage-
ment. Mediators meet with leaders from both sides and attempt to facili-
tate communication, promote understanding, and effect an agreement. The
mediation agency has no authority to force agreements. The Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service is an example of an agency that ful-
fills the role described above.

How to Proceed

1. Identify, or help students identify, a controversy to be sub-
mitted to mediation.

2. Organize the mediation session by assigning individuals the
following roles:

a. Head mediator and two other mediators.

b. Chairperson and member of one party to the conflict.

c. Chairperson and members of the other party to the con-

3. Explain to students the purpose of the mediation session and
the procedures to be followed.

4. Allow time for students to prepare for the session in accord-
ance with their assigned roles.

5. Conduct the mediation session using the following procedures:

a. Independent meetings of each party to the controversy are
held in the following manner:

--The head mediator assigns to each group a mediator who will
meet with that group independently tc ascertain the position of the
group in regard to the issue under mediation. After the chairperson
has explained the group's position, the mediator may ask the chair-
person or other members of the group to express their opinions or
clarify their positions.
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-The head mediator directs the mediators to exchange groups
in rrder to enable each of the mediators to listen to the position
of the group with which he or she has not met previously and to
suggest changes in the positions of this group which might lead to
agreement.

-After each group has had the opportunity to meet with both
mediators and to determine the position of the opposition, each
group meets independently again without the presence of a mediator.
During this meeting each group considers the advice offered by the
mediators in previous meetings and lists the group's position and
reasoning in light of these considerations. When members of a group
disagree on a point under consideration, the point may be decided
by a majority vote. During this time the two groups may also com-
municate with each other by sending a representative to a mediator
or to the other group.

b. Joint meetings of both parties to the controversy and
mediators are held in the following manner:

-The head mediator calls for a joint meeting of both parties
and the mediators. The head mediator chairs the joint meeting

-The head mediator asks each chairperson to state the position
and reasoning of his or her group in relation to a specific aspect
of the conflict.

- -If both parties present the same position in regard to the
as::,ect of the conflict under consideration, the head mediator
declares agreement and selects another aspect of the conflict to
discuss. If the two parties do not agree, the head mediator may
postpone discussion of the issue or may suggest that each group
meet independently, with or without the assistance of mediators, to
reconsider its position.

- -If agreement is reached upon the various aspects of the con-
flict between the two parties, the mediation session will have been
successful. If agreement is not reached and the two parties appear
to have reached a stalemate, the head mediator can order the session
adjourned.
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PART 3: CONTENT AREAS
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INTRODUCTION TO LAW

GUIDELINES FOR INTRODUCING THE STUDY OF LAW

It is not unusual for attorneys and other resource persons who agree
to work with students and other groups to be asked to "just come in an
talk about the law." We believe it makes more sense to structure a
presentation than to go in and "open it up for questions." The latter
approach is often fun for students, but-it seldom produces real insights
into the nature or function of law. It can also be painful to lawyers,
because they are invariably asked to deal with such items as: (1) "My
brother was stopped for speeding the other night and the cops frisked
him. Is that legal?" and (2) "The coach made my buddy run four laps
around the football field. Does he have the right to do tl_t?"

This section contains several activities--some appropriate for
adults and secondary-level students and some for younger children--which
have been designed to introduce the idea of law or to dispel the notion
that law is primarily punitive in nature.

A good activity for kicking off a unit or session on the law with
high school students or adults is a quiz called "How Well Do You Know
the Law?" (Handout 3-1). After students have completed the quiz, tell
them to save their worksheets and try the quiz again at the end of the
unit to see what they have learned about the law. At that point you
might distribute copies of the background reading material in Handout
3-2.

Two activities have been provided for introducing the law to younger
students. "Law in My Life: A Law-Related Scavenger Hunt" is designed
for use with primary grade students. The activity may also be extended
for use in the, upper elementary grades by having students research the
laws associated with each item after completing the scavenger hunt.
With upper elementary or junior high school students, you might want to
start off with the activity called "When Is the Law Involved?". Of the
remaining activities in this section, "Hillside School Rules" is appro-
priate:for very young children, while "Interpreting the Law" and "No
Vehicles in the Park" (Handout 3-3) might be used with groups of any
age.
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Handout 3-1 1 of 2

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THE LAW?
(A Quickie Quii)

Directions: Write "yes" or "no" in answer to each of the following
questions.

1. Can the record of your arrest and conviction as a teenager
later prevent you from holding public office?

2. Can you wear your hair as you please irk. school?

3. Is hitchhiking a crime?

4. Do-you have a legal right to an allowance for helping at home?

5. Is it a crime to write on restroom walls?

6. Is the victim of a murder called the corpus delicti?

7. Can a girl sue a boy for false remarks about her character?

8. Can you be found guilty of negligence in an accident for not
tightening your seat belt?

9. Is it a crime to plan a robbery, if you never carry it out?

10. Can you be arrested for carrying a razor blade in your pocket?

11. Is it legal to "go limp" when arrested?

12.. Can you legally punch someone for making-remarks abut your
girl?

13. Can you be arrested for refusing to help a policeman?

14. Are your parents responsible for any damage '.emu cause?

15. Is "crashing a party" legal, if you do not create a disturb-
ance?

16. Can the buyer of your used motorbike sue you for lying about
its mileage?

17. Is it a crime to detain a date in your car against her will?

18. Have you committed a crime if you merely threaten to slap some-
one?

19. If you stand on your own property and throw stones across the
property of another person, are you trespassing?

Reprinted from Teenagers and the Law, by John Paul Hanna (Lexington,
Mass.: Ginn and Co., 1975), p. 5. Copyright 1967, 1969, 1972, 1975 by
Ginn and Company (Xerox Corporation). Used with permission.
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20. Can you alone arrest a person committing a crime?

21: Is consent of a 15-year-old girl a defense against rape?

22. Is it a crime to "borrow" a bike, if you return it before the
owner is even aware that it is missing?

23. Do the earnings of a teenager living with his pareuts belong
to him?

24. Does a teacher have the legal right to "lay a hand" on a pupil?

25. Are finders of valuables obliged to try to locate the owner?

26. Can a lawyer refuse to put a defendant on the witness stand?

27. Is hazing of fellow students legal?

28. Is civil disobedience different from violating criminal laws?

29. Is there a constitutional right to be a conscientious objector?

30. Can a person who fails to register for the draft be fined and
imprisoned?
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WHAT IS LAW?

The Function of Law

Suppose one person were shipwrecked alone on an uninhabited island
far from shipping lanes and air routes, where there was little chance of
ever being discovered. Law would be useless there, because the law as
we know it implies rules regulations for governing people in their
relationships with others. Since the person would be alone on the
island, there really would be nothing to regulate.

But suppose an entire boatload of people is shipwrecked. At that
point some rules must be established in order for all the people to live
together on the same island. Ps more and more people have more and more
relationships with one another, more --ales and regulations must be estab-
lished in order that the people may _L_Lve in harmony with one another.

Not all rules governing human relationships are what we commonly
call laws (those rules and regulations governing conduct which are passed
by the government). Customs, religious doctrines, and folkways have a
great influence on people's relations with one another. For example, in
:ertu.0 areas of the Middle East is it quite proper to belch loudly after
a meal as a gesture of thanks to the host for a good meal. In America,
the same act would be an incredible display of poor manners. Some of
r se rules become so strong in society that they are ultimately
::cresseci in the form of a law. Laws forbidding certain sexual activity,

,,uch as adultery or homosexual conduct, have deep roots in religious
doctrines.

The 'ai,1 concern here, however, is law as it is established by the
,4overnmen_. These laws have the power of the gover4lment behind them to
make sure the laws are followed. If they are not followed, the govern-
ment his the power to enforce them.

The basic function of law, then, is to provide rules governing
people in their relationships with others so that all may live in maximum
harmony. Every law restricts a person's freedom to some extent, but
t.het2 :cotrictions are usually necessary so that all may have greater
freedom.

Kinds of Law

Laws are divided into two main groups--civil and criminal. Most
p:oplc think in terms of criminal law when they think of law--how bad

she crime? How much jail time did the defendant (the person charged
4it:h a crime) get?

It is important to realize, however, that laws regulate just about
,:iryttlinc: we do, and that criminal law is only a small part of the
-Ntire system of laws. For example, laws are enacted to make sure the

P#)rIlited with permission from Student Introduction to Florida Law, by
W. Flower (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishirc7 Co., 1978), pp. 1-6.
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staurants we eat in are clean and serve wholesome food; to enable
....-2ople to buy and sell houses and cars to one another with confidence;
to provide for public education; to set speed limits on roadways; and to
make sure the toys, clothing, and appliances we buy are safe to use.
There is hardly an area of economic or social interaction that is not
affected by the law.

Criminal laws involve people who have been charged with crimes.
They define crimes, set forth the defendant's rights, and give the penal-
ties for the crimes. Civil laws involve disputes between two or more
people and usually require the wrongdoing person to pay money or do a
specific act. Under civil law, a restaurant owner who ser-ved rotten
food which made the customer sick may have to pay the customer's medical
bills and possibly other expenses related to the illness.

Sources of Law

Divine and Natural

Over the ages, beliefs as to the sources of law have changed. Early
in human history, laws were thought to be sent from God and were usually
announced by some religious official. These were known as Divine Laws
and were often asserted by kings, who said they had a God-given right to
make laws.

Natural laws later became an important source of law. These were
rules considered so basic to human nature that no society could exist
without them. The murder of another person would be contrary to natural
law. Many natural laws have been more formally expressed by written
statutes.

Constititions

The United States (federal government), in addition to each state
within the United States, has a constitution which sets out broad princi-
ples of law that must be obeyed.by all those living under it, including
the government itself. For example, both the U.S. Constitution and the
Florida Constitution guarantee religious freedom and prohibit the govern-
ment from establishing any religion.

These constitutions may be amended (changed) only through a time-
consuming process that requires the consent of a large portion of the
pec7:1e. Constitutions are intended to give stability to government so
that rules and forms of government may not be changed quickly during
brief political, social or economic upheavals.

Statutes

Statutes are laws passed by the legislative branches of government
(Congress in the federal government or state legislatures in each state)
which set out in more detail the relationships between people or between
the government and the people. They may be added, repealed, or changed
much more easily than constitutions, and therefore are more easily
adjusted to changing circumstances. Realizing the recent rise in popu-
larity of smoking marijuana, many people might guess that the law pro-
hibiting its possession or sale in Florida is a recent law. In truth,
the possessiOn or sale of marijuana has been against the law in Florida
since 1937.
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Often a number of laws dealing with the same subject matter are put
togethr in what are known as codes. For instance, the system of sta-
tutes dealing with business transactions is known as the Uniform Com-
mercial Code; it has been adopted as law in Florida as well as all of
the other states except Louisiana. Other examples are the Uniform Pro-
bate Code, dealing with estates, and the Model Corporation Act, dealing
with corporations. There is a nationwide trend to make state laws as
similar as possible to the laws of other states in order to promote
interstate trade and commerce. With greater legal uniformity from state
to state, it becomes easier for people in one state to deal with people
in other states.

Common Law and Case Law

When our governments were established, our founding fathers were
familiar with the English system of law, known as the common law. Common
law is a system of rules built up over the years by the decisions of
judges in cases decided by them. Since thousands of cases each year are
decided by judges, each one of those decisions establishes a certain
legal rule, known as case law.

A case is a judicial proceeding; it may be civil or criminal. The
record of what happens in these cases is kept and is often published,
especially if the case is decided by an appeals court. These published
cases are especially important to lawyers and judges, who may read them
to find a case similar to one which may currently be in dispute. The
published cases are also used by lawyers to keep up with changes in the
law so that they can better advise clients of their legal rights and
responsibilities.

Each case published will give a brief statement of the facts, the
issues involved, and the judge's decision. This decision, the case law,
adds to the common law.

Often, in deciding a case, a judge will look for a similar case
already decided and use the prior decision as a guide in deciding the
present case. It is the lawyer's duty to find those previous cases for
the judge which the lawyer believes should be used in deciding the
present case. These prior similar cases are known as precedent, and
they should be used'by the judge in deciding the case. For example, in
a divorce case, a judge may have decided that a child of tender years
should live with the mother if both parents are fit and proper. If the
issue in the present case is the custody of a child of tender ye=ars where
both parents are fit and proper, the judge will have the benefit of the
prior case to help him in his decision.

This application of prior case law to a similar case is known as
stare decisis (star-ee de-sy-sis), a Latin phrase meaning to stand by
something already decided.

This type of law is very flexible because most cases differ at least
slightly from other cases. Therefore, if the judge saw fit, he could
vary the prior rule to fit the present case. This decision, then, would
create a new rule to be used in later similar cases.
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Sometimes prior case law becomes totally unacceptable to society,
and judges will completely depart from the case lay by "over-ruling" the
prior case. For example, at one point in time it was legal in the United
States to have "separate but equal" educational facilities for black and
white students. In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court took the opposite posi-
tion by declaring separate but equal facilities unconstitutional in the
landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education.

Ordinances

Smaller government units than the state--counties, cities, towns,
or villages--have the power to enact laws affecting their local area.
These laws, known as ordinances, usually apply to such strictly loc-1
situations as zoning or bicycle registration.

Administrative Regulations

Agencies are established by state and some local governments to
deal with problems that cannot be efficiently handled by the state
legislatures because they require technical expertise and detailed
regulation. Examples of these agencies in Florida are the Department of
Transportation, the Department of Education, the Real Estate Commission,
and the Bureau c Plind Services.

In order to function properly, these agencies have rules and regu-
lations that govern their own operations. These rules and regulations
have the full force of law so long as they do not exceed the powers given
to the agency by the statutes creating the agency. For example, the
Department of Education has the power to certify teachers to teach in
Florida's public schools. Under such power, the department has estab-
lished rules and regulations outlining the educational requirements that
must be met in order to be certified to teach certain subjects. These
rules and regulations have the same effect as statutes, and the Depart-
ment of Education has the power to enforce them.

Power of Laws

The U.S. Constitution is superior to all other law. Therefore, any
law contrary to the Constitution is null and void, or unconstitutional.

The next most powerful laws are federal statutes passed by Congress,
provided the federal laws deal with powers reserved to the federal
government, such as raising armies. State laws pertaining to raising
armies would be null and void, since only the federal government has the
power to pass laws on that subject. Federal common law would be third,
provided it deals with federal problems.

At the state level, the U.S. Constitution is still supreme, follcwed
by the state constitution, state statutes, and state common law.

2/)
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A LAW-RELATED SCAVENGER HUNT

This activity focuses children's attention on their own lives and
actions, t_ncouraging them to consider such law-related issues as rights
and responsibilities. Tt teaches them that they are touched by law and
the legal system in many ways. For example, when children respond to
the statement, "I have seen writing on the school walls," they are guided
into a discussion of vandalism, property rights, and public expenses
such as taxes and school budgets. Thus, children are encouraged to see
beyond their somewhat simple actions to the more complex issues which
surround them.

To conduct the scavenger hunt with your students, read each state-
ment aloud and ask students to raise their hands to respond with yes or
no answers. Record answers on the chalkboard. Follow up with discussion
of how laws affect our lives, and which laws are associated with each
item. For older students, the survey may be distributed so that students
can record their responses individually.

LAW IN MY LIFE

YES NO

1. I go to school.

2. I am allowed to walk to and from school alone.

3. I ride a bus to school.

4. I eat lunch at school.

5. I have been disturbed by noise made by another
person in the room.

6. I found money in or near school this year.

7. I have carried class money or records to the
principal's office.

8. I have a birth certificate.

Reprinted with permission from "A Law-Related Scavenger Hunt," by Joyce
DeMasi, Jacqueline Lindsey, and Laura Stein in Social Education, May
1980, p. 392. Reprinted with the permission of the National Council for
the Social Studies.
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9. I, or one of my brothers or sisters, have
been on the school safety patrol.

10. I have borrowed money from someone.

11. I have seen someone cross the street when
the zign said "Don't Walk."

12. I have seen writing on the school walls
or desks.

have helped make rules for my family
or ciassroom.

2i
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WHEN IS THE LAW INVOLVED?

This activity is designed to show upper-elementary and junior high
students the extent to which the law affects their lives. To conduct
the activity, read either (or both) of the two stories aloud and ask
students to raise their hands at every point when they think the law is
involved. Then ask students to describe how the law is involved in that
part of the story. (The answers are provided below each story for your
convenience.)

* * * * * * * * * * *

STORY 1

David Bradley (1) is 15 years old (2). He enjoys nothing more than
riding his bike (3) and allowing his dog (4) to follow along. Thursday
he started through the park (5) and met a man who was selling (6) chances
(7) to win thousands of dollars in a state lottery (8). David bought a
25 cent ticket (9) and it turned out to be the big winner. He then
bought a car (10) and took his dog for a ride (11).

(1) legal name
(2) birth certification
(3) bike and traffic laws
(4) leash laws
(5) public places
(6) vending laws
(7) gambling laws
(8) gambling laws
(9) monetary laws

(10) laws governing motor vehicles and juveniles
(11) laws governing operation of motor vehicles

STORY II

After I got up this mrning, I decided what to wear (1) while I
brushed my teeth with the newest toothpaste (2). While drinking my
orange juice (3) and coffee (4), I listened to the radio (5) and let my
dogs out for their morning run (6). When the mail arrived (7), I found
a number of bills and circulars advertising property for sale (8). In-
cluded was a stamp with my name asking for a contribution of $2.30 (9).
When I washed the dishes, the water (10) did not have sufficient pressure
so I telephoned (11) the public utilities office.

Reprinted with permission from The Role of Law in Society and the Rights
and Responsibilities of Citizenship: A Curriculum Guide for Kindergarten
through Grade 12 (Jefferson City, Mo.: Missouri Bar Association and
Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, 1976), p. c34.
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(1) laws against nudity
(2) PFDA (Pure Food and Drug Act)
(3) PFDA
(4) import contrpls
(5) federal licensing
(6) local licensing and fencing laws
(7) federal laws
(8) contract law, truth in lending, fraudulent use of the mails
(9) law on unsolicited merchandise

(10) municipal services law
(11) regulation of public utilities
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INTERPRETING THE LAW

"Interpreting L.. Law" is an effective activity for helping upper-
elementary and junior high students understand the functions of laws and
the role of a judge. Two variations are presented here; if you want to
use the activity for older students and adults, you might want to rewrite
the situations to make them more interesting and relevant to those age
groups.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Variation 1

Background Information

A basic value in American society is individual safety. Many rules
and regulations arise because Americans believe that people in their
everyday lives should feel they are reasonably safe from bodily injury.
The following simulation is concerned with a statute that evolved because
of people's concern for safety in a specific environment. The statute
regulates behavior.

Purpose

The purpose of this activity is to have students participate in the
adjudication of several cases alleged to be in violation of a statute.
Every participant plays the role of a judge. Individual cases are pre-
sented, and judges are asked to rule upon each one before determining
whether a statute called "No Vehicles in the Park" has been violated.
Violation of the statute carries a minimum fine of five dollars and a
maximum fine of fifty dollars.

Procedure

Announce to the class that every pupil in the room is a judge.
Explain that there is a neighboring community where no vehicles are
allowed in the park. You are going to present a series of cases that

may be violations of that statute. Various :.;':_dges will be called upon
to determine if a case is, in fact, a violation. Each judge will have
to make a determination, based solely on the facts presented. Be sure
to identify each student as "Judge Smith" or "Judge Jones," in order to
emphasize their roles.

Case 1

An automobile drives through the park. It is stopped by a police
nfficer. After checking license and registration, the officer asks the
,'river why she is drcing through the park and if she knows about the
statute prohibiting vehicles. The driver says she knew about t?-e
statute, but she was in a hurry to cross town and went through the park
as a shortcut.

Variation 1 reprinted with permission from The Methods Book: Strateg:s
for Law-Focused Education, by Arlene F. Gallagher (Chicago: Law in
American Society Foundaton, 1978), pp. 48-51.
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Call upon a judge to adjudicate the case. Remind the students that
the verdict can range from not guilty to a fine on a scale from five to
fifty dollars.

Case 2

A garbage truck is stopped by a police officer for driving through
the park. The driver states that he knows about the law, that usually
he does not drive into the park to pick up refuse. On this day, there
was ah unusual amount of garbage, and he couldn't carry it all by hand.

Call upon another judge.

Case 3

An ambulance is stopped by a police officer for driving through the
park. The ambulance did not have its siren operating or its lights
flashing. The driver explains that an accident had occurred, and the
ambulance was called to pick up an old person. The person is believed
to have had a heart attack. It would be unsafe to use the siren or
lights with a heart-attack victim.

Call upon another judge.

Case 4

A group of bicycle riders from the Fresh Air is Fun Club are stopped
by a police officer while cycling through the park. The cyclists say
they are on a day-long bicycle outing from another town and are un-
familiar with the statute. Several members of the group argue with the
officer, stating that the law is stupid because the paths are wide enough
for riders and walkers.

Call upon another judge.

Case 5

This case involves a six-year-old girl who is riding her bicycle
through the park. An officer stops her and tells her she can't ride her
bicycle in the park. The little girl continues to ride, after telling
the officer that it's a silly rule and sh2 doesn't care.

Call upon another judge. (You might wish to mention to the class
that this is a hypothetical situation and that ordinarily a six-year-old
child would not be brought to court.)

Case 6

An eighty-two-year old woman is stopped by a police officer when
she is seen riding through the park on her skateboard. The woman has
remarkably acute vision and says she read the posted sign prohibiting
vehicles, but claims that her skateboard is a toy, not a vehicle. The
officer does not know whether a skateboard is a vehicle or not. The
woman is brought to court so that a judge can render a decision.

Call upon another judge.
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Case 7

A group of citizens in the community decides to place an old World
War II army tank on a pedestal in the middle of the park. The tank will
be transported on a flatbed truck. Before doing so, a representative of
the group calls the police department to ask if this is a violation of
the statute about vehicles.

Call upon a judge to render an opinion.

Follow-up Discussion

By the time you have gone through, all the cases, the class should
he asking questions about what the statute means and how a vehicle is
defined. If not, you can add your own cases, including roller skates,
wagons, wheelchairs, and other such things.

Conduct a discussion, using the following questions:

1. Why woulC a community want a law about vehicles in the park?

2. What is the purpose of a park, and how does the statute protect
that purpose?

3. Is the purpose of the park related to the purpose of the
statute?

4. If you were legislators rather than judges, would you want to
change this statute?

Our legal system requires that a delicate balance be maintained
among competing interests. In the functioning of government, the pur-
poses of various institutions must be in balance with one anotner. It
is important for students to see the relationships bet ?.en the legisla-
ture, the judiciary, the executive, law enforcement, and the corrections
branches. The following questions are designed to focus on these rela-
tionships:

1. What is the purpose of each institution?

2. Why are the processes separate? Why shouldn't the lawmakers
also be the law enforcers, for example?

3. It would certainly make life easier for police officers if
they could issue appropriate punishment on the spot. What would be the
dangers in operating this way?

4. What is society valuing by separating lawmaking from law
enforcement?

21,3
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Variation 2

Procedures:

1. Read or ask students to read Handout 3-4.

2. Tell students to decide individually which exceptions they
would grant, and why.

3. Divide the class into groups of four or five. Ask each group
to decide on exceptions.

4. Vote on each case; for those the majority agree upon, have the
class rewrite the law, so that all the exceptions they desire are
included.

5. Debrief the lesson: discuss interpretation and the need for
clear laws.

Vari,-.tion 2 adapted by Lannette Baker Sullivan from an idea developed by
Lee Taylor. Reprinted with permission from Vermont Legal Education Guide
(Montpelier: Vermont State Department of Education, 1976), pp. 88-9.
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Handout 3-3
1 of 1

NO VEHICLES IN THE PARK

The town of Beautifica has established a lovely park in the city
because the city council wished to preserve some elements of nature,
undisturbed by city noise, traffic, pollution, and crowding. It is a
place where citizens can qo and find grass, trees, flowers, and quiet.
In addition, there are playgrounds and picnic areas. At all entrances
to the park the following sign has been posted: No Vehicles it
Park."

The law seems clear, but some disputes have arisen over the inter-
pretation of the Jaw. Interpret the law in each of the following cases,
keeping in mind the letter of the law as well as the intent of the law.

1. John Smith lives on one side of the town and works on the other
side. He will save ten minutes if he drives through the park.

. 2. There are many trash barrels in the park, so that people may
depoSit all litter there, thereby keeping the park clean. The sanitation
department wants to go in to collect the trash.

3. Two police cars are chasing a suspected bank robber. If one
cuts through the park, he can get in front of the suspect's car and trap
him between the patrol cars.

4. An ambulance has a dying car accident victim in it and is rac-
ing to the hospital. The shortest route is through the park.

5. Some of the children who visit the park want to ride their
bicycles there.

6. Mrs. Thomas wants to take her baby to the park in his baby
buggy.

7. A monument to the town's citizens who died in the Vietnam War
is being constructed. A tank, donated by the government, is to be placed
beside the monument.

8. Several of the town's citizens have made a living for several
years by driving people around scenic spots in the city in an old-
fashioned horse and buggy. They want to drive people through the T-rk.



HILLSIDE SCHOOL FiLES

The way in which a law is .Likely to be interpreted depends large
part on its intent. This activity can be used to help young elementary
students develop an understanding of the relationship between the intent
of a law and the'letter of the law.

Post the "school rules" below on the chalkboard and read each of
the six situations below, allowing plenty or time for the class to dis-
cuss what punishMent, if any, would be appropriate in each case. Then
ask students to hypothesize about the reasons for each the rules.

* * * * * * * * * * *

This year Hil- de School's Student Council established

the following set of rules. The rules also received approval

from the faculty and school administration.

1. No smoking by students is permitted on _school grounds.

2. The playground should be kept clean and free from

litter.

3. No cheating on tests and other school assignments is

allowed.

4. No fighting is permitted on school grounds.

5. Coats or jackets must be worn on the playground if the

temperature is under 65°.

6. No loud talking or yelling in the halls while classes

are in session.

7. No sno-,ball throwing.

8. All children must cross streets before and after schco

under the direction of a member of the Safety Patrol.

Reprinted with permission from The Role of Law in Society and the Rights
and Responsibilities of Citizenship: A Cu]ticulum Guide for Kindergarten
Through Grade 12 (Jefferson City, Mo.: M:ssouri Bar Association and
Missouri Department of Elementary and Seo.:ndary Education, 1976),
pc. c125-26.
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WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN TO THESE CHILDREN?

, h fourth grader, is caught looking directly at

paper durli,d a math test. All of John's

wers etch Marvin's, even the incorrect ones.

sidry Beth, a sixth grader, is found smoking a cigarette

le girl's bathroom.

ise, a first grader, begins to dart across Maple

:,kreet on her %\:ay to school. The Patrol Girl, who was

talking with a friend, notices Eloise just in time to

irab her before a car speeds through the intersection.

jay, Nina, and C: os were having a wonderful time

building a snow castle on the playground. Nina throws

mowball at Carlos. He laughs and throws one back.

continue their work on the castle.

Theresa was very happy. She was coming to school late

because she had had a dental checkup that day. And she

no cavities! She hurried into the school building.

;11E:. was loudly singing the theme song from "Zoom."

Matthew was noticed on the playground by a teacher. He

dropping a candy bar wrapper on the ground.
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INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING ABOUT INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

Because issues involving individual rights are generally of high
interest to students and other groups, resource persons are often asked
to talk to school classes about such issues. The ,-1:-..tivities and
resources in this section are classified according to four subcategories:
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of religion, and search
and seizure.

Freedom of Speech

Six activities are provided for examining the ssue of free speech
with both elementary and secondary level students. "When is Speech
Free?" (Handout 3-4) is an introductory activity which allows upper ele-
mentary and secondary students to explore their own values concerning
what speech the Constitution should or should not protect. Have students
form small groups to discuss and respond to the items on the survey,
tallying classroom responses on the chalkboard upon completion. With
-1-is activity it is important for the teacher to note that while many of
the situations listed on the survey have been litigated, the decisions
relate to specific cases which, when generalized, might be misleading.
Two landmark cases, Tinker v. Des Moines and Feiner v. New York provide
material for the remaining activity-q in this category. In addition to
detailed instructions for using bo,_ nker and Feiner with secondary
students and adults, the section also includes an activity for using
Feiner with elementary students. (An activity for younger students based
on Tinker can be found on page 33 in the section devoted to case
studies.) Note that Handout 3-6, a student reading, "gives away" the
decisions in both Tinker and Feiner and thus should not be distributed
until after the activities based on those cases have been completed. An
additional activity for secondary classes, Handout 3-7, gives students a
chance to apply what they have learned.

Freedom of the Press

Freedom of the press is a subject for which mo_. students reach__
develop a high level of interest and involvement, particularly when the
learnilg activities are relevant to their own lives. Handout 3-8, which
contains a brief introduction and an opinion survey, is a good starting
point for secondary students. Both "Free Press in School" and "To Speak
or Not to Speak?" are effective teacher-led activities for junior and
senior high school students.

"Jonathan's Essay" is designed to introduce elementary students to
the concept of freedom of the press. "Twice the Price" (Handout 3-9)
presents a case study and role descriptions that can be used in elemen-
tary classes to conduct a mock trial based on a situation parallel to
the Zenger case. (See page 51 for suggestions on conducting a 'aock
trial.) The taird freedom of the press activity for elementary students,
"The Trial of John Peter Zenger" (Handout 3-10), can also be presented
in a mock trial format.
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The final activity in this subsection, "Gathering the News: Rights
and Limits" (Handout 3-11) considers how far the press should be able to
go in obtaining information. Secondary students must strike a balance
between two rights--those of free press and individual privacy.

Freedom of Religion

One approach to a consideration of freedom of religion is through a
study of court cases which have helped to clarify the meaning of the two
clauses relevant to this freedom in the first amendment: the Establish-
ment Clause and the Free Exercise Clause. The first activity in this
section (Handout 3-12) is designed to introduce students to the termin-
ology of the freedom of religion clauses and to the concept of balance
between individual and societal interests expressed in the first amend-
ment. The set of nine case studies provided in Handout 3-13 allows
students to apply their understanding of the freedom of religion clauses
by studying real situations. It is recommended that students divide
int) small groups to consider each case and write their opinions and
reasons. Opinions can be presented to the entire class and then, through
reading and discussion of Handout 3-14, compared to the actual court
decisions.

Search and Szure

The topic of search and seizure and the Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution may be approached in different ways by different
resource persons. A lawyer might choose to engage students in a dis-
cussion of the evolution of prohibitions against illegal search and
seizure, culminating in a mock trial or moot court activity. A police
officer might wish to focus on the difficulties involved in conducting a
legal search of a suspect's house or property, and conclude the activity
with an examination of the conflict between a suspect's civil rights and
the pursuit of law and order. Most of the activities in this subsection
approach the topic from the perspective of a police officer.

The zesource person may want to introduce the topic by passing out
copies of Handout 3-15, which contains general background and informa-
tional material in addition to case studies illustrating applications of
the guidelines. The guidelines will help students grasp the limitations
on the issuance of a search warrant and enable them to deal more easily
with the cases. Each case can become the focus for a discussion by the
entire class, or smaller groups of five or six students can decide how
to resolve each problem and then appoint a spokesperson to report its
decisions to the class.

A sample search warrant (Handout 3-16) can be used to stimulate a
class discussion about the implications of the Fourth Amendment. Another
activity for secondary students and adults uses case studies to emphasize
the point that there are many kinds of situations in which a police
officer cL legally conduct a "search" without a warrant.

The activity in Handout 3-17 should be of particular interest to
high school students because it deals with the subject of searches of
student belongings in school. In using this activity, the resource
person may want to talk about potential conflicts between school rules
and constitutional rights.
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The final activity in this sectio7- "Conflicting Rights," was
designed to be used in introducing elem_,ntary students to the topic of
search and seizure. Another search and seizure strategy for elementary
students, included in the "Strategies" subsection on mock trials, is
based on Handout 2-12, "Francine and Ker.71. ."



Handout 3-4 1 of 2

WHEN IS SPEECH FREE?

To the Student: Does freedom of speech mean a person can say any-
thing he or she wants at any time, any place, and in any situation? Do
you think there are any limits to freedom of speech? In this acti7ity
you have an opportunity to establish your own boundaries for what _zee
speech should be. Read the free speech clause from the First Amendment
below and then check your opinions for each of the situations listed.

Congress shall make no law...abridging freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peacably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress
grievances.

Does the First Amendment protect someone who:

1. makes a political speech in support of a candidate
for mayor?

2. publicly criticizes the president?

3. makes a pro-Nazi speech outside a Jewish com-
munity center?

4. uses a sound truck to broadcast a message in a
residential area?

5. pickets a grOcery store in support of a demand
that the store hire more black personnel?

6. wears a green armband to school to show support
for the Irish Republican Army?

7. telephones the school with a phony bomb threat?

8. after hearing that American soldiers would be
sent once again to fight in Southeast Asia,
burned his draft card?

9. writes a book praising the communists?

10. attends a meeting of the KKK?

11. assembles a group to protest some city policy
and in doing so blocks sidewalks?

12. wants to buy an ad in the school newspaper to
criticize the school board?

YES NO

Used with permission from the in a Changing Society Project, Dallas,
Texas.
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Does the First Amendment protect someone who: YES NO

13. speaks to others so they can plan a seri.:s cf
political kidnappings?

14. throws a rock, which has the m :age "Free all
political prisoners!" tied to through a
winciow, at the county jail?

15. um-cos an angry crowd to march on city hall and
"teach those in power a lesson"?

16. falsely shouts "Fire!" in the gym while it is
filled with people watching a basketball game?

writes a book advertised as the "dirtiest book
ever written"?

18. makes false claims in an advertisement for a
product?

19. threatens verbally to kill you?

20. urges the violent overthrow of the government
at some future unspecified time?

21. carves obscene messages in desk tops at school?

22. refuses to follow the school dress code?

23. collec,:s signatures on a petition opposing
planned zoning change?

24. holds a parade without a perm-t:

25. hands out leaflets urging passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment to members of the state legis-
lature?

26. embarrasses the governor by telling a large
audience about a mistake the governor made?

27. calls for resistance to the military draft
during a declared war?

28. damages your reputation by publishing lies
about your private life?

29. joins the Communist Party of America?

30. has a friendly conversation with a neighbor?

29
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FREEDOM OF SPEECH: TINKER V. DES MOINES

This activity represents a case argued in 1969 before the U.S.
Supreme Court. It is included here because it allows students to explore
in some depth the mechanism of appeal, the relationship of personal
beliefs and values to law, and the extent and limits of First Amendment
freedoms. Enough material is available so that a resource person might
wish to deal with Tinker as a mock trial. Role cards for witnesses who
appeared in district court, for example, are included (Handout 3-5).

Note: If the simulation activity outlined on the following pages
is used in class, it should precede any discussion of the actual Supreme
Court opinion (see Handout 3-6).

* * * * * * * * * * *

In Des Moines, Iowa, three students--Christopher Eckhardt, 16; John
Tinker, 16; and his sister Mary Elizabeth (Betty), 13--decided in
December 1965, along with their parents and some friends, to wear black
armbands all through the holiday season to protest the war in Vietnam
and express their public support for a cease-fire. Their school princi-
pals, having heard of their plans, made a rule on December 14 which said
that any student wearing an armband would be asked to take it off, and
if he or she refused this order, suspension from school would result
until the student came back without the armband. The students knew of
the rule. Nevertheless, Christopher and Betty wore their armbands on
December 16, and John wore his the following day. All three were sus-
pended and sent home and did not choose to return to school until after
New Year's Day--the length of time of their original plan.

The students took their case to court, and the district court upheld
the position of the school authorities on the grounds that the armbands
might have tended to "create a disturbance" in the school. But students
in the school had been permitted to wear ordinary political buttons and
even an Iron Cross (a traditional emblem of Nazism), so the Tinkers'
lawyers argued that the school was restrictin- the free expression of a
particular point of view--i.e., opposition to the Vietnam War.

The Supreme Court agreed to hear the case on final appeal.

Tinker v. Des Moines Mock Trial

This simulation was designed to acquaint students with the function-
ing of the federal court system and to let them experience firsthand
involvement with the issues of symbolic expression dealt with in the
Tinker case.

Adapted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),
pp. 35-52. The mock trial activity was developed by Edward T. Munley.
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Assignment 1: Designation of Roles

After, reading aloud the background on the Tinker case, assign stu-
dents to the following roles:

One or two lawyers for the Tinkers
One or two lawyers for the school board
John F. Tinker
Christopher Eckhardt
:lary Elizabeth Tinker
Dennis Pointer
Aaron McBride
Andrew Burgess
Leonard Carr
Leonard Tinker
Court officer
Chief Justice Earl Warren
Justice Hugo Black
Justice William 0. Douglas
Justice John M. Harlan
Justice William Brennan
Justice Potter Stewart
Justice Byron White
Justice Abe Fortas
Justice Thurgood Marshall

The resource person should assume the role of District Court Judge
Stephenson.

Roles should be assigned to students one week in advance of the
beginning of the simulation. Allow sufficient time for them to research
their roles and at least one day of small-group discussions to alleviate
any problems. Handout 3-6 can be duplicated and cut apart so that role
cards can be distributed to all participants.

Assignment 2: Conferences

The "lawyers," during the first two days, and the "justices," there-
after, have the most difficult roles. It will be beneficial if time can
be allotted to review with these individuals their perceptions of the
ways they should portray their roles.

The students who will be "witnesses" should meet with their respec-
tive "lawyers" to discuss what information each will contribute at the
hearing.

Assignment 3: Evidentiary Hearing in District Court

The "lawyers'" instructions contain all the information necessary
for the trial.

The resource person should allow the lawyers representing the
Tinkers to present thei.r witnesses first. The lawyers for the school
board may then cross-examine the Tinker witnesses. The attorneys for
the school board may then call their witnesses. The Tinker lawyers may,
of course, cr-)ss-examine any witnesses presented by the school board.
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Jude

Court
Officer

Tinkers and
Counsel

Layout for District Court

Witnesses

Witness
Chair

Counsel for
School Board

Assignment 4: Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court

Before the Supreme Court, the lawyers may present no witnesses but
must present concise legal arguments based upon the facts of the case
(although the official "facts" are determined by the trial court), the
available legal precedent, and the lawyers' knowledge of what might
appeal to at least five justices.

The objective befor3 the Supreme Court is to build a minimum winning
coalition of five justices.

During the oral argument, either the chief justice or any of the
associate justices may, at any time, interrupt the lawyers for the pur-
pose of clarification of any point being offered.

Marshall

Layout for Oral Argument

White Brennan i Douglas j1 Warren 1 I Black

Counsel for
Tinkers

Harlan Stewart

Counsel for
School Board

Fortas

Assignment 5: "In Camera" or Conference Session of the Supreme Court

In the conference session, each justice first gives his opinions
about (1) the relevant facts of the case, (2) the issues involved in the
case, (3) how the conflict should be resolved (should the injunction be
granted), and (4) the reasoning that should be contained in the opinion.

The justices give their views of the case by order of seniority
(the chief justice is always considered the most senior justice). The
order of seniority in this case is as follows:



I Harlan]

1. Chief Justice Earl Warren
2. Justice Hugo Black (1937)
3. Justice William G. Douglas (1939)
4. Justice John M. Harlan (1955)
5. Justice William J. 3rennan, Jr. (1956)

6. Justice Potter Stewart (1958)
7. Justice Byron R. white (1962)
8. Justice Abe Fortas (1965)
9. Justice Thurgood Marshall (17)

After the justices give their interpretations of the way in which
the case should be decided, the chief justice decides the issues which
will be voted upon. Such votes might be taken, for example, as:

1. Should the injunction be granted?
2. Should the case be decided on First Amendment grounds?
3. Should the case be decided on grounds of reasonableness?
4. Should a "test" for this type of situation be constructed?

When voting, the justices vote by reverse seniority, from the most
junior justice to the chief justice.

La out for "In Camera" Session

Warren

Marshall

Brennan

Stewart

I Douglas

Fortes

Black

White

Excerpts from the Decision of the Supreme Court in Tinker v. Des Moines

Note: These opinions should not be referred to or distributed to
the students until after the simulated Supreme Court trial has been con-
ducted and those playing the parts of the Supreme Court justices have
rendered their opinions. As part of the "debriefing," the opinions
quoted below can be introduced to further clarify the issues involved in
the case.

From the Majority Opinion

Noting that "it can hardly be argued that either students or
teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expres-
sion at the schoolhouse gate," the Court, through Fortes, reversed the
lower-court decision, adding:

The problem presented by the present case does not relate to
regulation of the length of skirts,or the type of clothing, to
hair style or deportment. . . .
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It does not concern aggressive, disruptive action or even
group demonstrations. Our problem involves direct, primary
First Amendment rights akin to "pure speech."

The school officials banned and sought to punish petitioners
for a silent, passive expression of opinion, unaccompanied by
any disorder or disturbance on the part of petitioners. There
is here no evidence whatever of petitioners' interference,
actual or nascent, with the schools' work or of collision with
the rights of other students to be secure and to be let alone.
Accordingly, this case does not concern speech or action that
intrudes upon the work of the school or the rights of other
students.

Only a few of the 18,000 students in the schooL system wore
the black armbands. Only five students were suspended for
wearing them. There is no indication that the work of the
schools or any class was disrupted. Outside the classrooms, a
few students made hostile remarks to the children wearing arm-
bands, but there were no threats or acts of violence on school
premises.

In our system, undifferentiated fear or apprehension of dis-
turbance [the district court's basis for sustaining the school
authorities' action] is not enough to overcome the right to
freedom of expression. Any departure from absolute regimenta-
tion may cause trouble. Any variation from the majority's
opinion may inspire fear. Any words spoken, in class, in the
lunchroom, or on the campus, that deviate from the views of
another person, may start an argument or cause a disturbance.
But our Constitution says we must take this risk. . . .

It is also relevant that the school authorities did not purport
to .prohibit the wearing of all symbols of political or contro-
versial significance. The record shows that students in some
of the schools wore buttons relating to national political
campaigns, and some even wore the Iron Cross, traditionally a
symbol of Nazism. The order prohibiting the wearing of arm-
bands did not extend to these. Instead, a particular symbol- -
black armbands worn to exhibit opposition to this nation's
involvement in Vietnam--was singled out for prohibition.
Clearly, the prohibition of expression of one particular
opinion, at least without evidence that it is necessary to
avoid material and substantial interference with school work
or discipline, is not constitutionally permissible.

If a regulation were adopted by school officials forbidding
discussion of the Vietnam conflict, or the expression by any
student of opposition to It anywhere on school property except
as part of a prescribed classroom exercise, it would be ,,bvious
that the regulation would violate the constitutional rights of
indents, at least if it could not be justified by a showing

that the students' activities would materially and substan-
tially disrupt the work and discipline of the school.
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In the circumstances of the present case, the prohibition of
the silent, passive "witness of the armbands," as one of the
children called it, is no less offensive to the Constitution's
guaranties.

Justices Stewart and White submitted brief concurrences.

From the Dissenting Opinions

In the course of a lengthy dissent, in which he scored the "myth"
`. --at "any person has a Constitutional rig,ht to say what he pleases, nere

pleases, and when he pleases,' Justice Black observed: "While th_
absence of obscene or boisterous and loud disorder perhaps justifies the
Court's statement that the few armband students did not actually 'dis-
rupt' the classwork, I think the record overwhelmingly shows that the
armbands did exactly what the elected school officials and principals
foresaw it would; that is, took the students' minds off their classwork
and diverted them to thoughts about the highly emotional subject of the
Vietnam War." He continued:

Even if the record were silent as to protests against the Viet-
nam War distracting students from their assigned classwork,
members of this Court, like all other citizens, know, without
being told, that the disputes over the wisdom of the Vietnam
War have disrupted and divided this country as few other issues
ever have. Of course students, like other people, cannot con-
centrate on lesser issues when black armbands are being osten-
tatiously displayed in their presence to call attention to the
wounded and dead of the war, some of the wounded and dead being
their friends and neighbors. It was, of course, to distract
the attention of other students that some students insisted up
to the very point of their own suspension from school that
they were determined it in school with their symbolic arm-
bands.

:n a separate dissent, Justice Harlan maintained that "school
officials 'iould he accorded the widest authority in maintaining disci-
pline and rood order in their institutions" and thus "would, in cases
like this, cast upon those complaining the burden of showing that a par-
ticular school measure was motivated by other than legitimate school
concerns--for example, a desire to prohibit the expression of an un-
popular point of view, while permitting expression of the dominant
opinion." In the Tinker case, he found "nothing which impugns the good
faith of respondents in promulgating the armband regulation."

Questions for Further Consideration

1. What if many students, rather than only a handful, had made
hostile comments to the students wearing armbands?

2. What if the wearing of armbands had led to violence on school
grounds?

3. Should either of the above situations have had any bearing on
the Ccurt's decision?
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ROLE CARDS FOR TINKER CASE

1: Lawyer for Tinkers--Dan JDhnson

This role may be shared by more than one participant.

Your purpose is to convince the district court judge that he should
grant an injunction, under 42 U.S.C. of 1983, that will restrain the
authorities of the Des Moines Independent Community School District from
disciplining your clients.

During the evidentiary hearing (similar to a trial court proceed-
ing), you must not only cite the relevant law but also establish "the
facts" of the case.

In citing the law, tae following cases may be helpful: Gitiow v.
New York, 268 U.S. 652, 69 L. Ed. 1138, 45 S. Ct. 625 (1925), wherein it
was determined by the Supreme Court that an inc :.ideal's right of free
speech is protected against state infringement by the due process clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment; West Virginia State Board of Education v.
Burnette, 319 U.S. 624, 87 L. Ed. 1628, 63 S. Ct. 1178 (1943); and Strom-
berg v. People of State of California, 283 U.S. 359, 75 L. Ed. 1117, 51
S. Ct 532 (1931), wherein it was established by the Supreme Court that
the wearing of an armband for the purpose of expressing certain views is
a symbolic act and falls within the protection of the First Amendment's
free speech clause.

In particular, you are seeking an injunction under 42 U.S.C. of
1983 (Civil Rights Act).

Since the facts of the case may be as important as the law, you
must use those witnesses and only those who are most likely to establish
the facts you would like on the record. You, therefore, would wan': to
call John, Betty, and possibly Leonard Tinker (. ather) and Chris
Eckhardt. You might also consider Chris's father, William, and John°7
American history teacher, Aaron McBride (a fictional character).

In calling these witnesses, you need to stress the facts that your
clients acted out of deeply felt convictionL and hat by no means dL'f,
they wish to display contempt for school authorit, wish to cause a
disturbance.

During your period of cross-examination of the lefendants' wit-
nesses, your purpose is to show that the school :ities singled out
a particular type of sceech concerning a particu' topic (the Vietnam
War) to prohibit. Your chief concern is to t1L...t. the regulation. was
unreasonable, or could not reasonably be ,fended as being necessary to
the functioning of the school system.

Other cases you may rely upon arc PLrLside v. Byars, 5th Cir. 365
F. 2d 744 (July 21, 1966), and Blacl. 3. v. r'saguena County Board of
Education, 5th Cir. 363 F. 2d 749 (Orly 21, 1966),wherein it was held
that a school regulation prohibiting ,rearing of "'reedom buttons"

Adapted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A Hi;:, School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),
pp. 25-52.
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was not reasonable. The Court stated that school officials ". . . cannot
infringe on their students' right to free and unrestricted expression as
guaranteed to them under the First Amendment to the Constitution where
the exercise of such rights in the school buildings and school rooms dc.
not materially and substantially interfere with the requirements of
appropriate discip.'_ne in the operation of the school" (Burnside V.
Byars, 363 F. 2d. 49).

Role 2: Attorneys fcr School District-- Allan A. Herrick and Phillip C.
Lovien

Your purpose is to convince the district court judge that he should
env the plaintiffs' request for an injunction.

At the evidentiary hearing (similar to a trial court proceeding),
you must not only cite the relevant law but also establish "the facts"
of the case.

In citing the law, the following cases may be helpful: Dennis v
United States, 341 U.S. 494, 95 L. Ed. 1137, 71 S. Ct. 857 (1951); Near
v. State of Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 75 L. Ed. 1357, 51 S. Ct. 625
(1931); Pocket Books.. Inc. v. Walsh, 204 F. Supp. 297 (D. Conn. 1962),
wherein it was estaulished that the protections of the free-speech clause
are not absolute; and United. States v. Dennis, 183 F. 2d 201, 212 (2d
Cir. 1950), wherein it was asserted that in each case [courts] must aks
whether the gravity of the 'evil,' discounted by its imurobability,
justifies such invasion of .-:ee speech as is necessary to avoid the
danger."

Since "the facts" of the case may be as important as the laws cited,
you must make every effort to ensure that the record displays those facts
which you wish to have on the record. In. light of this, you would want
to call Dennis Pointer (Mary Beth's math teacher), Andrew Burgess (the
high school principal), Leonard Carr (the school board president), and
perhaps others.

Your prime concern in examining your Witnesses is to display the
fact that "there was reason to expect that the protest would result it a
disturbance of the scholarly, disciplined atmosphere within the classroom
and halls of your schools."

On cross-examination of the plaintiffs, your purpose is only to
ascertain whether they were aware of the regulation.

Role 3: John F. Tinker

You are a student at North High School. You are 16 years old.
You, your parents, and your friends have been against the American
involvement in the Vietnam War from the beginning. You feel that there
is no justification for American participation in a foreign "civil war."

You have participated in antiwar protests in the past, and, along
with your parents and friends, you decided to wear a black armband to
school to display your support for the continuation of the Christmas
truce and your grief for those who have died in Vietnam.

Mary Beth and Chris wore their armbands on Monday, but you were a
little hesitant. However, after Mary Beth and Chris were suspended, you
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decided to wear your armband on Tuesday. You felt self-conscious because
of the stares your armband drew, but you felt determined that it was
your right to express your views in this way. After third period, you
were called to the principal's office. Upon your refusal to take off
the armband, you were suspended.

Role 4: Christopher Eckhardt

You are 15 years old and you attend Roosevelt High School.

You wore an armband on Monday, the first day of the demonstrations.
You are, perhaps, more vocal than the Tinkers about your opposition to
the war.

Role 5: Mary Elizabeth (Betty) Tinker

You are 13 years old and you attend Warren Harding Junior High
Schc7)1_

Role 6: Leonard Tinker

You are the father of John and Mary Beth Tinker, and you completely
support their feelings in regard to the Vietnam War.

Role 7: William Eckhardt

You are the father of Chris Eckhardt, and you completely support
his feelings in regard to the Vietnam War. In fact, you and your wife
gave Chris the idea to wear the black armband. After the school authori-
ties declared the wearing of armbands illegal, you were the first to see
the possibilities for a test case on 'free speech" grounds.

Role 8: Dennis Pointer

You are Betty Tinker's math teacher. Betty entered the room on the
(:.hday of the demonstration wearing her armband. The armband caused a
di--;on of thL war; it lasted all period and completely disrupted
your c_Lss.

Role 9: Aaron McBride

You are John Tinker's-history teacher. The wearing of the armband
caused n disruption in your class, and you believe that this form of
:Jymbolic protest is akin to "pure speech" and as such is protected by
the First Amendment. John is one of your best and hardest-working stu-
dents; yuu believe the school board should never have prohibited the
armbands.

Pole 10: Andrew Burgess

You are the principa! of North High School. You heard about the
upcoming armband demonstration and called an administration meeting to
head off the problem. The administrators, fearing a disruption of the
chuc.I program, decided to ban the wearing of armbands.
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Role 11: Leonard Carr

You are the president of the Des Moines school board. Ycu support
the decision of the school administrators because the community is deeply
divided on the war and you fear that any disturbance will lead to a major
conflict.

Role 12: Hugo Black

You are a Supreme Court justice, a "New Deal" Democre. :rom Alabama
who is sometimes termed a populist. You were very z...uch a part of the
constitutional revolution of the 1-arren Court. However, to brand you as
a "liberal" in the fashion of Justice.' Douglas and Brennan would be to
oversimplify the case and lead to error in interpretation.

During your entire judicial career you have fought for "incorpora-
tion" (making the Bill of Rights applicable to the states through the
"due process" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment). This struggle often
led you to align yourself with the liberals. For example, in the censor-
ship cases, Douglas and Black took the same absolutist position that the
First Amendment allows no censorship at all. However, you have departed
from the position usually taken by the liberal bloc when questions of
equality have been reviewed by the Court. (The "equality" category cases
commonly includes poverty law, indigents, and protest demonstrations).

Role 13: Byron White

A lawyer who was known in his college football years as "Whizzer"
White, you were elected to the National Football Hall of Fame. You
graduated from the University of Colorado, attended Oxford briefly as a
Rhodes scholar, and then attended Yale Law School. You practiced law in
Denver until you were appointed by Presidmt Kennedy to serve under
Attorney General Robert Kennedy in the _;tice Department.

You are known as a "New Frontier" Cemocrat, and President Kennedy
nominated you to the seat left vacant by the retirement of Justice
Whittaker. However, the expectation that you would consistently vote
with the liberal bloc proved to be in error. It would be more accurate
to describe you as a moderate, since your actions as a Supreme Court
justice have placed you clearly in the middle of the controversy between
the liberals and conservatives on the Court.

Role 14: John Marshall: arlan

Born in Chicago in 1899, you a.::e the grandson and namesake of a
Supreme Court justice. You graduated from Princeton in 1920, Oxford in
1923, and New York Law School in 1924. You were admitted to the bar in
1925, practiced law in New York City, and were appointed to the Supreme
Court by President Eisenhower in 1954.

Although your dissent from the decisions of the activist Warren
Court have won you a reputation as a conservative, you might more accu-
rately be described as a firm believer in the strictly judicial nature
of the Court's function. You consider it your duty to decide each case
according to the law, as the law had been determined.
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Role 15: Chief Justice Earl Warren

The years during which you have presided over the Supreme _ourt
have been years of legal revolution. The Warren Court set a new path in
race relations (Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas), wiping
out the legal basis for discrimination and, as it happened, helping to
release the long-suppressed emotional results of racism. That decision
practically wrote a whole new constitutional code of criminal justice- -
one that restrains the whole process of law enforcement, from investiga-
tion through arrest and trial--and applied the code rigorously to state
and local activities formerly cutside of federal standards. It also
greatly restricted the government's authority to penalize an individual
for personal beliefs or associations.

You have favored most of the major changes in constitutional doc-
trine undertaken by the Court. As a statesman, you have a sense of
history, an understanding of people, and firmness of character. You are
open, optimistic, and idealistic without being an idealogue. You see
good in other human beings, and you are decisive.

Although you achieved your greatest fame as Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, you began your career as a California politician. Prior
to ycur appointment by President Eisenhower to the Court, you served as
governor of California.

Role 16: Thurgood Marshall

As part of the "activist" and "liberal" bloc of the Court, you tend
to favor individuals against the state and the weak against the strong.
You spent 25 years developing your judicial philosophy while serving as
a civil rights lawyer, and you have been intimately associated with the
modern civil rights movement. Your great-grandfather was a Maryland
slave; the year you were born, two Negroes were lynched near your home.
You were brought up by your parents (your mother taught 4.n an all-black
school, and your father was a chief steward at ,a country cluh) to be
very independent in thought.

You were admitted to the Maryland Bar in 1933; your association
with the NAACP began in 1935. From that point on, you, as chief counsel,
worked for the principles of the NAACP--to advance the interests of black
citizens, to secure their suffrage and to increase their chances to
secure an education for their children, employment for their ability,
and equality under the law.

Pole 17: Abe Fortas

You are renowned for your broad legal knowledge, sound judgment,
and liberal philosophy. Although it is not uncommon for Supreme Court
justices to change the character of their legal opinions after their
appointments to the bench, your performance has been entirely consistent
with the reputation you established as a private lawyer. You champion
the civil rights of the small and often obscure individual as well as
defend such corporate giants as the Coca Cola Co. You aroused national
interest when you defended a number of individuals who had been termed
"security risks."
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Role 18: Potter Stewart

You were appointed to the Sixth Circuit Court c Appeals by Presi-
dent Eisenhower in 1954 and to the Supreme Court in 1958. You assumed
the seat that served as the swing vote Ln a court evenly divided between
liberal and conservative factions. (The conservative group in 1958 con-
sisted of Justices Frankfurter, Clark, Harlan, and Whittaker; the liberal
group consisted of Chief Justice Warren and Justices Black, Douglas, and
Brennan.) The basic different between these groups is thought to be
related primarily to the justices' differing views about the appropriate
use of the Court's power to declare unconstitutional the actions of other
branches of government. The "liberals" see the Court as a guardian of
the individual liberties protected by the Bill of Rights; they tend to
interpret the Bill of Rights in a broad fashion. The conservatives adopt
a narrow view of the Bill of Rights; in a situation wherein a choice is
necessary between individual liberty and the power of the state, the
conservatives tend to support the power of the state.

In the majority of the cases in which the Court has divided along
liberal/conservative lines (these include only about half of the "civil
liberties" cases decided during your tenure), you have clearly sided
with those justices commonly identified as conservatives. From 1958 to
1961, when you were considered the "swing vote" on the Court, the
justices divided 5-4 along liberal/conservative lines in 42 cases involv-
ing issues of individual liberties; you joined the liberals in only nine
cases. The significance of your vote diminished somewhat in 1962, when
Frankfurter's resignation and the appointment of Justice Goldberg gave
the liberals a fairly solid majority.

Role 19: William J. Brennan, Jr.

You were born on April 25, 1906, in Newark, New Jersey. You gradu-
ated from the University of Pennsylvania and Harvard Law School.

Probably the most important force in your early life was your
father, who worked to establish labor unions in the city of _fenton.
When the opportunity arose, he ran for a council seat on the labor
ticket. Your father's involvement with the labor movement had the effect
of interesting you in labor law, an interest which would much affect
your career.

Eventually you were offered a partnership in a Newark law firm
because of your expertise in labor law. During this partnership, you
became involved in a movement that sought the restructuring of the court
system in New Jersey. You felt that the court system would be improved
if it were consolidated, because of your belief that courts existed to
serve the people and to protect their rights. After a considerable
battle, the court system was changed to one of general jurisdiction.
Your appointment to the New Jersey Superior Court in 1949 ma hive been
a result of your work in this reform movement.

Although you are considered a liberal judge, this opinion is perhaps
based less on any of your decisions than on your personal beliefs about
the obligations of citizens. These values forced you to speak out
against Senator McCarthy at the peak of the senator's power. Having
gained national recognition on the Superior Court of New Jersey, you
were appointed by President Eisenhower to the Supreme Court in 1957.
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Your two most important decisions were Baker v. Carr and Katzebach
v. Morgan. The former mandated the use of the famous "one man--one vote"
principle in the apportionment of congressional districts by state legis-
latures; the latter decision displays your commitment to individual
liberty.

Perhaps an excerpt from one of your speeches best sums up your feel-
ings about the job of the Court: "The constant for Americans, for our
ancestors, for ourselves, and we hope for future generations is our com-
mitment to the constitutional ideal of liberty protected by the law. . . .

It will remain the business of judges to protect the fundamental consti-
tutional rights which. ill be threatened in ways not possibly envisaged
by the Framers . . . the role of the Supreme Court will be the same . . .

as the guardians of (constitutional) rights."

Role 20: William 0. Douglas

You are known as a distinguished conservationist, naturaliSt, and
traveler; a prolific writer; and an experienced fisherman and camper.
You will eventually serve on the Supreme Court longer than any other
justice in history.

You were appointed to the Court by FDR in 1939 when you were 41.
Since your appointment, you have been an outs.00ken advocate of individual
liberty, particularly freedom of speech.

You were born on October 16, 1898, at Maine, Minnesota. Your father
was a home missionary for the Presbyterian church. As a small child,
you had infantile paralysis, and the doctors told you that you would
never have the full use of both legs. But you never learned how to be a
loser. You climbed and hiked in the mountains every day to rebuild your
limbs. While you were growing up, you rode freight cars with hobos,
shared meals with them, and slept outdoors with them.

You are probably best known for your advocacy of freedom of speech.
R good example of this may be found in the Dennis v. United States case,
in which a group of men was accused of advocating the forcible overthrow
of the government by organizing a group which in turn would advocate
such an overthrow. More precisely, the charge was not that the defend-
ants themselves had advocated or organized such action, but that they
had conspired and organized to teach others to do so by teaching from
books written by Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and others, who in turn were
asserted to have advocated forcible overthrow of the government. The
statute as construed and applied to support the conviction of these
defend,liats, was upheld by the majority of the Court. You dissented,
remaring that you would have had no difficulty with the conviction if
the defendants had been teaching people to commit sabotage or assassinate
the president or plant bombs, but that you had found no evidence that
such .Lions had ever occurred.

'_-ou are fully capable of doing all your judicial work by yourself,
and you probably use law clerks less than any other justice. Because of
your extraordinary brilliance, you are the fastest worker of all the
jusices of this century--except, perhaps, Justice Holmes. The range of
your work is vast, running not merely to great constitutional questions
but also to matters of taxation and bankruptcy--all of which are diffi-
cult questions of the law.
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You can often make your point with just one sentence--for example,
in regard to a case in which a doctor was excluded from the practice of
his profession in New York, you observed: "When a doctor cannot save
lives in America because he is opposed to Franco in Spain, it is time to
call a halt and look critically at the neurosis that has possessed us."
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FREEDOM OF SPEECH: FEINER V. NEW YORK

Background

This version of the Feiner case for secondary students presents a
classic issue of freedom of speech. Read it aloud to the class and then
conduct a discussion based on the questions presented below.

* * * * * * * * * * *

In 1951, Feiner, a young college student, set himself up on a street
corner in Syracuse, New York, and, using a loudspeaker system mounted on
a car, began delivering a speech to a gathering crowd of about 75 to 80
people. The primary purposes of the speech were to publicize a radical
political meeting to be held that evening in a local hotel and to protest
the fact that city officials had not allowed the meeting to be held at
the public school auditorium.

As the crowd gathered, two.policemen arrived on the scene and
observed most of the speech. In the course of the speech, Feiner
referred to the president of the United States as a "bum," to the
American Legion as a "Nazi gestapo," and to the mayor of Syracuse as a
"champagne-sipping bum" who "does not speak for all the people." In a
high-pitched, excited voice, Feiner also shouted, "Minorities doA't have
equal rights; they should rise up in arms and fight for them."

The crowd was restless, and there was some pushing, shoving, and
muttering. A few pedestrians had to step off the sidewalk and into the
street in order to pass the crowd. One man in the au:lier.ce said to the
police that if they did not "get that SOB off the box," he would do it
himself.

At this point, the policemen requested that Feinei stop speaking.
When Feiner refused their requests twice, they arrested him. Feiner was
convicted of "disorderly conduct" and sentenced to 30 d 's the county
jail.

The conviction was appealed to the U.S. '.;uprtme Court on the grounds
that it was a violation of Feiner's right to :tree expre

Questions for DiSCU35LO11

1. What should be the responsibilities ,Z pcijoe, the speaker,
and the audience?

2. When should the government be a11:-.\.1-d in:urfere with speech?
--When the government is criticized?
- -When violence is about to take place?
-When the speaker offends some people arryind %im?

3. Should the police have arrested the sceaker: or the heckler?

4. Should it make any difference that the sidewalks were blocked
by those listening to the speaker?

Reprinted with permission from Attorney's Sourcebock 1:1-..Lcaco: American
Bar Association, 1975).
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FREEDOM. OF SPEECH: CAN PEOPLE SAY ANYTHING THEY WANT?

Feiner has been rewritten here so that it is appropriate for upper
elementary students. Read the "Issue" aloud and allow time for students
to respond, then read the "Background." After reading the "Information"
aloud, present the "Probe Questions" for discussion, giving as many stu-
dents as possible an opportunity to respond.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Issue

What right should the law hold more important--the right of a revo-
lutionary to free speech or the right of society to be kept orderly and
secure? Should people be allowed to say anything they want?

7ackground

A man who belonged to a revolutionary group stood on a street corner
and talked into a microphone. He called the mayor of the city a bum and
shouted that the poor people should unite to overthrow America. The
crowd became angry and restless.

Information

The right to free speech guaranteed by the First Amendment applies
here. The "test" given as to when free speech should be curtailed was
handed down by the Supreme Court in Schenck v. U.S. (1919) 249 U.S. 47:
"The question in every case is whether the words used are used in such
circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present
danger that they will bring about the substantive evils that the state
has a right to prevent." Also the language of Cantwell v. Connecticut
(1940) 310 U.S. 296 applies here: "The offense known as breach of the
peace . . . incltdes not only violent acts but acts and words likely to
procIL:ce v_,Ler_ce in others . . . when the clear and present danger of

disc:Aex, intt!rternce with traffic, or other immediate threat to
E,ubl'ic safety, peace, o: order appears, the power of the State to prevent
or punf_sh is oh-;:,),:s."

Probe Questions

What is ,,,rner saying?
What is a t -; group?

3. Can someone r.-1 is going on?
4. What are the p =1, 1 the crowd doing?
5. Would you ally man to continue to speak? Whv? Why not?
6. What rights of the people come into conflict in this situation?
7. Would you change your mind if the man were shouting obscenities

about certain groups of people?
8. What is the right to free speech? Where is it guaranteed?

Reprinted with permission from Law in Action: Lawmaking, by Linda Riekes
and Sally Mahe (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1976), p. 54. Probe
auestions developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS LAW

A. Introduction

The Constitution of the United States not only sets up our basic
system of government with the President, Congress, and Supreme Court,
but also guarantees each American citizen certain basic rights. The
most important of these rights are found in the first ten amendments,
known as the Bill of Rights, and the Fourteenth Amendment to the Consti-
tution.

Before beginning to study this area of law, it is important to keep
in mind three basic ideas. First of all, even these fundamental rights
are not, and cannot be, absolute. As we shall see, the totally free
exercise of certain rights would in some instances restrict the rights
of others. The job of the courts is often to balance one right against
another. For example, if a teenager as a joke yells "fire" in a crowded
movie theater, would the First Amendment's right of freedom of speech
protect him against arrest? The answer is "no" because the yelling of
"fire" in this situation created a danger to the people in the theater
which a court. would see as more important than protecting the teenager's
right to free speech in this instance.

,2,,:cond, in reading the Constitution you will see that the amendments
usucIL.,, restrict "Congress" or "The State" by saying that they cannot
pass a law that takes away basic rights. Thus in some cases a private
individual citizen may be able to take away another's rights unless he
is representing the government in some capacity (e.g., he is a police
officer).

Just because the Constitution does not always restrict private indi-
viduals, however, does not mean Congress or a state legislature cannot
pass laws protecting individuals against others. This has been done in
some instances (for example, the 1968 Civil Rights Act forbidding indi-
viduals from discriminating in the sale or renting of homes and state
laws against such discrimination).

Third, always remember that enforcing certain rights can be expen-
sive and time consuming. Before deciding whether or not to try to
enforce a right, a person should consider the money and time involved.

B. The First Amendment

Amendment 1 (1791)

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or Prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press or the right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the government for redress of grievances.

Reprinted with permission from Street Law: A Course in Practical La-. by
the National Street Law Institute (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing
1975), pp. 195-201.
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1. Freedom of Speech

a. Speech in general

This can be defined as the communication of thoughts and ideas. It
could also be described as the citizen's right tc listen freely or be
exposed to different points of view.

Speech does not just consist of verbal communication. Ideas may
also be communicated by conduct. That is, sometimes a person's actions
may represent a thought or idea, even though he or she die not say one
word aloud. For example, a person who disagreed with a recent decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court might rip up a copy of that court decision in
public. This type of action is sometimes referred to as symbolic speech.

As we saw in the example where the teenager yelled "fire" in a
theatre, freedom of speech is by no means absolute. In trying to decide
when free speech should be protected under the First Amendment, the U.S.
Supreme Court has used a number of different tests. One of the oldest
tests used is called the clear and present danger test in which the court
looks at the circumstances under which the words were used and decides
whether in that particular situation the speech would create a "clear
and present danger" of causing someone or society to be hurt. In apply-
ing this test to the above example of ripping up a court decision in
public, a court might examine what dangers were likely to result from
such an action. In this situation, it is likely that the court would
find that the symbolic speech would not be dangerous to anyone.

Another test in f 2 speech cases is the balancing test in which
the court looks at the circumstances involved and attempts to balance
the interests of society against the interests of the individual in
expressing his ideas. In applying this test to the above example of
ripping up a copy of a court decision, the court might balance the
interest of society in peace and good order and respect for law against
an individual's right to express his beliefs about a particular court
case.

The U.S. Supreme Court has said that certain types of speech will
not be protected by the First Amendment. For example, a person's speech
may not be expressed in a manner which will incite others to riot or
violence. The speech cannot be obscene, nor can it be "abusive, threat-
ening" or what the court has called "fighting words." (These are words
which will likely cause the person to whom they are addressed to fight
the speaker.) In addition, the speech cannot be slanderous (speaking
false statements about someone which damages his reputation).

THE CASE OF FEINER V. NEW YORK

In Syracuse, New York, a student named Irving Feiner
climbed up on a soap ).-ox on the sidewalk of a public street
and with the use of a loudspeaker attached to a car began to
address a group of citizens. The police were called at 6:30
p.m. When they arrived, they concentrated on controlling the
crowd (which numbered 75 to 80 people and was composed of both
black and white persons) which had gathered on the streets.
The police noticed that statements by Feiner were "stirring up
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a little excitement." One person in the crowd threatened to
stop I.-2iner, if the police would not. There were others who
were in support of Feiner's remarks. Feiner gave the impres-
sion in the speech that he was trying to arouse the black
people against whites, urging them to rise up and fight for
their rights. The police warned Feiner to stop. After he
refused, they arrested him.

In court, Feiner claimed he had a right to free speech b,At he was
still convicted of disorderly conduct. He appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

b. Speech in Special Places

The place where a speech is given may make a difference in whether
a court determines it to be protected by the First Amendment. Foy
example, in the Feiner case, the court noted that it was f-mportant that
the speech took place on a crowded street in the early evening.

The courts have also ruled that though the First Amendment applies
in places such as schools and prisons, the particular conditions in these
places make it necessary to have special rules regarding free speech.
The leading case in the area of free speech in schools is:

THE CASE OF TINKER V. DES MOINES SCHOOL DISTRICT

Betty Tinker and her brother wanted to express their op-
position to the Vietnam War. The decided to wear black arm-
bands to school in order to symbolize their objections to the
war and their support for a truce. Upon learning of this plan;
the principals of the city schools met and adopted a policy
that anyone wearThg armbands would be asked to remove them.
If they refused, they would be suspended until they returned
without the armbands. Betty, her brother and another student
wore black armbands to their schools. Though some students
argued over the Vietnam issue in the ha2-s, there was no
violence. All three were suspended from school until they
came back without their armbands.

The U.S. Supreme Court held that the Tinker children's actions were
symbolic free speech protected by the First Amendment. The key fact in
this determination was that the wearing of armbands did not result in a
"substantial disruption" of the educational process. The Supreme Court,
therefore, established the test of whether the particular speech brought
about a disruption of school. This test has been used by courts in many
other school cases.

In regard to prison freedom of speech cases, the courts have been
willing to allow even greater restriction of a prisoner's First Amendment
rights. The need to maintain security and safety in a prison has been
given as zhe main reason for limiting a prisoner's rights.

2 4 3
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FREE SPEECH V. INTERNAL ORDER

Directions: Study the outline of legal controls governing free
speech, below. Then read the paragraph "Ray's Rights" and decide whether
each of the 14 actions described is protected by the First Amendment to
the Constitution.

The legal controls designed to protect society take three major
forms:

In the first form, the government attempts to prevent communication
other conduct which it fears may lead to public di :order.

Devices for Prevention
1. Licensin, or permit systems
2. Court injunctions

Considerations for Prevention
1. Doctrine against prior restraint (censorship); clear and

present danger test
2. Due-process requirements

a. Law must be definite, specific, and clear
b. Law cannot contair undue breadth of restriction
c. Law cannot give an individual unfettered discretion

The second type of legal control occurs when the government tries
to halt communication while it is still in progress (as where the police
order a speaker to desist or a crowd to disperse).

In the third form, the government prosecutes communication which
has already taken place.

Charges for Prosecution
1. Unlawful assembly
2. Inciting to riot
3. Breach of the peace
4. Disorderly conduct

Considerations for Prosecution
1. Due-process requirements
2. Was the law reasonable (were there other alternatives which

would not infringe upon freedom of speech)?
3. Was the law designed to stifle the free exchange of ideas?
4. Was the enforcement of the law aimed at stifling freedom of

speech?
a. Key factors

--Time
--Place
--Manner

Developed by NcrTu' Gross, staff director of the American Bar Association
Special Committee, ca ":tcuth Education for Citizenship.
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b. Other factors
- -Speaker

- -Subject of speech
- -Number of demonstrators and observers
- -Composition of crowd
- -Noise level

5. Doctrine of equal protection

Ray's Rights.

Ray Brown is a senior at Public High School. Ray is black. He has
been very active in the Afro-American Society during his years at the
school, which is coed and has an evenly balanced racial composition.
Ray feels that racism pervades the entire school system and that it is
especially evident in the actions of the principal of his school. Below
is a list of possible methods by which he could express his concern and
dissatisfaction. Which of the activities would be protected as "speech"
under our Constitution?

1. Ray makes a speech on a street corner near the school in which
he calls for an end to racism.

2. Ray hands out leaflets to the students as they enter the
school. The leaflets, in obscene and violent language, accuse the school
of racism and characterize the principal as a "racist pig."

3. Ray uses a sound truck to broadcast his views in front of the
school.

4. Ray pickets in front of the school with a sign saying "End
Racism."

Ray demands the right to speak about racism to the student
body at a school assembly.

6. Ray buys advertising space in the school newspaper to express
his views.

7. Ray gets up at halftime of a basketball game and begins speak-
ing about racism in interscholastic athletics.

8. Ray enters the school library , ,d asks for a book on racism in
America. When the librarian tells him there is no such book, he sits
down and refuses to leave.

9. Ray decides to express his displeasure by refusing to speak at
any time during the school day.

10. Ray comes to school dressed like a five-year-old and declares,
"I will not dress like a man until I am treated like one."

11. Ray enters the school wearing a black armband to -,:retest its
racist policies.

12. Ray burns the American flag in front of the school, saving, "I
will not respect this flag until the United States stops its policies at
domestic colonialism."
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13. Ray throws a rock through a window into the school. Tied to
the rock is a note bearing the message "End Rac4sm."

14. When the school committee refuses co replace the princ::.pal,
initiate black studies, or hire more black personnel, Ray hides a bomb
in the building and blows it up.
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of the press applies not just to newspapers, books, and
nAwrni,,is also to movies, television, and radio. The gOvernment may

fl:.erfere .ch this press right before material is printed or
uown (alled pzior censorship), or it may attempt to stop distribution
confiscating the book or movie. It may also attempt to punish the

poron who wrote, produced, or sold the publication.

The courts have been very reluctant to interfere with the publics-
of- imJspapers and movies before they are shown. Freedom of the

f.,e U.S. Supreme Court has said, means there will be no prior
1-,str.lints upon publication. However, the government may confiscate
,fti. types of writings after publication and punish the people who

, produced, or sold them.

Th survey in this handout contains ten stare_ its of opinion about
.._ecdo of the press. In the blank space in front of each statement,

print the letter(s) that indicate(s) the extent to which vou agree with
that statement. The tabulation form at the end of the survey can be
used to tally the answers of the entire class.

Opinion Survey

SA = strongly agree A = agree D = disagree SD = strongly disagree

1. Newspapers and television must be free from all forms of
censorship.

News media should not criticize our government because it
encourages division in the nation.

3. Newsmen should not be required to tell anyone where their
information comes from.

4. If newspapers print charges against public officials which are
not true, they should be found guilty of libel and forced to
pay damages.

5. Reporters should be free to investigate and report all infor-
mation available about criminals such as Charles Manson. Aftex
all, the public has a right to know.

o Photographers and television camera men should be allowed to
film criminal trials, so long as they do not disrupt the pro-
ceedings.

All citizens, including reporters, have a responsibility to
answer official questions regarding criminal activity, 'f they
know the answers.

The introduction to t'.-Ifs handout is reprinted with permission from Street
Law: A Course in Practical Law, :y the National Street Law Institute
itlineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1975), p. 201. The survey itself
is reprinted with permission from Bill of Rights Newsletter 8, no. 2,
p. 4, published by the Consticutional Rights Foundation.
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6. Tree govc:rm.ent stould be at le to cancel the licenses of radio
and t-leyision st-tionE they present slant news about
public

9 High sc'.00l newspapers should be approved by the faculty
advisor cr princii.al before they are pr_nted co be sure
the do rot report negat ye or embarrassing things about the
school.

10. 1,'readom of the press is m' ce importarc than any other freedom
democracy.

ULATION OF REACTTONC

SA U D SD
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FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: FREE PRESS IN SCHOOL

Read the following story and then focus a class discussion on the
questions suggested below.

SCHOOL NEWSPAPER

Fred, a senior in high s--ool, wanted to publish a mimeo-
graphed newspaper for students so that he could express many
of his opinions. He wanted to speak out against the war in
Vietnam and against some of the school's rules, like the rule
forbidding boys to wear long hair.

When Fred started his newspaper, he asked this principal,
M. Clyde, for permission. Mr. Clyde said it would be all
right if before every publication Fred would turn in all his
articles for his approval. Fred agreed and turned in several
articles for approval. Mr. Clyde approved all of them, and
Fred published two issues of the paper in the next two weeks.

But Mr. Clyde had not expected that Fred's newspaper
would receive so much attention. Students were so excited by
the paper that they began to organize protests against the
hair regulation and other school rules. Angry parents objected
to Fred's opinions, and telephoned Mr. Clyde to tell him that
the newspaper was unpatriotic and should not be published. As
a result of the rising excitement, Mr. Clyde ordered Fred to
stop publishing. He gave as a reason that Fred's activities
were disruptive to the operation of the school.

one)
Do you think Mr. Clyde should stop the newspaper? (Check

Should stop it

Can't decide

Should not stop it

1. What were Fred's rights and responsibilities in this situation?

2. What were the rights and responsibilities of the principal?
Was the agreement between Fred and the principal a binding one?

3. Answer the question at the end of the story as if you were Mr.
Clyde. Explain your answer. What other options would you have in this
situation? What conse-ruences do ycu predict would follow from each of
those options?

The "School Newspaper" reading is reprinted with permission from The
Role of Law in Society and the Rights and Responsibilities of Citizen-
ship: A Curriculum Guide for Kindergarten. Through Grade 12 (Jcfferson
City, Mo.: Missouri Bar Association and Missouri Department of Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education, 1976), p. c-105.
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FREEDCY; OF THE PRESS: TO SPEAK CR NOT TO SPEAK?

The following simulated newspaper article may De used to help stu-
dents consider a basic issue related to freedom of speech. Read the
"article" aloud and then follow the procedures suggested below.

PROTESTERS PROMISE PICKETING WHEN DEAN DELIVERS DISCLOSURE

CINCINNATI--John Dean, one of the principal figures in
the Watergate scandal, is scheduled to speak at the University
of Cincinnati next week. He will be paid a fee of $15,00C for
a ninety-minute lecture.

Th- prospect of Dean's appearance has caused an uproar on
the campus and in the city. There are those who feel that a
convicted criminal who played an important role in such a high-
level crime should not be permitted to speak on campus at all,
much less be paid for it. They feel it would indicate approval
of his actions by paying him to speak about his wrongdoings.

On the other hand, there are people who feel that John
Dean has had experiences worth sharing and that he is entitled
to be paid for hi.; speech.

Those who oppose Dean's appearance are planning to picket
the auditorium in hopes of per..-Alading neople not to attend.

University officials fear a confrontation and are
presently debating whether to cancel Dean's appearance.

Classroom Procedures

1. Ask students to prepare letters to the editor in response to
this article expressing their personal views and explaining their reasons
for holding those views.

2. Ask students to consider the following questions in their
letters:

--Why do you think John Dean should (not) he allowed to deliver his
speech?

--Does Dean have a right to be paid for his speech?

3. After the letters have been written, discuss the following
questions with the students:

- -Do protesters have ti-,e right to picket outside the auditorium and
try to discourage others from entering?

- -Should convicted criminals have the right to speak at public
gatherings?

--What types of people, if any, would you not permit to speak in
public? Why?

Activity developed by Benny Miles. Reprinted with permission from Focus
on Law 3, no. 3, pp. 6-7, published by the Center for Law-Related Educa-
ti6n.
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FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: JONATHAN'S ESSAY

Read the "Background" aloud to the students and then introduce the
"Questions for Discussion" below.

Background

The children of Berkshire Elementary School were studying the early
pioneers. In one lesson, they were asked to write a paper that included
a conversation between two pioneer children. The paper was to be as
true to life as possible, but no other directions were given.

When Jonathan handed in his paper, the teacher was appalled.
Jonathan's essay described a conversation between two pioneer children
who were having a heated argument over a game they were playing. The
conversation included some swear words--language usually considered in-
appropriate for a school situation. Jonathan's teacher was horrified
when she read the essay. She not only verbally scolded him but also
insisted that he redo the assignment.

Jonathan was very disappointed. He had worked hard on the essay.
He felt that the conversation was written in a realistic way and that
the language used was appropriate for that particular situation. Thus,
he refused to do as the teacher asked.

Questions for Discussion

1. Was Jonathan justified in including swear words in his essay?
Should he be able to do this?

2. Was his teacher correct in asking Jonathan to rewrite his
essay? Even if no mention had been made of the type of language to be
used?

3. If the teacher permits Jonathan to include swear words in this
essay, should he and other children be permitted to do the same in other
essays?

4. Who should decide this issue--Jonathan, the teacher, the prin-
cipal, Jonathan's parents, a judge? Explain.

Activity based on a lesson developed by Emmy O'Mahony Oetzel. Reprinted
by permission from Focus on Law 3, no. 3, p. 6, published by the Center
for Law-Related Education.
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TWICE THE PRICE

Note: The developers of the materials suggest that participants
should receive the case with role descriptions about two days prior to
the mock trial.

Background

Tommy Troublemaker is a student in the fifth grade at Equity Grammar
School. The price of milk in the cafeteria has been 3 rents a carton,
but when it doubles to 6 cents, Tommy decides that the students should
strike back.

Tommy and Paul Publisher register this complaint with the student
council, of which neither. is a member, but no action is taken.

In spite of a well-known school rule which forbids the students at
Equity from publishing flyers that criticize the schoo administration,
Tommy and Paul decide to print a flyer on Paul's mimec4raph machine,
which he recently received as a birthday present. The flyer is printed
and circulated around the school, but it is unsigned. It says:

"Twice the price--unfair! Mr. Paunch [the principal] should
have known better. We won't stand for it! No one eat in the
cafeteria next week. Everyone bring your own lunch."

The school rules also forbid students from bringing their own
lunches to school.

Although the flyer is not signed, Mr. Paunch st.spects that Paul is
the one who printed it because he knows that Paul has a mimeograph
machine. He has a hunch that Tommy is the "man behind the scenes" who
probably wrote the flyer and had the idea to organize the boycott. He
decides to put both on trial for violating school rules. Punishment for
the offense is suspension from school for one week and a notation in the
student's disciplinary records.

The trial takes place before a jury of five: three students and
two teachers.

Shortly before the trial of Paul and Tommy, Steve Snitch reports to
Mr. Paunch his knowledge about the case. Steve was present in Paul's
house when the flyer was printed; he saw Paul printing it; and he heard
Tommy, who was also present, brag about preparing the flyer All of Mr.
:aunch's hunches are thus confirmed.

Roles

The case proceeds to trial. Assign the following roles and ask
participants to study them carefully:

Lesson developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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1. Prosecutor--He or she is an officer of the school, perhaps tha
assistant principal. He or she will call as witnesses Mr. Paunch and
Steve Snitch to testify and may also call Paul.

2. Defense counsel--Two lawyers; one for Paul and one fcr 7c7my.

3. Tommy--He admits his role, but claims that he d_c. nothing
wrong; he says that the school rule which forbids the publication cf
flyers is wrong and that he should not be found guilty of wror.odoin9- so
long as what is said in the flyer is true.

4. Mr. Paunch--He testifies that he has seen the flyer and that
it violates the school rule for two reasons: (1) the school administra-
tion should not be criticized because doing so would wean :r. the school;
(b) bringing lunches to school would not only undermine school discipline
but also create a health hazard. Thus, Tommy is advocating illecal con-
duct.

5. Paul--He admits that he owns a mimeograph machine and tha'n it
was used to print the flyer.

6. Jurors--They are asked to determine whether it has teen proven
to their satisfaction that Paul and Tommy did what they are accused or
doing. They are also asked to determine whether what. Paul and Tommy are
accused of doing should be a crime. However they vote, they will be
asked to explain their reasons.

7. Judge--His or her job will be to run the trial smoothly and to
make certain that the testimony of the witnesses does not depart too
much from the script set out above. (Of course, normally the judge does
not tell the witnesses what to say, but merely rules on the admissibility
of evidence and keeps the trial running smoothly. In our hypothetical
case, however, the judge's role has to be different to assure that the
trial proceeds smoothly and according to plan.)

8. Steve--He testifies as described in the "Background." He

admits (when asked by defense counsel) that he has been thrown cut of
school twice before for lying to teachers. But he swears now that he is
telling the truth.
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THE TRIAL OF JOHN PETER ZENGER

Background

John Peter Zenger lived in New York in 1735, before there was a
United States of America. New York was a colony of Great Britain.
Zenger was a printer who published a weekly newspaper, the New York
Weekly Journal.

The law at that time did not permit anything to be printed that
criticized the government. Government officials were said to be above
criticism.

John Peter Zenger believed that the colc,ny of New York was being
ruled poorly. The governor, whose name was William Cosby, had not been
elected by the people. He had been chosen by the King of England.

Zenger wrote in his newspaper that Cosby put only his friends in
office and that he allowed French ships to spy on the New York defense
system.

Cosby had Zenger arrested for breaking the law against libel.
Officials burned copies of Zenger's newspaper.

The main issue of the trial was the definition of libel.

The lawyer for Governor Cost--; said libel meant criticizing the
government. Even if people told tne tr-h, they did not have the right
to put the government in danger by crit____ing it.

Alexander Hamilton, who was Zenger's lawyer, that people should
have the freedom to print the truth. He believed -chL_ Zenger should not
be found guilty unless it was proved that he published false statements
in his newspaper.

Questions for Discussion

1. Which definition of libel do you believe is better? Why?

2. In time of war, should newspapers be allowed to print informa-
tion about where American troops are? Why or why not?

3. If you were in public office, would you want the newspaper to
tint criticisms of you even if they were true?

4. Should newspapers be allowed to criticize public officials?

What do you think happened to John Peter Zenger? Do you think
w,:s found guilty?

Tsson developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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GATHERING THE NEWS

In their efforts to gather newsworthy information, journalists are
often faced with the task f extracting information from public officials
or private citizens who are unwilling to talk. "Gathering the Ne-:s:
Rights and Limits" (Handout 3-11) presents a veriety of methods for
obtaining information. Student: are asked to balance freedom of the
press agaiiist the individual's right to privacy and to discern the dif-
ference between legally ,,7ceptable activities and ethical behavior. The
situations described may also be adapted to mock tf-iaI role plays in
which students take the positions of the individual and the representa-
tive of the press. As a follow-up activity, teachers may want students
to research and compare the following actual situations on which these
examples are based.

1. This situation is based on incidents in which reporters
searched the garbage cans of both J. Edgar Hoover and Henry KissiLger.

2, The case of Pearson v. Dodd (410 F. 2d 701 1969), on which
this case is based, raises the question of intentional intrusion into an
individual's privacy. In this case, columnist Drew Pearson wrote a
series of columns exposing alleged misdeeds of a U.S. Senator, Thomas
Dodd of Connecticut. When Dodd sued Pearson for intrusion of privacy,
his case was dismissed because, although the columnist knew that the
documents had been removed and reproduced without consent, he had not
personally participated in the activity. The court compared Anderson's
role to that of any person who listens to a second-hand story.*

3. This situation is based on the case of Dietemann v. Time, Inc.
(449 F. 2d 245 1971). In crder to gather information for a story; two
reporters visited the home of a man believed to be practicing medicine
illegally. Told that the reporters were actually friends of a frj.end,
Diecemann invited the reporters in. During the course of the visit,
Dietemann examined one of the reporters and offered a medical diagnosis.
The reporters recorded the entire visit on a hidden camera and trans-
mitter and some of the information was included in a magaz:_ne article.
Although this information led to legal charges against Dietemann for
practicing medicine without a license, he was able to win a separate
lawsuit against Time, Inc. In that case the court ruled that it was
impro..)er to record secretly a private conversation with the intention of
transmitting that information to the public at large.

4. This situation is not based on a real case. It does not seem
to violate the law.

*Cases 2, 3, and 5 described in Gary W. Kubek, "The All Seeing Eye of
the Media," 1.IEELat.e 6, no. 2, Spring 1982. (Chicago: American Bar
Association), p. 19, 65.
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5. Thiz situation is based on Galella v. Onassis (487 F. 2d 986
1973). The ruled that Ron Galella, a :Photographer trailing
Jaccueline Kennedy Onassis and her two children, John Kennedy, Jr. and
Caroline Kenney, could not keep the family under surveillance, follow
them, or approach within 50 yards of Mrs. Onassis or 75 yards of her
children.
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GATHERING THE NEWS: RIGHTS AND LIMITS

Directions: The ability of the news media to gather information of
public interest is essential. But individuals also have a right to pri-
vacy. What limits, if any, should be placed on the methods reporters
use to obtain information? Consider the situations below and decide
'1) whether you think the reporter's actions would be legal, and (2) if
you believe the actions would :7e ethical.

1. A newspaper reporter needs information for a story about an
important government decision. The officials involved in the decision
have refused interviews and have provided virtually no information. At
night, the reporter goes to the home of one of the officials, sorts
through his garbage, and finds a torn memorandum con-:erning the decision.
_he reporter includes information from the memc in a story about the
official decision.

LEGAL ETHICAL

ILLEGAL UNETHICAL

2. A newspaper columnist writes a story exposing the unethical
conduct of a Congressman. He bases his story on photocopies of several
of the Congressman's private files which he has been given by the Con-
gressman's aide.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

ETHICAL

UNETHICAL

3. A reporter interviews a doctor in her medical office while
secretly recording the interview and taking photographs with a hidden
camera. The pictures and interview are later published along with other
evidence suggesting that the doctor is incompetent.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

ETHICAL

UNETHICAL

4. An insurance executive accused of involvement in an arson ring
refuses to be interviewed by a TV station. Later that day, the executive
is unt'pectedly confronted by the reporter and a camera crew while leav-
ing his building. The executive gives evasive answers to a few of the
reporter's accusatory questions before angrily walking away. The video-
tape is played on the evening news.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

ETHICAL

UNETHICAL

From "Privacy vs. the Media," by David T. Naylor and Bruce D. Smith in
Update 6, no. 6 (Chicago: American Bar Association, 1982), pp. 69-70.
Reproduced with permission from the Special Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship, American Bar Association.
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Handout 3-11 2 of 2

5. A photographer follows a popular celebrity to take pictures of
her and her children, which he plans to sell to a maaazire. He takes
pictures of her children riding bicycles, playing tennis, horseback rid-
ing, and attending school. He takes pictures of the celebrity shopping,
visiting friends, walking in the park, and attending parties. He bribes
doormen to learn he. schedule. After a while, she is constantly worried
that the photographeI will be following her or her children and taking
pictures.

LEGAL

ILLEGAL

ETHICAL

UNETHICAL
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THE FRLEDOM OF RELIGION CLAUSES

The First Amendment states: "Congress shall make no law resnecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof..." At the time the Constitution and the Bill of Rights were
written, five states had their own official or "established" churches.
The Founding Fathers knew that they could never establish a single reli-
gion for the entire _ration.

1. Define "an establishment of religion."

2. President Thomas Jefferson was against any relationship between
church and state. In 1802 he said that the First Amendment was intended
to build "a wall of separation between church and state." What did he
mean?

3. Define "free exercise" of religion.

4. How does this clause balance the needs of the society at large
with those of individuals?

Adapted with permission from Law in U.S. History, by Melinda R. Smith,
ed. (Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., and ERIC :lear-
inghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, 1983), p. 89.
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Handout 3-13

CASE STUDIES IN FREEDOM OF RELIGION

Directions: Read the following cases carefully. After consc
the issues, and the definitions you have written in exercise 3-1, write
your opinions on each case, stating your decision and explair.inc your
reasoning. Be careful to consider whether the issue in each caLe in-
volves the Establishment Clause. the Free Exercise Clause, or bonh.
Think about how you balanced .±le interests of society with indivijuai
freedoms in each case.

A. Reynolds v. United States (1878)

George Reynolds was a Mormon living in Utah Territory. Because the
Mormon religion supported plural marriages and recarded polygamy as a
religious obligation, Reynolds had more than one wife. He was charged
with violating a law passed by Congress and applicable to the terri-
tories. It ._L:ated:

Every person having a husband 0: wife living. who marries
another, whether. married or single, in a Territory, or other
place over which the United States have exclusive jurisdicti,)n,
is guilty of bigamy, and shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $500; and by imprisonment for a term of not more
than five years.

Reynolds argued that this statute was unconstitutional since it
violated his right to free exercise of religion under the First Amend-
m::nt. The statute violated his right to practice the tenets of his
religion.

State v. La= (19-;3)

In a city in North Carolina, members of a cult regularly handled
poisonous snakes as part Of their religious practices,. When the city
passed an ordinance making it illegal to handle "poisonous reptiles in
such a manner as to endanger public health, welfare, and safety," the
cult refused to obey the law. The members were convicted and they
appealed to the North Carolina Supreme Court. They argued that they
were not endangering public health, welfare, and safety because only the
members of the colt handled snakes and they did it voluntarily as part
of their religicAs practice.

C. . PeLle Wallace v. Lambenz. (1952)

A chil wiis born to parents who were members of the Jehovah's Wit-
nesses. The child had a serious medical problem that would lead to death
without an immediate blood.transfusion. The tenets of the sect prohibit
blood tranfusiors, and the parents therefore refused to let the child-
be treated. The case was taken to family court.

Adapted with permission from Law f_11 U.S. History, by Melinda R. Smith,
ed. (Eoulder: Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., and ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, 1983), p. 89.
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State ex rel. 7comb v. i-mstrong (1952)

According to a requirement of the Board of Regents at the University
of Wa3hington, all registered students must have chest x-rays to test
for tuberculosis. A student who was a member of the Christian Science
:21-lurch refused on the grounds that it was against the tenets of her
church and against her own religious beliefs.

Gallagher, Chief of Police of City of Springfield, Massachusetts v.
Crown Kosher Supermarket (1961)

The Crown Kosher Supermarket in the city of Springfield kept its
shop open on Sunday, since Saturday was the Jewish sabbath and Orthodox
Je,:s did not shop on that day. Almost one-third rf its weekly business
was done on Sunday. No other supermarkets remained open on Sunday. The
Crown Kosher Supermarket was charged with violating the Massachusetts
Sunday Closing Laws prohibiting the opening of shops and doing business

Sunday. The defendant argued that the law denied him equal protection
(if the laws, violated his freedom of religion, and contributed to an
....-tablishment of religion.

Torcaso v. Watkins (1961)

Torcasc, who had been appointed a notary public in the state of
yland, refused to declare his belief in God. The state Constitution

-,arovided that no religious test could ever be required "as a quali-ica-
h for any office of profit. or trust in this State, other than a

_)f IffH.ef in the existence of God." Torcaso sued the state
zL;:c1 to give him his commission on the grounds that the require-

:7y 2:.7 aced his Light to freedom of religion under the First and Four-
..1dments of he U.S. Constitution.

nerbeft 7. Verner (1963)

The Ee':enth-Dav ild-Tentist Church prohibits its members from working
::dell Sherbert, a member of the church, was employed at

mill and was a:.'owed by her employer to work a five-day week.
b her workweek was changed to six days, including Saturday, she
sed 'o work on Saturdays and was fired. She tried to get a job at

-ills in the area, flit failed because none would let her work a
wek. She filed for unemployment insurance, but was turned

had refused to take "available suitable work" as speci-
lw ih South 'Oarolina. Sherbert argued that this action violated

eCcm 3f religion.

Woody (1964)

who were members of the Native American Church ate peyote,
1:.en, as a sacrament during religious ceremo. -_es. A Cali.3rnia

1.rohibited tt use of hallucinogenic drugs, which were
ruhs-tances." Xembers of the Native American Church no ate

and convicted of violating the law. They appealed
their freedom of religion was v-olated.
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I. Stone v. Graham (1980)

The Kentucky state leg.,_61ature passed a statute requiring the post-
ing of a copy of the Ten Commardients on the walls all public class-
rooms in the state. The law provided that all cop. s had to have in
small print at the bot'om: "The seL.alar application of the Ten Command-
ments is clearly seen in its ,dor-ion as the fundarLa,ital legal code of
destern Civilization and the Common Lao. of the United Statc..i.." The law
also required that conies were to be purch ;ed with Funds from private
sources. Parents of students aslcd for an injunction to prevent the
__ate from enforcing the statute on the ground .hat the statute violated
the First Amendment guarantees of fr.2edom of religion.
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CASE STUDIES IN FREEDOM 01' RELIGION:
DECISION SHEET

A. Reynolds v. United States (1878)

Laws are made for the government of actions. While laws cannot
interfere with mere religious belief and opinions, they can with prac-
tices. Freedom of religion does not apply to those actions which violate
social ciuties or that subvert good order. Polygamy is considerea an
ffense against society. It is impossible to believe that the consti-
tutional guarantee of religious freedom was intended to prohibit legis-
lation in respect to this most important feature of social life.

B. State v. Massey (1949)

The city ordinance prohibiting snake handling is a valid exercise
of police power--tne power to protect the lives, health, morals, welfare,
and safety of the people. This form of religious worship must give way
to the greater value of public safety.

C. Wallace v. Lambrenz (1952)

The right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to
expose the community or the child to communicable disease or the latter
to ill health or death. Parents may be free to become martyrs them-
selves. But it does not follow that they are free...to make martyrs of
their children before...they can make that choice for themsel/es.

D. Holcomb v. Armstrong (1952)

The State Board of Regents has the obligation to protect the commu-
nity under its supervision. This concern for society has a priority
over an individual's right to religious freedom.

E Gallagher v. CrL.wn Kosher Supermarket (1961)

The Massachusetts law is valid because it did not arly the Jewish
merchant the equal protection of the laws required by the Fourteenth
A.,iendment. Nor did. this law establish a religion by requiring the clos-
ing of most busiesses on Sunday. The point is made again that these
laws, originally religious in nature, are now secular in character.

F. Torcaso v. Watkins (2961)

The Maryland Constitution ciause requiring a belief in God as a
condition for holding public office violated the Freedom of Religion
C: use of the First and Fourteenth Amendtents. The Maryland

Adapted with permission from Law in U.S. History, by Melinda R. Smith,
ed. (Boulder: Social Science Education Consortium, Inc., and ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education, 1983), pp. 93-94.
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Constitution set up a religious test which was designed to, and did, bar
every person who refused to declare a belief in God from holding a public
office in Maryland.

G. Sherbert v. Verner (1963)

No state may "exclude individual Catholics, Lutherans, Mohammedans,
Baptists, Jews, Methodists, Nonbelievers, Presbyterians, or the members
of any other faith, because of their faith, or lack of it, from receiving
the benefits of public welfare legislation."

H. people v. Woody (1964)

The Indians do have the right to use peyote as part L_ ,their reli-
gious ceremony. Since there is no clear evidence that peyote was a
dangerous drug; the Indians cannot be prosecuted under the state's nar-
cotics law.

I. Stone v. Graham (1980)

The purpose of the statute was plainly religious in nature. The
avowed secular purpose was not sufficient to avoid conflict with the
First Amendment. In order to have a secular legislative purpose, the
effect of the law must be one that neither advances or inhibits religion.
Also, the law must not promote excessive government involvement with
religion. Since the Ten Commandments are not confined to secular
matters, the purpose of the statute is to induce school children to read,
think about, and perhaps obey their teachings. While this might be a
desirable purpose in private matters, it is not permissible under the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

Free exercise cases: B, C, D, G,
Establishment case: I

Both: A, E, F
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE GUIDELINES

Guidelines

1. The general rule for search warrants is that one search warrant
allows the search of only one person, place, or vehicle. In New York,
one search warrant may allow the search of any number of persons, places,
or vehicles; however, police are advised that before using one warrant
for such a multiple search, they should be certain that there is probable
cause to justify the search of each place. If the warrant includes
authorization for the search of several places, and there was no probable
cause for police to search one of those places, the entire warrant will
be thrown out. Police are advised to get one warrant for each searched
place when possible.

2. The search warrant must specify exactly what place is to be
searched. If police want to search an apartment, the warrant must con-
tain not only the exact stree' address but also the apartment or floor
number. If the police want to search a vehicle, the vehicle should be
described as fully as possible, including the license and registration
numbers and the name or physical description of the owner or driver.

3. Police officers must indicate why they believe there is a
probable cause for suspecting criminal activity when they apply for a
warrant. In filing an application for a search warrant, officers must
indicate specifically what property they want to search for, where they
expect to find it, and how they got this information. The last is most
important. The officer cannot get a warrant simply on the basis of a
hunch. that a search might turn up something illegal.

4. Police officers requesting search warrants must swear under
Oath that the information they are giving is true to the best of their
knowledge. This requirement discourages police from making up informa-
tion in order to get search warrants, because they would be subject to
arrest for making false statements.

5. The search warrant must be issued by a properly authorized
judge.

6. Even if a police officer obtains a search warrant, the legality
of the search warrant may be challenged at a subsequent trial. Sometimes
a judge makes a mistake by issuing a search warrant without probable
cause.

Cases

The cases below will give you some idea of how complicated this
topic can be. For each of the cases, indicate whether, in your opinion,
the police officer conducted a reasonable search or seizure. Explain
your answer.

Guidelines reprinted with permission from The Criminal Justice System
(New York: Open Doors, 1976).
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1. Edward Coolidge was arrested in connection with the murder of
a 14-year-old girl. The attorney general of the state of New Hampshire,
authorized by state law to issue search warrants as a justice of the
peace, issued a search warrant for Coolidge's car. It was believed the
car was used by Coolidge on the night of the murder. The same attorney
general took personal charge of the case, and he later served as chief
prosecutor at Coolidge's trial. Coolidge argued that the search warrant
was illegal because it was issued by someone involved in the actual
investigation of the case, not be a neutral and fair judge.

2. Police got a warrant to arrest Archie Hill. The went to Hill's
apartment and found there a man who "f: the description exactly" of
Hill. The man claimed to be a Mr. Miller, not Hill. Nevertheless, they
arrested the man as Hill and searched the apartment, finding a pistol
and loaded ammunition clip. Police later found out that the man really
was Miller, not Hill. They subsequently arrested Hill and used the
pistol found in his apartment to convict him of a robbery charge. Hill
objected to the search of his apartment, since it was Miller, not Hill,
who was found in the apartment.

3. Police got a warrant to arrest Ted Chimel for the burglary of
a coin shop. They went to his home, arrested him, and then, without a

search warrant, proceeded to search the entire three-bedroom house, in-
cluding the attic, the garage, and a small workshop. During the search,
the police found some of the stolen coins. Chimel objected to the
search. He agreed that the police had a right to arrest him, but argued
that if they had wanted to search his entire house, they should :lave
obtained a search warrant.

4. Having some information that Antonio Rochin was selling nar
cotics, police went to his house. Finding the outside door open, they
entered and then forced the door to Rochin's room on the second floor.
Inside they found Rochin sitting partly dressed on the side of the bed.
On a nightstand beside the bed, the police saw two capsules and asked,
"Whose stuff is this?" Rochin grabbed the capsules and swallowed them.
Police jumped on Rochin and tried to get the capsules out of his mouth.
When that failed, he was handcuffed and taken to a hospital, &nd at the
direction of the police his stomach was pumped. Among the substances
brought up out of Rochin's stomach were two capsules which proved tc
contain morphine. Rochin was convicted of drug possession. He objected
on the grounds that police had no right to foribly pump his stomach and
that doing so constituted an unreasonable search.

5. Paul Breithaupt, truck driver, was involved in an automobile
accident in which three people were ki..ed. Police at the scene found
Breithaupt unconscious, his eyes gla. y and bloodshot, and a nearly empty
liquor bottle in his truck. Breithaupt was taken to a h(.2spital where,
while he was still unconscious, a blioa sinplc- was t.-).ken t:om his body.
.he blood contained a sufficient per -'e. ice of cohol -o indicate that
Breithaupt was intoxicated. He was ..;onvicted ct mans17...,htFr

Breithaupt objected to the use of the blood test as Enn.Aence asai7
him, claiming that it had been obtained as ti7.2 result - an urrea5. ['able
search.
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6. Police arrested Armando Schmerber at a hospital while he was
receiving treatment for injuries received in an accident involving a car
that he had apparently been driving. At the direction of a police
officer, a blood sample was taken from Schmerber against his wishes.
The blood test revealed enough alcohol in his blood to make him legally
intoxicated, and he was later convicted of driving under the influence
of an intoxicating liquor. Schmerber objected to the use of blood test
as evidence against him, claiming that it had been obtained as the result
of an unreasonable search.

7. In an attempt to get evidence of adultery against his wife so
that he could get a divorce, Abraham Sackler illegally forced his way
into the apartment in which his wife was living, separately from him.
With the evidence he obtained, he applied for a divorce. His wife
objected on the crounds that Sackler had entered her apartment illegally
and tnat, the-;efol:e, the search was unreasonable.

8. Mexican police, alerted by U.S agents to Henry Bruley's smug-
gling activities, searched Bruley's car and house in Tijuana and found
evidence which led to his conviction. Bruley objected to the sea:7ch
because tne Mexican police did not have a warrant.

9. Police looked through three open garbage cans a few feet from
the back porch of Robert Edward's house. They four:' evidence of nar-
cotics, and Edwards was arrested, tried, and convicted. Edwards objected
that the search of his garbage cans was an unreasonable search.

10. the basis of iqformation from an inf,-mant, police arrested
James Dra',er on drug charges. Draper convicted. He appealed the
decisior on the grounds that 5cause the information was obtained by the
police .from an informant, it was hearsay and therefore not sufficient to
estab-sh proable cause. Th_,,n?fore, ha argued, the search following
the Erest was unreasonable.

11. After the killing of a police officer, the police arrested
,Rin Smith. They learned that Smith had been shot and that the bullet

still in his body. (They also knew that before he died, -L)e police
'icer shot the man who killed him.) The police asked for a search
.-rant which would allow a po3:.ce coctor to operate on Smith and remove.
bullt. Smith objected on the grounds that such a search would be

c able.
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE: THE SEARCH WARRANT

One way to initiate a discussion of search and seizure with
secondary students is to pass out copies of a sample search warrant
(Handout 3-16). After students have examined the document and shown
that they understand the terminology and condition of the warrant, the
resource person may want to talk informally about his or her personal
experiences with search warrants. Some suggested questions for class
discussion are provided here.

1. Does this example of a search warrant meet the requirements of
the Fourth Amendment? Explain.

2. (Regarding part 5 of the warrant.) Under what circumstances
might a police officer want to be able to make a search at any hour of
the day or night? Why limit other searches to between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.?

3. (Regarding part 6.) Under what circumstances might police
officers want to be able to make a search without announcing themselves
first?

4. (Regarding part 7.) Why do you think the law requires the
warrant to be executed (used) within ten days of its issuance?

Reprinted with permission from The Criminal Justice System (New York:
Open Doors, 1976).
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SAMPLE SEARCH WARRANT

1. SUPREME COURT (COUNTY COURT)
(CRIMINAL COURT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK)
(DISTRICT COURT), (CITY COURT),
(TOWN COURT), (VILLAGE COURT).

(VILLAGE) (TOWN) (CITY) OF
COUNTY OF
STATE OF NEW YORK

Hon.
, issuing Judge (Justice)

2. To any police officer of the Department
3. You are hereby authorized and directed to search for and to

seize the following property:

4.(a) If applicable: (if inapplicable, strike the following
paragraph) You are authorized and directed to search the
following premises:

(b) If applicable: (if inapplicable, strike the following
paragraph) You are authorized and directed to search the
following name or described person(s):

(c) If applicable: (if inapplicable, strike the following
paragraph) You are authorized and directed to search the
following vehicle:

(d) If applicable: (jf inapplicable, strike this paragraph)
This court, having herein above authorized the search of the
aforedescribed premises, further directs, pursuant to CPL Sec.
690.15 (2), the search of any person present thereat or there-
in

(e) If applicable: (if inapplicable, strike this paragraph) This
court having herein above authorized the search of the afore-
described vehicle, further directs, pursuant to CPL 690 15 (2),
the search of any person present thereat or therein.

5. This warrant must be executed between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m.
or

If supported factually, CPL 690.35(3) (a), strike the above
clause, and replace it with the following:
This court hereby :specially determines that adequate grounds
exist for authorizing the search to be made at any hour of the
day or night, the court so directs.
If supported factually, include the following clause; if not,
strike it:

6. This court hereby specially determines that adequate grounds
exist for aut.hc Lzing any executing police officer to enter
the premises to be searched without giving notice of his
authority and purpose.

26.3
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7. This warrant must be executed not more than 10 days after the
date of its issuance and any property seized pursuant hereto
shall be returned and delivered to the court without unnecessary
delay.

Dated:
, N.Y.

314

Judge(Justice) of the
Court County, New York



SEARCH AND SEIZURE: WHEN ISN'T A WARRANT NECESSARY?

The cases in this activity deal with searches conducted without
warrants. They may be used to stimulate a general class discussion or
as topics for small-group decision-making exercises. In each case, ask
students to decide whether the police should have obtained a warrLht
before searching.

1. Willie Rubinson, Jr., was arrested for driving his car after
his driver's license had been revoked. Following the arrest, Robinson
was completely searched and a package containing heroin was found in an
inside coat pocket. Robinson was also charged with possession of drugs.
Was the search legal without a warrant? Explain.

2. Harriet Burr had spent the last few weeks in Europe, and her
plane had just landed at JFK Airport in New York. Her luggage was
searched in Customs and nothing was found. Then the customs inspector
examined her ski poles. They came apart, and packages of heroin were
found inside. She was arrested for possession of drugs. Was the search
fecal without a warrant? Explain.

3. Officer Michael Brand was on patrol one afternoon when he
spotted an escaped convict coming out of a telephone booth. Officer.
Brand chased the felon, tackled him, and placed him under arrest. After
arresting and handcuffing him, Officer Brand searched the man's clothes
and found a gun in the man's jacket. Was the search legal without a
warrant? Explain.

4. Adam Smith was at home when two police officers rang his door-
bell and identified themselves. They said they wanted to speak to him.
Smith let them in and asked what they wanted. They said they had infor-
mation that stolen jewelry and furs were hidden in the apartment. They
asked permission to search the apartment. Smith said, "Okay, go ahead,
look all you want." They conducted their search and found some furs and
jewelry. Smith said they belonged to his wife. The police nevertheless
arrested Smith for possession of stolen merchandise.. Was the search
legal without a warrant? Explain.

5. Officer McFadden, a Cleveland plainclothes detective, became
suspicious of two men who were standing on a street corner in the down-
town area at about 2:30 in the afternoon. One of the suspects walked up
the street, peered into a store, walked on, started back, looked into
the same store, and then rejoined his companion. The c :rer suspect
repeated this behavior, and between them the two men vv.;. through this
performance about a dozen times. They also talked to a gird man, and
then followed him up the street about ten minutes afte:: left. The
officer, thinking that the suspects were "casing" - for a stickup
and might be armed, followed and confronted the the men a they were
talkinc again. He identified himself and asked the suspects for their
names. When the men did not respond, the officer spun one of _hem
around, patted his breast pocket, and a pistol, which he removed.

Reprinted with permission from The Criminal Justice System (New York:
Open Doors, 1976).
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The man was arrested and charged with carrying a concealed weapon. Was
the search legal without a warrant? Explain.

6. Police brought Daniel Murphy to the police station for ques-
tioning after his wife had been .c..und dead. The police suspected Murphy
of killing his wife, and they wanted to scrape underneath his finger-
nails. Mrs. Murphy had been strangled, and the police thought that the
person who did it would probably have small pieces of skin under the
fingernails. Al-Lough Murphy had come to the station voluntarily, he
refused to allow the scraping of his nails. Police scraped his nails
anyway. They found traces of skin, blood, and strands of the fabric
from Mrs. Murphy's nightgown. Murphy was arrested for murder. Jas the
search legal without a warrant? Explain.

7. Police chased a man who had just held up a bank wick a gun
into an apartment building and up to the third floor. The robber entered
an apartment and shut the door. The police forced their way into the
apartment and arrested the robber. Was the search (entering the apart-
ment) legal without a warrant? Explain.

8. A police officer on patrol passed by a parked car. As he
passed by, he looked into the car through the closed window and saw a
shotgun on the back seat. At this point, the owner of the car returned
and was asked if he had a license for the gun. When he said he didn't,
he was arrested. Was the search (looking into the car) legal without a
warrant? Explain.

Follow-up Questions

1. Are these exceptions to the requirement of a search warrant
reasonable? Explain.

2. Are there other circumstances when a police officer should not
need a search warrant? Explain.

r- MI .
4 4:;
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THEY SEARCH LOCKERS, DON'T THEY?

The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution stipulates that people
have the right "to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures. . . ." As with
many other constitutional issues, questions involving interpretation
arise, for example:

1. What areas are protected under the phrase "persons, houses,
papers, and effects"?

2. What is considered an "unreasonable" search or seizure? Is
the existence of a warrant the deciding factor?

3. Are students on school grounds protected by this constitutional
provision, or do special circumstances apply?

Read through the following list and put an "X" next to those places
which 1,,,u feel are (or should be) covered by the Fourth Amer:dment protec-
tion of "persons, houses, papers, and effects."

automobile

pocketbook

coat hung on a hook in hallway

wallet

trumpet case

school locker

apartment

dormitory room

garbage can

rest room

desk

briefcase or bookbag

phone booth

school bus seat

gym locker room

looseleaf notebook

Comparr, your opinions with those of the other students in the °Lass.
7n what areas was there the most agreement? The most disagreement?

Reprinted-with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High School Curriculum
Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Political/Legal Education, 1974),
.Q1D. 89-31.
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The most controversial area in regard to school searches is the
student locker. A student's locker is the closest. thing to private s'oace
in a school; it is used for storing not only books but also persDnal
things. In most schools, the office keeps a record of the combinatJ_ons
tc all locks, or certain school officials have passkeys which will open
all lockers in the building.

Under what conditions can a student's locker be opened and searched?

Certainly in a real emergency--for example,, as a result of a tele-
phoned bomb threat to the school--a locker search would be justifiable
without offical warrant or consent of the student(s) involved. Most
cases are a good deal less clear-cut, however.

Consider the following hypothetical situations:

Case A

The school librarian, Mr. Ritchland, informed the social studies
department faculty that three expensive books on ancient Greece, which
had been purchased recently by the school for reserve use but had not
yet been .checked in, processed, and labeledby the library, were alr
missing. Mi3S Sullivan, a world. history teacher, said that she had
recently given her students a term paper assi,;.:ment and that she knew
that one boy had decided to write about the government of Athens. She
suggested that the librarian check with the boy, Bruce Dandridge.

Because of a rasn of book thefts during the past year (hundreds cf
dollars worth of books had "disappeared"), the school was considering
posting a guard at the entrance to the library. Mr. Ritchland decided
to take the information directly `to tl-e school principal. He asked that
Bruce's locker inspected to search the books.

The principal, in the 'brarian's presence, opened the bo:-s locker
while Bruce was in class di overed the new ancient history books,
which had not been checked out .. )1(1 the library. When cohtron7d with
the evidence, Bruce admitted thF he had taken them, but argued that his
right to privacy had been violated by the locker search. Because he had
been in some disciplinary trnuble before in school, and in view of the
strict school rules against misappropriation of school property, a sus-
pension hearing was called, and Bruce came with his parents and their
family lawyer.

Ouestions: What are the main issues raised in this ca5;"? How does
the interest of Bruce's privacy balance out against the school's intere
in preventing theft? If this case were to .:me E-:Ifc-_:c a cost, how
you think it would be decided?

Case B

Frank Perkins had a free period plus ' tDerica to

on Monday. Since school rules permitted to leave :ne
when they did not have class commitments, he ',,ent downtcw:. 2 the
and Fury record store. The store owner, Jack Maloney, was sure
had seen Frank put one or more albur_ under his coat and
without paying for them, but he was unable catch up w:.th
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE: CONFLICTING RIGHTS

Dealing with the Fourth Amendment and the general subject of searc:h
and seizure may be difficult for a resource person in an elementary
classrc i. This activity may be helpful. (In addition, the activity in
Handout 3-17, which deals with searches of school lockers, may be adapted
for use with upper-elementary students.)

To begin the ativity, read the "Problem" aloud and encourage stu-
dents to suggest ansers to the questions. Then ask if anyone can see
what the real issue is in this situation. Read the "Issue" znd make
sure all the students understand it. Then read the "Information" and
ask the ciass to reconsider the questions.

Problem

Mr ,nd Mrs. Botein could not find their tape recorder anywhere. A
neighbor sa-i that the Conley family that lived across the street and
had teenage _Jys had a tape recorder that looked just like the Boteins'.
The Boteins got mad and demanded to look in the Conleys' house for their
tape recorder.

Do the Boteins have a right to do this? Why? Why not?

WI:at if one of the neighbors had said they had seen one of the
Conley boys take the tape recorder c Noss the street from the Boteins'
hour- into his own home?

Issue

What right should the law hold more important--the right of the
Conleys to privacy, or the right of the Loteins to get back their prop-
erty?

Information

The courts ave set down certain regulations to ensure people's
right to privacy. 3y law a search warrant issued ',Lc) a police officer by
a judge would be needed before a search of the Conleys' house could be
made. There must be good evidence to prove that -CIE! Boteins' tape
recorder was actually in the Conley house and had been stolen before a

search warrant could be issued.

These regulations arise from the way the Supreme Court has chosen
interpret .T1le Fourth Amendment.

:eurinted with cermission from Law in l'(2 Lawmaking, by Linda ...:.ekes
ahe (11ileola, N.Y.: West FuL _shing Co., 1975), o. 52.
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CRIMINAL LAW

GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING ?BOUT THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Criminal law is usually an exciting subject for people of all ages.
This subsection includes a variety of activities for approaching the
topic from different perspectives and with differen kinds of 'coups.

Handout 3-18, "Introduction to Criminal Law," contains a brief defi-
nition of a "crime" and an explanation of the pu;:poses of penalties; it
can be used as the basis for a simple reading/discussion lesson. The
next activity, "What Is a Criminal?," requirss students to examine their
own preconceived ideas about "criminals" and -j:") locate various examples
of actions and behavior along a continuum of criminality.

"Police Dispatcher" and "Passing Sentence' give students oppoILuni-
ties to simulate the kinds of decisions made by law enforcement officers
and judges. "Interrogations and Confessions" uses Miranda v. Arizona as
case study of the rights of the accused and the legal limitations on

the actions of law enforcement officials. Finally, "The Case of Billy
Frederickson" was designed to be used for teaching about criminal law in
elementary classrooms.

In using any or all of these activities, the resource person might
want to substitute the details of actual local cases for the background
situations presented here.

3 :3
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INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL LAW

1. What Is a Cr:me?

A crime is an act committed or omitted in violation of a pubjic law
forbidding or commanding it. It can also be defined as any social harm,
made punishable by law.

Our laws are based upon what society berl.ieves should be prohibited
or encouraged. The legislature and the courts try to put these beliefs
into laws. In regard to criminal law, they must decide how to encourage
people not to commit an act or encourage them to comply with the law.
Usually in criminal law, society tends to regulate conduct by the threat
of penalties rather than by trying to encourage certain activity. For
example, it would be impossible to give someone a dime every time they
stopped at a red light. Rather, if a person does not stop, society
punishes him by issuing a ticket.

Society is said to outlaw certain acts for various reasons, some of
which are to protect life and property, to protect individual freedoms,
to preserve the system of government, and to maintain the morality of
the community. Ideally, the goal of the law is to regulate conduc'-- so
that people can live within their society without chaos and under the
best possible circumstances.

Problem 6

A c_mmission is established to rewrite the criminal laws. You are
a member. Should the following acts be considered crimin Cive your
reasons.

A group of people are gambling on a .corner.

2. Nat and Joanne are college stul.ents who -ive together.

3. Robert is a narcotics addict who pu.hes heroi_ to -upport his
habit to anyone whc will buy.

4. Susan is caught with a pound of marijuana. Will it make any
difference if she is caught with a joint?

5. Lilly approaches John for purposes of prostitution. What if
John approaches Lilly?

6. Knotts is an alcoholic who !J:2 s foi money and makes a little
too much noise when he is high.

A baby is left on a street corner in Chicago. Mar:: walks by
and ignores him. Does it make any difference if Mark is the father?

8. John and Joe are homosexuals who live together as .if marred.

Ted robs a food store. if his family has no food?

reprinted with permission from Street Law: A Course in Practical Law, by
:he :.:tional Street Law inst17:ute (IIineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co.,

5), pp. H23.
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Criminal Penalties

Five possible purposes of criminal penalties are:
of society; (2) punishment; (3) deterrence; (4) rehabilitation; and
(5) retribution.

Protection of society means taking a criminal off the streets so
tnat he cannot commit crimes again. The idea of punishment is to make
the person regret his crime by imposing some form of penalty upon him.
Punishment can come in one of several forms: terms, fines or some
form of probation, or a suspended sentence, or a combination of these.
The form and extent of punishment is supposed to reflect the seriousness
of tha crime and the background and particular circumstances of the
defendant.

The third purpose, deterrence means that others who either know
about the possibility of punishment or have seen others being punished
will not commit similar acts themselves. The fourth aim, rehabilitation,
is a relatively recent concept. It developed along with the idea that
anti-social behavior is the result of deep-seated psychological and
sociological problems and that with proper care and assistance, people
who commit crime could be transformed into useful members of society.
This care and assistance may consist of educational services, job train-
ing, and social or psychological counselling. Retribution, ih,?. fifth
purpose, is usually defined as paying back the debt owed to society
because of the committing of the crime.

Problem 7

Assume the commission found all the examples in Problem 6 to be
criminal and is setting a penalty for each one. Which of the following
penalties would you assign for each crime? Give reasons for your
choices:

prison term (set the number of years)

2. fine

3. probation (being allowed to remain out of prison only un
certain conditions such as regular employ. t and reportinc once
to a probation officer, in the case of a .Lrcotics treatment procr

4. suspended sentence (a prison term is imposed, but it is sus-
pended and the person placed on probation for a number of years; if the
person is again arrested for another offense while on probation, the
full prison term or any part of it for the previous offense can be
imposed)

5. halfway house (usually includes such activities as resileuce
in a halfway house, full-time employment, school, involvement in a re-
habilitatiwe program, etc.)
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,.'HAT IS A CRIMINAL?

Many students, pro'carly as a result of watching television programs,
have fixed ideas about the kind pf person who is a criminal. In this
activity, sbdents are first as:_ed to describe their conceptions of a

criminal, using open-ended statements-in this case, "When I thi_k of a
criminal, I think of. . . ." As students begin to work out a composite
picture of a criminal, post the answers on the board; try to consolidate
the information relatively brief statements. Included should be
such information as whether the person is male or female r,r black or
white and where he or she

After student:, have vent a few minutes rutting together a composite
of a criminal, aistribute copies of Handout 3-19, "Character-
cf Criminals," and ask them to read it. When all the students
inished reading the hardouti ask if anyone thinks the composite

pict:u_ should be changed. Make whatever changes are suggested.

';istribo.ts copies of Handout 3-20, "Which of These People Are
and tell the stucents to place each of the individuals

..rcri.'oed at poll!c along the continuum of criminal activity.
p.L.o'::uce the ontinuum on he chalkboard. When the students have com-

p:it:ted their individual worksheets, repeat the process with the whole
en-rring each letter on the continuum at the point where the

consensus of the grpup w::uld place it. Note which cases provoke the
w;:i.est divergence of opinion. Then focus a class discussion on the

auestions:

--What activity did the class feel was most likely criminal?

--What act:vity did the class feel was least likely to he considered
criminal?

--Which of ',_re activities did. the class feel least sure of? Why?

--How the -,lass go about deciding which activities should be
ronJidered riminal" while others should not?

Continuum activity developed by Robert Estreicher.
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CHA2,ACTRISlaC3 0!' CRIMINALS

There is a common be: la: that the general population consists of a
large group of law-abiding a small body of criminals. How-
ever, studies have shown tbr.t mo:,t people, when they are asked, remember
having committed offenses which They might have been sentenced if
they had been apprehended. These :tidies of "self-reported" crime have
generally been of juveniles or young adults, mostly college and high
schc students. They uniforry s.low that delincuent or criminal acts
are committed by peop]e at all of society. Mcst people admit to
relatively petty delinuent acts, out many report larcenies, auto thefts,
burglaries, and assaults of a more serious nature.

7!. of the few stuel s of this type dealing with criminal behavior
by adults was of a sais,le of a.mcst 1,700 persons, most of them from the
state of New fork. :a this study, 1.320 males and 670 females were asked
which of 49 offenses they had committed. The list included felonies and
misdemeanors, ot;.-le.7 than traffic offenses, for which they might have
been sentenced uneer. the F-7alt criminal code.

Ninety-one percent c.` the respondents admitted they had committed
cne or more offenses for tch they might have received jail or prison
sentences. Thirtee percent of the males admitted to grand larceny, 26
percent to auto theft, and 17 percent to burglary. Sixty-four percent
of the males and percent of the females committed at least one felony
'for which they hao, of ben apprehended. Although some of these offenses
may have been reported to the police by the victims and would thus appear
in officiaj ao "crimes known to the police," these offenders
would not :;h0'. up in o.Lficial arrest statistics.

Such persons are part of the "hidden" offender group. They evi-
denly at cre time or. mother found themselves in situations that led
thou to violate the criminal law. However, most people do not persist
in comitzing offenses. For many the risk of arrest and prosecution is
eterrence enough, wiile others develop a stake in a law-abiding way of
life in vhich their youthful "indiscretions" no longer have a place.

Wi .. is known today about offenders is confined almost wholly to
those who have been arrested, tries, and sentenced. The criminal justice
process may be viewed as a large-scale screening sys:,m. At each state
it tries to sort out the better risks to return to the general popula-
tion. The further aThng in the process that a sample of offenders is
sele cft, the more likely they are to show major social and personal
probi_ms.

From arrest records, probation reports, and prison statistics a
"portrait" of the offender emerges that progressively highlights the
disadvantaged character of his life. The offender at the end of the
road in prison is likely to be a member cm Jhe lowest social and economic
groups in the country, poorly educated and perhaps unemployed, married,
reared in a broken home, and to have a prier criminal record.

This excerpt of the 1967 report of the President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and the Administ:7ation of Justice was reprinted with permis-
sion from Focus on Law 1, no. 2, pp. 6-7, a publication of the Center
for Law-Related Education.
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WHICH OF THESE PEOPLE ARE CRIMINALS?

Direc_ Dns: Working independently, place the letter identifying
each of the people described below at the point on the continuum line
which best represente our judgment of whether that person j_s likely to
be engaged in crimina_ behavior.

MOST LIKELY NOT A CRIMINAL ACTIVITY MOST LIKELY A CRIMINAL ACTIVIi

A. A man who plays poker for mcne-: with his friends every week°

B. An individual who smokes marijuana regularly.

C. A person who always jaywalks.

D. M.D. who sets up a clinic and performs abortions.

7. A woman who fails to pay her income tax.

F. A man who beats someone up.

G. A youth who takes something that doesn't beicn:_: to him,

H. A person who commits sui,_de.

I. An individual who gets drunk regularly.

0. A gambler who pals taxes to the government.

K. A woman who engages in prostitution.

Deve .)ed by Robert Estreicher.
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POLICE DISPATCHER

This activity, which is simple enough to be used with crcup of ali
ages, is designei to emphasize the ideas that some offenses and situa-
tions are more serious than others and that law enforcement officers
must often make decisions on the basis of the importance or seriousness
of various stuations.

Distribute copies of Handout 3-21, "Requests for Police Assistance,"
and as students to circle 'Jhe numhers of their choices. Collect the
handcuts, tdliy tne results, and record the five "winning" choices on
the chalkboard. Then focva a class discussior: on the following oues-
tions:

--Why would you sand police to these five situations rather than
the others described?

--What could a police officer do in each of these situations? How
might the other situations be resolved withou: the assist,,,nce of police?

--Do you think that this activity Qives a realiic idea of a police
officer's job?

--What other kinds cf sions dc you think lice might have
make in their day-to-day activities
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REQUESTS FOR POLICE ASSISTANCE

It is = n.m. on a busy Frib-- night just before Christmas. Because
of a manpower shortage, only 50 prcent of the calls for police assist-
ance can be answered. You are the police dispatcher. To which five of
the following calls would you dispatch a police officer?

-.tito reported stolen.

derll lady mugged on a street.

Drunk wielding a knife in a Inablic bar.

Six teenagers reported to be loitering on a str_c t corner.

5. Woman who locked her keys in her car.

Complaint of loud music at a neighborhood party.

Child who has fallen i .o a storm sewer basin.

Fender- bender accident in a 511coing center.

Poi Darty reported in a city park.

10. 7:-:e-ocrt of a two-car collision at a Lusy interse wiT:h c-2s-
sible boC lry



PASSING SENTENCE

Some activities in this subsecton are fooased on the day-to-day
decisions that must be made by law-enforcement officers. This activity
helps students understand the kinds of decisions that are made by judges.
:t can be presented most effectively with the help of a resource person

is a judge or uaurt referee, public defender, prosecuting attorney,
or pr.Tbation o:-ficer. More than one class period will be required,
unless two back-to-back periods con be arranged.

The basis for this activity is Handout 3-22, "You Be the Judge."
After distributing the handouts, ask 2,,dents to read the background
material and answer the questions, work. individually or in small
roups.

The text step is a simulated hearing it which students are assigned
to play the roles of j!_dc- ..robation officer, prosecuting attorney, and
defense attorney. Allow time for the two attorneys to prepare argu-
ments for the judge amd Questions for the Probation offic. The jt.o,4e
then conducts the he: first calla .J on the nrcbation =2,fficer to
present the report and ten listening to arcu:Ient:J from the attorneys.
Finally, the judge decides on sentences for the four defendants 1 ex.-

plains his or her reasoning for each decision.

Suring the follow-up discussion., the student inc the ;-,art: of

the judge should be speofically as::ed the follow:- :.1 .'.ions:

probatjn -rt provide you a:

vou neried to ma.. in each case:

--To what extent were you ir-,f7.uenc the
the (.:1:enclants?

the argume:1 ateys,
.fluencinT. Oct::

conclude th

yot:r nave 7hand,
att.1.:1;

formatien you



,=,.s a variation on the form:_. of this activity, the resource person
miuhr_ want to divide the entire class into groups of ur or fly._ ni
ponC:uct seve=n_' 3:;_mulated hearings simultaneously. T- a group cont-In-
inc more than four, the extra oerscn(s) can play additional members of
the probation department team.
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YOU BE THE JUDGE

Are Judges Too Lenient?

Newspapers are fill!.1d with the stories of criminal acts committed
by members of our society. As we read these stories, we outraged at
the violenc! that is committed one individual against another.

Most acts of violence in America occur between family members or
those who are acquainted. However, for the past several years there has
_n a growth in the amount of gang a:tivity in our major cities.

Killings committed by gang fibers may be the most wanton form of
violence now being perpetrated the United States. Often it is impos-
sible for police to c.ermine ,:d.th any precision who is responsible.
Furthermoi it is often impossible to explain why .ase outbursts of
violence occur. Often they involve unkh, and totally innocent indi-
viduals who happen to gat in the way. Recently, in Los Angeles, a bullet
fired during a gang melee hit no member of either gang but killed a high
= :pool athlete running on the school trE:ok nearby.

When the individuals responsible for commit-L:1g criminal_ and v,:):ent
acts tome before the courts, do you believe they are punished EIETro-
ately for their behavior? Or do you think judges sentence the 7uiltv
too lightly and leave too many dangerous criminals at large be,:ause of
lenient sentencing pracilces? Answer each the following Questions:

1. Er-:. what I read and hear others say, think the o oral
oh sentences given by judges in my communiily are:

quite a bit too lenient

a Little bit too lenient

usually about

to bit to(_ Harsn

. little

-1"

:eve 7,:-_nt,.2..nces

'
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be placed on probation without serving any jail time

pay a fine only

be remanded to the department of corrections for diagnosis
and recommendation as to what the final sentence should be
(this choice almost always leads to a state prison sentence)

Who Should Get Probation?

After a trial has ta.:en place or the defendants have entered pleas
of guilty, the judge fac Llle most difficult task of all: determining
what he or she believes will be a sentence that is best, both for society
and for the defendants. To help the fudge determine a fair sentence,
the probation department conducts an ivestigation and presents a report
which recommends a sentence for the de:?.ndants. The attorneys for the
defendants and the prosecutor have an o ,ortunity to argue for or against
the recommendations made by the probatic. department.

In this case, the probation departmen -urned in the following
report to the judge. Read it carefully and L.ien decide how you would
sentence each of the four defendants.

Probation Report

The people of the State of California vs. Manuel Rosa, Robert
Curry, John Cross, Terrence Bacon

Manuel Rosa, 18, Robert Curry, 19, John Cross, 21, and
Terrence Bacon, 23, have all been convicted of 187 Penal Cod.,!
(Murder), Count I; 211 Penal Code (Robbery), Counts II and
III. The crime for which they were convicted occurred on
Friday evening, April 6, 1972, after a high school basketball
game. There was clear testimony at their trial linking all
four defendants with the theft of a black leather maxicoat and
a suede coat. During the theft of the coats, both owners were
beaten by a gang of young men and the victim, a third party
and friend of the owner of one of the coats, interceded in an
effort to stop the theft. He was beaten, knocked to the
ground, and kicked in the head severely. At an autopsy it was
determined that his death was due to severe blows to both sides
of the head.

Defendant Rosa admitted that he had kicked at the victim,
Foster, but had not hit him. All of the defendants denied
having been responsible fur the killing, but during the trial
witnesses linked them to the robbery and beatings sufficiently
to convince the court of their guilt.

After the trial and prior to sentencing, it is the
responsibility of the probation department to conduct a
thorough investigation of the convicted defendants and to make
sentencing recommendations to the judge along with reports
which include all obtainable information about the men, includ-
ing any previous police records.

28j
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Manuel Rosa

In these reports the probation department indicated that
Manuel Rosa was in the second half of his senior year n high
school; he lived in the home of 1)is mother and stepfather; he
was an outstanding athlete and had been offered a number of
athletic scholarships; and he worked part time, owned his car,
and had $300 in the bank. They also found that he had been
arrested several times, once for robbery (the stealing of a
radio record player and $5 in cash), once for dric an auto-
mobile without the owner's consent (for which he received
noncourt probation), and once for receiving stoic roperty,
although no petition was filed against him in juvenile court.

Robert Curry

Robert Curry left school at age 18 during the 12th grade
because of a poor attitude toward school. He lived at licwe
with his mother and stepfather and had a long juvenile
adult history beginning with a series of arrests for burglary,
driving autos without the owners' consent, setting off the
sprinkler alarms at his high school, and gambling, until he
was finally made a ward of the juvenile court and placed on
juvenile probation from 1968 to 1969. Ps an adult, he pleaded
guilty to petty theft and was fined $100 or ten days in jail;
he was involved in a serious gang incident in which a man was
murdered, but was released because the district attorney's
office rejected the complaint; he was found not guilty on a
charge of rape of a female of unsound mind; he was arrested
and then released for the discharge of a firearm in an in-
habited dwelling; he was arrested for robbery and released
(district attorney rejected the complaint); and, finally, he
was arrested and charged with this murder for which he was
found guilty--a total of seven arrests for serious crimes
since the age of 18.

John Cross

John Cross was a high school graduate with one year at
Los Angeles Trade Tech. He lived with his parents and his
younger brother. Although he had been arrested several times- -
once for burglary, once for grand tuft auto, and once for
robbery--he had never been tried or convicted of any of these
crimes.
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Terrence Bacon

Terrence Bacon quit high school before graduation but
later enrolled in Southwest Junior College, majoring in draft-
ing. He had a long arrest record as a juvenile and an adult,
beginning in 1964, for delinquency, battery, theft, glue snif-
fing, assault, disorderly conduct (intoxication), forcible
rape, robbery, burglary, ane: possession of marijuana. Several
of his crimes led to his being placed in California Youth
Authority or county camps. In each instance his institutional
record was extremely poor; he was a troublemaker and was not
judged to have benefitted from the experience. Several of his
assault charges were based on serious beatings of younger
boys--once so serious as to have caused a broken jaw and teeth.

Now that you have rea, the probation report, what penalty would you
give to each deferlamt if you were the judge? Be prepared to explain
your reasons.

Rosa CJrry Cross Bacon

One year or more in the state prison

Less than one year in the local jail

Confinement in the local jail for
month(s), followed by probation

Probation, without serving jail time

A fine; no probation or confinement

Trannfer to the department of correc-
tions for diagnosis and recommendations
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INTERROGATIONS AND CONFESSIONS

One way to deal with criminal-justice procedures is to break them
into smaller and, conc,eauently, more manageable pieces. This activity
examines interrogations and confessions. Read the "Background," making
sure that students understand the issues involved in the Miranda case,
and then present the "Problem" for students to consider.

* * * r * * * * * * *

Background

In a famous case, Miranda v. Arizona (1966), the Supreme Court of
the United States ruled that a person accused of a crime must he informed
of the following before questioning begins:

1. That he has a right to remain silent;

2. That anything he says can be used against him in a court of
law;

3. That he has a right to the presence of an attorney (if he can-
not afford an attorney, the court will appoint one prior to any question-
Lag)

4. That at any point during any interrogation he may refuse to
answer further questions until an attorney is present.

Only after such warnings have been given, and an opportunity to
exercise one's riffhts allowed, may an individual knowingly and intelli-
gently waive (give up) these rights and agree to answer questions or
make a statement.

In this case, Ernesto Miranda was poor, uneducated and mentally
disturbed. He was accused of kidnapping and rare. He was taken to a
-police station where he was identified by the victim. He was then shut
in an "interrogation room" with two police officers who questioned him
intensively for two hours. The officers did not tell Miranda that he
had the right to remain silent and to have a lawyer. At the end of the
two hours, the officers emerged with a written, signed confession. The
Supreme Court ruled that the confession could not be used at Miranda's
trial because he had not been informed of his rights. The exclusionary
rule, discussed in the Search and Seizure section, will not allow any
illegally obtained evidence to be used at a trial.

The Fifth Amendment reads: "No person shall be held to answer for
a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or
indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of war or
public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to
be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property without due process of law; nor shall private
property ba taken for public use without just compensation."

Reprinted with permission from Street Law: A Course in Practical Law, by
the National Street Law Institute (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co.,

1975), pp. 47-48.
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The Sixth Amendment roads: "In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impar-
tial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law,
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be con-
fronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel
for his defense."

Problem

Nancy is arrested for murder under a valid arrest warrant. At the
station, the police question her for four hours under hot lights without
giving her any rest, food, or water. Nancy confesses to two other
murders as well as the c-- they have arrested her for. She has not been
warned of any rights she .ight have. Each confession she signs begins
with the statement: "I understand my legal rights and hereby waive them
voluntarily."

a. In the case above, did Nancy legally waive the rights guaran-
teed to her in the Miranda decision?

b. What if the police fully advise Nancy accordiEg to Miranda but
she was intoxicated with alcohol? drugs?

c. If the police say all the things listed in Miranda, will anyone
ever confess?

d. What are the reasons for the tight restrictions listed in
Miranda?

e. If Nancy was stopped while walking 2 blocks away from the above
murder scene (just after the murder), could the police question her
before giving her the Miranda warnings?

f. If Nancy confesses but it is ruled that James' confessions to
the murders were illegal, do you think that he could be prosecuted for
them anyway?
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THE CASE OF BILLY FREDERICKSON

This simplified case study can be used to introduce elementary stu-
dents to some of the issues related to criminal law. Read aloud the
"Background," then focus a class discussion on the "Review Questions" -o
help students comprehend the facts of the hypothetical case and clarify
the circumstances, terms, and characters. 7-en read aloud the "Issue"
and conclude the activity by presenting the 'Follow-Up Questions."

Background

Billy Frederickson had a gun. He decided to take it with him when
he robbed a liquor store, although he didn't plan to use it.

When Billy pointed the gun at the store owner and told him to put
up his hands, the gun went off accidentally. The bullet hit the store
owner in the head and killed him.

Billy took all of the money from the store and ran.

Review Questions

1. Who is Billy Frederickson?

2. What does "accidentally" mean?

3. What crime(s) did Billy commit?

4. Can someone tell us what i3 going on in this case?

5. Did Billy intend to kill the man?

Issue

Billy was convicted of murder. Though he had intended only to rob
his victim, not kill him, he was convicted of a special kind of murder
called felony murder. Billy's decision to commit the serious crime
(felony) of robbery is considered enough intent on his part to constitute
murder if it turns out that he has killed someone in the course of the
robbery.

Follow-up Questions

1. If you were a member of a jury, would you vote to convict Billy
of murder?

2. Even though Billy did not intend to murder the store owner,
why could he be found guilty of murder?

Lesson developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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CIVIL LAW

GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING ABOUT THE CIVIL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Before presenting any of the activities in this section, the
resource person should make sure that students understand the difference
between criminal and civil law. Law education materials often deal with
only criminal law, and the differences and relationships between the two
kinds of law are seldom made clear in such materials. Furthermore, the
-criminal justice system generally gets more space in the print media and
more time cm television and radio. Criminal law is the "glamorous" side
of the legal system; civil suits are rarely publicized unless the liti-
gants are prominent personalities or the case is likely to establish a
precedent.

Two major peints about civil law must be emphasized: (1) civil law
is concerned with conflicts over the private rights of individuals and
(2) in civil cases individuals, rather than states or other levels of
government, are the "prosecutors."

The following examples could be used to illustra,e situations that
might lead to civil cases (lawsuits):

1. Harry backed his car over his neighbors' lawn and knocked over

a picket fence.

2. Sally agreed to buy Mr. Hipplewaite's car for $50 down and $40
a month for 15 months, but she is six months behind in her payments.

3. Ted's hair fell out after he got a permanent at Be Lovelee

beauty salon.

4. Mary Anne and Jeanne refused to pay their rent until the owner
of their apartment house painted the kitchen as he had promised.

5. Mrs. Pope sue,1 her next-door neighbors because she slipped on
their icy sidewalk and broke her leg.

29,;
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FAMILY LAW: MARRIAGE

Laws regulating marriage have traditionally been the province of
state governments; consequently, such requirements as the minimum legal
age for marriage and the mandatory waiting period between application
for and issuance of a marriage license may vary from state to state.
However, the general intent and scope of statutes governing marriage are
remarkably similar throughout the country, especially now that state
restrictions on interracial marriages have been declared unconstitu-
tional.

Handout 3-23, "Marriage and the Law," contains background informa-
tion, two short case studies, and discussion questions designed to intro-
duce secondary students to t:le concept of marriage and family law. "The
Case of Brigham Reynolds," Handout 3-24, which consists of both teacher
notes and a student handout, adapts one of these two case studies for
elementary students. Either activity could form the basis of a debate,
mock trial, or moot court (see "Strategies" section).

29
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MARRIAGE AND THE LAW

Who can get married?

If a person is still married to someone else, he or she obviously
cannot get married until the first spouse (husband or wife) dies or until
a court order ends the first marriage. In fact, a person who marries
again while an earlier marraige is still in effect is guilty of the crime
of bigamy.

The law does not allow people to marry certain close relatives.
For instance, in most states a person who marries or has sexual relations
with his or her children, parents, grandparents, brothers, sisters,
aunts, uncles, nieces or nephews is guilty of incest. In some states,
first cousins cannot marry.

For most young people, the biggest legal barrier to getting married
is the age requirement. In many states, a man must be at least 18 years
old and a woman at least 16 years old to get married under any circum-
stances. (This is called the minimum legal age.) Young people under 18
must usually have the written permission of their parents to get married.
However, if they fail to get the required parental permission, most state
courts will uphold the marriage after they reach the minima legal age
for marriage.

If a couple meets all the above requirements, what steps do they
actually take to get married? First, they generally must have a brief
physical examination. In most states, this involves a simple blood test
for syphilis given by a private doctor or a public clinic. (The cost is
usually less than $5; it is sometimes free at a clinic.)

After they have received the results of the blood tests, the couple
goes(,to the clerk of the court or the marriage license bureau to apply
for a license. The clerk will ask questions about names and ages of the
couple, the blood relationship between the couple, any previous
marriages, and names of parents or guardians. The couple must swear to
the truth of all of the information that is given and then pay a small
fee (usually less than $10). ,There is often a short waiting period
before the couple can return to the clerk's office to pick up the
license. Some states also have another waiting period after picking up
the license before the marriage can be performed.

Any of the following persons may actually perform a marriage cere-
mony: a judge, a minister, or a clerk of the court who has been granted
authority by law. The law does not require the ceremony to follow any
particular form.

States vary greatly in their rules concerning marriages, but one
rule is generally true: if a marriage was legal in the state or country
where it was performed, it will be recognized as legal in any other state
or country.

Adapted with permission from Street Law: A Course in Practical Law, by
the National Street Law Institute (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co.,
1975), pp. 117-19.
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Summary

Fcr a valid (FULLY LEGAL) marriage, a couple must

1. Both be above the minimum statutory age for marriage (usuall;
18 for males and 16 for females).

2. Both be single.

3. Not be closely retated to each other.

4. Have taken any required physical exams or test.

5. Have carried out the requirements involved in applying, paying,
and waiting for the marriage license.

6. Have the marriage ceremony performed by a person authorized by
law to do so.

Problem 1

Jim Reynolds is a member of a religion that encourages men to have
two or more wives. Jim marries Ivy in Salt Lake City, Utah, following
all of Utah's marriage laws. Later, he decides to carry out his reli-
gious duties by also marrying Olive.

- -If Utah has a typical bigamy law, which, if any, of Jim's mar-
riages is valid under Utah law? Which would be valid if the family
travels to other states?

- -Does the Constitution's guarantee of "freedom of religion" affect
your answer?

Problem 2

Harvey Loving, a white man, and Diana Banks, a black woman, got
married in Washington, D.C., following all local laws. They moved to
Virginia, which at that time did not allow interracial marriage. The
Lovings were tried and convicted for breaking Virginia's law. Both were
sentenced to one year in prison. The judge agreed to suspend the sen-
tence if the Lovings would premise to stay out of Virginia for the next
25 years. They immediately filed an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
and asked that Virginia's law against interracial marriage be declared
unfair and unconstitutional.

- -How would you decide this case, and why?

Answer to Problem 1

Jim's marriage to Ivy is valid under Utah law; any subsequent mar-
riages are not valid because Of the bigamy law. Even if the family
travels to other states, only the-marriage to Ivy will be recognized
because a marriayu. legal where performed will be recognized as legal in
all other states.

This case is based on the landmark case of Reynolds v. United States
(1878). In Reynolds, the U.S. Supreme Court stated that polygamy was
"odious tc Western civilization" and that the First Amendment's guarantee
of freedom of religibn did not protect a person who engar.-?.d in religious
practices specifically made. criminal or otherwise forbidden by statute.
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Questions for Discussion: Should laws prohibiting bigamy continue
to exist? Is its "odiousness" to Western civilization sufficient reason
to forbid polygamous marriages? Are there other reasons?

Answer to Problem 2

This hypothetical case is based on the famous case of Loving v.
Virginia (1967), in which the U.S. Supreme Court decided that Virginia's
antimiscegenation statute violated the equal protection and due process
clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. When this suit was begun, 16 states
still had similar laws. However, Loving is considered to have invali-
dated all those laws, though most have remained on the statute books.

Questions for Discussion: Does your state have such a statute?
How do you think the state of Virginia argued its side of the case in
Loving--i.e., that the antimiscegenation statute was constitutionally
pprmissible? (They said that marriage had traditionally been subject to
6tate regulation without federal intervention, under the Tenth Amendment,
and that the equal protection clause was riot offended because blacks and
whites were punished equally by the statute.)

29j
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FAMILY LAW: THE CASE OF BRIGHAI4 REYNOLDS

Distribute copies of Handout 3-24, "One Wife Too Many," and ask
sIdents to read about Brigham Reynolds. Discuss with them the Anti-
Bigamy Act passed by Congrecs in 1962, and help students identify and
review the facts of the case. Clalify the circumstances, terms, and
characters if necessary. The following questions should helh determine
how each student responds to the case:

--Who was Brigham Reynolds?

--What is a Mormon?

- -What was the law in the Utah territcry in 1878 concerning
marriage?

- -What is bigamy?

In what way was Brigham being a devout Lnd religious man?

Allow as many students as possible the opportunity to respond to
the issues of the case. Then focus a class discussion on the following
questions:

- -Should Brigham be forced to give up one of his two wives? Why?

Why nct?

- -Whose rights came into conflict in this situation?

--What right should the law hold more important - -the right of
Brigham to follow freely the teachings of his church or the right of the
order of society not to be upset by actions that disrupt it?

Probe questions developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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ONE WIFE TOO MANY

Brigham Reynolds used to in the Utah territory and

had two wives who lived with him. Brigham was a Mormon.

The Mormon Church taught that men could have more than one

wife. Brigham was a devout and religious man and strictly

followed all the teachings of the Church. However, there

was a law in the Utah territory that said Brigham could have

only one wife at a time.

Should Brigham be forced to give up one of his two

v,..s? Why? Why not?

Whose rights came into conflict in this situation?

Note to Teacher:

ISSUE: What right should the law hold more important--

she right of Brigham to follow freely the teachings of his

Church, 1
the right of the good order of society not to be

upset by actions that significantly disrupt it?

INFORMATION: This story is taken from Reynolds v.

United States (1878) 98 U.S. 145.

In 1862 Congress passed an Anti-Bigamy Act which made

it a crime called bigamy for a person to have more than one

husband or wife alive at the same time. The U.S. Supreme

P(Trinted with permission from Law in Action: Lawmaking, by Linda Riekes
Mahe (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1975), p. 55.
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Court ruled against Reynolds (1878) stating that Congress

had the power to regulate the form of marriage in the United

States.

Justice Waite delivered this opinion:

"Marriage, while from its very nature a sacred oblige-

ion, Is nevertheless in most civilized nations, a civil

contract, and usually regulated by law. Upon it society may

be said to be built, and out of its fruits spring social

relations and social obligations and duties with which the

government is necessarily required to deal."

3
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CONSUMER LAW

Many different kinds of classroom strategies can be used to present
content about consumer law. Students might role play various situations
revolving around consumer decisions and problems, or the resource person
might want to conduct a mock trial based on an attempt to resolve a con-
sumer dispute via a civil lawsuit. Suggestions for using these and other
activities are included in the "Strategies" section.

Before presenting'a session on consumer law, the teacher or resource
person might want to assemble information and sample materials from local
consumer assistance agencies. Many state, city, and county legal depart-
ments maintain consumer offices. Local and regional chapters of the
Better Business Bureau are other potential sources of materials and
assistance. Some of these agencies may be able to provide speakers or
pkograms.

The scope of a consumer law activity can be broadened by build-
ing some extension activities around advertising techniques and prac-
tices. Learners of all ages will find it enlightening to clip out and
analyze advertisements from local and national publications. A class
discussion can be focused on the following questions:

1. Why is a particular advertisement appealing? (Or why not?)

2. What is the advertiser trying to persuade people to do?

3. Are the arguments in the ad based on facts or opinions?

4. How might the advertisement be misleading? (For example, does
it omit certain important information?)

Handouts 3-25 and 3-26 contain background information that will
help students understand basic content and effectively use a variety of
learning strategies. Handout 3-27, "Consumer Quiz," can be used for
reinforcement and review at the end of the unit or session.

The activity entitled "Consumer Law: What Is a Contract?" and its
accompanying handout, "Matt and Frank" (Handout 3-29), can be used to
introduce elementary students to the basic elements of consumer law.
"Is a Promise Always a Contract?" and its accompanying handout "Contracts
and Promises" (Handout 3-28) contain cases to familiarize secondary stu-
dents with contract law.
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CONSUMER Q & A

Q: What is a consumer?

A: Anyone who uses products and services. In some instances the
definition of the word consumer is broadened to include persons affected
by the use of products and services.

Q: Who are consumers?

A: You, your family, your friends and neighbors--everyone you
know is a consumer.

Q:

A:

How does consumer law affect you?

In many potential ways. For example, suppose- -

--A door-to-door salesman talks you into ordering magazines
you don't want, which you pay for and never receive.

- -A lending agency loans you money to buy a car without telling
you how much interst you are being charged or the total cost
involved.

- -A home-repair firm undertakes to repair your roof and leaves
it in worse condition than it was to begin with.

- -An auto dealer rolls back the speedometer on a car and sells
it to you, representing it as a "near new" vehicle.

- -An insurance company refuses to honor a claim that appears
to be covered under your insurance policy.

--A new radio you received as a gift does not work.

--A pot of cooking oil ignites and explodes, burning you
severely.

Q: What is the meaning of the phrase "product and service respon-
sibility2?

A: A product or service should reasonably fulfill the expectations
of the ordinary purchaser. Part of that expectation is that suppliers
of goods and services are competent, honest and stand behind their
products or services. Reputable business people recognize and accept
this responsibility.

Q:
bility?

A: Both state and federal governments attempt to regulate products
and services.

What do governments do to promote product and service responsi-

Some examples of regulatory standards set by state governments are:

Adapted with permission from materials developed by Richard W. Laugesen.
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- -The licensing of doctors, dentists, lawyers, accountants,
engineers, contractors, plumbers, electricians, real-estate agents,
insurance adjusters, beauticians, barbers, liquor and food-
preparation establishments, and many other kinds of occupational
group:, and retail establishments.

- -State food and drug laws.

- -State consumer nrptection acts.

- -State consumer credit codes.

Some examples of national regulatory standards are:

- -Federal food and drug laws.

--The National Traffic and Motor. Vehicle Safety Act (1966).

- -Federal motor vehicle safety standards (1967).

--The federal Consumer Credit Protection Act ("truth-in-
lending" law) (1968).

- -The federal Consumer Product Safely Act (1972).

Q: Aside from meeting legislative and regulatory standards, what
are the responsibilities of a supplier of products or services?

A: A supplier has the obligation to:

--Deal honestly and fairly with consumers.

--Provide reasonable competence in providing a product or
service.

--Test and inspect the product or service.

-Foresee hazards or risks connected with the product or
service.

--Ensure that a product is "reasonably" safe. (Some hazards
are inherent and obvious; for example, knives cut, guns shoot, glass
breaks, gasoline burns.)

- -Warn of dangers that may not be obvious to a user or con-

sumer.

- -Comply with both imposed standards and implicit standards to

which a reasonably prudent manufacturer or supplier would comply
under the same or similar circumstances.

- -Honor any warranty, express or implied.

--Honor and abide by any contractual agreement.

Q:

A:

What are the responsibilities of a consumer?

A consumer has the obligation to:

- -Use reasonable care in shopping for a product or service.

(Deal with reputable, competent people; beware of "something for
nothing"--if it appears "too good to be true," it probably is not
true; don't be afraid to ask for identification and references;
watch out for "disclaimers"; don't be swayed by "puffing" or
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advertising; read and understand before signing anything, and make
certain all blanks are filled in and that the document is complete
before signing.)

- -Use reasonable care in using a product or service. (Read
labels; follow directions; find out if'you don't know something; be
aware of possible hazards while using a product.)

- -If a product is defective or some service unsatisfactory,
notify the seller or supplier immediately; do not continue to use a
defective product or = nything made defective because of improper
service. (If satisfaction cannot be obtained, contact an appropri-
ate protection agency for information and assistance; if it appears
that legal assistance may be required, contact your attorney, legal
aid, or neighborhood legal service office for information and
assistance.)

0: Where can you obtain information about a product or service?

A: Try one or more of the following sources:

--Better Business Bureau

--Local (city or county) district attorney consumer office

- -State attorney general office

-Commercially published consumer reports (check at your public
library)

- -Regional office, Consumer Product Safety Commission

- -Regional office. Federal Food and Drug Administration

- -Regional Federal Information Center

--Local chambers of commerce

Q: What can you do if you feel you have been victimized by a sup-
plier of goods or services?

A: If satisfaction cannot be obtained directly from the merchant,
try one or more of the following strategies:

--File a complaint with the state office of consumer affairs.
That agency will assign an investigator and institute statutory
enforcement procedures if there has been a violation of state con-
sumer protection laws.

- -File a complaint with your local district attorney's consumer
affairs division. This agency will assist where it can and can
bring about criminal enforcement procedures if there has been a
violation of law.

--File a complaint with the Better Business Bureau. This
agency can provide information and assistance by way of coordina-
tion through other appropriate agencies, but has no direct enforce-
ment remedies available to it.
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--If the only resource turns out to be civil proceedings, con-
tact your attorney, legal aid, or neighborhood legal assistance
agency for advice. In many cases, reasonable adjustment can be
arranged without direct legal action. Be sure, however, that ycu
are fully aware of you_ rights before you sign any release or agree
to any settlement.

Q: What are the "civil" grounds for recovery against a supplier
of products or services?

A: The following violations may be grounds for recovering damages
from suppliers:

--Acainst a supplier of products: misrepresentation, negli-
gence (in design, manufacturing or assembly, or failure to warn),
breach of warranty (express warranty, implied warranty, negligent
failure to warn), strict liability (iability without proof of
negligence).

--Against a supplier of services: misrepresentation, negli-
gence, breach of contract.

What types of losses can be recovered or compensated for in a
civil damage suit against a supplier of products or services?

A: Consequential damages proximately resulting from the wrongful
act cr omission. Some exampss of types of cor:]equential damage are:

--Value of product or cost of repair.

-In some instances, consequential damage to other property
and loss of use of property.

- -If injury involved: medical expense, lost wages, pain and
suffering, permantlt disability or disfigurement, impairment of
earning capacity.

--If death is involved: net pecuniary loss resulting to statu-
tory beneficiaries as a result of a death.

--Attorney's fees and certain costs if provided by statute.

Q: What can we expect to happen in the future in the field of
consumer transactions?

A: Because of growing consumer awareness and the growing demand
.`or produ.-t and service responsibilities, we can expect a corresponding
ilicrease in the responsibilities of consumers. For our own safety and

we should be informed and aware. Prevention, rather than
after-tbe-loss solutions, should be the goal.
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CONSUMER GLOSSARY

Advertisement. A visual, oral, or written message designed to induce a
person to enter into an ,Dbligation or acquire an interest or title
in property.

Assumption of risk. The act of voluntarily exposing oneself to injury
or damage with knowledge and appreciation of the danger and risk
involved.

Bait and switch. The technique of advertising something at a low price
to attract customers--then trying to talk the customer into buying
a higher-priced item.

Civil lawsuit. A suit by one private citizen (or corporation) against
another for damages, declaration of rights, injunction, etc. (Com-

pare with definition of criminal action below.)

Comparison shopping. Looking for an item in more than one store to find
the lowest price; comparing different brands of the same product to
find the best buy.

Consumer. One who uses products and services. The definition sometimes
includes persons affected by use of products and services.

Consumer assistance agency. A source of information and help for people
who feel that they have been victimized by a supplier of goods or
services.

Consumer responsibility. Reasonable care in shopping for a product or
service (prevention), reasonable care in use of the product or
service (prevention), reasonable care and conduct after a product
or service is found to be defective or unsatisfactory (reasonable
adjustment or solution).

Contract. An agreement between two or more persons consisting of a
promise or mutual promises which the law will enforce, or the'per-
formance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty.

Contributory negligence. Failure to do something which a reasonably
prudent person would do, or doing something which a reasonably pru-
dent person would not do (under the same or similar circumstances)
to protect himself or herself from injuries, damages, or losses.

Credit. The system that allows people to buy now and pay later; such a
privilege usually requires the payment of "interest" or a "time
price differential."

Adapted with permission from a vocabulary list compiled by Richard W.

Laugesen.
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Criminal action. Prcsecution by a government of a person or corporation
arising out of the alleged commisn'--1 of a crime. The objective is
determination of guilt. (Compare wiah definition of civil lawsuit
above.)

Defective. Not reasonably fit for the ordinary purposes for which it
was intended or may reasonably be expected to be used. A defect
may have arisen out of design, manufacture, packaging, labeling, or
inspection while the product was in the control of the supplier.
To be unreasonably dangerous, the product, because of the defect,
must have created risk of harm to persons or property which an
ordinary user would not reasonably expect or created a greater risk
of harm than the ordinary user would reasonably expect.

Disclaimer. Notification that there is no warranty or guarantee or that
the warranty or guarantee is somehow limited (for example, such
phrases as "as is," "not returnable," "guaranteed against defects
in materials and workmanship for 30 days").

Duty to warn. The obligation of the seller of a product to use reason-
able care to warn the user or consumer of possible dangers that
might result from use of the product. This duty to give warning is
discharged if the product is labeled in a manner reasonably calcu-
lated to inform the user of the danger(s).

Fault. A wrongful act, omission or breach.

Fraud. A dishonest act; something done to deceive or cheat (another
term for misrepresentation, defined below).

Interest. Money charged for the use of money or credit.

Misrepresentation. Words or conduct which create an untrue or misleading
impression about a product or service in the mind of another. For
misrepresentation to be actionable, the representation must have
been made deliberately, with the intent that it be acted upon; more-
over, it must in fact have been relied and acted upon with _le
result of damage or loss.

Negligence. The failure to do an act which a reasonably prudent person
would do, or the doing of an act which a reasonably prudent person
would not do, under the same or similar circumstances, to protect
others from injuries, damages, or losses.

Pyramid promotional scheme. Any program utilizing a pyramid or chain
process by which a participant in program gives a valuable con-
sideration for the opportunity or iL,4ht to receive compei,sation in
return for inducing other persons to become participants in the
program.

Statute of frauds. A legislative enactment requiring that certain agree-
ments be in writing in order to be enforceable (for example, pur-
chases of real estate, contracts that cannot be performed within
one year, and purchases of goods having a value in excess of $500).
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Statute of limitations. A legislative time limitation on the right to
sue or seek criminal prosecution.

Strict liability. Liability imposed regardless of fault (for example, a
supplier who sells a defective product is liable for harm caused by
the product even though all possible care has been exercised in the
preparation and selling of the product).

Supplier. One who provides products and services (for example, manufac-
turers, wholesalers, retailers, salesmen, agents of all types,
doctors, lawyers, dentists, barbers, plumbers).

Time price differential. Money charged for use of money or credit
(another term for interest or finance charge).

Trademark. A mark used by a person or entity to identify goods and
distinguish them from the goods of others.

Trade name. A word, symbol, device, or any combination thereof used by
a person or entity to identify a business, vocation, or occupation
and distinguish it from others.

Unreasonable, knowing use of a defective product. Exemptions of a sup-
plier from liability for one or more of the following reasons:
(1) the consumer knew the product was defective or not in compliance
with the claimed warranty and that it created a risk of injury;
(2) the consumer, having such knowledge, used or continued to use
the product voluntarily; and (3) the consumer's use or continued
use was a proximate cause of subsequent damages or injuries.

warning. Notice to a user or consumer of a danger connected with the
use or storage of a product if such a danger would not be obvious
(see duty to warn).

Warranty. An agreement, express or by a supplier or a product
that the product has certain characteristics.
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CONSUMER QUIZ

1. What is a consumer?

2. Are you a consumer? (Yes or No)

3. List five examples of suppliers of products or services.

4. List ten responsibilities of a consume

5. Does a manufacturer have a duty to warn of dangers that are
obvious? (Yes or No)

6. Must a warranty be in writing to be enforceable? (Yes or No)

7. Which of the following is an example of the governmental regulation
of consumer transactions?

a. The licensing of an electrician
b. Automobile equipment safety standards
c. The "truth-in-lending" law
d. Driver's licensing
e. Consumer Protection Act
f. Uniform Consumer Credit Code
g. "No fault" insurance laws
n. Ail of the above

Developed by Richard W. Laugesen.
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8. List three kinds of agencies from which you can obtain information
about a product or service.

9. List three agencies to which you can turn if you feel you have been
victimized by a supplier of goods or services.

10. List four kinds of tactics advertisers use to persuade people to
buy products.
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IS A PROMISE ALWAYS A CONTRACT?

A contract is an agreement between two or more parties involving
goods, services, or money. The process of forming a contract involves
three steps: (1) making an offer; (2) accepting the offer; (3) exchang-
ing one product for another deemed to be of equal value. Although one
may feel safer with a written contract, contracts are equally valid if
only spoken.

Introduction

Teachers can introduce this activity by presenting students with a
first-hand experience in contract negotiation. Announce to the students
that they may have 20-30 minutes of free time in class on Friday if they
will spend an equal amount of time during today's class period quietly
cleaning the room. Ask for a show of hands and, if approved, determine
that everyone understands the conditions (i.e., relative quiet during
the cleaning process). (Teachers must be prepared to fulfill their side
of the bargain on Friday.) When students have finished cleaning announce
that, in fact, they cannot have free time on Friday because an important
quiz is scheduled for that day. This should elicit considerable response
from the students which will allow the class to establish the basic com-
ponents of a promise and a contract.

Discussion Questions: To help the students establish the difference
between a promise and a contract, have them consider the following ques-
tions:

1. Why did the students clean the room?

2. The teacher offered the class something (free time). Did the
students have the opportunity to accept or reject the offer? How did
they register their acceptance?

3. Did the students, for their part, promise anything in return?
What did they promise?

4. Were there any conditions to the teacher's offer? If so, what
were they?

5. Did the students fulfill their side of the bargain?

Explain that the several conditions the class has outlined are in
fact the conditions which constitute a contract. Have students consider
promises (e.g., to keep a secret, to pay back money by a certain date,
to be good) and offers they have made. What differences do they see
between these situations and contracts? Have students rephrase the
original free time so that it would only have constituted an offer or
promise. To examine how contracts can be legally broken, have students
describe circumstances or points in time at which the teacher could have
cancelled free time on Friday.

devel=ed by Lynn Parisi.
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CONTRACTS AND PROMISES

In the following case studies, decide Olether the situation
described constitutesa contract. If you decide that a certain case is
not a contract, explain which contractual elements are missing.

a. Your older brother offers to buy you an ice cream cone if you
do t 2 dishes for him tonight. You do the dishes.

b. You promiseto rewax your friend's cross-country skis if she
will lend them to you for the weekend.

c. A teacher offers 10 extra credit points to any student who can
recite the prologue to the Preamble to the Constitution.

d. A local resident offers a $1,000 reward for the capture of
neighborhood vandals. Two police officerS on patLol catch a group of
teenagers breaking a window.

e. A local restaurant hires a teenager to wash dishes on Saturdays
for $4.00 an hour. When the teenager collects her first paycheck, she
sees she has only been paid $3.50 an hour.

f. Mrs. Smith hires Tony to cut her lawn once a week for the
entire Elmer (July & August) for a fee of $100. Tony quits the job

after 5 weeks. Mrs. Smith only pays him $30.00.

John offers to sell Robert his old stereo for $200. Robert

agrees but cannot pay John until the first of the month. In the mean-

time, John gets a better offer from Sam, and sells the stereo for S250.

h. Your father tells you he will give you a new car if you stay
out of trouble until you are 16.

i. Bill is failing all his subjects in school. In order to m:Dti-

vate him, Bill's parents offer him $25.00 for every A or B he gets on
his next report card. Bill,gets 6 B's. His parents tell him they never
expected him to do so well and give him $100.

j. Kim announces that she will sell her bike for $100. Sally

says she is interested a:-.2 will let Kim know the next day.
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CONSUMER LAW: WHAT IS A CONTRACT?

Introduction

.troduce the lesson by asking the following questions:

:aye any of you ever bought something from a friend?

--What dc you do when you want to buy something and don't have
Llio0 money?

--Has anyon n your family ever been in the hospital?

--Does any know how much it costs to be in the hospital?

Distribute _opies of Handout 3-29, "Matt and Frank," and allow .time
:students to read it. (For younger elementary students you may want

t. read the handout aloud to the class.)

Discussion

necessary, clarify the circumstances, terms, and characters -in
the case. The following questions should help determine how individual

dents respond to the dilemma pt nted in this-case:

--Who knows what a contract is? Ex lain.

--Can Lomeone tell us what is going on in this case?

--hat should Matt do with his $100 during the next six months?

--Does it make any difference that Matt's contract was with a friend
of with a car dealer or a lawyer?

Be sure to give as many students as possible a chance to respond to
the initiating questions so you can determine whether they have different
k-lewpoints about the story.

You might want to set up small groups of three or four students
each and let them role play the case. Give roles to as many students as
uossible (for exaEple, Matt, Frank,,,Matt's dad, Matt's mom) .

Another option would be to set up small groups of three or four
students each and give them the following instructions:

--List two or three things which you think Matt should do because
of this problem, and explain why.

--List two or three things which you think Matt should not do, and
explain why.

Note that small group activities should always be followed by dis-
cusions which focus on what happened in the small group.

.0Fson plan deire'77,ad by Faith Haber Galbraith,
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Probe Questions

The following '::uestions should help to encourage students to talk
to each other about the dilemma. Use them whenever you feel that they
will help to promote student interaction or focus upon some important
aspect of the dilemma story. It is not necessary to use them all.

--If Frank could get the money he needed for his Volkswagen payments
from someone else for the next six months, would that make it okay for
Matt to break his promise?

- -Would it make any difference if Matt and Frank were not friends?

-What do you think might happen to Frank if he can't make his -)r.

payments because he didn't get the $100 per month from Matt?

- -If this case would be taken to court, what do you think would be
a fair solution for Matt and Frank?

Extension Activities

1. Develor mock trial around the story of Matt and Frank. List
three community resource people who might participate in such a program.
Invite them to be part of your trial, both in the planning phase and in
the simulation phase.

2. As a class project, have the students dev---,p a collection of
different types of contracts. Assist them in both a list of
different contracts as well as the names of places where they can call
and/or write for examples. Newspapers and magazines are good resources
for this activity.

3. Read one or both of the following two stories to the class and
ask students what the people in each of these stories should do:

Story 1

Mrs. Jones bought a used color TV. She signed a contract for it,
left A deposit, and promised to pay the balance of the price upon
delivery. The salesperson said the TV would be delivered in good ccii-
tion the next day. The TV was delivered the next day, but it was nc_ in
good condition. Two of the knobs were missing. Mrs. Jones refused to
pay the balance. She felt the dealer had broken the contract. What
should Mrs. Jones do? How would you judge this case?

Story 2

Mr. Wood borrowed $1,000 from the Friendly Loan Company. One month
he was ill, and paid nothing. Three days later, the company began to
harass and threate:1 him. Calls were made to his employer, neighbors,
co-workers, and friends, saying that Mr. Wood was not honest. He tried

to explain his situation. It was no use. Finally he lost his job.
What s uld Mr. Wood do? How would you judge this case?
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MATT AND FRANK

Frank wanted to sell his
old Chevy so that he could
buy a brand new Volks-
wagen. He decided to
sell it himself instead
of trading it in on a new
car. Frank's good friend,
Matt, said he would buy
Frank's old Chevy. They
wrote out a contract to
cover the purchase which
said:

"I, Matt Hughes, agree to
buy Frank Olson's Chevy
for $800 to be paid in
monthly payments of $100
for 8 months."

Frank did not charge Matt
any interest (extra money)
on the money that he was
"paying on time," because
they were friends. They
each kept a copy of the
contract that they had
signed and that their
fathers had witnessed.

Frank paid the down pay-
ment on the Volkswagen
and started driving around
town in it. He planned
to use the payments he
received from Matt to
help pay his car payments.
Matt paid Frank for the
first two months. Then
Matt's Dad got hurt and
the doctor said he would
have to stay home from
work for 6 months. Matt's
family could not pay the
medical bills without
help. Matt's mother told
Matt that she really
needed the $100 he made
every month at his part-
time job to help out the
family.

Reprinted with permission from Law in Action: Courts and Trials, by Linda
Riekes and Sally Mahe (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1975), p. 50.
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PROPERTY LAW

Property law, al.p-f. in particular landlord/tenant should be of
interest to most students. It is probable that a ma=oritv of the stu-
dents in any given classroom are either livinc with their i?arents in
rental property or will. themselves be renters a1 some time durjxly their
lives. ,Ghetto students may be primarily concerned with housing condi-
tions in the slums; adult students living in apartments may be personally
concerned about fixtures they attach to the premises; students whose
parents own rental property may be especially interested in the rights
and duties of landlords.

Although the laws controlling landlord and tenant problems are
derived from the law of real property, the modern trend is to move away
from real-property concepts and instead us-: the theories of torts and
contracts when property laws do not provide solutions for problems.
Thus, to fully acquaint students with landlord/tenant concepts, a fun-
damental understanding of real property, torts, contracts, and consti-
tutional law should be provided. So that students can appreciate how
different areas of the law are related to each other, landlord/tenant
content should be presented toward the end of the unit. Students should
be encouraged to apply the rules learned in studying torts, contract
and constitutional law to landlord / tenant problems.

Handout 3-30, "Landlord and Tenant," contains basic information .nd

definitions of key terms. The activity entitled "Landlord/Tenant: Who
Is Responsible?" is appropriate for high school students. "Two Hunters;
One Deer," which deals with conflicts over property in general, can be
used to introduce some basic concepts about property to elementary stu-
dents.

Based in part on "High School Legal Education" (Golden Gate University
Law Review 2, no. 1 (Winter 1972]), pp. 299-314. Used with permission.
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LANDLORD AND TENANT

The fundamental principles of landlord/tenant law can perhaps be
pest understood by reading the following account of a hypothetical situa-
tion:

Mrs. Jones, a widow with one school-age child, is looking for
an apartment. She sees an apartment she likes and decides to
rent it from Mr. Smith, the owner. They discuss such matters
as how much the rent is; what comes with the apartment (e.g.,
a stove, a refrigerator, a dining room table); how long Mrs.
Jones intends to stay; whether the landlord pays for the gas,
electricity, and water; and who besides Mrs. Jones will be
living in the: apartment. If Mrs. Jones is satisfied with the
apartment and the rent she will have to pay, and if Mr. Smith
feels that Mrs. Jones will pay the rent on time and keep the
apartment clean with minimal damage, then they enter into a
rental arrangement. When Mrs. Jones rents the apartment, she
becomes the tenant, and Mr. Smith becomes the landlord. The
legal agreement between the two parties is called a lease.

Any relationship between the owner of a building and a tenant
involves basic contractual obligations and rights. The lease, which is
a contract between the parties, spells out the legally binding duties
and rights of both parties. This contract gives the tenant the right of
temporary possession and control of the landlord's property; in return,
the tenant must pay rent to the landlord.

Leases may be either oral or written. Most states have statutes
that require contracts to be in writing if they involve time periods of
a year or more. Therefore, an oral lease fog a year or more will not be
enforced by the courts and will not adequately protect the rights of the
parties. As a general rule, a lease for a year or more should be in
writing.

Most leases fix the period of time for which the tenancy, or land-
lord relationship, is to endure. Whenever there is no specific date
mentioned in the lease, and either party has the right to terminate the
tenancy at any time, the contract is called a tenancy at will. Under
this type of lease, the landlord can end the agreement merely by asking
the tenant to vacate so that the landlord can repossess the premises, or
the tenant can end the lease by vacating the premises.

If Mrs. Jones for some reason wishes to leave the apartment
she has rented, she can move out at any time and Mr. Smith
cannot require her to stay or pay rent after she has left.

When there is no specific date of termination in the lease, but the
parties do not have a right to terminate at will, the lease is called a
periodic tenancy. The period may be month to month, week to week, or
year to year. In order to terminate the lease, either party must

Adapted with permission from "High School Legal Educat' (Golden State
University Law Review 2, no. 1 [Winter 1972]), pp. 29-_,14.
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ordinarily give notice equal to the rental period. HoweYer, many
states--among them California--require no more than one month's notice
even for leases longer than one month.

Assume that Mrs. Jones enters into a writ lease with Mr.
Smith which does not have a termination dE_. but requires that
either party give notice one month prior to vacating or requir-
ing the tenant to vacate. A periodic tenancy is created.

If the lease entered into by the lessor and lessee (landlord and
tenant) has a specific termination date, then the lease is called a
tenancy for years.

If on August 15 Mrs. Jones signs a lease that will terminate
automatically on June 1 of the following year, neither party
is reauired to give notice, and the tenant must vacate by that
date.

If the tenant does not move out of the apartment by the termination
date and the landlord does not sue to have the tenant evicted, the land-
lord has the option of treating the tenant as a holdover tenant. In

many states, this means that the landlord may interpret the tenant's
actions as an agreement to rent the apartment for another identical
ceriod. However, other states' laws provide that the lease remains in
effect on a month-to-month basis even though the original lease was for
a longer period.

Some states, such as California, have abolished tenancies at will
for all intents and purposes; they require that notice be given to the
other party in all situations except under a tenancy-for-years lease.
Neither party has to have a specific reason for giving notice; the tenant
can give notice to tei.ainate the lease simply because he or she no longer

wishes to lie there, and the landlord can give the tenant notice to
vacate merely because he or she wants to rent to another person. This

requirement of notice allows the other party to prepare for the vacation
of the premises.

questions for Discussion

1. What is a tenancy at will? What are the advantages and dis-

advantages of this type of rental arrangement?

2. What is a periodic tenancy? When would you think his rental

agreement generally is usc6?

3. What is a for

4. What is a lease?

5. Why should the notice of termination of the lease help the
landlord?

6. Why should some leases be in writing?

There are certain advantages of one type of agreement over others.
Naturally, a landlord seeks an agreement with the tenant that best suits

his or her interests. The bargaining power of the respective parties
varies greatly and usually favors the landlord. In the typical situation
today, with a shortage of apartments, most landlords are assured of rent-
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ing their properties and they can carefully select their tenants. They
can impose conditions upon tenants that would be unacceptable if the two
parties were in more-equal bargaining positions.

The lease that Mrs. Jones entered into with Mr. Smith provided
that she could not have any peas in the apartment, nor+a phono-
graph. Mrs. Jones, upon signing the lease, had no intention
of keeping a pet, but she did enjoy listening to the records
that her husband had given her prior to his death. She felt
that restrictions against having a phonograph were unfair and
unreasonable. However, because she wanted an apartment near
the beach so her son Dale could swim and because there were no
other apartments within the same area, the landlord may not
have insisted that she comply with his conditions. If she
rented another apartment from another landlord, Mr. Smith's
apartment would remain vacant until he found another renter,
and that could take days or weeks.

If a landlord has an apartment building in an area where rents must
be low in order to attract tenants and thus finds it hard to make a
profit on his investment, he might put few conditions in his leases to
ensure continuous occupancy of the building. If the apartment building
is in an area where apartments are in great demand, the landlord will be
able to charge higher rents and put more conditions into leases and still
keep the building fully occupied. Frequently, a landlord who has no
difficulty renting desires a month-to-month tenancy so that he can raise
rents or acquire new tenants to ensure payment of the higher rents.

Mr. Smith's apartment building is in a fashionable beach resort
area. He knows that he can rent the apartments easily during
the summer months even at exorbitant rates. However, during
the remainder of the year it is much more difficult to find
tenants. Mr. Smith is in a greater bargaining position during
the summer months. Therefore, he rents apartments for a maxi-
mum of nine months at a reasonable rate of $200 per 17,,nth. If
the tenant rents an apartment after September, the lease period
diminishes because all leases expire in June at the beginning
of the busy summer months. Mrs. Jones must 7-ve out by that
date or pay a higher rate for the three summer months. During
the lucrative summer period, the rental rate for the same
apartment may be as much as $300 per week. It is easy for the
landlord to rent the apartment during the summer, week by week,
because there is a large demand for beach apartments during
that time. The nine-month lease, although inconvenient for
Mrs. Jones, is better than nothing at all.

_Questions for Discussion

1. What type of conditions do you think a landlord generally wants
in a lease?

2. Do you think that a landlord should be able to select the ten-
ants he or she wants to occupy an apartment, or should any person be
able to rent it?
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3. Do you think Mrs. Jones' landlord should be allowed to charge
such hig rates during the summer months?

Onca the parties have entered into the rental agreement, the rights
and dutaas of each come into existence. In many instances, the duties
of the landlord and those of the tenant are implied--i.e., not expressly
written into the lease. Nevertheless, courts recognize their existence
and require that parties follow them, and, if necessary, they will
enforce the conditions.

In earlier times, landlords had few if any duties imposed on them
by law. Generally the courts ruled that they had to allow tenants to
enter and occupy the premises, but beyond this they were required to do
nothing else. Although that is still th-: case in many states, other
states require a landlord to deliver the .;remises in a tenantable coi.-
dition.

There is an implied duty in every lease that the landlord will pro-
tect the tenant's cuiet enjoyment of the premises. Although this sounds
as if the landlord must ensure that the tenant is comfortable and is

enjoying the apartment, the courts have interpreted quiet enjoyment to
mean that the landlord cannot commit any act that would justify the ten-

ant's abandoning the premises.

Mrs. Jones's apartment is located below another apartment occu-
pied by six overweight teenagers. These young people contin-
ually jump up and down, claiming to be doing the latest dance.

Mrs. Jones cannot allege that Mr. Smith has breached his duty to
protect her quiet enjoyment of the premises unless the teenagers are his

children. If the teenagers were his, Mrs. Jones could treat the noise
as a breach of the implied covenant of quiet enjoyment that results in a

constructive eviction. That means that Mrs. Jones has the right to
vacate the premises without paying any further rent and without being

liable to Mr. Smith for breach of the lease. If the teenagers are not

his, Mr. Smith has no duty to keep them quiet. If Mrs. Jones vacates

the premises, Mr. Smith could sue her for breach of the lease.

Questions for Discussion

1. If a landlord's radio bothers the tenants living below, are
the tenants justified in abandoning the premises?

2. How much noise can a landlord make before his or her acts will

justify the tenants' abandoning the premises?

3. What is the meaning of the term constructive eviction?

4. What things might a landlord do that could result in a con-

structive eviction?

5. Since the law does not require a landlord to quiet "dancing"
teenagers, what do tenants usually do to stop the noise?

6. Do you think the police might aid Mrs. Jones in stopping the

teenagers from dancing? How much noise would they have to make before

the police would intervee?
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Another implied duty (in some states codified into law) that a land-
lord owes to a tenant is to make necessary repairs to the property during
the period of tenancy. This ohligEion does not cover such minor recairs
as a leak' faucet, but only major ones that reauire extensive work or
add to the value of the building.

Tenants, on the other hand, have traditionally had an implied duty
to make minor repairs, a responsibility that arose out of their obliga-
tion not to commit waste. This duty has required that tenants make
repairs in order to preserv:-, property in substantially the same condition
as it was in at the beginning of the lease period. This rule was prob-
ably quite fair years ago when the majority of tenants lived and worked
on leased farms; today, however, now that the majority of tenants live
in cities, tenants are not expected to make all minor repairs. Thus,
today the courts impose a lesser burden upon the tenant to make repairs
than was the case only a few years ago. There are no guidelines for
determining whether a particular defect is major or minor or whether the
landlord or the tenant should make the repairs.

After two months in her apartment, the light switch in Mrs.
Jones's living room ceases to work.

Light switches are usually inexpensi'7e to replace and can be
expected to wear out through continuous use. In this case the tenant,
not the landlord, must repair the switch. Although they are not required
to do so by law, many landlords make such repairs or agree to pay for
supplies. However, if after the switch is repaired the lights still do
not work and it is learned that an electrical wire is broken, the land-
lord would be responsible for repairing the wire.

Questions for Discussion

1. What kinds of repairs should a tenant make?

2. Should the landlord repair the faulty light switch? Would the
result bi-. different if the light failed to work the day after Mrs. Jones
moved into the apartment?

The law also imposes duties on the tenant. A tenant must pay rent
to the landlord for the possession of the premises regardless of the
absence of any express provision in the rental agreement. The amount of
rent required, when not specified in a lease, is referred to as a reason-
able amount. If the tenant fails to pay rent, the landlord may either
sue for the reasonable rental value or have the tenant evicted. Eviction
is a legal process; the landlord cannot personally evict a tenant or
remove his belongings from an apartment. Only the sheriff can conduct
an eviction, and only then after a court order.

Mrs. Jones, having paid her rent for the first two months,
does not pay her third month's rent on the date it is due.
When Mr. Smith asks her when she will be able to pay, she
replies that she does not know. Mr. Smith then gives her a
written notice requiring her to pay her rent or leave the
premises. After waiting the length of time required by statute
(in California it is three days), the landlord files a com-
plaint against Mrs. Jones at the county courthouse. If Mrs.
Jones has not vacated the premises by the date of the trial,
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which is ;et on filing the complaint, then she must have some
reason for not paving Mr. Smith the rent. If there is no legal
excuse for not paying the rent, a judgment will be entered
against Mrs. Jones and the sheriff will be ordered to evict
her. After eviction, Mrs. Jones is still liable for the oast
rent owed Mr. Smith. The amount owed is based on the number
of days she occupied the premises. The legal eviction will
not excuse the past rent; it will only put Mrs. Jones out of
possession.

As previously mentioned, the tenant has a duty to make minor repairs
that stems from the duty not to commit waste. This duty means that the
tenant cannot destroy property and cannot make changes to structures on
the property without the landlord's permission. The tenant must return
the property to the landlord at the termination of the lease period in
the same condition in which it was at the beginning of the lease, minus
normal wear and tear.

Mrs. Jones has found that many people who come to the beach to
swim want to try surfing. No one in the area rents surfboards,
so Mrs. Jones uses her apartment garage to store and rent surf-
boards. The surfboards are stored on racks that Mrs. Jones
has had built and fastened to the wall.

Since she has changed the use of the leased property, the landlord
has the right to stop Mrs. Jones from using the garage to store and rent
surfboards. Not only can the landlord stop her from using the garage as
a store, her remodeling and new use of the garage can be treated as a
breach of the implied duty not to commit waste--a valid reason to evict
Mrs. Jones.

If the apartment that Mrs. Jones leased had six small rooms, and
she needed only five but wished the rooms were larger, she could not,
without Mr. Smith's perm;.ssion, knock out one of the walls in order to
convert two small rooms into one large room. This would be considered
waste even though the construction job would cost Mrs. Jones a consider-
able amount of money, would make the apartment more pleasant, and would
increase the value of the apartment.

Questions for Discussion

1. If Mrs. Jones used the garage to store some of her belongings,
would she be committing waste?

2. How many "improvements" can a tenant make before committing
waste?

One problem that still faces tenants in many jurisdictions today is
that of caveat emptor, which means "let the buyer beware" or "take it as
you find it." For the tenant, this requires that after taking possession
of the premises he or she cannot complain that it is dirty or that some-
thing needs repairs. By renting the apartment, the tenant has implicitly
accepted it as it was; the landlord has the duty only to make subsequent
major repairs.

Many states, however, have changed-this law; they are now requiring
that the landlord make all repairs necessary in order to make the
premises habitable before the tenant moves in and to continue to make
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necessary repairs to ensure continued habitability. In California, a
tenant may use up to one month's rent to make a repair which the land-
lord has a duty to make but has failed to make, and may deduct the amount

the repair from the rent owed the landlord.

The legal problem of fixtures faces the tenant when he moves out of
the premises.

Mrs. Jones's lease has terminated, and she must move out. She
packs her belongings and asks Mr. Smith to help remove the
medicine cabinet that she embedded into the wall when she first
moved into the apartment. Mr, Smith tells her thae. to remove
the cabinet would damage the wall, and that even though Mrs.
Jones has paid for the cabinet she must leave it there becduse
it is now part of the apartment.

Many tenantE discover too late that personal property which they
purchased for their own use and attached to the real property becomes a
part of the real property and must remain with the premises once they
vacate them. Any personal property that becomes real property is called
a fixture. Today, tenants are allowed to remove a variety of items as
long as the removal does not substantially damage the real property. In
this particular situation, one must determine whether or not the removal
of the medicine cabinet would substantially damage the wall. If the
repair cost is minimal, Mrs. Jones can remove the cabinet and make the
repairs. Otherwise, she will have to leave it in the apartment, as it
has become a fixture.

Questions for Discussion

1. If a tenant has fastened a pole lamp to the wall, would he or
sha be able to take it on vacating the premises?

2. If the tenant has laid wall-to-wall carpeting in an apartment,
is that considered a fixture?

Read about the following hypothetical situation and answer the ques-
tions that follow.

Mrs. Thomas stopped in front of the rental agency and quickly
reread the newspaper ad that she brought with her. The ad
described a "four-room apartment, near schools and a shopping
center, third floor, available Sept. 1, $125 per month."

Mrs. Thomas was very anxious to rent an apartment, and she
hoped she could see the advertised apartment and arrange all
the details as quickly as possible. She entered the agency
and talked to Mr. Hunter, a rental agent, about the apartment.
Mr. Huner took Mrs. Thomas to another apartment in the same

as the one advertised. He explained that the apart-
mr,nt advE.rtised in the paper was not available for inspection
since the occupants were sick. Instead, he offered to show
ar the arTH-ment directly below it on the second floor and
assured her that it was exactly the same as the one listed in
the paper. Mrs. Thomas agreed to look at it since this would
givli her an idea of the size of the rooms, etc
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She liked the apartment. It was clean and cheerful and
appeared to satisfy her family's needs. That evening, she and
her husband went to the rental office, signed the lease, and
gave Mr. Hunter the first month's rent.

On the first of the month, when the Thomases arrived at their
new apartment, they were shocked by its condition. Even though
the floor plan was the same as that of the apartment the agent
had shown Mrs. Thomas, the rooms were filthy, the paint was
peeling, the plaster was falling, and several windows were
broken.

Naturally, Mrs. Thomas was extremely angry. She told the
agent, Mr. Hunter, that she intended to move out as soon as
she could find a dedent place. Mr. Hunter explained to her
that, since she had entered into a lease, she would be liable
for the monthly rental price until he could find someone else
to rent the apartment.

Summary Questions

1. What is a lease?

2. What are the duties of a landlord?

3. What are the duties of a tenant?

4. Did Mrs. Thomas rent the apartment that she moved into?
(Explain your answer fully.)

5. Define the following terms:

a. landlord
b. tenant
c. rent
d. lease

6. Explain the duties of:

a. the larfLord
b. the tenant

7. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a lease for both
landlord and tenant?

8. That is the difference between a tenancy for years and a ten-
ancy at will?

9. Why is the national housing shortage particularly hard on the
poor?

10. How would the implied duty of quiet enjoyment in an:: rental
agreement apply to a situation like the following:

Tenant A has a rock band. Because he is a full-time student,
he can only practice at night. Tenant B is a light sleeper
and is constantly disturbed by As music. What can be done to
accommodate both A and B?

11. You, a tenant, have asked your landlord several times for extra
cabinets in the kitchen. He agrees that you need them, but has never
installed them. You finally do it yourself. When you move, can you
take these cabinets with you.? Explain.
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Conclusion

Landlord/tenant law has deep historical roots; many of today's land-
lord/tenant : -7 were formulated as early as the 11th century. i=ct that

time, society revolved around landowners, and Earfs had few legal rights.
The landlords made laws that naturally favored tne landlords' positions.
Modern courts still seem to favor the landlord, but several state legis-
latures, among them California's, are enz.-ting laws that strengthen the
tenant's position.
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LANDLORD/TEN71: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

This activity focuses on the question of who is responsible for t

hazardous and unsanitary conditions that plague many rental
Handout 3-31, "Please, Mr. Healy!," presents a- hypothetical case involv-
ing a'dispute over repairs and rent. In using this activity, students
should be aware of the vying duties and responsibilities of landlords
and tenants and discuss the controversy from both standpoints.

It is important for students to understand that the duties and
responsibilities of both tenant and landlord are spelled out in the
lease. The major duties of the tenant are to pay rent on time and YD
take reasonable care of the property. The major duties of the landlord
are to make major repairs on the property and to ensure that the tenant
has a reasonably quiet place to live. Students should also be aware
that when a tenant does not fulfill his or her obligations, the landlord
can sue for the rent money or have the tenant evicted from the property.
Use of eviction proceedings is one of the landlord's prime weapons_
Since many tenants find it too costly to take their complaints to curt,
they may choose to move rather than get involved in court action.

The hypothetical case in this handout can easily be used for a role
play activity (see pages 221-231) or a mock trial (see pages 51-66).
The first set of questions in the handout can form the basis for a class
discussion; the second set can be treated in discussion or in E... values-
continuum activity (see page 13P).

Adapted with permission from In Search of Justice, teacher's edition,
the Law in American Society Foundation (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Lerrill, /975), p. 43.
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PLEASE, MR. HEALY!

When Alice and Mitzi graduated from college in June, they got jobs
as social workers in a big city. Neither of them were making much money.
Therefore, they were careful about how they spent their earnings. When
they started looking for an apartment, they were shocked at the filth
and poor condition of the places they could afford.

P,fter weeks of looking, the women finally found a fairly nice apart-
ment in their price ranae. There were a few problems, however. The
refrigerator did not work properly, and the hot water faucet in the bath-
room was broken. There were only two electrical outlets, which would
probably mean constant trips to the fuse box in the basement.

The women pointed these things out tc Mr. Healy the landlord. He
promised to have everything fixed by the time they moved in. He seemed
like a nice man, and the women trusted that he would get everything done.
They really liked the apartment and the fact tna* they would not be tied
down by a lease. They gave Mr. Healy a month's rent in advance and made
arrangements to move into the apartment two weeks later.

After two months, the women had no hot water and the refrigerator
had completely stopped working. If they ran more than one electrical
device at a time, they blew a fuse. Mr. Healy refused to listen to their
complaints. He told them that, for the low rent they were paying, they
should not complain. He also said that they could move out if they did
not like the apartment.

1. What are the rights of the tenants in situation?

What are the Landlord's responsibilities?

Is there any way that Mitzi and Alice can make Mr. Healy meet his
obligations? If so, what? If not, what can they do?

Did the women fail in any way to meet their obligations as tenants?
If so, how? If note what can they do?

Reprinted with permission from In Search of Justice, by the Law in
American Society Foundation (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1975).
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The lists below give some things for which landlords and tenants
may be responsible. For each, list the items in order from those you
think are most important to those you think are least important. Then
state your reasons.

Landlords must:

A Keep the lawn and bushes neatly trimmed.
B Repair the stove and refrigerator fu_nished with the apartment.
C Provide paint and materials when a tenant wants to change the

color of a room.
D Make needed repairs to the outside of the building.
E Clean Che apartment and repaint the walls before new tenants

move in.
F Keep the apartment free of insects, mice, and other pests.

Code Letter Reason

Tenants must:

A Report any damage or needed repairs to the landlord immedi-
ately.

B Not disturb other tenants with noisy parties or loud music.
C Pay the rent as required by the lease.
D Not wash cars or, leave the water running for long periods of

time if the landlord pays the water bill.
E Keep the walls and floor *n good condition.
F Provide drapes or window _ilades in the apartment.

Code Letter Reason
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TWO HUNTERS; ONE DEER

This activity is designed to help elementary students consider
alternatives for resolving conflicts over property.

* * * * * * * * * * *

OBJECTIVES

After role-playing TWO HUNTERS; ONE DEER, students should be able
to:

1. Identify the conflict in this situation and describe similar
conflicts.

2. Describe the role of judge as an arbitrator who resolves dis-
putes between individuals.

The following situation is based on an actual case. Read the story
aloud to the students to the point where the directions indicate a stop.

The time was late autumn, perfect for hunting. Ernie had been look-
ing forward to the opening of the hunting season. Of course, he always
looked forward to it, because he had managed to bag one deer every year
for the past fifteen years. That was an unheard-of record in deer hunt-
ing. It was unfortunate that a license allowed one to shoot only one
deer. This year, Ernie would shoot his sixteenth deer. It would be
fun, too, because he was taking his friend Hector along with him. Hector
had never been hunting, but he was just as excited and optimistic as
Ernic about getting a deer. They had been talking for weeks about their
trip.

Finally, the big day arrived. Ernie and Hector left early in ,2

morning and planned to be gone for two or three days. Unfortunately,
the trip ended in the middle of the second day, and so did the friendship
between Ernie and Hector. Here's what happened.

As the two men began to stalk through the woods, they stayed to-
gether so that Ernie could teach Hector how to track a deer. They didn't
have any luck on the first day, but they enjoyed themselves anyway. On
the second day, Ernie told Hector that they should separate so they could
cover more territory. Several hours passed before either of them saw
anything worth shooting. Then they each spotted a deer. Neither of the
men knew it was the same deer when they pulled the triggers of their
guns. The shots were so close together that it wasn't possible to tell
which man shot first, but the deer was dead. The two men began arguing
about who had actually killed the animal and who owned it.

Stop Here.

Reprinted with permission from The Methods Book: Strategies for Law-
Focused Education, by Arlene F. Gallagher (Chicago: Law in American
Society Foundation, 1978), pp. 51 --53.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Group students into pairs. One person in each pair will play Ernie,
and the other will play Hector. Allow a few minutes for the pairs to
try to resolve the conflict through role playing.

Follow this role playing with a brief discussion. Begin by asking
if anyone has resolved the problem. If someone has, he or she should
explain the solutions to the class.

Tell the class that in this story Ernie and Hector were not able to
come to a decision that was agreeable to both.

Continue Reading.

Ernie and Hector got so angry with each other while they were argu-
ing that they finally realized they wouldn't be able to agree to any-
thing. They decided to pack up the deer and go home. Since they were
barely speaking to each other, they figured hunting together wouldn't be
fun any more. On the way home, they did think of a way to solve their
problem. They agreed to go to the judge in town and to go along with
whatever he decided.

When the two men arrived in court, they were still angry. When the
judge heard both sides of the story, what do you think he did?

Stop Here.

The following role playing will be done by those students who could
not come to an agreement. Select several students to act as judges.
Role play with groups of three. Conduct a brief discussion about the
resolutions of the judges. Be sure to have the judges explain why they
decided the way they did. This is an important part of decision - making
development. Students should be able to think through and analyze why
one particular decision was fairer than another.

Continue Reading.

A SIMILAR CONFLICT

Long ago, when the Plains Indians hunted buffalo, each man had no
difficult identifying his own kill. Each hunter fletched his arrows
with his own particular color and pattern of feathers, and since each
hunter's arrows were unique, it was easy to determine who had killed an
animal. If several different kinds of arrows were found in the same
buffalo, ownership was decided by the position ,Jf the arrows. When more
than one hunter had inflicted a mortal wound, there were two alterna-
tives: Either the buffalo was divided between the two hunters, or it
was given to a widow's family.

La-'tee r, hunters began to use firearms, which made identification of
ownership impossible and eventually led to the communal division of buf-
falo.

Stop Here.
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DISCUSSION

1. Do any of the Indian ways of resolving conflicts help you in
determining what to do about the deer shot by Ernie and Hector?

2. Should it make a difference that Ernie had already shot fifteen
deer and Hector had never shot one? Why or why not?

Continue Reading.

THE DECISION

In this case, the judge could not determine which bullet had
actually killed the deer, so she told the two hunters they could each
have half a deer or nothing. She refused to award the whole deer to
anyone. Both men refused the offer of half a deer. Each reasoned that
if he accepted half a deer, it would use up his hunting license for that
season, and there would be no chance of getting a whole deer until next
year.

In this case, the judge made the deer the property of the court.
But the judge said that it wasn't right for the court to keep the deer
either, so she gave it to a boy's camp. The boys ate a lot of venison
that year, and they had the deer's head mounted in the recreation room.
The story about the two hunters is told over and over again to the new
'oys who come to the school.
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

During the 1970s, environmental law began to have a profound impact
on almost every aspect of life in this country. Whereas at one time few
if any restrictions were placed on the rights of landowners to do as
they pleased with their property, today both public and private "land-
lords" must conform to myriad regulations imposed by various levels of
government--regulations designed to ensure that the use of any property
does not adversely affect the quality of human and other forms of life.

Two activities focused on environmental law are presented here:
one for junior high and senior high students, the other for younger chil-
dren. Both activities lend themselves particularly well to a simulation
format. (Additional suggestions for using simulations and mock trials
are presented on pages 51-65.)
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THERMAL POLLUTION: A MOCK TRIAL

This activity presents background info:.mation and guidelines for
using a mock trial to help older students and adults consider some issues
related to environmental law. Handout 332 contains information sheets
that can be duplicated and supplied to participants.

* * * * * * * * *

Updated monthly and available in most larger libraries, the Environ-
mental Law Reporter is a rich resource for teachers who wish to develop
mock trial scenarios in environmental law. The summaries are concise
yet detailed enough to provide all the necessary ingredients: the back-
ground to the case, the positions of the plaintiff and the defendant,
and the court's decision.

Recently, the Environmental Law Reporter summarized an unusual case.
It involved "thermal pollution" resulting from the introduction of cold
water into an artificially-warmed tidewater stream in New Jersey. The
case, Department of Environmental Protection v. Jersey Central Power and
Light Company, No. A-218-73 (Superior Ct. N.J. App. Div., March 21,
1975), might be roughly summarized as follows:

Jersey Central Power and Light operates a nuclear-powered electrical
generating plant located between the Forked River and Oyster Creek, a
tidewater stream emptying into the Atlantic. A canal carries water from
the Forked River to the plant. At that point, pumps force the col' river
water beneath the plant, where it passes around condensers locat..:a under-
neath the nuclear reactors. This water, acting to cool and conden e the
steam created by the reactors, becomes heated some twenty-five beg-ees
in the process. The heated water is then pumped into a canal that
empties into Oyster Creek.

The artificially-warmed water of Oyster Creek attracts thousah of
menhaden, a co=ercially important fish.

On January 28, 1972, the Jersey Central Power and Light plant shit
down its nuclear reactors. But pumps continued to force the water
Forked River into Oyster Creek. The sudden infusion c id weer
the Forked River dropped the water temperature in Oystc: Cree'
mately 13 degrees in 24 hours.

Shortly thereafter, upwards of half a million menraeh were found
dead in Oyster Creek. Death was attributed to the ther7-AL cans :d

by the sudden drop in water temperature. The New Jersey C.epaf',1mant cf
Environmental Protection brought suit against the Jersey 2ow=..r al.c. Light

Company, claiming violation of N.J.S.A. 23: 5-28.

This statute, in part, states: "No person shall put or p:.ace
into...any of the fresh or tidal waters of this state any pet.::01.,,uN
products, debris, hazardous, deleterious, destructive or poi2onou;

Reprinted with permission from "Thermal Pollution: Background Material
for a Mock Trial," by David G. Armstrong (Law in American Society Journal
6, no. 2, pp. 27-30; a publication of the Law in American Societ! Founda-
tion).
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substances of any kind....In case of pollution of said waters by any
substances injurious to fish, birds, or mammals, it shall not be neces-
sary to show that the substances have actually caused the death of any
of these organisms...."

With these basics in mind, the teacher is able to prepare the class
for a mock trial. Background sheets will need to be prepared for (1) the
plaintiff and plaintiff's attorney, (2) the defendant and defendant's
attorney, (3) a witness for the plaintiff, and (4) a witness for the
defendant. These papers should be kept brief, but detailed enough to
provide crucial information and a clear controversy. Examples of how
such background papers might be presented are found on the following
pages.

The Simulated Trial

Once th. information sheets for these key individuals are prepared,
the teacher must make a decision about the total number of players who
will be involved.in the mock trial. Surely a judge, plaintiff, defend-
ant, plaintiff's attorney, and defendant's attorney will be needed. The
descriptions also provide for a plaintiff's witness and for a defendant's
witness. Beyond these basics, the teacher is free to expand the scope
of the scenario o include additional witnesses, some of whom can supply
scientific testimony regarding tidewater ecosystems, the operation of
nuclear reactors, and the laws of thermodynamics. Perhaps other roles,
such as a bailiff, a clerk of the court, and a court reporter, might
also be useful.

The actual flow of the "trial" will vary according to the particular
protocols favored by the teacher. The emphasis in this exercise is not
on a procedural replication of a real trial, but, rather, on a careful
examination of contending views centering on an important issue. The
structure of the tria: ought to provide for the airing of opposing views,
the introductio of s-,..prpoe-tin evidence, and time for the judge(s) to
reach a decis:Lcli. (Remember, an appellate court simulation.)

Debriefing

Once the mock trial has r-e:1 ;is cr
debriefing session. Debriefing
roles and look .:D':-JjLctively at

positions. The needs tp
such as:

the stage is set for the
pants to drop out of their
of the two adversarial
_ing with key questions

1. What basic issue was in

2. What position was taken b the plainti:...

3. What evidence supported the plaintiff's view?

4. What position was taken by the defendant?

5. What evidence supported the defendant's case?

6. What did the plaintiff's attorney do to present the plaintiff's
evidence in the best light and to raise cuestions about the defendant's
evidence?
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7. What did the defendant's attorney do to present the defendant's
evidence in the best light and to raise questions about the plaintiff's
evidence?

8. (To the judge) Te.1 us the line of thinking you used in arriv-
ing at your decision. What would it have taken for you to change your
mind?

Capstone Activity

After the debriefing session, you can compare the outcome of the
mock trial with the outcome of the real case upon which it was based.
In the actual case, the New Jersey Court of Appeals

1. found the company to be in violation of the statute. A $6,000
fine imposed by a lower court was upheld, as was an award to the State
of $935 in compensatory damages (to pay for the fish that were killed);

2. rejected company's contention that since the statute in ques-
tion did not specifically mention thermal pollution, no violation
occurred. Court interpreted legislative intent to include any substance
that would be "hazardous, deleterious, or poisonous to life";

3. rejected company's claim that "due process" was violated, since
sometimes hot water might not be a hazard and the company could
not know in adw::1:e whether its actions would be construed as a viola-
tion. Court stated that the company knew heated water had attracted
menhaden and that a drop in temperature might be harmful. They also
admitted they knew that continuing to run the pumps would result in a
sharp drop in the temperature of Oyster Creek; and

4. rejected company's claim that action had resulted from an
"unavoidable necessity." Court pointed out that :ompany's own repre-
sentative had testified that cooling pumps could have been turned off
when reactors were shut down.

As a concluding activity, the teacher might wish to ass, such ques-
tions as:

1. What similarities are there between our decision and the
court's?

2 What differences are there between our decision and the
court's?

3. How might we account for those differences?

3 3
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BACKGROUND STATEMENTS FOR THERMAL POLLUTION TRIAL

Background for the Plaintiff

1. Your suit is against Jersey Central Power and Light for viola-
tion of N.J.S.A. 23: 5-28. In part, that statute states: "No person
shall put or place into...any of the fresh or tidal waters of this state
any petroleum products, debris, hazardous, deleterious, destructive, or
poisonous substances of any kind...."

2. Jersey Central Power and Light operates a nuclear-powered elec-
trical generating plant under a license from the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion.

3. The reactors in that plant are cooled by cold water brought
from the Forked River. This cold water is pumped around condensers,
then out again into an exit canal flowing into Oyster Creek. The circu-
lating water is heated in the process, and so is Oyster Creek. This
heating of Oyster Creek has attracted hundreds of thousands of menhaden,
a commercially valuable fish, to swim into Oyster Creek from the
Atlantic. It can be shown that. all these facts were known to the defend-
ant, who also knew that shutting down the reactors would cause Oyster
Creek to cool down rapidly.

4. On January 28, 1972, Jersey Central Power and Light shut down
its reactors because of a problem. Pumps continued to carry water from
the Forked River to Oyster Creek. The pumps were kept running only as a
convenience, not out of nec -ity; rust.and scale are less of a problem
when water is kept flowing through the system. Because the water was no
longer heated by the reactors, and because the Forked River is naturally
cold, the temperature of Oyster Creek dropped 13 degrees in 24 hours.

5. More than 500,000 menhaden were found by state inspectors to
have died because of the sudden drop in temperature. You, the Department
of Environmental Protection, are suing the Jersey Central Power and Lignt
Company under the authority of N.J.S.A. 23: 5-23 (See No. 1 above).

Background for the Defense

1. You represent the Jersey Central Power and Light Company which,
under a provisional operating license from the Atomic Energy Commission,
runs a nuclear-powered electrical plant cooled by waters pumped from the
Forked River, around condensers underneath the reactors, and into an
outflow canal emptying into Oyster Creek (a stream flowing into the

2. When unaccounted-for leakage of radioactively-contaminated
water around the reactors reaches a specified level, Atomic Energy Com-
mission Regulations require a shutdown of reactors for inspection.
Because of this AEC regulation, reactors were shut down for four days
beginning on January 28, 1972.

Reprinted with permission from "Thermal Pollution: Background Material
for a :1ock Trial," by David G. Armstrong (Law in American Society Journal
6, no. 2, pp. 27-30; a publication of the Law in American Society Founda-
tion).
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3. During this shutdown, pumps continued to carry cold Forked
River water into Oyster Creek. Since the reactors were shut down, the
water did not take on heat froal the condensers. As a result, the water
turned to itE normal ambient temperature, which is quite cold. This

meant the temperature of the water in Oyster Creek dropped 13 degrees in
24 hours. State inspectors reported that over a half a million
menhaden--a commercially-important fish--died because of thermal shock.

4. Because of the deaths of the fish, the New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection has sued your company under authority of
N.F.S.A. 23: 5-28. That statute, in part, states, "No person shall put
or place into...any of the fresh or tidal waters.., of this state any
petroleum products, debris, hazardous, deleterious, destructive, or
poisono-is substances of any kind."

Background for State Inspector from Department of Environmental Protec-
tion (Witness for the Plaintiff)

1. When nuclear reactors at the Jersey Central Power and Light
Company were shut down on January 28, 1972, there occurred massive deaths
of menhaden (over half a million) in Oyster Creek.

2. It was apparent that the pLint shutdown resulted in a sudden
drop in the temperature of Oyster Creek (13 degrees in 24 hours).

3. Investigations of the menhaden carcasses revealed that deaths
had not resulted from exposure to poisonous substances. It was concluded
that the sudden drop in temperature was the sole cause of death.

Background for Atomic Energ Commission Re
Defendant)

re sentative (Witness for the

1. The Atomic Energy Commission, as a condition of licensing,
places strict operating guidelines on nuclear-powered electrical plants,
such as the one operated by Jersey Central Power and Light. One of these
regulations mandates a shutdown when unaccounted-for coolant leakage
around the reactors reaches a specified level. Federal AEC safety regu-
lations take precedence over state statutes.

2. The shutdown of the reactors by Jersey Central Power and Light
on January 28, 1972, was consistent with AEC regulations because leakage
was approaching the specified level.

3. The shutdown on January 28, 1972, and the subsequent inspec-
tions of the facility, could have been accomplished without continuir.r:
to pump cold water from the Forked River. But :.aintenance is great::
simr1:_fied if the plant engineers continue to run the pumps when 1:`:e
reactor is not in operation.

3;?
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PROBLEMS IN GREEN VALLEY

This activity is designed for very young children. After reading
the story aloud to the class, the resource person should select ten stu-
dents to role play the characters in the story and divide the rest of
-_lhe class into the three "committees" described in the narrative. Make
sure that all three committees interview all cr most of the individual
characters.

Before the class session, the resource person or teE.7her shou'-1
make a larger rsion of the map of Green Valley on the chalkboard or a
sheet of pos newsprint, so that students can refer to it as they
listen to the story and role play the situation.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Grundy Gopher sighed a comfortable sigh and snuggled into his big
easy chair. He looked around him at the cupbcard he had built in the
corner, the round rus on the floor, and his little bed by the fireplace.
On the wall were the pictures of his cousins, aunts, and uncles, all
smiling at him. Grundy loved his little home. It felt so safe and
secure. Most important, it felt comfortable. Everything was just the
way he liked it.

Grundy picked up his favorite book and began to look at the pic-
tures. Shortly, he heard a knock. Grundy put down his book and
scrambled down the little tunnel that led to his front door. He opened
it. At f7' c all he could see was a giant nose. Then Grundy recognized
that the I.Jse belonged to his friend, Hannibal Horse. Grundy climbed
outside into the sunlight.

"Howdy, Hannibal! What's new?"

Hannibal was slow in answering Grundy.

"Well, Grundy, I have some news for you. Some of us animals have
decided to work together to build a new road through our v'J.iey so that
it won't be so hard to get from one side to the other."

"Oh," said Grundy, "1 guess that would be helpful."

"I'm glad you feel that way, because the road is going right over
your house. I'm afraid you'll have to move, Grundy."

"What? Over my dead body! Who do you think you are, telling me
that I have to leave my home! I've lived here for years!"

Grundy was so mad that he called a meeting of all the animals in
the valley to discuss the building of the road. It seemed that everyone
gas there, and almost everyone had something to say.

Bartholomew Beaver was against the road. "If you build it, you
will have to clear away all those trees and bushes--and then what will I
use to repair my dam?"

Reprinted with permission for Educating for Citizenship Grade 1 (Rock-
ville, Md.: Aspen Systems Liprk 1.-_'Jon, 1982)

,
p. 41. Lesson developed

by Susan Davison Archer.
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But Bartholomew," chimed in Clucky Chicken, "a road would make it
so much easier for me to get to the library and grain store. As it is
row, with my rheumatism, I hardly ever get to go out. It's too hard for
an old hen like me to climb over hill and dale. Without a nice easy
road to walk on I'll never get to go anywhere!"

"Yes!" exclaimed Randy Rabbit. "But how am I going to keep all my
children off the road? A road can be a dangerous place with a lot of
little rabbi -:s playing nearby. They don't always remember to look before
hopping!"

"But look at it from my point of view," came the small voice of
Artie Ant. "A road would make it possible for me to visit my cousins
over on Big Mountain. As it is now, by the time I crawl over that and
under this, it takes me a dal- to get there, and I don't have that much
time to scare."

Max the Mountain Goat had something to say, too. "I like being by
myself a lot. If we build a road, lots of valley animals, and maybe
even strangers, will go traipsing through the middle of our valley.
Then hot dog stands and billboards will go up. ,Thd our beautiful valley
will become noisy and cluttered. I say no road:"

"I agree," said Snorty Snail. "Besides, it would take me too long
to cross the road safely. I'm afraid I'd get squished."

"But if we have a road, when the grass at this end of the vallv
gets short, I can easily move my whole family to the luscious green pas-
tures on the other side," chimed in Darla Deer.

The other animals started to express their opinions, all at once,
until no one could hear anything. Finally Oscar Owl, who had been around
a long time, rang a giant gong. This so surprised everyone that it
became Quiet again.

"We'll never solve anything this way!" Oscar said. "We need a
better way to look into this problem."

"Well, what do you suggest?" asked Grundy.

"Yeah, what do you think?" nodded Hannibal.

"I think this is a very hard problem, and that we should think about
it very carefully. I suggest that we divide ourselves into committees
to study the problem and then, after that, we should meet again to decide
what to do."

The animals agreed that the idea sounded like a good one. They
formed three committees.

Committee number 1 was to try to find out as many facts as possible
atcJ.t the proposed road--where it would go, what animals it would affect,
what alternatives were open to animals who would lose tneir homes- -
anything known for certain about the road. The committee examined a mac
showing where the road would go through the valley and interviewed
animals who might be affected in some way by the road. They listed all
their facts on a big piece of paper.

;
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Committee number 2 was to try to list all the orobler:- that building
or not building the road might cause. They interviewed scm, cf the other
animals at the meeting and also worked very hard to think cf all the
problems they could. They too made a list on a big sheet paper.

The members of Committee number 3 tried to think of all the thince
the animals might decide to do about the road. They did not worry abcut
what ideas were good or bad or could be carried out--that could be
.decided later. Instead, they tried to list every sinale rhino the
animals might decide to do.

Lirfez

(()Artie'.,
Anthill

barn

MAP OF GREEN VALLEY
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TORTS

materials in subsect on deal with torts. Handout 3-33
a ;enerJ11 deff..inition of a tort and descriptions of the three

,es of torts, along with several hypothetical Fi,:uations that can
:stimulate questions and discussion. Any of these hypothetical

:.n.y:J form the basis for a mock civil suit trial. (Suggestions for
.,n,j1.n'tinu : mock trial Lre presented on pages 51-65.) "Who Is to

activity d,.:s'.gned to int-7oduce the concept of a tort to
stuaerits.

lb
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WHAT I- A fORT?

A realLy satisfactory cEfinition of a tort nas never be_In found.
The word tort has it.3 basis is Latih (tortus)

, meaning "twisted," and in
French (tort), meaning "wrong." A tort, then, is a civil wrong, other
than a breach of contract, fir which the court will pro cle a remedy in
the form of a lawsuit for damage-.

I' is oc..sible to lok at a tort by naming what i is not. A tort
is not a crime, it does not concern itself with pr olems of government,
and it is not a br:_each of L:ontraci But it is not quit9 that sL..,:;Je,
for there are many miscellaneous areas o the law thal_ ..ast be included
in w.at torts -ire. It can be a direct interference wth another person,
such as an a-sault and battery; it can be a direct interference dith
anothe: 's property, such as Keeping a loan mower and not returning it;
it can be an invasion of one's privacy, such as falsely accusing a woman
of being unchaste; or it can ba the negligent injury to eno%.her, such as
causing an auto accident.

The common thread woven into all torts is the interference with
_another's interests. It arises out of the clashes hteen activities of
people living in modern society, of people doing those things that con-
stitute.modern living. In those activities there will oe injuries suf-
fered and losses sustained. The law of torts adjusts those losses and
provides for compensation to those-injured.

There are three main types of torts:

1. Intentional Torts. An intentional tort is an injury caused by
the intentional act of another. The intentional hitting of another, the
intentional burning of a house, and the intentional breaking of another
person's property are examples of tYis kind of tort. Intentional torts
normally require thought to commit the act before it is committed, simi-
lar to the intent required to commit certain crimes. In fact, many
intentional torts are also crimes.

2. Strict .ability. This is a no-fault type of tort where just
the mere act or injury itself creates liability. There need be no
tional or negligent act. Examples are suffering injuries while riding
in a plane or train, or finding a cockroach in an unopened soft drink
bottle and drinking from it.

3. Negligent Acts. A negligent act occurs wnen a person does not
act as ordinary, reasonable and prudent man would act under similar
circumstances. Failing_ to drive one's car safely, maintaining an un-
fenced p ,o1 or failing to fix a dangerous condition on one's property
are all negligent acts.

Reprinted with permission from Student Introduction trl Florida Lai., by
Bruce W. Flower (Mineola, N.Y.: West Pu2-lishong.Co., 1978).
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Negligence

Ic.st tort actions today have their base in negligence, a careless
act that causes injury to another.

The main problem is what act, what behavior is to be considered
careless or negligent? To resolve this problem, the law has established
a standard of behavior known as the reasonable man -tandard. The
"reasonable man" behaves as an ordinary, prudent pc,Json with common skill
and intelligence would under similar circumstances. A person who behaved
or acted as a reasonable person would in a similar situation will not be
liable. His behavior or action would have been reasonable, and therefore
not careless or negligent.

Before a person can be liable for a negligent act, there are four
elements (parts) that must be proven by the plaintiff:

1. A duty--An obligation to act in such a manner so as not to
harm others or expose them to unreasonable risks.

2. A failure of the duty--The defendant's failure to conduct him-
self as required by (1) above.

3. Proximate cause--A direct relationship or connection between
the wrongful act and the injury or damage sustained. In other words,
the wrongful act must be the cause of the injury or damage. If the
wrongful act was the proximate cause of the injury, the defendant is
liable.

4. Actual loss or damage.

There is one other key factor to negligence. It is known as fore-
seeability. Simply stated, if the defendant could not reasonably foresee
any injury as the result of his act, there is no negligence, and no
liability.

PROBLEM 2

Explain the reasonable man standard that should be applied in the
following situations.

a. Wino, the town drunk, gets drunk one night and drives his car
through a fence and into a house, injuring the occupants of the house.
He claims he was too drunk to know what he was doing.

b. Ray, a fourth grader, is playing cowboys and Indians with his
father's gun. His friend, Al, has a bow and arrow. Ray, thinking the
gun was unloaded, aims it at Al and pulls the trigger. The gun fires

and Al is seriously injured.

c. Ray, after the incident with Al is resolved, decides to take
his father's motor boat for a joyride. He manages to crash into two
other boats b-fore he wrecks another person's dock.

d. Jake hires Mr. Emmett, c lawyer, to represent him in a criminal

case. Emmett makes foolish mistakes that result in Jake's conviction.
Jake sues Emmett for malpractice, a form of negligence tnat applies to
people in professional capacities.
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Hubbard negligently parked his car. Murray was driving his car and
ran into Hubbard's car. Murray sued Hubbard claiming that had it not
been for Hubbard's negligently parking his car, the accident would not
have happened. Decide.

Joe and Andy are riding in Andy's boat. Andy is piloting the boat
in a fast and careless manner. As they approach a bridge too fast, a
car drives off the bridge and into the boat, seriously injuring Joe.
Joe sues Andy for negligence. Where is the proximate cause in relation
to Joe's injury? Why?

A trucker negligently left his truck on the highway at night without
flares. A car cashed into it and caught fire. A passer-by came -_(1)

rescue the man and woman in the car. The rescuer wanted to use a floor
maU as a pillow for the injured woman. He handed a pistol that was on
the mat to the man. The accident, however, had temporarily deranged the
man, who then shot the rescuer in the leg. The rescuer sued the trucker.
Were the injuries sustained by the rescuer foreseeable? Should the
rescuer recover from the trucker? Why?

Heiman drove his pickup truck. into a railroad crossing. He neither
looked nor listened for a train and was completely unaware of a train's
approach. The train, however, was traveling at an excessive rate of
speed. There was a collision and Heiman was severely injured. Was the
train's excessive speed the proximate cause of the accident? Why?



WHO IS TO BLAME?

This lesson is designed to int duce elementary students to the
concept of a tort.

Begin the lesson by asking the following warm-up auestions:

-How many of you have ever played tag with ycur friends? Where?
what was it like?

- -Have you ever hurt a friend but it was an accident? What
happened?

--Can you name several examples of carelessness?

Distribute copies of Handout 3-34, "Frances and Molly," and allow
time for the students to read it. (With very young students, you may
need to read the story aloud to the class.) Ask: Can someone tell us
what is going on in this story? Who are the main characters? Then dis-
cuss the questions on the handout one at a time. Be sure to give all
the students a chance to respond to the questions so that you can deter-
mine whether they have different viewpoints about the issue.

At this point the resource person might want to use the situation
as the basis of a role play activity, giving roles to as many students
as possible. (See suggestions for using role play strategies on pages
221-231.) After the role play, repeat the probe questions and ask
whether any students have changed their minds. Why?

The following story involving a tort case can be used as the basis
for an extension activity. Read the story aloud and use the questions
to stimulate a follow-up discussion.

Each summer Larry's family vacationed at a lake cottage. They
always took along their boat and a large motor. One day Larry
wanted to "show off," so he invited Betty for a ride. Larry
knew he was not allowed to operate the motor, but he was sure
he would be very careful. Everything went well until Larry
went around a bend in the lake and saw a canoe ahead. In a
panic Larry swung the boat to avoid the canoe, lost control of
tha boat, and crashed into a dock. No one was injured, but
the dock was severely damaged.

i. Can someone tell us what is going on in this story?

2. What should Larry do?

3. Who should pay for the damage done to the dock?

4. What kind of lawsuit might come out of this case?

Developed by Faith Haber Galbraith.
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FRANCES AND MOLLY

Molly and Frances were 7th graders at Cook School.

They asked Ms. Pickett, their teacher, if they could be

excused from class to go get a drink of water. Ms. Pickett

said yes, but she asked them to be quick about it and not

play around.

Frances and Molly walked down the hall, jokingly push-

ing and shoving each other saying, "got you last.' -

Frances bent over to take a drink, Molly gave her one last

push. It caught Frances off balance and she slipped, Her

mouth hit the water spout hard. She cut her lip and chipped

three of her front teeth. The dentist bill cost Frances'

Family a total of $200--and Frances will have capped front

teeth for the rest of her life.

Questions:

1. Even though she did not mean to hurt her friend,

was Molly to blame for Frances' injury? Should she be held

responsible for Frances' injury?

2. Should Frances' parents sue (demand money) Molly

(or her -parents) for Frances' injury? Why? Why not?

3. Should Molly's parents be responsible for what

Molly did?

4. Suppose Frances was covered by insurance. Do you

think this makes any difference?

Reprinted with permission from Law in Action: Courts and Trials, by
Linda Riekes and Sally Mahe (Mineola, N.Y.: West Publishing Co., 1975),
p. 52.
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5. Is Nis. Pickett responsible for Frances' injury?

Should she be required to share in payment of the dentist'

bill?

6. Does the principal or the school system have an"

responsibility? Should they be required to pay anything?

7. if you were a judge hearing this case, now wouk

you decide this case so that it would be Fair to everyon,3

involved?

3
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WHEN DO YOU NEED A LAWYER?

Contrary to public belief, most lawyers seldom go to court. The
practice of law usually involves out-of-court legal assistance such as
giving advice, negotiating settlements, and drafting legal opinions.
Students should be aware of when a problem can be solved only with the
help of a lawyer, and when other sources of assistance may be more appro-
priate, and possibly cheaper. Two activities in this section focus on
methods of protecting oneself in potential civil disputes. "When Do You
Need A Lawyer?" (Handout 3-35), an opinion poll, asks students to deter-
mine situations that would warrant consultation with a law profe7isionai.
Handout 3-36 contains results of a similar poll of lawyers' opinions on
the subject.

DISCUSSION GUIDELINES

In discussing the lawyer survey (Handout 3-35) with students, the
teacher or law professional may want to introduce students to alternative
sources of advice and information:

*Better Business Bureau or government consumer protection agency--in
cases when you think you have been unfairly treated by a
business

'nsurance agent, real estate agent-tn,ise -1e may be able to
provide information on accident _nd rental disputes

*Clergymen, rabbis, marriage counselors--for family ID.r.,:H1- mar-
riage, divorce

*Social welfare agencies, YMCA, community organizations--these
organizations often have free or low-cost general legal infor-
mation

SURVEY ANSWERS*
OPINION POLL

a. So lcr;c7 as your insurance company agrees to handle the cost of all
person:-11 injuries and property damage, there is probably no need to
reuain ,7:ryJnsel. If you are sued for more than your insurance cover-

vou may wish to hire your own attorney.

This pL.n:,eal can probably be resolved informally. Your brother can
xrla ;l thc, situation to the police. However, if the police arrest

an bcck. you before the situation is clarified, you may want to
retain ark attorney for seeking an expungement of your arrest record.

*Reprinze0 with permission from Law and the Consumer, a publ.cation of
the Street Law Institute, by Lee Arbetman, et al. (St. Paul:
West P,Ablil,ning Co., 1962)pp. 110-111.
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c. As students should have learned earlier in the book, the law implies
a warranty that may run beyond the term of the written guarantee.
The buyer in this case can seek assistance from local consumer Pro-
tection agencies or sue in small claims court. An attorney is Prob-
ably not required to secure ri!iress.

d. Car buyers need good advice, but not necessarily from an attorney.
Assistance in readinu the contract of sale and the financing agree-
ment may be available at your bank. A good mechanic's advice my
also be invaluable.

e. You would definitely want an attorney in this situ,:.tion, since you
will probably be charged with a serious crime. Even though you did
not take part in the robbery, if the charges are true, you may be
liable for criminal conspiracy or as an accessory.

f. You do not have a constitutional right to an attorney in school
suspension cases, and you may not believe a two-day suspension is a
serious enough matter to warrant an attorney. However, you may
still want to hire one or find out if a Legal Aid Society or the
American Civil Liberties Union will assist you. You will also reed
to find out whether your school system will allow a lawyer to be
present at the hearing.

a. Before hiring an attorney, you should contact the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission or a local human rights commis-
sion. They may be able to mediate a resolution of the problem. If
they are unsuccessful, an attorney can help you brin= suit.

h. You sho'iid go to a lawyer specializing in wills. If you do not
have a valid will specifiying that you want the money to go to
cancer research, your estate will be distributed according to your
state intestacy laws, which may result in your family's inheriting
your savings.

i. If there are contested issues involved, such as child support,
custody, alimony, or property division, you should consult an
attorney. If there are not, you may wish to handle the divorce
yourself. You should ask your family court clerk whether you can
file the divorce papers pro se (in your own behalf).

3 5
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WHEN DO YOU NEED A LAWYER:
STUDENT OPINION POLL

One of the mos important things a person needs to know is when to
get a lawyer. Many people think of seeing an attorney only after they
get into trouble, Put perhaps the best time to consult an attorney is
before the problem arises.

Preventive advice is one of the most important services a lawyer
can provide. You should consider consulting an attorney about a number
of common situations, including the following:

Buying or selling a home or other real estate

Organizing a business or making a major purchase

Changing your family status (e.g., by divorce or adoption)

Making a will or planning an estate

Signing a large or important contract

Handling accidents that involve personal injury or property damage

Defending a criminal charge or bringing a civil suit

Directions: Each of the followin' examples involve situations in
which an attorney may or may not be needed. For each situation, mark
whether you feel an attorney should be consulted.

YES NO MAYBE
You run into another car in a parking lot.
Your insurance agent indicates the company
will pay costs for bodily injuries and
property damages.

b. You borrow your brother's car without his
knowledge and he reports it to the police
as stolen.

c. You buy a new stereo for $300. At a party
one month later the receiver and speakers
blow out. You return to the store and they
tell you they are sorry but their stereos
only have a two-week guarantee.

d. You decide to trade in your old car and
buy a new one.

e. Your friends are caught robbing a local
store, and they name you ds one who helped
plan the robbery.

Reprinted with permission from Law and the Consumer, a publication of
the National Street Law Institute, by Lee Arbetman, et al. (St. Paul:
West Publishing Co., 1982), pp. 110-111.
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YES NO MAYBE
The principal suspends you from school for
two days because of an article you wrote
for the student paper criticizing the
school dress code.

g You apply for a job and are turned down.
You think you are rejected because of youl:
sex.

n. You do not want your family to inherit the
$10,000 you saved. Told you will die with-
in a yeE:r, you want the money to be use('
for cancer research.

i. You and your mate find that you can no
longer get along. You want a divorce.
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WHEN DO YOU NEED A LAWYER?
LAWYERS' OPINIONS

The following opinions on when to hire a lawyer were polled from 20
Colorado attorneys specializing in a variety of legal cases.

The Prcblem
Do You Need Counsel?
Yes No Maybe

Protecting yourself against a possible suit
resulting from a minor automobile accident in
which damages are covered by your insurance 1 10 9

wing in small claims court 1 16

Filing for a divorce that does not involve
children 8 2 10

Filing for a divorce which will involve property
or child custody 17 3

Writing a simple will 12 1 7

Defending your son against a marijuana smoking
charge 18 1 1

Contesting the suspension of your child from
school 3 5 12

Contesting a job rejection that you fee' to be
based on sex discrimination 12 1 7

Fighting a traffic ticket that could lead to
license suspension 14 1 5

Fighting a D.U.I. charge 15 3 2

Defending a member of your fermi. ;ainst a
shoplifting charge 16 1 3

Changing your legal name 2 11 7

Buying or selling a house 10 3 7

Buying or selling a car 1 12 7

Defending yourself against a charge of disturbing
the peace 11 2 7

Suing in civil court 18 2

Contesting a ticket regarding your dog's viola-
tion of the barking ordinance 8 6 6

Making an insurance agency pay a claim 5 15



CIVIL ::flURT

Tort cases and other civil disagreements which cannc7 be settled
privately by the individuals involved or their lawyers are brought to
civil court for settlement. The activities in this section acquaint
students with the types of cases which may be brought to court and the
process by which such disagreements are settled. The role play exercise
"Trouble with Barky the Dog," designed for primary grade students.
The story, "It's a Dog's Life," may be read aloud or distributed for
class reading. Handout 3-38, "Day in Court: Case Studies in Email Claims
Court" and its accompanying reading, "Small Claims Courts: Do-It-
Yourself Lawsuits," (Handout 3 - -37) acquaints students with a courtroom
alternative to formal litigation, the smi,11 claims court.
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TROUBLE WITH BARK' THE DOG

In this activity, a simulation of a civil court case, primary crao,
children learn that courts provide one way of settling disputes r, t.._..
communities.

Procedure

1. The teacher or resource persor. az want to introduce zhe
activity by asking students if they remember the story of Molly -too
Frances (Handout 3-34). Review the main points of that story: oes-
tion of intention to hurt another, blame, and responsibility for payment.

2. Tell the children that they are going to read cr listen to a
story about a different kind of problem which was finally taken to court,
As the :lass listens to "It's a Dog's Life," illustrate the story by
taping pictures of the main characters to the chalkboard.

3. After finishi_g the story, discuss with the children the fol-
lowing points:

a. Pet owners have a responsibility to keep their pets from
hurting other people.

b. Pets should not trespass on the property of others.

c. Pets should not disturb the peace.

d. Animals must not be mistreated.

4. Explain to the class-that they'are going to enact a play about
the case of Barky the dog. Some of them are going to be in a group that
will pretend to be the judge. Discuss things the judge should do to be
fair to both Mr. Pinto and the Bornsteins. (The judge should listen
carefully to what everyone has to say and should not make up his or her
mind before the end of the trial.)

5. Divide the class into three groups. Group T will represent
Mr. Pinto. The children should think of all the things they want to
tell the judge about why they think, the Bornsteins should pay the
doctor's bill. They should select one spokesperson to talk to the judge,
although the rest can be adv.Lsors to court. Group II will represent the
Bornsteins. The children should think of all the reasons they want t-o
tell the judge about why they don't want to pay Mr. Pinto, They also
should have one spokesperson. Group_ III will be the judge. While the
other groul;s are working, tle judge group should think of questions to
ask Mr. Pinto, or should try to get all the information from Mr. Pinto
and the Borzsteins and to the information, impartially. After the
testimony has been Cie group will discuss it (with tnerest of
the watching) and voto on what to decide to do.

Reprinted with permission from Educating for Citizenship Grade 3 (Rock-
ville, Md.: As.r: Systems Corporation, 1982', op. 129-130 and 139.
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6. After the role plays are completed, ask the class if it agrees
with the judge's decision. Does anyone disagree? Why?

7. Ask the class if it thinks the judge made a fair decision.
':hy? Do the children think the judge was impartial? Did they listen to

everyone had to say?
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IT'S A DOG'S LIFE

Barky is a very friendly dog. He also is a very

big dog. He belongs to Carla (tape or tack Carla to

one side of Barky). Carla loves Barky very much.

They play every day after school. T:iis is Carla's

mother, Ms. Bornstein (tape or tack Ms. Bornstein

next to Carla). She likes Barky, t,o. Every day

when she goes to work, she ties Barky to the front

porch. That way, he can play in the yard, but st'll

get on the porch it rains.

There is cnly one problem with Barky. Can .-)u

guess what it is? He love.; to bark. He especia'ly

loves to bark when Carla is ac school and Ms. E,rn-

stein is at work. He gets lonely and likes to ma. e

noise, lots of it!

This is Mr. Pinto (tape or tack Mr. Pinto to

other side of Barky). He lives next door to the Bo 1-

steins. Mr. Pinto works a. night so he need!, to sleep

during the day. Can you guess how he feels about

Barky? If you guessed that Mr. Pinto does not like

Barky, you are right. Barky's noise keeps Mr. Pinto

awake.

Reprinted with permission from Educating for Citizenship Grade 3
(Rockville, Md.: Aspen Systems Corp., 1982), pp. 129-130, 139.
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One day, Mr. Pinto got so angry that he couldn't

stay in `red any more. He jumped out of bed, grabbed

an old shoe, and ran into the Bornstein's yard.

"Stop it! Stop your barking, you dumb dog!"

Do you think Barky stopped? No, Barky barked

all the louder!

"Stop! Stop!" screamed Mr. Pinto, waving the

shoe at Barky.

Still Barky barked!

Mr. Pinto lost his temper. He threw his shoe as

hard as he could and hit Barky on the head.

Barky was so surprised that he jumped at Mr.

Pinto. He jumped so nard that he broke his rope. He

ran to Mr. Pinto anc knocked him aown. Th'n Barky

ran up on the porch. Mr. Pinto .luis.kly ran into his

house. After he cloA the door behind him, 'ne

noticed a very sharp rain in Lis wrist,. He got

dr'ssed and went to the doctor. he Lad sprained his

wrist when Barky knocked hial down.

Mr. Pinto was very mad at the Bornsteins. He

said they should pay his doctor's bill because Barky

had made [-I'm sprain his wrist. Barky should have

been on a stronger rope or a chain.
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The Bornsteins were very mad at Mr. Pinto. A

neighbor told them how Mr. Pinto had screamed at Barky

and hit H:m on the head with a shoe. They said tha

any animal would have tried to protect itself. If

Barky wasn't such a nice dog, he might have even bit-

ten Mr. Pinto. No, they certainly wouldn't pay Mr.

Pinto's bill. He brought on his own problem.

This made Mr. Pinto even more angry He decided

to take the Bornsteins to court and ask the judge to

make them pay his bill.
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SMALL CLAIMS COURT

Prior to conducting mock court role plays, the class should read
and discuss "Small Claims Courts: DoLIt-Yourself Lawsuits" (Handout
3-37). Roles to assign for the activity are: 1 judge for each case, 6
plaintiffs, 7 defendants, and whatever witnesses may be appropriate.
;These witnesses may be mentioned specifically in the case histories, as
with "Bayley v. Carpenter," or may be devised by the players to help
support their stories.) In addition, principals in the cases should be
instructed to prepare documents such as repair estimates or bills, war-
ranties, cancelled checks, leases, and letters to support their cases.
The players should also consider bringing any material evidence (broken
merchandise, etc.) that will help them present their case. Judges have
the responsibility of deciding how their courts will operate and prepar-
ing an introductory statement to acquaint the plaintiffs and defendants
with the proceedings. This statement should explain what small claims
court is all about, how each side will present its case, and how the
court's decision is to be made and announced. Students taking the role
of judge should be reminded that they may decide in favor of either side
and award all or only a part of the money asked.

36,1
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SMALL CLAIMS COURT: DO IT YOURSELF LAWSUITS

Small claims courts provide an inexpensive way for individuals, as
well as businesses and the government, to settle disagreements. Anyone
18 years of age or older may file suit in a small claims court, and per-
sons under 18 may file suit through a parent or guardian. Representation
by a lawyer is not necessary and, in fact, is generally prohibited.
Court costs for a small claims suit may be as low as $10.00.

However, small claims courts are limited in function. They handle
claims for money only; that is, they cannot force anyone to transfer
property. The amount of money that can be involved in the suit is also
limited, although it varies from state to state. For exampl,i, in Cali-
fornia small claims courts a person can sue for up to $1,500; in
Colorado, $1,000; and in Georgia, $299.99.

Types of Cases Covered by Small Claims Courts

Although they are limited to disputes involving money, small claims
courts handle a variety of cases. Some of the most common types of cases
settled in small claims courts are:

a. landlord-tenant disputes. A tenant sues his former landlord
for return of a security deposit. A landlord sues a tenant for unpaid
rent.

b. automobile accidents. An individual sues an uninsured motorist
for damage resulting from a "fender bender."

c. disputes over the sale of goods. A department store sues a
customer who purchased something on credit but failed to make the final
payment.

d. disputes over the sale of services. A consumer sues an elec-
trician for inadequate repair of household wiring.

e. minor property damage. A neighbor borrows a cassette recorder
in good condition but returns it broken.

f. unpaid loans. A woman sues a colleague who borrowed $20 and
fai .c:1 to pay it back.

Before Going to Court

Several factors should be considered before becoming involved in a
small claims suit. While small claims courts are conducted on an in-
formal basis and do not involve the expense of lawyers, it is important
to remember that the process will still cost the parties involved time
and money.

If you are the plaintiff (the person bringing suit), keep in mind
that the judge has the authority to award you less money than you

Adapted from "Courts: Small Claj.ms Court," by John Evans, Chairman, Law
Education Instructional Services, Atlanta Public Schools. Published in
Linking Law to Learning, Georgia Center for Citizenship and Law-Related
Education, Georgia State University, 1981, pp. 229-233.
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originally requested. Moreover, if the court does rule in your favor,
all it has really said is that the money is legally yours. The court
does not intervene to collect the money for you. If you are notified
that you have been named as the defendant (the person being sued) in
small claims court, it is probably worthwhile for you to consider the
strength of your case. If you feel the chances are good that you will
lose the case, it may save you time and money in the long run to settle
out of court.

Thus, while small claims court is a relatively uncomplicated alte:e-
native for people faced with the frustration of settling monetary dis-
putes, it should still be considered as a last resort. There are several
ways to try to settle disputes out of court. One approach is to write
to the person you believe owes you money. Be sure to keep a copy of
your letter. If this method is unsuccessful, you can still take your
claim to court, and you will have evidence to show the judge that you
have tried to settle the problem by yourself.

Preparing Your Suit

If you have not been able to settle your claim for money damages
out of court, you may decide that the best course of action is to file
suit in small claims court. Before you file, consider your case care-
fully.

a. Can you state your problem clearly?

b. Can you provide evidence (witnesses, letters, documents) to
support your case?

c. Is your claim believable by someone other than yourself?

In order to file suit in a small claims court you will need:

a. the correct legal name and address of the person or business
you wish to sue;

b. the amount of your filing fees in cash;
c. an adult guardian to act in your behalf if you are under 18.

When you file your suit at the small claims court office, your opponent
will receive a copy of your complaint and a summons requesting his or
her appearance in court.

Cc ft Procedures

Small claims courts are not bound by formal courtroom legal proce-
dure. The hearing process may vary from state to state and even among
jurisdictions. If you are going to be involved in a small claims suit,
it is probably a good idea to visit a court to observe a few cases so
you will know what to expect. Usually, the judge will open the court
session by outlining the rules. He will explain whether or not tne
plaintiff and defendant may speak to each other directly and describe
the process for presenting witnesses and evidence. Next, the judge will
ask to hear the plaintiff's side of the story. After the plaintiff has
finished, the defendant will have a chance to respond. The judge may
ask each side specific questions to clarify the case. In addition, both
sides have the right to bring witnesses and writL2n evidence. In fact,

the more solid evidence, the better.
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After listening to both sides, the judge may announce a decision
immediately. However, if he feels more time is needed to consider the
evidence, the judge may decide to notify both parties by mail. If the
court rules in favor of the plaintiff and awards an amount of money
damages, it is still the responsibility of the plaintiff to collect the
money owed him.
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DAY IN COURT: CASE STUDIES IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT

Case 1: Stevens v. TransAmerica Parcel Service

This case involves damaged property worth $250. The plaintiff is
Sue Stevens, a teacher. The defendant is TransAmerica Parcel Service, a
national package transport and delivery service. The company is repre-
sented by its local manager, John Clark.

Sue recently moved from Oregon to North Carolina and, because she
traveled by airplane, she sent many of her belongings to her new home by
TransAmerica Parcel Service. Sue requested and obtained information
about packaging and insurance from TransAmerica and followed the instruc-
tions very carefully. Before she sent her packages she filled out Trans-
America Company's insurance declaration forms on the value of her goods.
When Sue's packages arrived in North Carolina, many of her dishes had
been broken. In addition, some of the boxes had obviously been exposed
to bad weather and her towels and clothes were stained and mildewed.
Sue went to the local office of TransAmerica to claim her insurance
money, but the clerk in charge said that she could not collect unless
she furnished sales receipts to verify the value of all merchandise.
Sue explained that the goods were not new; that she had many of them for
years and no longer had receipts. She said they were still worth the
amount that she had declared, and that TransAmerica had never mentioned
anything about receipts when she had asked for insurance information.
Nor was there any such information printed on the insurance forms.
TransAmerica refused to pay. Sue is suing the company for the damages
to her belongings.

Case 2: Bayley v. Carpenter

The plaintiff is Jane Bayley, a housekeeper who contracts by the
day. The defendants are Mr. and Mrs. John Carpenter, who hired Jane to
clean their house on a one-time-only basis prior to their daughter's
wedding on Saturday, April 19.

Jane was recommt: to the Bayleys by Mrs. Smith, who had hired
her on previous occasis iad had been happy with her work. Mrs.
Carpenter called Jan,:, 5oked about her fees. Jane replied that it
depended on the job, tlt. the size of the house and the tass to be
completed. The two vicert arrangements to meet at Mrs. Carpenter's
house so that Jane c,-Duld .:aake an estimate. They met on Tuesday and
agreed that Jane would, be paid $60.00 for cleaning the entire house.
This would include vacuuming, dusting, polishing, and cleaning the bath-
rooms. The fee was based on Jane's stimate that the job would take her
6 hours at $10.00 an hour. Jane dia the work the next day, -,dnesday.
However, rather than taking 6 hours, the job took 71/2 hours, and Jane
asked for $75.00. Mrs. Carpenter rt:fused to pay the extra $15.00, saying
they had agreed on $60.00 and that the reason it took so long was that
Jane had stopped for long rests whenever Mrs. Carpenter was not around.
Mrs. Carpenter called in both her husband and daughter who both agreed
that the house did not even look that clean. Jane is suing the
Carpenter's for the $15.00 difference between the estimated fee and her
final bill.
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Case 3: Sound, Inc. v. Monroe

This case involves nonpayment of a $60 stereo repair bill. The

plaintiff is Sound, Inc., represented by its owner, John Slazek. The

defendant is Melissa Monroe, a high school student. Melissa bought her
stereo system from Sound, Inc. and has been a regular customer at the
shoo.

Six months ago Melissa brought her turntable to the shop to be
repaired. One of the shop workers put in a new motor and checked other
parts. The cost was $60 for which Melissa was sent a bill.

Melissa refuses to pay the bill because after she brought the turn-
table home, it still did not work properly. She brought it to another
shop and the repairman there made a minor adjustment and charged Melissa
$6.00. Melissa believes that the worker at Sound, Inc. didn't know what
he was doing and put in an expensive part that was unnecessary.

John Slazek claims that his trained employee diagnosed the problem
as a damaged motor and :.included that a new one must have been needed.
He says that Melissa must have bumped the turntable on the way home,
necessitating the minor adjustment. John maintains that whether Melissa
agrees with the service or not, the work was done and so it must be paid
for.

Case 4: Armand v. Edwards

This case involves disagreement over return of a rental housing
damage deposit. The plaintiff is Michael Armand, a college student and
part -time computer technician who lived in the rental house for 2 years.
The defendant is John Edwards, the owner of the rental property.

Michael had paid his rent on time for the two years he lived in the
house in question and had done a lot of minor repair work, such as fixing
leaky faucets, reparing clogged drains, etc. After living in the house
9 months, Michael called John Edwards and asked permission to plant a
small clarden in the back yard. John Edwards did not seem very concerned

and said it would be okay. At the end of his second year lease, Michael
informed John that he would be moving out. When John came to inspect
the property, he complained that over one-fourth of the back yard had
been dLg up for garden space, ruining the lawn that had been there. He

refusd to return Michael's damage deposit of $400.00.

Iiichael says that John had given verbal permission and had never
metioned anything about size or concern for the grass. Moreover, John

had not visited his property in the past 2 years. John inaintains that

t':le rem '.rts of the garden are an eyesore which will be a disadvantage in
renting the property to new tenants, and that it will cost several hun-
dred dollars to reseed the ground.

Case 5: Laughlin v. O'Connor

This case ,-oncerns a disputed sale of goods. The plaintiff is Sean

Llghlin, the .t uldant is Casey O'Connor. Sean claims that Casey sold

him a used lawn mower for $250 at a neighborhood garage sale.
Two weeks after Sean bought it, the lawnmower broke down and could not
be repaired. He went back to Casey to complain that the lawn mower had

3
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broken. Casey said that he was sorry but that he had sold the lawn mower
in good faith. Casey had had an opportunity to try the mower out before
he bought it. Sean feels that the lawn mower was not sold in good faith
and that Casey is obligated to return Sean's money.

Case 6: Robinson v. Beasley_Motors

This case involves a dispute over justifiable car repair fees. the

plaintiff is Sid Robinson; the defendant Beasley Motors, Inc., reore-
tented by the shop manager, Ted Samuels.

Last month Sid called Beasley Motors and made an appointment to
bring his car in for a tune-up. The appointment was set for the next
day, May 3. On that day, Sid was unable to keep the appointment. He

c. 'led in the afternoon to inform the shop that he would not be coming
in. Two weeks later he called the shop and made a new appointment for a
tune-up. He brought the car in to the shop on the morning of May 16
that the repairs could be done while he was at work. When he arrived
that evening to pick up his car, Sid noticed that the bill included
$35.00 for the tune-up and a $10.00 charge for a missed appointment on
May 3. Sid questioned Ted Samuels, the shop manager, who replied that
it was standard procedure at Beasley Motors to charge for missed appornt-
ments. After ail, Ted pointed out, the shop had lost money; it could
have scheduled a paying customer for Sid's time sio.. Sid did not want
to pay the extra charge but the company refused to release hs car until
he did so. Sid paid the bill but has filed in small claims court for
the return of $10, the amount he was forced to pay for the raised
appointment. Sid feels that since hE had not been informed .:ecifically

of this policy, he is not liable for the charges.
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SOURCES OF LEGAL EDUCATION MATERIALS

,:he resources and activities in this handbook represent just a small
fraction of the print and nonprint materials available for teaching about
the J-1.4. This section of the nandbook contains a list of legal educa-,-.ion
resources arranged in 5 categc-ies: (1) state law-related education
projects, (2) natiotal law-related education projects, (3) additional
relevant organizations, (4) Multimedia resources, (5) games, simulations,
and software, (6) commercial materials cited in this publication, and
(7) relatea resource in the ERIC system.

Because of limited space, we have supplied only the titles of
resources and the addresses of publishers. For information about the
author(s), grade 1 el, content, format, and price of any given resource,
ti silgc-st that you cc' -act the publisher or distributor.
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STATE LAW-RELATED EDUCATION P:ZOJECTS

This section lists at least one project per state in an effort to
provide educators and legal and law enforcement personnel in all areas
with a contact organization. For each project cited, a brief summary of
available materials and activities is provided, The law-related educa-
tion field is expanding rapidly, and this list is far from :cmplete.
For a comprehensive list of state and national programs, s-ie the American
Bar Association Directory of Law-Related Education Proje7ts (fourth edi-
tion, 1982).

ALABAMA

Law Awareness Education
State of Alabama Department
of Education

111 Coliseum Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36193
205/832-5850

Materials and activities: Our Legal Heritage: A Case Approach (Silver
Burdett Co.); classroom and field activities; teacher training;
curriculum evaluation

ALASKA
Anchorage School District Law-
Related Education Project

Anchorage School District
Administration Building
4600 Denary Avenue/Pouch 6-614
Anchorage, AK 99502
907/333-9561

Materials and activities: teacher workshops; dissemination of
information

ARIZ:):TA

Arizona Center for Law-Related
Education

State Bar of Arizona
363 N. 1st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85003
602/252-4804

Materials and activities: Arizona Practice Manual; seminar manuals;
project materials; speakers; teacher workshops; police in the
classroom; lawyers in the classroom; summer training
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.7,RKANSAS

Criminal Law Education Program
Attorney General's Office
JustL.I.e Building

Little Rock, AR 72201
501/371-2007

Materials and activities: Criminal Law Education booklet; slide presen-
tations; classroom presentations; court and police department tours

CALIFORNIA

Business Issues in the Classroom
1510 Cotner Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213/473-5091

Materials and activities: A set of 17 units designed to improve stu-
dents' understanding of legal, ethical, and economic issues; volunteer
business people to visit classrooms; background materials for teachers

Constitutional Rights Foundation
1510 Cotner Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213/473-5091

Materials and activities: Bill of Rights in Action quarterll magazines;
lesson plans; simulation games; Living Law texts; Civil Justice and
Criminal Justice (through Scholastic Book Services); tacher training;
workshops; conferences; consulting services; curriculum devciopment;
resource people

Law in a Free Society
suite 1
5115 Douglas Fir Drive
Calabasas, CA 91302
213/340-9320

aterials and activities: Multimedia instructional units for K-12;
videotapes; curriculum development and implementation; teacher training
with emphasis on integration of community and professional resources

COLORADO

Civic/Legal Education Project
Social Science Educatic Consortium
855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
303/492-8154

Materials and activities: Handbook of Legal Ed117tion Materials; Law in
the Classroom; Law in U.S. History; The Methods '; reference sheets;
consultation and dissemination of information
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Safeguard Law-Related Education
Project

District Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 471
Boulder, CO 30306
303/441-3730

Materials and activities: Teacher's manual and LRE resource materials
for Boulder County schools grades 3-6; teacher inservice training; cur-
riculum development; classroom activities

COL:LECTICUT

Project LEARN
P.O. Box 220
Eas_ Lyme, CT 06333
203/739-6971

Materials and activities: Five units on constitutional issues in the
schools; court information packet; filmstrips on Connecticut juvenile
court; inservice programs; regional conferences; court visitatic,n.--

DELAWARE

Teenagers, the Law, and Social
Problems

Joseph D. Rush, Jr., Social
Studies Teacher

Area I District Office
Pennsylvania Avenue School
Claymont, DE 19703
302/792-3800

Materials and activities: 18-week courses: "Teenagers, the Law, and
Social Problems" and "The Constitution, U.S. :7 ,rnment, American
History"; project materials; commercial mater_s

Street Law Project/Delaware
Law School

P.O. Box 7474--Concord Pike
Wilmington, DE 19803
302/478-3000 ext. 263

Materials and activities: Law students and teachers conduct classes in
which community resource people also participate; Street Law project
publications
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Alpha Delta Law Frater:-:±tv
nternational
Zile Justice and Deli: zuency
.uram

Su.L '315

425 "c., -ath Street, N.W.
Washin- 20004
202/737-

Materia' .vi ties: Focus on You.th newsletter; resourte guides;
communj -t resoufce persons; conferences; wor'c-
shcps; 7er trainina

NaticLal Citizen
and U:gal Educ..e.:i (formerly
Natici al Stre :1Istitute)

6C5 G Street, N.
Washington, DC
202/624-8217

Materials and activitie: Street Law Mcck Trial Manual; St. Clair v.
St. Clair: A Family Law Mock Trial; Fl()yd v. Baldwin: A Consumer-Home
Repair Mock Tr: al; ThJmas v. _:omad: A Small. Claims Court Auto Accident
Mock Trial; Street Law: A Course in Practical Law (West Publishing Co.);
'Jractical Law for Correctionel Personnel (West); curriculum development;
teacher training; mock trial p.'ograms

FLORIDA

Law Education Goals and
Pi-lect (LEGAL)

Room 300
1410 Northeas±. Secor6 Avenue
Miami, FL 33132
30/350-3392

Materia_:: and LEGAL Brief newsletter; teacher's guides and
sourcetpoks; n L.gemet manual; student sourcebocks; consumer training
module; LEGAL pamphlet

ElemP%tary Legal Framewori,
P3:.;ect (ELF)

Rco:. 300

1410 Noy .,..ileast Second Avenue

Miami, FL 33132

305/350 3392

Material _rid activities: ELF description sheet and units; curriculum
teacher training; classroom instruction
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Crgia Center for Citizenship
and Law-Related Education

P.O. Box 604
University Plaza
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA 7- '03

404/658-2520

Materials and activities: LRE ClasL,rocm Activities Manual; Community
Resources Manual; workshops; r:omml-y 3,w-related education programs;
consultations; s...ateA,ide material _Dan 2r\ice

HAWAII
Hawaii State Department of
Education

Elaine M. Takenaka, Social
tidies Specialist

Room 302
1270 c_een Emma Straet
Honolulu, HI 96813
80E:548-5991

Materials and activities: Resource guides for Hawaii schools; con-
ferences; workshops, -rhool-community involvement activities

ITDAHO

Eoise State iniversj!ly Law-aslaled
Education Project

Depa_:_ment of '_eacher Education
Boise State University
Boise, ID 83725
200/385-3602

Materials and activities: Law in a Free Society and Constitutional
Rights Foundation materials; teacher training; statewide organization
and planning in cooperation with the Idaho Law Foundation, the State
Department of '7,:_alcati_on, and local school districts

ILLINOIS

Lor .titutional Rights Foundation/
Cnicao Project

Suite 1854
122 S-uth Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60603
312/r62-9057

Materials and activities: Youth and Society: Rights and Responsibili-
ties; Strategies for Teaching Rights and Responsibilities; young person's
resource directory; teacher training and participation activities; school
workshops; Law Day activities; youth participation activities
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tion for Citizenshin
American Bar Association
750 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611
312/988-5725

Materials and activities: Update on Law-Related Education magazine;
Building Bridges to the Law; Daring to Dream: Law and the Humanities for
Elementary Schools; Bibliography of Law-Related Curriculum Materials;
Gaming: A 7.atalog of Law-Related Games and Simulations; and other publi-
cations; workshops; summer institutes; national LRE clearinghouse; con-
sultations; coordination of state and local LRE projects

INDIANA

Governor's Task Force on Citizenship
William S. Baker, Esq.
1722 S. Memorial Drive, Suite D
New Castle, IN 47362
317/529-96

Materials and activities: Handbook on Electio:.s in Indiana (Fall 1984);
awareness workshops; mock trial competitions (with ABA and Young
Lawyer's Association); coordination of state constitution bicentennial
activites

High School Law-Related Education
Committee

Iowa Bar Association
1101 Fleming Building
Des Moines, IA 50309
515/243-3179

Materials and activities: Coordination of lectures; speakers bureau;
lawyer-led discussions; dissemination of information about LRE teaching
materials

Iowa Law-Related Education
Drake Law School
Drake University
Des Moines, IA 50311
515/271-2988

Materials and activities: 1983 Iowa Mock Trial Competition Handbook;
Law Day Teaching Strategies; extensive library of materials; cleariI.
house; conferences; inservice training
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KANSAS

Close Up Kansas: A Program for
Youth on Kansas Government
and Politics

State Department of Education
120 East Tenth
Topeka, KS 66612
913/296-3433

Materials and activities: Panels ani Lpea::ers on stJ.te Tpvernment
issues; topical workshops

KENTUC1:Y

Kentucky Center for Law-Related
Education

Kentucky Department of Education
1827 Capital Plaza Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601
502/564-2672

Materials and activities: Teacher training matei-ls and ci.
instruction via the social studies program

LOUISIANA

Community Involvement in Law
Education

425 South Broad Street
New Orleans, LA 70119
504/822-9322

Materials and activities: Community resource directory; p_,.hlets and
curricular materials on Louisiana law; awareness activities; ':'orkshors;
LRE materials dissemination

Overview in Criminal Justice
Westbrook Police Department
419 Warren Avenue
Westbrook, ME 04092
207854 -2781.

Materials auj Locally produc, tet.-- materials
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Law-Pelated Education Prc- -2(.1,!: tine

Schools of Maryland
University of Maryland
'altimore Campus

Wilkens Aveni:
MD 21_

301/455-321?

2Iaterials and : Crime and Justice mini-un±t; 7anda3lim--TIe
Price is Hic,-h development

Maryland Bar Association, Inc.
72 East RedYoo.d :=trec-t, Suite 905
Daltimore, ML
301/685-7878

Ma-:_erials and activies: T7.7oivement: A _

teachers (with Carat: 11 Cot Public Schcols

ASSA=SETTE

Jousts 2nd the Classroom
Distract Court Administrati
:iolyoke Sauare

"-;a1.2m, MA 018"70

745-9C10
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Center for Ccmmunity L.e 3 Educa:-:on

hamline University School of Law
1536 He .et

St. Paul, EN 55104
612/641-21:1

Materials and _cti7.-ities: Student Lawyer Hid:. School liandbook of
nesota Law (West Publing Co.); Teacher's :arual for Community Law
Teaching; videctaEes; mock trial comuetitio!.; 1 students in the
scho. ]s

I- ith Education Cc: Citizenshi

P.C.

roroottee
Ecu 2168

J7,ckso;

1471

s and

Ciucocoon Pro-ject
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he Rights and Pesnonsibilities
of Citizenship in a i'ree 3cciet1

The :.iissourl Bar

P.O. Box 119
325 Monroe

on City, MO 56102
314 '635-1128

Materlais and activities: The Role of toxin Socie-ey and the RigLts and
Psponsibilities of Citizenshin: A Curriculum Guid, for K-12 resource
texts ; pample: instruction for teachers (with Decartment o'
.:-econaary F.atio7.); curric-elam developm.ent; statewide workss

Law Fo.o: fatocu

F.cx 147:

re, Y.T
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Advocate, and Teache:
Pesearch and Lducational Plannino

Center
College of Education
1,-niversity of Nerada/Renr
Pero, NV 89557
70L/784-419

.1ater.'.-ls and acti'..-ities:

T educE,tion

Hampshire A.zscciaion of
J.lated Educa,_lon

PducaLion
Sate Deuartment of Edcccc:. on
:=cord,
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Law-Related Activities Sponsored
by the Department of Public
Instruction

Division of Social Studies
North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction

Room 255; Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27611
919/733-3829

Materials and activities: Crime and Punishment in North Carolina; The
Structure and Service of t te and Local Governments; regional and local
workshops

NORTH DA'OTA

Law and Justice in North Dakota
Director of Curriculum
Department of Public Instruction
State Capitol
Bismarck, ND 58505
701/224-2265

Materials and activities: A one-semester course on North Dakota criminal
justice; elementary and secondary course guides; audiovisual materials

OHIO

Center for Law-Related Education
College of Education
University of Cincinnati
Cincinatti, OH 45221
513/475-3562

Materials and activities: Curriculum materials including 4 elementary
level units; resource and consulting services to area schools

Citizenship Development Program
Mershon Center
Ohio State University
199 West Tenth Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
614/422-1681

Materials and activities: Lessons on the Constitution: Supplements to
High School Courses in American Government and History; analysis of law
components of basal textbooks
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OKLAHOMA

Citizenship Education Committee/
Oklahoma Bar Association

c/o Judge Tom Walker
Carter County Courthouse
Ardmore, OK 73401
405/223-3803

Materials and activities: Oklahomans and the Law resource hooks for
teachers and legal professionals; Law Citizenship Educat:: -1: A Scope and
Sequence Approach for Kindergarten through Grade Eight: 1-,ctures; teacher
training: statewide coordinator of local bar associatic--F..2onsored LRE
Programs

OREGON

Oregon Law-Related Education
Project

220 Southeast 102nd
Portland, OR 97216
503/255 -1841

Materials and activities: Teacher Handbook for Law-Related Education;
staff development and consultation; workshops; mock trials; lawyers -in-
the- classroom; court tours

PENNSYLVANIA

Law, Education, and Participation
(LEAP)

Temple University Law School
1719 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
215/787-8953

Materials and activities: Temple-LEAP High School Project Introductory
Teaching Materials; Consumer Law Manual; Criminal Law Manual; courses
for high school students; lawyer-in-the-classroom programs; inservice
training; workshops; resource center; curriculum consultation

RHODE 'SLANT)

Government and Law Magnet
Central High School
70 Fricker Street
Providence, RI 02903

401/456-9259

Materials and activities: Student field experiences and internships

0 Qp
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SOUTH CAROLINA

Ways of the Law
Southeastern Communication
Association

Woodrow and Cypress Streets
Columbia, SC 29205
803/799-5517

Materials and activities: Videotapes and accompanying lesson guides
about the law; state and national publications; teacher training work-
shops; summer institutes; mock trial competitions

SOUTH DAKOTA

Spearfish Law-Related Education
Project

400 East Hudson
Spearfish, SD 57783
605/642-2612

Materials and activities: The Missouri Bur Curriculum Guide adaptations;
national project materials; district-wide teacher training

TENNESSEE

Tennessee Law-Related Education
Project

Peabody Center for Economics
and Social Studies Education
of Vanderbilt University

Box 320
Nashville, TN 37303
615/322-8090

Materials and activities: Moving Along newsletter; inservice training;
statewide communications network; LRE resource collection

TEXAS

Law .gin a Changing Society

Dallas Independent School District
912 South Ervay
Dallas, TX 75201
214/748-2284

Materials and activities: K-12 instructional materials; newsletter;
teacher workshops; mock trial competitions

3S
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Law-Focused Education, Inc.
State Bar Association
P.O. Box 12487
Austin, TX 78711
512/475-1637

Materials and activities: K-12 social studies units; newsletter; teacher
training; consultation

UTAH

Comprehensive Project for Citizenship
Utah State Office of Education
451 South 2nd East, Room 433
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
801/533-5891

Materials and activities: Practical Law in Utah: A Utah Supplement to
Street Law; clearinghouse fcr citizenship, economics, and LRE materials;
Utah Supplement to Juvenile Problems and Law; Cop Talk videoseries;
awareness and training workshops; workshops for lawyers and community
volunteers

VERMONT

Vermont Legal Education Project
Vermont Department of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602
802/828-3111

Materials and activities: Vermont Legal Education Guide; teacher train-
ing workshops; curriculum development; consulting services

VIRGINIA
Virginia Institute for Law and
Citizenship Studies

School of Education
Oliver Hall, Room 4065
Virginia Commonwealth University
1015 West Main Street
Richmond, VA 23284
804/257-1322

Materials and activities: Resource library; newsletter; awareness ses-
sions; teacher training; regional conferences; resource persons clear-
inghouse; curriculum development
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WASHINGTON

You and the Law
Washington State Council on
Crime and Delinquency

107 Cherry Street
Seattle, WA 98104
206/624-3421

Materials and activities: You and the Law, pamphlet on vandalism; guest
speaker program; curriculum development

WEST VIRGINIA

West Virginia Law Ed-ration
Project

West Virginia Department of
Education

Capitol Complex B-30
Charleston, WV 25305
304/348-2456

Materials and activities: Law for Young Mountaineers; American Criminal
Justice System; workshops; student seminars

WISCONSIN

Project Inquiry
Wisconsin Ear Foundation
402 West Wilson
Madison, WI 53703
608/257-9569

Materials and activities: Project Inquiry instructional materials; law
careers slide show; mock trials; classroom presentations

WYOMING

Wyoming Law-Related Education
Project

Social Studies Involvement Learning
Center

College of Education
University of Wyoming
Laramie, WY 82071
307/766-5279

Materials and activities: Manuals for ccordinators and teachers; in-
service programs; dissemina'eion c:f existing curriculum materials
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NATIONAL LAW-RELATED EDUCATION PROJECTS

Although Listed under the state in which they are based, the
following organizations are involved in ongoing national projects.

American Bar Association
750 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611
312/988-5725

Constitutional Rights Foundation
1510 Cotner Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213/473-5091

Constitutional Rights Foundation/
Chicago Project

122 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1854
Chicago, IL 60603
312/653-9057

Law in a Free Society
5115 Douglas Fir Drive, Suite 1
Calabasas, CA 91302
213/340-9320

National Institute for Citizen and
Legal Education

605 G Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001
202/624-8217

Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
International

425 Thirteenth Street, N.W.,
Suite 915

Washington, DC 20004
202/737-5151
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ADDITIONAL RELEVANT ORGANIZATIONS

Center for Teaching International Relations
University of Denver
Denver, CO 80208
303/871-2426

Curriculum development with emphasis on global and international
education. Law- and civics-related publications include Election
Collection, Teaching About the Consumer and the Global Marketplace,
Teaching About Energy Awareness, and Teaching Consumer Skills and How to
Survive in America.

Close-Up Foundation
1235 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 222C2
703/892-5400

Offers high school students a one-week field experience in Washington,
D.C., which includes meetings with a variety of government officials.
Materials on the government, the Constitution, the legislative process,
and current issues prepare students for the Washington experience.

Common Cause
2030 M Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

202/833-1200

A national citizen's lobby on government accountability. Information
dissemination on topics such as congressional campaign financing,
candidates' platforms, current legislative action.

Golden Gate University Law School
536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
415/442-7000

Development of learning activities; Golden Gate University Law Review,
and law review newsletter.

Law Day U.S.A.
American Bar Association
750 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611
312/988-5725

'Law Day U.S.A. is celebrated on a national basis on May 1. Activities
include mock trial competitions, debates, seminars, and films.
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National Coalition to Prevent Shoplifting
5A5 Atlanta Merchandise Mart
Atlanta, GA 30303
404/577-3437

Serves as a clearinghouse focusing on youth education to prevent
shoplifting. Sponsors community-based programs and training.

National Education Association
1201 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202/833-4000

National Council for the Social Studies
3501 Newark Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20016
202/96E-7840

Offers a variety of programs on LRE as well as special attention to the
topic in its monthly magazine, Social Education. Has estab_,_shed a
Special Interest Group in Law-Related Education.

Project '87
1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202/483-2512

Workshops, conferences, materials development and dissemination on
constitutional issues. Sponsored by the American Historical Association
and the American Political Science Association.

39,.;
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MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES

Beacon Films
P.O. Box 575
Norwood, MA 02062

Changing Times Education Service
EMC Publishing Co.
300 York Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55101

Constitutional Rights Foundation
1510 Cotner Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213/473-5091

Coronet Instructional Media
65 East South Water Street
Chicago, IL 60601

Correctional Services of
Minnesota

1427 Washington Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Current Affairs Films
P.O. Box 398
24 Danbury Road
Wilton, CT 06897

Educational Enrichmenc Materials
New York Times
Catalog Department FG
357 Adams Street
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

Vandalism: It Is A Big Deal

Consumer Law
Justice in the Marketplace
Let's Go Shopping
Typical Gyps and Frauds

Sha-Law-Law: Justice, Courts, and Yo.

Justice series (videos):
Crime, Criminals, and the System
Fear, Crime, and Prevention
Justice and Criminal Courts
Role of the Community

America's Prisons
Let the Buyer Beware
A Search for Justice
Understanding Our Courts
In and Out the Revolving Door
Kids in Trouble
The Runaway

Criminal Justice: Trial and Error
The Penal System: Why It Isn't Working
Privacy Under Attack
The U.S. Constitution Confronts the

Test of Time
Organized Crime: Public Beware
Death Penalty: Cruel or Just Punishment

Great American Trials
Great World Trials
Great Trials Pros and Cons
Law and Justice in the United Staves

series
Our Constitutional Rights: Landmark

Supreme Court Decisions
Are You Liable?
If the Police Stop You....
When I Get to be 18!
The Law and Your ",rk
Read Before Signing....
Justice Without a Jury
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Encyclopedia Britannica Corp.
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Greenhaven Press
577 Shoreview Park Road
St. Paul, MN 55112

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Street Law: A Student's Guide to
Practical Law
Student Rights
Your Job and the Law
Family Law and Child Custody
Religion and Public Schools
Evidence
Juvenile Justice

Law and Society ki
Law and Lawmakers
Law and Crime
Law and Environment
Law and the Contract
Law and Youth

Our Living Bill of Rights se:,ies:
Equality Under Law: The California

Fair Housing Cases
Equality Under Law: The Lost Genera-

tion of Prince Edward County
Freedom to Speak: The People of New

York vs. Irving Feiner
Justice Under Law: The Gideon Case
The Schempp Case: Bible Reading in

Public Schools
Free Press vs. Fair Trial by Jury:

The Sheppard Case
Values: Right or Wrong series:

Why Rules?
What is Responsibility?
What is Honesty?
Why Play Fair?
What's Your Authority?
Who Needs Rules?
Where's Your Loyalty?
The Police Officer

Opposing Viewpoints cassette series

Crime: Everybody's Problem
Protest
Free Press
The Police and the Community
The Criminal Court: What is Fair Trial?
Enforcing the Law: Understanding Your

Police Force
Crime and Punishment
Exploring Limits of the Law
Dealing with Authority
The Scales of Justice: Our Court System
You and .the Law: Understanding Due

Process
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Human Relations Media
175 Tompkins Avenue
Pleasantville NY 10570

Justice Publications
3067 5th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

Law in a Free Society
5115 Douglas Fir Drive, Suite 1
Calabasas, CA 91302
213/340-9320

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Learning Tree
P.O. Box 4116
Englewood, CO 80155

Multi-Media Productions
P.O. BOY 5097
Stanford, CA 94025

New York Times Book Division
330 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

You and Your Rights: Understanding Civil
Liberties

Privacy: Reexamining a Basic Right
Fundamental Freedoms

The Declaration of Independence
Search and Seizure
Fair Trial
Free Speech and Pr3ss

The Criminal Justice System series:
Who's in Control
Rights of the Accused
Criminal Justice Reform

Civil Law series:
The Legal System
Torts and Contracts
The Rights of Ownership

Why Can't I Go Home Again?

On Justice
On Authority
On Privacy
On Responsibility

Why We Have Laws: Shiver, Gobble, and
Snore

Basic Concepts in Social Studies series:
Why We Have Taxes

The American Jury: Privilege and Duty
American Law: Where It Comes From,

What It Means
American Prisons: Rehabilitation or

Revenge

Learning About Citizenship with Yogi
Bear

Learning About Groups and Rules with
Yogi Bear

Understanding the Law

The American Jury: Privilege and Duty
American Law: Where It Comes 5rom,

What it Means
American Prisons: Rehabilitation or

Revenge?

Changing Views on Capital Punishment
Crime and Justice
The Wheels of Justice

Protecting Yourself: Practical Law for
Young Adults
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Pathescope Educational Media
Communications Park 6000
Mt. Kiscc, NY 10549

Prentice-Hall Media
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591

Society for VisUal Education
Singer Education Division
1345 Diversey Pkwy.
Chicago, IL 60614

Unigraph
Available from Social

Studies School Service
10,000 Culver Blvd., Dept. 14
P.O. Box 802
Culver City, CA 90230

Utah Law-Rela,.ed Education Project
Utah State Office of Education
451 South 2nd East, Room 433
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
801/533-5891

Careers L-7,)

The jonstituti,-n: A
Enforci;zg the

Juslce and the r_al)

The Fifth ,imend,77en=

Capital Punishment
The Jury System
Our Rights: The Cost of J,ti
Violence in Society
Our Right to Privacy
The First Amendment
Prisons and Prison Refor7
Shoplifting
Violence and Vandalism in _::ur Scho
The U.S. Supreme Court
The Juvenile Justice System
Insanity Defense

Citizenship Adventures of the
Dragon

Freedom: What :t's Ali. .4b07,ir

You and the Supreme Court
You and the Courts

ideos:
Cool is the Rule

Utahpics series:
Citizenship Responsibility.
[yhy We Flave Laws: Zhiver, o,(e,

and Snore
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GAMES, SIMULATIONS, AND SOFTWARE

Changing Times Education Service
(see Multimedia Resources)

Correctional Services of
Minnesota

(see Multimedia Resources)

Constitutional Rights Foundation
(see National Law-Related
Education Projects)

Greenhaven Press
(see Multimedia Resources)

Interact
box 262
1_,,:Keside, CA 92040

Justice Publications
(see !ultimedia Resources)

Legal Stildies Department
Hampshire House
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, i )1002

Legal Studies Simulations
42 Elwood Drive
pringfield, MA 01108

Legalware
DataBar Corporation
10202 Crosstown Circle
Lrien Prairie, MN 55344

Consumer Redress

The Rehabilitation Game

Halfway House: Crisis in Civic
Responsibility

Jury Game
Kids in Crisis
Police Patrol: New for the 80's

Planning Tomorrow's Prisons
Preventing Crime and Violence
Protecting Minority Rights

Claim
Constitution
Juris: An Interaction Unit Introducing

:ontracts, Torts, Juvenile and
Criminal Law

Moot
Nuremberg
Rip Off: A Simulation of Teenage The-Pt

and the Juvenile Hearing Process

Burden of Proof
Vandalism: A Mock Trial

Plea Bargaining

Plea Bargaining: A Game of Criminal
Justice

Out of Court: A Simulation of Mediation
Freedom of Press: A Simulation of Legal

Issues in Journalism

Software:
Legal History
Constitution
Children and the Law
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Lengel, James
RFD #1
Williamstown, VT 05679

Navic
Available from Social Studies

School Service
1C J00 Culver Blvd., Dept. 14
P.O. Box 802
Culver City, CA 90230

Opportunities for Learning
8950 Lurline Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Social Studies School Service
10,000 Culver Blvd., Dept. 14
Culver City, CA 90230

9

Law/American History series (software):
The Case of Peter Goodman
The Intolerable Acts
The Bill of Rights
Vigilante Mock Trial
Case Study: Brown vs. the Board of

Education
Case Study: Tinker vs. Des Moines
Sex Discrimination Mock Trial

Jury Trial (software)

Can of Squirms

Police Patrol
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COMMERCIAL MATERIALS CITED IN THIS PUBLICATION

Anderson Publishing Company
646 Main Street
Cincinatti, OH 45201
513/421-4142

Aspen Systems Corporation
1600 Research Blvd.
Rockville, MD 20850
301/251-5000

Ginn and Company
191 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173
617/861-1670

Greenhaven Press, Inc.
577 Shoreview Park Road
St. Paul, MN 55112
612/482-1582

Law in American Society
Foundation

69 W. Washington Street
Suite 270
Chicago, IL 60602
312/630-0409

Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, OH 43216

Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025
312/729-3000

West Publishing Company
50 W. Kellogg Blvd.
P.O. Box 3526
St. Paul, MN 55165
612/228-2500

Teaching About the Law

Aspen Legal Education Series:
Educating for Citizenship,
Levels 1-4

The American Legal System
Teenagers and the Law
Voices for Justice

Moral Reasoning: A Teaching Handbook
for Adapting Kohlberg to the
Classroom

Law in American Society Journal

Foundations of Justice
In Search of Justice

Cases: A Resource Guide for Teaching
About the Law

Law and the Consumer
Law in Action: Lawmaking
Law in Action: Courts and Trials
Street Law: A Course in Practical

Law
Student Introduction to Florida Law
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RELATED RESOURCES IN THE ERIC SYSTEM

The resources below are cited in the ERIC (Educational Resources
Information Center) system. Each resource is identified by a six-digit
number and two letters: "EJ" for journal articles, "ED" for other docu-
ments. Abstracts of and descriptive information about all ERIC documents
are published in two cumulative indexes: Resources in Education (RIE)
for ED listings and the Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)
for EJ listings. This information is also accessible through three major
on-line computer searching systems: DIALOG, ORBIT, and BRS.

Most, but not all, ERIC documents are available for viewing in
microfiche (MF) at libraries that subscribe to the ERIC collection.
Microfiche copies of these documents can also be purchased from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210.
Paper copies (PC) of most documents can also be purchased from EDRS.
Complete price information is provided in this bibliography. When order-
ing from EDRS, be sure to list the ED number, specify either MF or PC,
and enclose a check or money order. Add postage to the MF or PC price
at the rate of $1.55 for up to 75 microfiche or paper copy pages. Add
$0.39 for each additional 75 microfiche or pages. One microfiche con-
tains up to 96 document pa,-r.

Journal articles are not available in microfiche. If your local
library does not have the relevant issue of a journal, you may be able
to obtain a reprint from University Microfilms International (UMI), 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. All orders must be accompanied
by payment in full, plus postage, and must include the following infor-
mation: title of the periodical, title of article, name of author, date
of issue, volume number, issue number, and page number. Contact UMI for
current price information.

Arbetman, Lee and others. "From Classroom to Courtroom: Using Legal
Resource Persons." Social Studies 70, no. 3 (May-June 1979),
pp. 103-107. EJ 203 857. Reprint available from UMI.

This article explains how community resource persons (police
officers, lawyers, law students, court employees, legislators, etc.) can
contribute to the students' understanding of the legal system. Sugges-
tions are provided for arranging effective classroom presentations.

Arbetman, Lee and Ed O'Brien. "From Classroom to Courtroom: The Mock
Trial." Update on Law-Related Education 2, no. 1 (Winter 1978),
pp. 13-15, 47-48. EJ 202 315. Journal available from American Bar
Association, 750 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611.

The authors examine how students in high school classrooms are
learning about law and legal processes by participating in simulations
of courtroom trials. They discuss rationales for mock trials, types of
mock trials, how to prepare for mock trials, and useful materials.



Blaga, Jeffrey J. and Diane Schempp Boyd. "Studying Government Through
Practical Community Encounters." Social Education 42, no. 2 (Feb-
ruary 1978), pp. 146-47. EJ 174 514. Reprint available from UMI.

This journal article describes projects that introduce high school
students to the workings of the federal government by directing them to
investigate local government functions. The projects involve telephone
interviews with local officials, visits to community agencies, and writ-
ten and oral reports of student experiences.

Buggey, JoAnne. "Citizenship and Community Involvement: The Primary
Grades." Social Education 40, no. 3 (March 1976), pp. 160-73.
EJ 133 590. Reprint available from UMI.

This article examines social studies in the primary grades and shows
how community resources can facilitate social learning. A three-stage
model is examined which addresses the issues of citizenship and community
involvement in the primary grades and provides for teacher/school,
parent/community, and learner involvement in all states of the develop-
ment and planning of school/community programs.

Cassidy, Wanda and Dianne Common. "Indispensable Partners: Teachers and
Legal Education--A Case Study." History and Social Science Teacher
19, no. 1 (October 1983), pp. 17-23. EJ 290 553. Reprint
available from UMI.

The article describes how the Legal Services Society of British
Columbia, from 1975 to 1981, worked with secondary teachers in a

partnership to help improve the teaching of law in the schools in
British Columbia. Curriculum materials were produced, teacher training
was conducted, and a newsletter was disseminated.

Chiodo, John J. and Jerry Knapke. "Grass Roots Participation: Planting
the Seeds of Good Citizenship." Curriculum Review 20, no. 2 (April
1981), pp. 141-144. EJ 241 808. Reprint available from UMI.

The authors suggest the study of local issues as one approach to
active citizenship education. A model activity is outlined in which
high school civics students investigate the impact of a new shopping
mall on the community.

Conrad, Dan, and Diane hedin. "Learning and Earning Citizenship through
Participation." In Shaver, James P., ed., Building Rationales for
Citizenship Education. National Council for the Social Studies
Bulletin 52. 1977. 128 pp. ED 147 218. EDRS price: MF-$0.97
plus postage. Paper copy not available from EDRS.

Five forms of citizenship participation in the community are
described and examples of each are provided. They are: social and
political action projects; community service; volunteer service; com-
munity study; and artistic, occupational, and academic internships.
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Dulaney, Beverly and others. "Learning Experieno6 for Elementary
Law-Related Education." Social Education 44, no. 5 (May 1980),
pp. 391-94. EJ 222 592. Reprint available from JMI.

Learning-activities related to law-related education at the
elementary school level are outlined. Activities' include creating a
classroom constitution, a law-related scavenger hunt, and case studies.
Learning outcomes and curriculum correlation are included in directions.

Engler, Teri. "Using Sports to Teach Torts." Update on Law-Related
Education 8, no. 1 (Winter 1984), pp. 34-37, 57-58. EJ 295 874.
Journal available from American Bar Association, 750 North Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611.

Because sports have an almost universal appeal, especially to
youngsters, they are a natural vehicle for introducing and reinforcing a
variety of law-related concepts in the classroom. Strategies for using
sports to teach secondary students about tort law are presented.

Indiana State Department of Education. The Community As a Resource:
Program Planning for the Elementary School. 1976. 62 pp.
ED 139 693. EDRS price: MF-$0.97/PC-$5.65 plus postage.

The handbook provides information, ideas, and strategies for devel-
oping and utilizing community resources in elementary and secondary
school programs. The first section of the document describes six school-
community programs in Indiana. Innovations developed in the programs
which m, tivate students to learn about the real world include parental
selection of community involvement topics, interaction with retired
senior citizens, working on class projects to alter local problems,
student-authored community studies, and sponsorship of an international
exhibition. The second section describes program planning for school-
community involvement, including: (1) assessment of school objectives
in using community resources; (2) identification of resources which best
suit school needs; (3) techniques for contacting the community; (4) cate-
gorizing data on resource persons, field trips, resource materials, com-
munity projects, etc.; (5) selection and utilization of community
resources; (6) evaluation; and (7) recordkeeping. Sample forms, discus-
sion questions, charts, and worksheets are provided for each category.
The third section describes 21 representative school-community learning
experiences for children. A directory of selected resources in Indiana
is provided.

Institute for Political/Legal Education. Approaches to Political/Legal
Education: An Implementation Guide for Teachers and Trainers and
Teacher's Manual for the Law in Action Series (Grades 5-9), Revised.
1978. 231 pp. ED 174 497. EDRS price: MF-$0.97 plus postage.
Paper copy not available from EDRS.

Two guides are presented for the development and teaching of
political/legal education based on a model designed by the Institute for
Political and Legal EducatiOn (IPLE) in New Jersey. IPLE has developed
curriculum materials and community study projects to instruct secondary
students in the political, governmental, and legal processes. One part
of this document is a lengthy guide for implementation of the IPLE pro-
gram. Designed for teachers and administrators, the guide carefully
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explains IPLE curriculum objectives; teacher, student, and community
roles; classroom teaching methods (i.e., case studies, values clarifica-
tion strategies, mock trials); use of the community as an outside
resource; how to set up a model congress; student evaluation methods;
public relations for school programs related to IPLE; teacher-training
workshops; and how to write grant proposals and seek foundation support.
The second part of this document is a teacher's manual for a junior-high
level legal education program called "Law in Action." Designed to pro-
vide participatory learning in the principles and realities of the legal
system, the program emphasizes decision-making skills; program content,
objectives, and materials; teaching methods; use of audiovisual materi-
als; field trips; community involvement projects; testing; teacher work-
shops; newsletters; and teacher resources.

Iowa Department of Public Instruction and Iowa Center for Law-Related
Education. The Legal and Law Enforcement Professional: Ideas for
Involvement. (Dick Gage, Comp.). 1983. 32 pp. ED 237 440.
DIF-$0.97/PC-$3.90 plus postage.

Designed as a guide for law professionals involved in school guest
presentations, the materials in this handbook are also usefUl to elemen-
tary and secondary teachers interested in incorporating law-related edu-
cation into their course content. Three sections cover suggestions for
introducing law-related issues; strategies for teaching about rules,
lawmaking, housing law, search and seizure, and consumer law; and tips
for classroom effectiveness. Two appendices contain information and
resources for conducting mock trials and case studies. An annotated
list of materials on the Bill of Rights concludes the handbook.

Kaltsounis, Theodore, ed. "Social Studies and the Elementary Teacher:
Introduction." Social Education 40, no. 3 (March 1976), pp. 158-59.
EJ 133 589. Reprint available from UMI.

In this introduction, the author sets the tone for a series of
articles intended to stimulate elementary teachers and school personnel
to recognize the value of community resources and to make full use of
them.

Kracht, James B. and James Patrick McGuire. "Developing Social Studies
and Language Arts Skills Using Community Resources." Social Educa-
tion 47, no. 7 (November-December 1983), pp. 536-539. EJ 288 907.
Reprint available from UMI.

To become an integral part of the school program, local resources
:mast be identified, documented, and catalogued at the school or district
levl. A form for collecting data and sample activities and ideas for
usin4 corn unity resources in interdisciplinary social studies/language
arts procrams in the elementary grades are provided.
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McCain, A. Earl, and Murry Nelson. Community Resources for Rural Social
Studies Teachers. 1981. 34 pp. ED 197 906. EDRS price:
MF-$0.97/PC-$3.90 plus postage.

This guide is an inventory of over 100 kinds of readily available
community resources for elementary and secondary social studies teachers,
especially those in rural areas. The guide is organized into two major
sections. The first describes resources relevant to social studies,
organized by: the community's physical setting, its historical setting,
the economic sector, and the community's political system. The second
section provides resources related to the law. Among the many resources
listed are county engineers, county extension agents, civic organiza-
tions, churches, old people, elected officials, game wardens, local
leaders or political parties, and forest rangers. Each resource type is
discussed briefly. Completing the guide are a note about effective use
of resources and an annotated list of suggested readings.

Peck, Robert S. and Charles J. White, eds. Understanding the Law: A
Handbook on Educating the Public. American Bar Association, 1983.
224 pp. ED 240 031. EDRS price: MF-$0.97/PC not available from
EDRS.

Described are various models and methods that have helped
communities around the United States and Canada give the public a better
understanding of legal and judicial systems. An introductory section
discusses the role of the legal profession in improving public
understanding of the law, how to put together a team to teach about the
judicial system, how to find out what the public wants to know about the
law, the need for lawyers to write better in order to reach and teach
the public, the Canadian approach to public legal education, and how the
American Bar Association (ABA) can help with public understanding about
the law. The bulk of the publication contains descriptions of model
programs. These include favorite programs of the ABA, programs
sponsored by judges and the courts, media-related efforts, community
education through legal services, school-based programs, and getting the
law to the professional community.

Singleton, H. Wells. "Participatory Citizenship Education." Theory
Into Practice 20, no. 3 (Summer 1981), pp. 206-209. EJ 251 696.
Reprint available from UMI.

Citizenship experiences are riot reserved exclusively for community
political institutions. The author explores other topics in the social
studies curriculum that lend themselves to community experience.

Tieger, Helen. "How to Use Your Community as a Classroom Resource."
Social Studies Review 22, no. 2 (Winter 1983), pp. 4-12. EJ 277
285. Reprint available from UMI.

This article describes a program in which high school students learn
about city, county, and state government through field trips. Included
are forms for student debriefing, student and community agency staff
evaluations, and lists of do's and don'ts for teacher planning.
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Turner, Mary Jane. Education in Law and Government. How To Be a Hit
With Students. 1981. 8 pp. ED 232 904. EDRS price: MF-$0.97/
PC-$2.15 plus postage.

This paper offers practical and motivating techniques for resource
persons, particularly in legal education, who have been invited to make
presentations in the schools. The first part of the paper prepares
resource persons for giving successful presentations by increasing their
awareness of educational objectives being sought, and the background,
ages, and level of experience of the audience. The second part addresses
activities and strategies designed to gain active participation by in-
volving the students through brainstorming, rank ordering, role playing,
hypotheticals, policymaking, questioning, and field trips. The last
part of the paper stresses the importance of concludir.g remarks in making
a lasting impression on the student.

White, Charles, ed. Building Bridges to the Law: How to Make Lawyers,
Judges, Police, and Other Members of the Community a Part of Your
Law-Related Education Program. 1981. 273 pp. ED 209 144. EDRS
price: MF-$0.97/PC-$19.65 plus postage.

This book will help elementary and secondary teachers make community
involvement part of their legal education program. The authors believe
that the active involvement of lawyers, police and probation officers,
judges, and others from the community is an excellent way of making legal
education real to students. There are five major sections to the book.
The first section provides rationales for education through community
involvement and discusses ways to evaluate experiential learning pro-
grams. The next section discusses how to activate students in the com-
munity, how to get the community involved, and how to set up state net-
works for community resources. The third section, the largest section
of the book, describes successful projects from around the conntry at
the secondary level. For example, in Philadelphia, teachers use
courts and city government to teach students about rights. Other
projects described include police school liaison programs in Wichita,
Kansas, and in Denver, Colorado; mock trial tournaments in New York;
using law students in the classroom; and having criminal justice profes-
sionals visit the classroom. The fourth section focuses on community
involvement in legal education at the elementary level. The last ..,:ction
presents some tips on evaluating community-based programs. Included are
sample evaluatioL instruments. The book concludes with an annotated
listing of articles, books, and audiovisual aids.
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